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Abstract 

Introduction 

Email spam is an international issue that has caused many challenges in different 

countries. In Saudi Arabia, the volume of email spam is high compared to other 

countries. This research investigated the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia and 

the awareness of email users about it and efforts to combat it; and provided 

suggestions for strategies mitigate it. The study was conducted among three groups 

in Saudi Arabia: public users, businesses and ISPs. 

Methodology 

This research adopted a quantitative approach, using self-administrated 

questionnaires to collect data. In this descriptive and cross-sectional study, data was 

collected to answer the research questions from February 2011 to July 2011. 

Multiple cluster random sampling was used to select public users and businesses, and 

convenience sampling was used to select ISPs. A total of 1,500 public users from 

universities, schools, hospitals, and government departments, and 300 businesses 

were selected randomly from five regions; and all 27 ISPs. The validity of the 

questionnaires was examined through a pilot study.  

During data collection, public users, businesses and ISPs were asked to forward 

Arabic and English email spam that they received in their email inboxes (i.e. email 

spam that was bypassed anti-spam filters) to a specific email address created for the 

purpose of this research. An email spam corpora was collected to investigate the 

tricks used in the Arabic and English spam to bypass filters, affecting their 

effectiveness. A total of 1,270 email SPAMs were analysed: 1,035 Arabic, 179 

English, and 56 mixed Arabic and English spam. A taxonomy of email spam filters 

(mostly developed to detect English spam) was constructed to develop methods to 

counter the tricks used in Arabic spam. Using a phenetics approach, filters were 

classified according to similarity between the methods used to detect spam. 

Statistical tests such as chi-square and independent-samples t-test were used to 

analyse the data. 
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Results  

Email users in Saudi Arabia had limited awareness of spam and ways to combat it, 

although a large portion of them were well-educated professionals. ISPs, businesses 

and public users believed that most of the spam was written in English, followed by 

a large minority in Arabic. The most common types of Arabic spam were related to 

forums, and religion and politics; and most English spam was pornographic, and 

phishing and fraud emails. Saudi Arabia was the greatest source of Arabic spam; 

whereas most of the English spam was sent from non-Arabic countries.  

ISPs indicated that anti-spam filters were not completely effective, and these filters 

performed better in detecting English spam than Arabic spam. The highest 

percentage of Arabic spam originated from Saudi Arabia. Different tricks were used 

in Arabic and English spam to bypass the filters. More Arabic than English spam 

included attractive words in the subject line, contained an image in the body of the 

message, and was sent by obfuscated or fake email addresses. Malicious contents 

(e.g. viruses) appeared more often in English spam than Arabic spam.  

The greatest effect of email spam on the performance of public users and 

organisations in Saudi Arabia was reduced productivity, which can affect the 

country’s economic growth. 

Conclusion 

More work is needed to combat spam in Saudi Arabia. Recommended strategies for 

government and ISPs to reduce its effects in Saudi Arabia are: adopt an agreed 

definition; enact culturally fit anti-spam laws; investigate effective ways to educate 

email users; and refine and develop more effective filters, especially for Arabic 

spam. 
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1. Chapter 1: Introduction 

The first chapter of the thesis presents an overview of the research. This chapter is 

divided into seven sections as follows: 

• Section  1.1: introduces the background of the research problem. 

• Section  1.2: describes the scope of the research. 

• Section  1.3: provides the aim and objectives of the research. 

• Section  1.4: presents the research questions. 

• Section  1.5: outlines the research methodology. 

• Section  1.6: provides the contribution of the research. 

• Section  1.7: describes the structure of the thesis. 

1.1 Background to the Research Problem 

Email spam is an international problem that causes many challenges in different 

countries. A number of studies have been conducted to investigate email spam and to 

provide effective educational, legal and technical suggestions to combat it and its 

effects (Al-A'ali 2007; Bujang & Hussin 2010; Chigona et al. 2005; Grimes, Hough 

& Signorella 2007; Leng 2006; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005), but a significant concern 

uncovered when studying the issues related to email spam is its definition. A 

literature review revealed that there is no specific universal definition for email 

spam. Some studies defined it as unsolicited bulk email (UBE); that is, the sending a 

large number of emails that are not requested by recipients (Cook et al. 2006; Polz & 

Gansterer 2009). Some defined it as unsolicited commercial email (UCE). This 

definition comprises promotional advertisements from different businesses sent to a 

large number of recipients (Boykin & Roychowdhury 2004; Carreras & Marquez 

2001; Sakkis et al. 2003). The Centre for Democracy and Technology (CDT) in the 

United States has defined email spam as junk mail that includes jokes and chain 

letters from businesses, friends and family (Center for Democracy & Technology 

2003). The definitions of previous studies of email spam are discussed and the 

definition adopted for the purpose of this study is been provided in Chapter 2. 
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Email spam has a negative impact on the performance of email users and 

organisations, and on the growth of the economy in different countries. Ferris 

Research has estimated that the cost of spam for companies around the world in  

2004 was about US$14 per user per month in lost productivity (Everett 2004). The 

Singapore Infocomm Development Authority (IDA) has reported that the total cost 

of spam for consumers was about S$23 million in lost productivity each year (Leng 

2006). Garcia, Hoepman and Nieuwenhuizen (2004) stated that email spam 

consumes the resources of email servers and this costs Internet Service Providers 

(ISPs) a lot of money as they have to increase the capacity of their email systems and 

buy extra bandwidth. The amount of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) loss caused by 

processing email spam in Japan was about 500 billion yen a year (Takemura & Ebara 

2008).  

Email spam can be a way to transfer malicious programs such as viruses, worms, 

trojans, spyware, fraud and phishing to users’ computers and organisations systems 

(Cournane & Hunt 2004; Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005; Pallas & 

Patrikakis 2005). Some of the malicious programs aim to steal users’ identities and 

confidential information, such as credit card details (Hershkop & Stolfo 2004), and 

some aim to crash users’ software and hardware (Hayati & Potdar 2008). The US 

law enforcement officials, federal agencies and experts at McAfee Corporation state 

that email spam is a way to steal the identities and money of unsuspecting 

consumers. The Internet Fraud Complaint Centre (IFCC) estimated that the cost to 

consumers of online fraud was $17.8 million in 2001, and the estimated number of 

Americans who are victims to identity theft is 500,000 –700,000 each year (Hinde 

2002). 

Many ways have been developed to combat email spam, including educational, legal 

and technical efforts (Chigona et al. 2005; Lugaresi 2004). The educational efforts 

are one of the important strategies for reducing email spam. According to Dantin and 

Paynter (2005), “an important step towards minimising unsolicited and unwanted 

emails is raising the awareness of employees”. Some countries, such as USA and the 

member states of the European Union (EU), have taken action to increase awareness 

of email spam. Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) reported that “the US Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC) organisation has made the public more aware of the growing 
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spam problem”. An example of the actions taken by the member states of the EU 

was conducting campaigns to make users aware of spam and the appropriate ways to 

deal with it (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005). Many studies have investigated users’ 

awareness of email spam and ways of combatting it. Bujang and Hussin (2010) 

studied the awareness of Malaysian email users and how they deal with it, and found 

that although the Malaysian people were aware of email spam, they did not know 

how to protect their email addresses. A study conducted in Singapore has shown that 

forty-two per cent of users did not know how to protect themselves from email spam 

(Leng 2006). Another study conducted in Bahrain revealed that seventy-four per cent 

of the participants did not know about anti-spam filters (Al-A'ali 2007).  

Legislation is another way to combat email spam. According to Lev and Goldin 

(2006), “The spam to legitimate email ratio in Japan is much lower than average due 

to the strict attitude towards law enforcement”. Some countries have enacted special 

laws against spam to reduce its volume and effects. Examples of these countries 

include the USA, European Union (EU) member countries, Australia, and some 

Asian countries, such as Japan and Singapore (Sorkin 2009). However, none of the 

Arabic countries have enacted laws to combat spam (Al-A'ali 2007).  

Another way to combat email spam is by the use of technical controls. Experts who 

work in the field of information and network security have undertaken much 

research and many projects to develop techniques to combat it, including origin-

based techniques (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004) and content-based 

techniques (Cook et al. 2006). In addition, many ISPs and businesses have instituted 

technical policies to reduce spam. According to Sorkin (2001), some ISPs have 

applied clear policies that do not allow using their facilities to send email spam 

(Sorkin 2001).  

In Saudi Arabia, email spam is a big issue and its volume is high compared to other 

countries. A report released by Symantec in 2012 indicated that Saudi Arabia 

remains the most spammed country in the world, with a spam rate of 75.5% of the 

total email traffic in the country (Symantec Corporation 2012). A spam-relaying 

countries report for the third quarter of 2012 published by information technology 

(IT) security and data protection firm Sophos indicated that Saudi Arabia was at the 

top of the list of spam-relaying countries in the Middle Eastern region (Sophos Ltd 
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2012). As well, Kaspersky reported that in 2011 Saudi Arabia was the largest source 

of spam in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries (Kaspersky Lab 2012), 

with the potential for many repercussions in Saudi Arabia, including for the 

country’s economic growth. This requires further efforts by Saudi Government or 

relevant agencies to combat it. In the literature, little or no evidence could be found 

of previous studies that have investigated the nature of email spam and its 

characteristics in Saudi Arabia, and this warrants a study on this issue. This thesis 

presents the results of such a study. 

The discussion above concludes that, although studies have investigated email spam 

in many countries, assessed its effects and provided appropriate ways to combat it, 

no previous studies have been found that investigate spam issues and its effects in 

Saudi Arabia. The study reported in this thesis is the first. The increase in the volume 

of email spam could be attributed to the lack of awareness of it and the lack of legal 

efforts and technical measures to combat it (Dantin & Paynter 2005). 

This study investigates email spam amongst three different user groups in Saudi 

Arabia – public users, businesses and ISPs. This focus was prompted by the 

researcher’s understanding the nature of email spam. It addresses the following gaps 

in the literature on research into email spam in Saudi Arabia: 

• awareness, definitions and characteristics of email spam 

• the differences between Arabic and English email spam 

• legal efforts  to combat email spam as perceived by three groups  

• technical efforts to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia, and the awareness of 

public users and businesses about appropriate measures 

• an understanding of anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs, and their evaluation of 

the effectiveness of these filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam, 

including the tricks used by spammers in the headers and bodies of Arabic and 

English email spam to avoid detection by anti-spam filters. 

Further, this study discusses the implications and makes recommendations that can 

be utilised by the government, ISPs and businesses to combat email spam in Saudi 

Arabia. 
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1.2 Scope of the Research 

This research concentrates on the study of email spam in Saudi Arabia, and not on 

other forms of spam such as web, image, and short message service (SMS) spam. 

Public users (selected from universities, schools, hospitals and government 

departments), businesses, and ISPs were chosen as a representative sample of Saudi 

society. Public users were surveyed because they use email daily for personal 

communication with each other. Because one of the important uses of email is for 

commerce, to communicate with employees, customers, and other international and 

local businesses, businesses were also surveyed. And ISPs were surveyed because 

they have assumed a part of the responsibility to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia. 

The surveys sought to investigate public, business users’ and ISPs’ awareness and 

perceptions about spam and the efforts in Saudi Arabia to combat it. 

This research focuses on the investigation of Arabic and English email spam, and not 

on email spam in other languages, because Arabic is the native and official language 

in Saudi Arabia (Chejne 2009), and English is the language that is most used in the 

world (Altbach 2004; Huddleston & Pullum 2002; Kirkpatrick 2007). Both Arabic 

and English are understood by the researcher and were used to achieve the objectives 

of this research. 

1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Research 

The research aim was to understand the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia, 

including its volume, its languages and its types; to investigate the awareness of 

email users about it and the efforts to combat it; and to provide possible suggestions 

for its mitigation. In order to meet the aim of the research, the following objectives 

were addressed: 

• To investigate the awareness of public users and businesses about email spam, 

anti-spam filters and the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia. 

• To investigate the nature of email spam (volume, languages and types) received 

by public users and businesses, and blocked by ISPs.  

• To investigate the differences between Arabic and English email spam. 
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• To investigate how public users, businesses and ISPs deal with email spam. 

• To investigate the effects of email spam on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs. 

• To investigate the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs, and their evaluation of 

the effectiveness of these filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam. 

• To propose a taxonomy that includes most of anti-spam filters used to detect 

email spam, mostly in English; and then suggest which of these filters could be 

selected to develop new filters for Arabic email spam. 

• To investigate the differences between spammers' tricks used in Arabic and 

English email spam to bypass anti-spam filters. 

1.4 Research Questions 

In order to achieve the research objectives that are described above, several questions 

were developed from the literature review findings (Chapter 2). The methods that 

were developed to answer these questions are described in Chapter 3. The research 

questions were: 

Awareness of, filters for, and efforts to combat email spam 

Q1: Are public users and businesses aware of email spam and anti-spam filters, what 

are the sources of their knowledge and how do they define email spam? 

Q2: Are public users and businesses aware of government and ISPs efforts to combat 

spam in Saudi Arabia? 

The nature of email spam 

Q3: What is the volume of email spam received by public users and businesses and 

blocked by ISPs in Saudi Arabia; in which languages does it occur; and what are the 

sources or origins of Arabic and English email spam? 

Q4: What are the differences between Arabic and English email spam? 

Dealing with email spam 
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Q5: How do public users, businesses and ISPs deal with email spam? 

The effects of email spam 

Q6: What are the effects of email spam on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs? 

Anti-spam filters and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English spam 

Q7: What anti-spam filters are used by Saudi ISPs to block email spam, and how 

effective are they in detecting Arabic and English email spam? 

Spammers’ tricks used in the headers and bodies of Arabic and English email 

spam 

Q8: What is the extent of the following spammers’ tricks used in the headers and 

bodies of Arabic and English email spam, respectively:  

• attractive words or false statements in the subject line 

• texts or texts embedded in images in the content 

• malicious links and attachments, by type 

• fake or obfuscated email addresses. 

1.5 Research Methodology Overview 

This quantitative study conducted among three different Saudi groups from 2009 to 

2014. These groups included public users, businesses, and ISPs. The respondents 

comprised both males and females who were living in the eastern, western, central, 

southern and northern regions of Saudi Arabia at the time of collecting the data. 

They were aged 15 years and older, students and employees, private organisations 

and government departments. They used email regularly and were willing to 

participate in the study. Anybody who did not belong to these three groups and was 

not willing to participate in the study was excluded. Different types of sampling 

methods have been used to select samples of the study. A multiple cluster random 

sampling was used to select public user and business participants, and availability 
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sampling (convenience sampling) was used to select ISP participants.  

To cover all of the research objectives, three questionnaires were used: one for 

public users, one for businesses and one for ISPs. A pilot study was conducted to 

examine the validity of the three groups of questionnaires, and ethical considerations 

were taken into account. The questionnaire for public users was distributed to 1,500 

participants in the central, eastern, western, southern and northern regions of Saudi 

Arabia, and completed questionnaires were collected from 1,020 participants. The 

participants were from universities, schools, hospitals, and government departments.  

The questionnaire for businesses was distributed to 300 businesses in the central, 

eastern, and western regions of Saudi Arabia. Completed questionnaires were 

received from 92 businesses. The participants varied in size, sector, and 

establishment year. At the time, 27 ISPs were licensed by the Communication and 

Information Technology Commission (CITC) to provide Internet Service in Saudi 

Arabia (CITC 2012). The 27 ISPs were located in the eastern (Dammam), western 

(Jeddah) and central (Riyadh) regions. All were surveyed for this research, and 

completed questionnaires were collected from 11 ISPs.  

One of the objectives of this study was to propose a taxonomy of email spam filters 

to help in developing methods for combatting it. The phenetics approach, or 

numerical taxonomy, which has been used in the field of informatics to classify 

objects based on their similarities (Nickerson, Varshney & Muntermann 2013), was 

used to develop a proposed taxonomy that classifies the filters on the basis of the 

similarity of the methods they use to detect email spam. The taxonomy requirements 

and the development of elements or constructs of email spam filter taxonomy have 

been considered in this study. 

The investigation of tricks used by spammers in the headers and bodies of Arabic 

and English email spam was another objective of this study. To achieve this 

investigation, public users, businesses and ISPs (during the collection of 

questionnaires) were asked to forward Arabic and English email spam that they 

received in their email inboxes (i.e. email spam that was not detected by anti-spam 

filters) to a specific email address created for the purpose of this research. A total of 

1,270 email spams were analysed. The 1,270 spam emails included 1,035 in Arabic, 
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179 in English, and 56 in a mixture of languages (i.e. Arabic and English). Internet 

security software (Kaspersky 2013) was used during the analysis to protect the 

researcher’s computer from any potential malicious links or attachments.  

Different statistical tests were used to analyse the data, using the Statistical Package 

for Social Sciences (SPSS) software (version 18) for Windows. 

1.6 Contribution of the Research 

This thesis, which addresses three different Saudi groups – public users, businesses 

and ISPs – is the first study to investigate the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia 

and the efforts to combat it in that country. It provides a foundation for future studies 

on email spam in Saudi Arabia and the issues related to it. The main contribution of 

this research is an understanding of the nature of email spam, email users’ awareness 

of it, and the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia. It will assist the Saudi 

Government, ISPs and relevant agencies to improve the current efforts to combat 

email spam, to develop new counter-measures, and to educate Saudi society about it.  

The research results provide insights into how the three different Saudi groups 

(public users, businesses and ISPs) currently deal with email spam and could help 

them to improve their current efforts of dealing with email spam. This research 

provides an understanding of the anti-spam filters used in Saudi Arabia and their 

effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English email spam, as perceived by ISPs. It 

will assist in improving existing filters, or creating new, more effective filters for 

languages such as Arabic. 

This study proposes a taxonomy of email spam filters based on a large number of 

filters, which are mostly in English. This taxonomy could help future researchers or 

anti-spam filter developers in choosing or suggesting appropriate filters for 

classifying Arabic email spam. This study also provides an understanding of the 

differences between Arabic and English email spam; a list of keywords and phrases, 

and an Arabic and English email spam corpora. These materials could help anti-spam 

developers to refine the existing filters to be more effective in detecting Arabic and 

English spam. 

By providing an understanding of the differences in the tricks used by spammers in 
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the headers and bodies of Arabic and English email spam, the study can help anti-

spam developers in developing more effective filters. The research works carried out 

in this thesis have been published in peer-reviewed international conference papers 

and journals. Over the course of this research, six research papers have been 

published. These papers are listed in the publications section. 

1.7 The Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis comprises ten chapters, which are summarised in Table  1.1.  

Chapter 1 introduces a background to the research problem, describes the scope of 

the research and its aim and objectives, provides the research questions, outlines the 

research methodology and describes the contribution and the outline of the thesis.  

Chapter 2 is the literature review that focuses on the existing studies in the field of 

email spam, email users’ awareness of it, its effects on the performance of email 

users, and the efforts to combat it. This chapter helped the researcher to identify the 

gap of the knowledge and to develop the theoretical concepts underpinning the 

research. 

Chapter 3 describes in detail the methods used to conduct the research. It describes 

the development of the questionnaires for public users, businesses and ISPs, and 

examines their validity. It describes the data collection methods and procedures, 

including the sampling methods, the sample size, and the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria for the three participating groups. The methodology for the analysis of the 

email spam corpora received from the participants is set out, including how the data 

were coded and managed for SPSS analysis. Ethical issues for conducting the study, 

and how they were managed, are discussed. 

Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results of the questionnaire given to public 

users: their perception of email spam, their awareness of anti-spam filters, and the 

efforts to combat spam. It also describes how the public users dealt with email spam, 

and its effects on their performance. It also analyses and discusses the results based 

on the public users’ demographic factors. 

Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of the email spam questionnaire given 

to businesses in Saudi Arabia, to better understand the nature of email spam in Saudi 
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Arabia from their perspective, including the impact that it has on their performance. 

It presents the results of the questionnaire about businesses’ awareness of email 

spam, anti-spam filters and the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia. It also analyses 

and describes the results according to the businesses’ demographic factors. 

Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results of the questionnaire given to Saudi 

ISPs. It includes ISPs’ attempts to raise awareness of their customers and employees, 

the nature of the email spam blocked by the ISPs, and the nature of their attempts to 

prevent it. It also provides information about the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs 

to block email spam and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English spam, as 

perceived by ISPs. 

Chapter 7 presents the proposed taxonomy of email spam filters, which includes the 

different methods that have been proposed by other researchers to detect email spam 

in different languages, mostly in English. This taxonomy could be useful in 

identifying appropriate filters for particular spammers' tricks (described and 

discussed in Chapter 8), especially those used in Arabic email spam. It could also 

help the researcher or other developers in the future to improve or produce new 

filters for Arabic email spam. 

Chapter 8 describes the results of the analysis of the headers and bodies of a 

collection of Arabic, English and mixed language (Arabic and English texts) email 

spam received from Saudi public users, businesses and ISPs. It investigates the tricks 

spammers used to bypass anti-spam filters. 

Chapter 9 discusses the main findings of the research questions as revealed by the 

questionnaire responses of public users, businesses, and ISPs. It addresses about the 

nature of email spam, the awareness of it, how these user groups dealt with it, and its 

effects on their performance. This chapter also discusses spammers’ tricks as 

revealed by the analysis of headers and bodies of Arabic and English email spam. It 

also provides possible suggestions for government, businesses and ISPs to combat 

spam in Saudi Arabia. 

Chapter 10 concludes the research by revisiting the research aim and objectives, 

presenting the main findings, providing the novelty of the research, describing the 

research limitations, discussing the research implications and providing 
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recommendations for future work for other spam issues in Saudi Arabia. 

Table  1.1: A summary of thesis chapters 

Chapter Objective of the chapter Structure of the chapter 

1 
To introduce the research and 
outline this thesis 

• Background to the research 

problem 

• Scope of the research 

• Aim and objectives of the 

research 

• Research questions 

• Research methodology overview  

• Contribution of the research 

• Structure of the thesis 

2 

To conduct a broad literature review 

to identify the gap of the knowledge, 

and to develop the theoretical 

concepts underpinning this research 

• Search strategy used to find 

relevant articles to identify the 

gap of knowledge 

• The definition of email spam 

• The awareness and education of 
email users about spam and anti-

spam filters 

• The nature of email spam 

• How email users deal with spam 

• The effects of spam on the 
performance of email users and 

ISPs 

• The effort to combat email spam 

• Spammers and email spam 

3 
To explain the materials and 

methods used in the research 

• Research aim, objectives and 

questions 

• Research philosophy 

• Research design 

• Research instruments 

• Pilot study 

• Procedures for data collection 

• Variables 

• Data analysis 

• Ethical considerations 

• Methodology followed in the 

analysis of the email spam 
corpora received from the 

participants 

4 

To analyse the public user 

questionnaire data, and to present, 

discuss and compare the results with 

those of other relevant studies 

• Results of public users 

questionnaire  

• Discussion 

5 

To analyse businesses’ questionnaire 

data, and to present, discuss and 

compare the results with previous 

research studies 

• Results of business questionnaire  

• Discussion 

6 To present, discuss and compare the • Results of ISP questionnaire  
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Chapter Objective of the chapter Structure of the chapter 

results with other relevant studies • Discussion 

7 
To propose a taxonomy of major 

anti-spam filters 

• The methodology followed in the 

development of the proposed 

taxonomy 

• The proposed taxonomy of email 

spam filters 

• The effectiveness of anti-spam 

filters in detecting email spam 

8 

To analyse the headers and bodies 

of a collection of Arabic, English and 

mixed (contains Arabic and English 

texts) email spam, and present the 

results of the analysis of the tricks 

used by spammers to bypass anti-

spam filters and lure the recipients 

• Results of the analysis about 

tricks used by spammers to 

bypass anti-spam filters 

• Discussion of the results of the 

analysis of tricks used by 

spammers to bypass anti-spam 

filters 

9 

To discuss the main findings of this 

study with other relevant studies 

and provide possible suggestions to 

combat spam in Saudi Arabia 

• Revisiting the research questions 

• Discussion of major research 

findings 

• Research suggestions for the 

mitigation of email spam in Saudi 

Arabia 

10 

To conclude this research and 

explain its limitations and 

implications, and suggest future 

research work 

• Revisiting the research aim and 

objectives 

• Discussion of major research 

findings and conclusion 

• Novelty of the research 

• Research limitation 

• Research implications  

• Recommendations for future 

research. 

 

Chapter 1 has presented an overview of this research. This chapter began by 

specifying the background of the research problem. It has provided the scope of the 

research, described its aim and objectives, presented the research questions, outlined 

the research methodology, explained the contribution of the research and described 

the structure of the thesis. The next chapter will develop the theoretical concepts 

underpinning this research and identify the knowledge gap by critically reviewing 

the existing literature on the field of email spam, email users’ awareness of it, the 

effects of email spam on the performance of email users and ISPs, and the efforts to 

combat it. 
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2. Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive review of the existing 

literature in the field of email spam, the awareness of email users about it, its effects 

on the performance of email users and ISPs, and the efforts to combat it. Many 

empirical studies have been critically reviewed to develop the theoretical concepts 

underpinning this research. 

This research aimed to investigate the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia, the 

awareness of email users about it and the efforts to combat it; and to provide possible 

suggestions to mitigate it. The researcher reviewed the literature to identify the gap 

of knowledge about email spam in Saudi Arabia, and this helped in developing the 

research objectives and questions. A broad systematic review of studies that 

discussed email spam in different countries has been conducted by using relevant 

keywords and defining inclusion and exclusion criteria through databases accessible 

from the Flinders University library website. Previously published articles were 

collected and read, and then some new papers were found by using the reference lists 

of these published articles. The researcher extracted the main aspects of previous 

studies that have focused on email spam by categorising them into seven main 

aspects. The researcher concentrated on these seven main aspects in the literature 

review.  

This chapter is organised as follows: 

• Section  2.1: describes the search strategy used to find the relevant articles to 

identify the gap of knowledge. 

• Section  2.2: reviews the literature on the definition of email spam. 

• Section  2.3: reviews the literature about the awareness and education of email 

users about spam and anti-spam filters, and the efforts of organisations and 

governments in other countries in this matter. 

• Section  2.4: reviews the literature on the nature of email spam. This includes 

literature that describes its volume, its languages, its types, and its sources or 

origins.  

• Section  2.5: reviews the literature on how email users deal with email spam. 
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• Section  2.6: discusses the effects of email spam on the performance of email 

users and ISPs.  

• Section  2.7: reviews legal, technical and other efforts used to combat email spam. 

• Section  2.8: reviews the literature on the spammers’ motivations for sending 

email spam, their methods used to collect email user addresses, and the tricks 

they use to bypass the anti-spam filters. 

• Section  2.9: concludes this chapter, and introduces the knowledge gap researched 

in this thesis. 

2.1 The Search Strategy to Find the Relevant Articles to 
Identify the Knowledge Gap 

As described earlier, a broad systematic search of previous published articles was 

conducted to find the relevant articles for identifying the gap of knowledge. Different 

databases were used to conduct a systematic search, including ACM Digital Library, 

Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore and ScienceDirect. These databases were chosen 

because of previous similar systematic review studies as well as their accessibility 

via the Flinders University library website. The keywords used to access relevant 

published articles were based on those used in previous similar studies and also the 

aspects that have been highlighted in Table  2.1 (Email spam, Efforts, and 

Participants). In the search strategy, the selected articles were combined by using 

AND and OR to access more relevant articles. Table  2.1 shows the keywords used to 

find the relevant articles.  

Table  2.1: Keywords used to find the relevant articles 

Email Spam–related 

Keywords 

Effort-related 

Keywords 

Participant-related 

Keywords 

Email 

spam 

UCE 
UBE 

Unsolicited 

Bulk 

Junk 

Non-spam 

Language 

Arabic 

English 

Source 

Effort 

Educational 

Knowledge 
Awareness 

Attitude 

Experience 

Dealing 

Technical 

Filter 

Method 

anti-spam 

Measure 

Participant 

Public 

User 
Individual 

Saudi 

Arab 

Business 

Organisation 

Enterprise 

company 

ISP 

Internet 
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Email Spam–related 

Keywords 

Effort-related 

Keywords 

Participant-related 

Keywords 

Business 

Advertisements 

Pornographic 

Political 

Forums 

Malicious 

Phishing 

Effect 

Spammer 

Trick 

Technique 

Legal 

Legislation 

Law 

Government 

ESP 

Combat 

Provider 

Industry 

 

 

This systematic search considered some inclusion and exclusion criteria. Articles that 

were selected to be reviewed were published in the years from 1999 to 2011, written 

in English, and met keyword requirements. The final number of relevant articles was 

arrived at in three steps: 

• The titles of all selected articles were reviewed, and some of them that were 

irrelevant to the study were omitted.  

• The abstracts of articles that met the inclusion criteria were reviewed and some 

articles that were not related to this study were deleted.  

• The full texts of relevant articles were printed and reviewed by the researcher. 

From the printed articles, other relevant articles that were cited and listed in the 

references of these articles were also reviewed. The researcher collected the titles 

of these articles and searched them to include them in the systematic review. 

Finally, about 92 articles were reviewed to identify and explore the gap of the 

knowledge for this study. 

2.2 The Definition of Email Spam 

There are various definitions for email spam, also referred to as junk email (El-

Halees 2009). These definitions distinguish email spam from non-spam, which is 

also known as legitimate or genuine email (Blanzieri & Bryl 2008). Previous studies 

have indicated that the most common definition of email spam is unsolicited bulk 

email (UBE) and unsolicited commercial email (UCE) (Fawcett 2003; Garcia, 

Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004; Sipior, Ward & Bonner 2004). 
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The acronym UBE means sending a large number of emails that are not requested by 

recipients (Androutsopoulos, Koutsias, et al. 2000; Cook et al. 2006; Damiani et al. 

2004; El-Halees 2009; Hovold 2005; O'Brien & Vogel 2003; Polz & Gansterer 2009; 

Zaidan et al. 2011; Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004; Zhuang et al. 2008). The term “Bulk” 

means sending emails in large quantities, and this term depends on the number of 

emails, regardless of content (Lueg 2005). On basis of this definition UBE includes 

all unwanted emails that are sent, whether they originate from commercial, political, 

religious, pornographic, phishing or fraud websites. 

Previous studies have defined UCE as email that contains promotional 

advertisements sent by different businesses to a large number of recipients (Boykin 

& Roychowdhury 2004; Carreras & Marquez 2001; Cheng 2004; Sakkis et al. 2003). 

The term “commercial” is derived from the content of the email. It includes only 

commercial emails, such as all advertisement emails from businesses, and excludes 

non-commercial emails such as political, religious, pornographic, and fraud and 

malicious emails, which are covered by UBE. In contrast, studies such as Ahmed and 

Oppenheim (2006), Adam (2007), Polanski (2008), Fogel and Raghupathi (2013) 

and Arutyunov (2013) did not consider UCE to be a definition of email spam, and 

defined UCE as an easy and quick way to advertise products and services to 

customers.  

The definitions of previous studies of email spam in different countries are 

summarised in Table  2.2. 

Table  2.2: Definition of email spam by other studies in different countries 

Author(s)(Year) Country Definition of Email Spam 

Androutsopoulos et al. (2000) 

O’Brien & Vogel (2003) 

Damiani et al. (2004) 
Zhang, Zhu & Yao (2004) 

Hovold (2005) 

Chigona et al. (2005) 

Cook et al. (2006) 

El-Halees (2009) 

Polz & Gansterer (2009) 

Zaidan et al. (2011) 

Greece 

Ireland 

USA 
China 

Sweden 

South Africa 

Australia 

Palestine 

Austria 

Malaysia 

UBE 

Carreras & Marquez (2001) 

Sakkis et al. (2003) 

Hermanson (2003) 
Boykin & Roychowdhury (2004) 

Spain 

Greece 

USA 
USA 

 UCE 
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Author(s)(Year) Country Definition of Email Spam 

Cheng (2004) 

Bujang & Hussin (2010) 

UK 

Malaysia 

Sorkin (2001) 

Garcia, Hoepman & 

Nieuwenhuizen (2004) 

Pallas & Patrikakis (2005) 

Lam & Yeung (2007) 

Youn & McLeod (2007a) 

USA 

USA 

Greece 

China 

USA 

Both UBE) and UCE 

Cormack & Kolcz (2009) USA Unwanted email that was sent 

indiscriminately, directly or 

indirectly, by a sender having no 

current relationship with recipient. 

Zinman & Donath (2007) USA Email that users cannot easily stop 
receiving. They also preferred to 

depend on users’ judgment to 

define email spam. 

Hayati & Potdar (2008) 

Abdoh, Musa & Salman (2009) 

Austria 

Sudan 

Irrelevant and inappropriate email 

that is sent to numerous recipients. 

Center for Democracy & 

Technology (2003) 

USA Junk mail to include jokes and chain 

letters from businesses, friends and 

family. 

Schaub (2002) Netherlands The practice of sending unsolicited 

emails, most frequently of a 

commercial nature, in large 

numbers and repeatedly to 
individuals with whom the sender 

has had no previous contact, and 

whose email address was found in a 

public space on the Internet, such as 

news groups, mailing lists, 

directories or websites. 

The Federal Trade Commission 

(2005) 

USA Any commercial electronic mail 

messages sent, often in bulk, to a 

consumer without the consumer’s 

prior request or consent. 

Lev & Goldin (2006) USA An email that is sent by unknown 
senders. 

Al-A’ali (2007) Bahrain Email messages offering or 

attempting to sell a product or 

service or attempting to give 

information that the recipient never 

requested or has shown interest in, 

where such information could be 

offensive to the recipient’s person 

or belief. 

Yamakawa & Yoshiura (2010) Japan • An email that satisfies one of 
the following characteristics:  

• Is sent unilaterally in spite of 

receiver’s intention 

• Is sent to the general public 
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Author(s)(Year) Country Definition of Email Spam 

• Aim is advertisement or 

publicity. 

Ermakova (2010) Russia Email that contain useless 

information. 

 

Table  2.2 lists definitions of email spam and shows that definitions vary from 

country to country and by researchers in the same country. In the USA, most of 

studies defined email spam as UBE and UCE, although some studies in the same 

country had specific definitions that were different from these common definitions. 

Different definitions of email spam have been used by studies in different countries 

in the European Union (EU). Countries such as Ireland, Sweden and Austria defined 

email spam as UBE, while UCE was used in the UK and Spain. Greece considered 

both UBE and UCE to be definitions of email spam. The Netherlands and Russia had 

various definitions of email spam that were varied from the definitions of other 

European countries. Email spam was defined in South Africa and Australia as UBE. 

Researchers in some Asian countries, such as China, Malaysia and Japan, have 

defined email spam: China and Malaysia as UBE and UCE; Japan as a specific 

definition, as seen in Table  2.2, which did not agree with those of other Asian 

countries.  

From the Arab countries, such as Palestine, Sudan and Bahrain, a few studies have 

defined email spam. Table  2.2 reveals that researchers in Palestine defined email 

spam as UBE, which is the most common definition used in other countries, whereas 

researchers in Sudan and Bahrain had specific definitions that were not the same as 

the more international definitions. One study indicated that the definition of email 

spam varied from one country to another and suggested that this could be explained 

by the country’s culture (Abdoh, Musa & Salman 2009). A study by Zinman and 

Donath (2007) preferred to rely on the user’s personal judgement to define spam. 

However, no studies were found in the literature that indicated how Saudi Arabia 

defines email spam. Therefore, this study intends to investigate the definitions of 

email spam used by Saudi public users, businesses and ISPs. Understanding the 

Saudi society’s definition of email spam could help the government and decision- 

makers to design strategies to combat spam in Saudi Arabia. 

The definition of email spam used for the purpose of this research was: 
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… an unsolicited, unwanted, bulk email that is sent 

indiscriminately, directly or indirectly, to a large number of 

recipients without their permission, and where there is no 

relationship between the recipients and the senders. 

This definition has been used in previous studies such as Androutsopoulos et al. 

(2000), Cormack and Lynam (2005) and Cormack and Kolcz (2009). Specifically, 

the provenance of the definition is: bulk, unwanted and unsolicited emails (O'Brien 

& Vogel 2003) that are sent indiscriminately, directly or indirectly to a large number 

of recipients without their permission (Cormack & Kolcz 2009), and where there is 

no relationship between the recipients and the senders (Lev & Goldin 2006). 

2.3 The Awareness and Education of Email Users about 
Spam and Anti-spam Filters 

Increasing email users’ knowledge about spam is one of the most effective ways to 

reduce it. Previous studies have suggested that the user and organisation awareness 

and methods of combating it could mitigate email spam, and they suggested that the 

information should be communicated to email users. Dantin and Paynter (2005) 

stated that “an important step towards minimising unsolicited and unwanted emails is 

raising the awareness of users”. Lugaresi (2004) suggested that social awareness of 

spam, including its causes and appropriate ways to combat it, must be published and 

reinforced. Awareness could be achieved by educating users, businesses, information 

centres, associations and privacy advocates (Lugaresi 2004). D’Ambra (2007) stated 

that “education needs to play a larger role in the fight against spam as computer users 

either lack the understanding or are not interested in computer security”. Refai and 

Nyanchama (2007) indicated that establishing awareness programs, which provide 

workshops, seminars and training about spam for employees and customers, could 

help to increase their awareness and combat the problem.  

Šolić et al. (2011) stated that: 

As there are law regulations nowadays and technical solutions like 

spam filters on both users’ and providers’ side attention should be 

paid to the users’ behaviour and their awareness of how to 

suppress spam. 
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One of the technology consultants at the Mirapoint Company (Everett 2004) 

recommended that users should be educated spam and staff should be encouraged to 

sign up to receive corporate email usage policies: 

Examples of corporate policies include writing agreed definitions 

of what constitutes spam and making it clear that staff should not 

delete anything that infringes this, but report it to a single point of 

contact in the company.  

In their study of the spam phenomenon in Greece, Pallas and Patrikakis (2005) 

suggested that ISPs should offer awareness programs to inform email users about 

spam, effective methods against it, and how to deal with it. The authors reported that 

“ISPs should take actions by providing assistance to enforcement agencies along 

with undertaking of users’ education about spam”. 

Awareness programs have been conducted by some governments, ISPs and 

businesses to educate email users about spam and the appropriate ways to combat it. 

Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) stated that “the US FTC organisation has made the public 

more aware of the spam”. The member states of the EU have taken many actions to 

increase users’ awareness of spam, such as conducting campaigns to make users 

aware of spam and the appropriate ways to deal with it (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005). 

Nine Danish ISPs designed a strategy to combat spam, which included establishing 

the “ISP Security Forum” organisation. One of the responsibilities of this 

organisation was to provide common guidelines for customers about spam and 

filters. Some countries have taken initiatives to educate users (consumers, 

companies, and public authorities) about spam and how they can avoid it. For 

example, the Confederation of Danish Industries and the Danish Consumer 

Ombudsman office produced reports about spam. The first report included anti-spam 

guidance for private individuals and companies. The second report included advising 

users about spam laws in the country (Frost & Udsen 2006). Jidiga and Sammulal 

(2013) stated that “the Indian government organizations like MCIT (Ministry of 

Communication and Information technology) setup separate divisions to conduct a 

security awareness programs to the people, employees, students about spam”. 

Some countries cooperated with each other to combat spam and increase user 
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awareness. According to Moustakas, Ranganathan and Duquenoy (2005), some 

countries used international initiatives, for example, education, training and 

awareness of users and businesses. Examples included: the tripartite Memorandum 

of Understanding on spam enforcement cooperation (an agreement between the US, 

UK and Australia), the London Action Plan cooperation (an agreement between 15 

countries), and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD). More details about these three international initiatives are provided in this 

chapter Section 2.7. 

Studies have been conducted in different countries to understand the awareness of 

email users about spam and anti-spam filters. A study conducted in Singapore 

showed that 42% of users did not know how to protect their computers from the 

problem. The results of this study suggested that public education was necessary for 

users and that education could be achieved through workshops and newsletters, and 

by ISPs advising email users to use anti-spam filters (Leng 2006). A study conducted 

in Bahrain revealed that most of the participants (74%) did not know about using 

anti-spam filters to combat spam, while only 26% knew about them (Al-A'ali 2007). 

Bujang and Hussin (2010) conducted a study in Malaysia to understand the 

awareness of Malaysian email users, and found that about 86.5% of the participants 

were aware of email spam, and 66.9% were aware of anti-spam filters. 

It can be concluded that generating awareness about email spam is important way to 

combat it, and that educational efforts to educate users and organisations in the 

developed countries, such as the USA and some countries of the EU (e.g. UK and 

Denmark) were better than the efforts in other countries, especially the Arabic 

countries. With the exception of a few studies, such as that conducted in Bahrain, 

which found awareness of users in Bahrain to be lower than in countries such as 

Singapore and Malaysia, no previous studies were found to have conducted research 

into spam or to have investigated the educational efforts of Arabic countries to 

inform users about spam. Therefore, this study fills this gap by investigating the 

awareness of Saudi public users and businesses about email spam, anti-spam filters, 

and their awareness of the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia. 
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2.4 The Nature of Email Spam 

Many studies have discussed different aspects of the nature of email spam, such as 

its volume, its languages, its types, and its sources or origins. This section reviews 

the literature for these aspects. 

2.4.1 The Volume of Email Spam 

This section reviews some studies and statistics provided by some researchers, 

businesses, ISPs and governments about the average number of email spam received 

by public users and businesses in different countries. A previous study by Siponen 

and Stucke (2006) of 500 US and Finland companies, found that the average number 

of email spam received by companies was 1,987,000 spam weekly. Another study 

showed that UK companies received an average of 101,500 email spam per week 

(Computer Fraud and security 2004). Researchers have mentioned different reasons 

for the large volume of email spam received by recipients. The first reason might be 

the lack of the awareness of email users about effective ways of dealing with it, 

which could result in the interaction with spam or responses to offers made by email 

spam (Barroso 2007; Simpson 2003). The second reason could be that the absence of 

anti-spam laws or legal efforts in some countries could encourage spammers to send 

more email spam (Lev & Goldin 2006). The third possible reason might be that 

spammers develop their methods to bypass filters, which could result in an increase 

in spam getting through to recipients (Hayati & Potdar 2009; Wang et al. 2007). 

Previous studies about the average number of email spam received by public users 

are listed in Table  2.3. 

Table  2.3: The average number of email spam received by email users in different 

countries 

Author(s)(Year)  Country 
% Total 

Participants 

Average Volume of 

Email Spam 

Received/Participant 

Period 

Gartner Group 

(1999) 

USA • 40%  

• 20% 

• 17% 

• 9% 

• 3% 

• 1% 

• 1% 

• 1-5 

• 6-10 

• 11-20 

• 21-35 

• 36-50 

• 51-100 

•  ˃ 100 

Weekly 
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Author(s)(Year)  Country 
% Total 

Participants 

Average Volume of 

Email Spam 

Received/Participant 

Period 

Hermanson 

(2003) 

 

USA • 31%  

• 31%  

• 29%  

• ≥ 75%*  

• 25-74%* 

• 1-24% * 

*of all emails 

Daily 

Özgür, Güngör & 
Gürgen (2004) 

Turkey • 63% 

• 37% 

• ˃ 50 

• ˃ 1000 
Weekly 

Chigona et al. 

(2005) 

South Africa • all • 15 
Daily 

Chuan et al. 

(2005) 

China • all • 8 
Weekly 

Dong et al. 

(2006) 

China • all • 19 
Weekly 

Grimes, Hough & 

Signorella (2007) 

USA • all • 13 
Daily 

Al-A’ali (2007) Bahrain • 12% 

• 46% 

• 24% 

• 18% 

• < 5 

• 5-15 

• 15-25 

• ˃ 25 

Daily 

Bujang & Hussin 

(2010)  

Malaysia • all • 5 
Daily 

 

The data described in Table  2.3 reveals that the average number of email spam varies 

from country to country, and this average has increased with the time in some 

countries such as the USA and China. In the USA, the average (as reported by most 

of participants in the specified studies) has increased from 1-5 spam to 91 spam each 

week. The average number of email spam in China has risen from 8 spam to 19 spam 

weekly. This increased average number of email spam in these two countries, taking 

into account the lower average number of emails received by Chinese than American 

users, might be because of the lack of educational efforts undertaken to educate 

people about ways to deal with it (Dantin & Paynter 2005), or the lower technical 

measures used to combat it, which could lead to an increase the average number of 

spam emails (Cheng 2004). It can be seen from Table  2.3 that South Africa and 

Bahrain had the highest average number of email spam, while China had the lowest 

average number of email spam. This could be explained by better efforts (e.g. 

educational, legal and technical) being undertaken by the Chinese Government to 

combat spam were better than by the governments of other countries. However, no 

previous studies investigating the average number of email spam in Saudi Arabia 

were found in the literature. Therefore, this research covers that gap. 
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2.4.2 The Languages of Email Spam 

Email spam is written in different languages, such as English and Arabic. According 

to Hayati and Potdar (2008), “spam is not restricted to the English language, it can 

also be seen in other languages like Arabic”. Some spammers focus on the English 

language in email spam, because English is the language most used in the world 

(Altbach 2004; Huddleston & Pullum 2002; Kirkpatrick 2007), and can be 

understood by the most people. This could help spammers to reach more email users 

and reap more financial benefits (Cook et al. 2006; Rogers 2006). Some spammers, 

however, write email spam in their native language so that they can be understood by 

people who speak this language, who have the same nationality as the spammer, or 

who live in the spammer’s region, such as Arabic countries (Lev & Goldin 2006).  

Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) reported that 80% of the email spam received in the 

European Union was written in English, although the EU includes about 12 different 

official languages. A study by Pallas and Patrikakis (2005) to investigate the email 

spam in Greece has shown that 8% (10 emails) of 125 email spam received by Greek 

email users were Greek spam. The results showed that the average amount of Greek 

spam (8%) was smaller than the average amount of English spam received (92%). A 

study conducted by Dong et al. (2006) has revealed that the average amount of 

Chinese email spam received by recipients in China was 69%. A study by Symantec 

(2010) showed that the highest percentage of email spam received in Brazil was in 

Portuguese (33%), whereas the second most frequent email spam language was 

English (25.6%).  

A survey conducted by Al-A’ali (2007) in Bahrain showed that most of the 

participants (64%) received English email spam, 18% received both Arabic and 

English email spam, and 18% received Arabic email spam. The finding of the 

Bahraini study about the language of email spam was supported by the El-Halees’s 

study (2009), which indicated that “email users in the Arab world have received 

spam written mostly in Arabic, English or mixed Arabic and English”. However, El-

Halees’s study did not mention which of the Arab countries have received Arabic, 

English or mixed Arabic and English email spam. Bujang and Hussin (2010) 

conducted a study of how Malaysian email users deal with email spam. Their results 

showed that English was the most popular language (90%) used in email spam, and 
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Malay was the second most frequently used language (82.9%) in spam in Malaysia. 

It can be seen, then, that English was the most used language in email spam in 

different countries, including EU Members such as Greece, some Asian countries, 

such as China and Malaysia, and some Arab countries, such as Bahrain. This is 

supported by the Shrivastava and Bindu study (2012), which showed that the most 

popular language of email spam around the world was English. The literature 

revealed that English was followed in frequency by the native language of the 

country in which the email spam was received. However, no studies were found that 

investigate the languages of email spam received in Saudi Arabia; hence, this study 

fills that gap by investigating one aspect of the nature of email spam: the languages 

of email spam received by public users and businesses, and blocked by ISPs. 

2.4.3 The Types of Email Spam 

Although email spam is written in different languages in different countries, it seeks 

to achieve the same purposes (Lieven et al. 2007; O'Brien & Vogel 2003). Email 

spam can be divided into many types, according to the spammers’ purposes. Sakkis 

et al. (2003) stated that “Unsolicited Commercial Email may advertise anything, 

from vacations to get-rich schemes”. Many studies conducted by researchers, 

businesses, ISPs and governments have discussed the most common types of email 

spam in different countries. These studies are reviewed in Table  2.4. 

Table  2.4: Types of email spam reported by other studies in different countries 

Author(s)(Year)  Country Types of Email SPAM  

Cranor & LaMacchia (1998) USA Identified: 

• 35% money-making opportunities, 

including included pyramid-style 

schemes, multilevel marketing 

systems, investment opportunities 

• 11% adult entertainment, singles 
services, sexually oriented 

products and services 

• 10% direct marketing products 

and services 

• 9% informational and how-to 

guides  

• 7% advertisements for internet 
services, computer hardware and 

software, office products and 

services 
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Author(s)(Year)  Country Types of Email SPAM  

• 3% non-commercial emails  

• 25% other products and services 

including phone services, vacation 

packages, nutritional 

supplements, weight loss 

products, credit cards, cable 

descramblers, online newsletters 

Gartner Group (1999) USA Identified: 

• 37% “get rich quick”  

• 25% adult emails 

• 18% software offers  

• 6% website promotions 

• 5% investment emails 

• 2% health  

• 2% contests  

• 1% vacation  

• 4% other  

Hinde (2002) USA Friendly spam defined as an email 
sent by people by the recipients 

know, (e.g..family, friends, and 

colleagues), e.g.:  

• chain letters 

• jokes 

• video clips 

Hermanson (2003) USA Identified: 

• travel information 

• surveys 

• stocks or quotes 

• religious 

• political 

• offensive or adult 

• health products 

• durable goods 

• dating services 

• charities 

• banking 

• astrology 

• advanced sales notices 

McAfee (2003) USA Identified: 

• 30% refinancing 

• 27% credit counselling  

• 27% sexual enhancement 

products.  

The Coalition against 

Unsolicited Commercial Email 

(2004) 

Canada Identified: 

• chain letters 

• pyramid schemes (including 

multilevel marketing) 

• make-money-fast schemes 
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Author(s)(Year)  Country Types of Email SPAM  

• phone sex lines 

• advertisements for pornographic 

websites 

Phelps et al. (2004) USA Identified 16 main categories:  

• 48.8% jokes 

• 17.7% chain letters 

• 8.4% inspirational emails 

• 4.8% religious emails 

• 4.4% information emails 

• 3.5% warning emails 

• 2.8% naked pictures 

• 1.3% email digests 

• 1.2% free stuff 

• 1.2% were comments about a 

company 

• 1.1% games 

• 0.3% missing children 

• 0.3% company-originated emails 

• 0.2% political emails 

• 0.1% good deeds  

• 4.0% other types of spam. 

Subcategories: 

• Jokes emails � general, sexual, 

gender issues, work- or computer- 

related, current events, political, 

poems 

• Chain letters emails � general, 
religious, inspirational, luck, free 

stuff, money 

• Inspirational emails � thought for 

the day, “feel good” pictures 

• Information emails  � current 

events, entertainment and events, 
helpful tips, recipes 

• Warning emails � computer 

viruses, crimes, product 

• Naked pictures � naked pictures, 

altered naked pictures 

Hulten et al. (2004) USA Surveyed 100,000 volunteer Hotmail 

users, identified:  

• 30% domestic: e.g. financial 
services, insurance, government 

grant programs, items that are 

very expensive to ship 

internationally 

• 32% semi-domestic (Mexico, 

Canada) but still require shipping, 

e.g. Viagra and other medical 

products, college diplomas, 
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Author(s)(Year)  Country Types of Email SPAM  

magazines 

• 38% international products or 

services, not physical shipping or 

domestic presence required, e.g. 

pornographic websites, software, 

scams 

Dantin & Paynter (2005) New Zealand Identified: 

• 20-30% product offers 

• 20% adult emails 

• 20% healthcare products 

• <10% scams (fraud) 

The China anti-spam market 

research (2005) 

China Identified: 

• 19% shopping online 

• 13% promoting IT products 

• 12% get-rich  

• 10% adult products 

• 9% vacation 

• 9% political 

• 8% business 

• 7% pornography and violence 

• 13% other 

Chigona et al. (2005) South Africa Blocked by the ISPs: 

• 28% product  

• 17% adult  

• 15% financial  

• 9% scams 

• 7% health  

• 6% fraud email 

• 5% leisure  

• 4% internet 

• 4% political  

• 1% spiritual  
Received by public users:  

• ˃ 60% pornographic or adult 

content 

• 55% hoaxes 

• 53% business investment 

schemes, e.g. get-rich-quick  

• 38% political speeches  

• 35% other   

The Federal Trade 

Commission (2005) 

USA From 1,000 email spam, 90% of 

investment and business 

opportunities emails were fraudulent, 

e.g.: 

• bait-and switch 

• pyramid schemes 

• chain letters 

• credit repair scams  
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Author(s)(Year)  Country Types of Email SPAM  

• bogus weight-loss programs 

Lev & Goldin (2006) Not 

mentioned 

Most common types by country: 

• Russia: food, accessories, 

education, construction 

• China: fake invoices, designed to 

reduce the tax burdens of 

different businesses; anti-
government  

• Germany: racist and white 

supremacist 

• Korea: financial or mortgage-

related 

Grimes, Hough & Signorella 

(2007) 

USA Categorised as: 

• financial 

• pornographic and other sexual 

• health 

• entertainment 

• computer hardware and software 

Al-A’ali (2007) Bahrain Identified: 

• 73% marketing products 

• 21% fun 

• 6% sent by mistake 

Hanke & Hauser (2008) Austria Identified new type: 

• stock email spam: unsolicited, 

includes information and 

recommendations about a specific 
stock 

Yamakawa & Yoshiura (2010) Japan Most common types, by language, in 

Japan: 

• English: commercial 

advertisements 

• Japanese: sexual 

Zaidan et al. (2011) Malaysia Identified: 

• commercial advertising 

• doubtful product 

• pornography 

• get rich quick scheme 

• viruses 

 

It can be seen from Table  2.4 that the most common type of email spam received in 

different countries such as the USA, New Zealand, South Africa and Bahrain was 

business advertisements and marketing products. This indicates that the most 

common purpose of spammers in different countries was to make money (Blanzieri 

& Bryl 2008; Hayati & Potdar 2008). Some countries had specific types of email 

spam, which were related to political issues or other events in their countries, and 
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these types could not be found in other countries. Examples include Russia (food and 

education), China (anti-government), Korea (mortgage-related) and Germany (racist 

and white supremacist). In Japan, the most common type of Japanese email spam 

was sexual, a type reported to be less prolific in Islamic or Arabic countries. 

According to Al-A’ali (2007) and Abdoh, Musa and Salman (2009), there is less 

pornographic or sexual email in Arabic-speaking countries than in other countries 

because the Islam religion prohibits pornography. Abdoh, Musa and Salman (2009) 

claimed that the types of email spam could differ from one country to another 

because of the motivations and cultures of spammers: some spammers send 

commercial emails, some send pornographic emails, and others send malicious 

programs. However, no studies were found that have investigated the types of email 

spam received by email users in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, this study fills that gap by 

investigating the types of email spam received by public users and businesses, and 

blocked by ISPs in Saudi Arabia. 

2.4.4 The Sources (Origins) of Email Spam 

There are many strategies for identifying the origin of email spam, such as 

investigating spammer IP, spammer domain location and email spam content (Lev & 

Goldin 2006); and analysing email headers and constructing honeypots (Boneh 

(2004). A honeypot is a system or a machine designed to collect email spam and to 

trap spammers (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). 

Studies have been conducted in different countries to investigate the origin of email 

spam. Hinde (2002) reported that most scam and fraud emails received in the USA 

were sent from Africa, especially Nigeria, and they cost victims billions of dollars. 

Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) found that 80% of email spam received in the EU 

originated from North America. According to ISPs, most email spam received in 

South Africa was sent from China, India, and North Korea (Chigona et al. 2005). A 

survey conducted by the Infocomm Development Authority (IDA) in Singapore 

revealed that 77% of email spam received in Singapore originated outside of 

Singapore (Leng 2006). Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) revealed that most Japanese 

email spam originated in China and Taiwan, while only 10% of Japanese spam 

originated in Japan. Further, a study conducted by the Computer Fraud and Security 

(2008) which showed that Asia was the top continent for spam generation in the 
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world. 

It would seem, then, that most of the email spam received in different countries 

originates in Asian countries. This might be because Asian countries may not have 

enacted anti-spam laws, and this would attract spammers from countries that do have 

them (Yamakawa & Yoshiura 2010). In the Arab world, Al-A’ali (2007) indicated 

that neither Saudi Arabia or any of the other Arabic countries have enacted laws to 

combat spam and spammers, which could increase the volume of email spam in that 

region and encourage spammers to send spam from Arabic countries to other 

countries. As no previous studies could be found in the literature that investigated the 

sources or origins of email spam received in Saudi Arabia, a study of this issue is 

needed. This study investigates the sources of email spam received in Saudi Arabia, 

as perceived by Saudi ISPs.  

2.5 How Email Users Deal with Spam 

This section reviews previous studies about the way in which email users deal with 

email spam. Examples include: reading it, deleting it, reporting it to the ISPs, 

blocking it with anti-spam filters, and interacting with it and responding to offers 

such as purchasing, selling and fun (Phelps et al. 2004). 

A US survey of 1,018 participants aged 50 and older revealed that about 21% 

changed their email addresses to avoid receiving spam, 82% deleted it without 

opening it, and 54% used anti-spam filters to block it (Hermanson 2003). The 

Radicati Group revealed that 31% of the participants they surveyed had clicked on a 

link in an email spam (Rogers 2006). Chigona et al. (2005), who studied the 

perceptions of South African users about spam, reported that 4% of the participants 

opened email spam.  

In New Zealand, Dantin and Paynter (2005) found that 32% of the respondents to 

their survey used anti-spam filters to block email spam. Grimes, Hough and 

Signorella (2007) found that 66% of the participants in their US study deleted it, 

16.7% used filters to block it, 11.7% contacted their ISPs, and 0.5% contacted the 

government. A Bahraini study has shown that 82% of the participants read the 

header and deleted the email, 6% read the entire email and then deleted it, and 12% 

kept it (Al-A'ali 2007). Bujang and Hussin’s study (2010) of Malaysian email users 
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revealed that 8.1% of the participants responded to email spam, 30.8% clicked on the 

link, 50.4% used anti-spam filters provided by their email service provider (ESP) and 

employer, 25.8% used their own filters to block spam, and 7.7% reported email 

spam. 

As well, studies have investigated the reasons why email users respond to email 

spam. Hermanson (2003) found that 81% of the American participants purchased 

something and, of these, 16% said that they bought learning materials. The high 

proportion might be because they lack sufficient knowledge about its negative 

impact on their performances and computers, and effective ways to deal with it. 

Responding to spam can result in receiving more spam (Barroso 2007; Simpson 

2003). About 4% of the participants in Hermanson’s study said that email spam 

provided a way to find out about new products (Hermanson 2003). Over 10% of the 

participants in Rogers’ (2006) study and 4% of 205 US participants in the study by 

Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007) had purchased something from email spam.  

It can be concluded that the way in which email users in different countries deal with 

spam varies from user to user. This can be explained by experience in using email, 

knowledge of spam and its effects, and knowledge of filters used to block it (Grimes, 

Hough & Signorella 2007). Responding to email spam can increase the volume of 

email spam by recipients and have negative impacts on their computers (Lambert 

2003). Of interest to this study is the lack of previous studies reported in the 

literature researching how Saudi public users treat email spam, and the reasons why 

they respond to it. Hence, this study fills that gap. 

2.6 The Effects of Spam on the Performance of Email Users 
and ISPs 

Email spam has a huge effect on the performance of public users, employees, ISPs 

and businesses (Sorkin 2001). Hovold (2005) stated that “the vast volume of spam 

being sent wastes resources on the Internet, wastes time for users, and may expose 

children to unsuitable contents (e.g. pornography)”. Spam is second on the list of 

problems faced by ISPs (Khorsi 2007). The following sections describe the effects of 

email spam on the performance of email users and ISPs. 
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2.6.1 Wasting Time and Reducing Productivity 

Email users and administrators spend a lot of time in reading, deleting, filtering, 

blocking email spam, isolating spam from legitimate emails and fixing problems 

caused by it (Bujang & Hussin 2013; Pérez-Díaz et al. 2012). Employees also waste 

time checking spam folders to avoid losing important emails that are misclassified by 

anti-spam filters (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010), which reduces the productivity 

of email users and employees (Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005; Zhang, 

Zhu & Yao 2004). The average time that employees have reported sorting out spam 

problems each day has been reported as 10 minutes in the US (Hinde 2002), 21 

minutes in South Africa (Chigona et al. 2005), and 13 minutes the USA and Finland 

(Siponen & Stucke 2006), and Caliendo et al. (2008) reported that employees spend 

about 1,200 minutes each year identifying and deleting email spam. 

Cook et al. (2006) point out that deleting spam manually from a user’s inbox wastes 

time, which costs employers money in lost productivity. Everett (2004) estimated 

that the global cost of spam for companies around the world was about $14 per user 

per month, and Hinde (2002), in the EU, estimated that the cost of spam was US$8 

billion a year worldwide. It has been estimated that the cost of email spam for US 

companies is $10 billion in lost productivity a year (Cook et al. 2006), for Singapore 

consumers the Singapore Infocomm Development Authority (IDA) reckons the cost 

at S$23 million in lost productivity a year (Leng 2006). SpamCon Inc. has estimated 

that, in loss of productivity and resources, fixing spam related problems, and 

technical support, the cost of one email spam is from $1 to $2, and that this cost can 

reach millions of dollars a day depending on the number of spam emails sent and 

received (Atkins 2003 cited in Khorsi 2007). In Japan, the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) loss due to processing email spam was estimated at 500 billion yen a year 

(Takemura & Ebara 2008). 

Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) looked at the burden on ISPs and their staff. The ISPs 

frequently upgrade their servers, software and hardware to block email spam. The 

staff read and handled customers’ feedback and complaints about email spam, and 

regularly maintained anti-spam filters software or hardware (Pfleeger & Bloom 

2005), which takes time and reduces ISP productivity. The America OnLine (AOL) 

ISP, which is also an ESP (Goodman & Rounthwaite 2004), claimed that more than 
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1 billion email spam sent by two spammers prompted 8 million customer complaints 

(Pfleeger & Bloom 2005). Brod (2004) claimed that the time lost in dealing with 

email spam problems in the US was 40 minutes weekly. In terms of money spent, the 

US Federal Trade Commission (US FTC) forum reported that American ISPs spent 

billions of dollars to stop spam (Allman 2003), and in the EU ISPs paid about 10 

billion euro a year to combat spam (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). 

2.6.2 Offensive Content 

The content of email spam differs from one country to another with the motivations 

and cultures of spammers. Some spammers send commercial emails, some send 

pornographic emails, and others send malicious programs. Abdoh, Musa and Salman 

(2009) reported the use of pornographic content, which conflicted with the Arabic 

culture, to advertise adult products and sexual websites. Offensive spam can also 

include emails with false claims.  

2.6.2.1 False claims 

Some studies have discussed false claims in email spam. A study conducted by the 

FTC in 2003 revealed that common offers included “work at home plans”, “pyramid 

schemes”, and “get rich quick schemes”. The results revealed that 90% of spam 

claims for businesses and investments were false (Federal Trade Commission 2003) 

– a problem for users who respond to the emails. Chigona et al.’s (2005) study of 

South African users stated that that 51% of the participants said that not only was 

pornographic spam considered offensive, but also hoaxes and commercial schemes 

(including get-rich-quick). 

2.6.2.2 Pornography 

Pornography spam is a significant type of offensive content email spam (Moustakas, 

Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005). It can include images, videos and links to external 

websites, and is a major concern when children have access to them (Al-A'ali 2007). 

Spammers sometimes send pornographic emails with false statements in the subject 

line of the email so the recipients do not know what the content of email is about 

before they open it (Hamel 2004; Simon 2004). An FTC study revealed that 40% of 

pornographic emails have false statements in the subject line. For example, some 

spammers send an email with the subject “Re”, when the content of the email is 

pornographic (Federal Trade Commission 2003). 
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Pornographic spam can be harmful when read by children (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004), 

as it  often includes pornographic advertisements and links to websites that are 

unsuitable for minors (Androutsopoulos, Koutsias, et al. 2000). Parents are 

concerned about their children accessing pornographic spam (O'Brien & Vogel 

2003). About half (49%) of the participants in Al-A’ali’s (2007) Bahrain study were 

extremely disturbed by pornographic spam and 83% of parents who participated in 

the study were worried that pornographic spam emails would have an effect on their 

children. 

2.6.3 Consumption of Internet Resources 

The large volume of email spam can cause problems with network traffic, 

bandwidth, memory, and storage space (Androutsopoulos, Koutsias, et al. 2000; 

Sorkin 2001). This requires organisations and ISPs to pay more money to buy extra 

bandwidth, capacity for email systems, anti-spam hardware and software, and servers 

(Chigona et al. 2005; Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004; O'Brien & Vogel 

2003).  

The US FTC forum reported that ISPs spent billions of dollars to combat spam, 

without counting the time wasted by the individual recipients (Allman 2003). In the 

European Union, the ISPs paid about 10 billion euro a year to combat spam (Garcia, 

Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). Cournane and Hunt (2004) stated that the ISPs 

buy extra bandwidth to provide Internet service to subscribers, and if the large 

volume of email spam consumes the bandwidth, ISPs have to decide whether to 

provide a slower Internet service to subscribers or pay more money to increase the 

bandwidth, and increase charges to subscribers due to the large bandwidth usage. 

Androutsopoulos et al. (2000) indicated that the email spam consumes Internet, 

computing and network resources, such as bandwidth, and causes delays for Internet 

users even if the users do not receive the spam. According to Cook et al. (2006), 

“running any sort of spam filter on a mail server steals processing time from the 

server’s major purpose: delivering email”. O’Brien and Vogel (2003) stated that 

email spam could be harmful to the capacity, and could slow down the speed of 

servers and services. 

2.6.4 Infection of Computers and Systems by Malicious Programs 

Email spam can be a way to transfer malicious programs, such as viruses, worms, 
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trojans, spyware, fraud and phishing, to users’ computers and organisations’ systems 

(Cournane & Hunt 2004; Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005; Pallas & 

Patrikakis 2005). In this way, email spam can be a threat to computer and network 

security (Cournane & Hunt 2004; Dantin & Paynter 2005; Hershkop & Stolfo 2004; 

Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005; Pfleeger & 

Bloom 2005; Sorkin 2001). According to Polz and Gansterer (2009): 

Unsolicited email messages evolved from a mere annoyance to a 

threat for the user. Phishing messages are sent to spy on private 

data and viruses can be spread via email.  

Some malicious programs aim to steal users’ identities and confidential information, 

and some aim to crash users’ software and hardware. The US law enforcement 

officials, federal agencies, and experts at McAfee Corporation state that email spam 

is a way to steal the identities and money of unsuspecting consumers. The Internet 

Fraud Complaint Centre (IFCC) estimated that the cost to consumers of online fraud 

was $17.8 million in 2001, and the estimated number of Americans who are victims 

to identity theft is 500,000-700,000 each year (Hinde 2002).  

Hermanson (2003) stated that email spam can be associated with fraud identity, bank 

account numbers, passwords, and other important data, affecting customers and 

businesses. A study revealed that the cost of fraud emails for consumers in the USA 

was $700 million in 2001 (Federal Bureau of Investigation 2002 cited in Hermanson 

2003). In 2002, 36,802 complaints about email fraud were received by the National 

Consumer League Internet Fraud Watch in the USA (National Consumer League 

2003 cited in Hermanson 2003). According to Pfleeger and Bloom (2005), “Trojan 

horses have turned innocent victims into sources of spam or unleashed malicious 

software that uses the victim’s email account to launch large quantities of spam”. In 

a Chigona et al. study (2005), 56% of the participants in South Africa said that they 

received viruses from email spam and that it invaded their privacy. 

2.6.5 Other Effects 

This section describes other effects of email spam, such as causing loss of 

confidence in using email, annoyance and cost, loss of ISPs’ and businesses’ 

reputation, and loss of important emails. 
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2.6.5.1 Loss of confidence in using email 

Being the victim of email spam can lead to loss of confidence in using email, and 

reducing the usage of email. A study in the USA revealed that 52% of American 

email users have less trust in email and 25% have reduced their use of email due to 

the ever-increasing volume of spam (Fallows 2003 cited in Boykin & Roychowdhury 

2004). Another study conducted in South Africa found that 59% of the participants 

complained that spam ruined the reputation and the effectiveness of email (Chigona 

et al. 2005). 

2.6.5.2 Annoyance and cost 

Email spam can be annoying and costly for users, businesses and ISPs (Garcia, 

Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). Claiming annoyance value of email spam in 

various studies were: in South Africa, 91% of a study’s participants (Chigona et al. 

2005); in a New Zealand study, 64% of participants (Dantin & Paynter 2005); in the 

USA, 40% of participants, although most of the participants were annoyed at 

receiving adult and offensive emails, dating services emails, and astrology emails 

(Hermanson 2003). It annoys most users and slows down the speed of dial-up 

connections (Sakkis et al. 2003) and costs users money for connections 

(Androutsopoulos, Koutsias, et al. 2000; Khong 2001). 

A study conducted by the European Community revealed that the cost of spam to 

Internet users was 30 euros a year (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). For 

ISPs, email spam has several financial impacts. ISPs pay money for their 

infrastructure (e.g. hardware and software development), and for personnel (e.g. 

customer support personnel and system administrators) (Moustakas, Ranganathan & 

Duquenoy 2005). 

2.6.5.3 Loss of reputation for ISPs and businesses  

The reputations of ISPs, ESPs and businesses can be affected when customers 

receive a large volume of email spam (Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005), 

if customers think that the network administrators have sanctioned it. A study 

conducted in the US revealed that 53% of customers switched their ISPs due to 

receiving a large volume of UCE (Gartner Group 1999). 
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2.6.5.4 Loss of important emails 

Email spam sometimes causes the loss of important emails due to misclassifying by 

anti-spam filters. Anti-spam filters have blocked emails sent from “the University of 

Sussex” because its domain name includes the word “sex”, which is one of the most 

common spam keywords, and emails that contain information about flight plans sent 

to the users by some travel agencies, such as Orbitz (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005).  

Zhang, Zhu and Yao (2004) reported users email inboxes filling with spam, which 

can lead to loss of legitimate emails, including important ones, and crashing email 

servers. Some ESPs (e.g. Hotmail and Yahoo) specify a quota limit (megabytes) for 

an inbox. When these quotas are exceeded, legitimate emails are rejected by the 

servers and users lose important emails due to consumption of the inbox quota by 

junk emails (Cournane & Hunt 2004). A report published by the PEW Internet and 

American Life Project revealed that 30% of users were concerned that anti-spam 

filters may block their incoming important emails, and 25% were concerned that 

their email may not reach others’ inboxes due to anti-spam filters (Fallows 2003 

cited in Cook et al. 2006). 

It is clear that email spam has different impacts on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs in different countries such as the USA, the EU member states 

and South Africa. These impacts reduce the productivity of employees and then 

affect the economy in these countries (Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005). 

To reduce these effects, some countries have introduced legal and technical measures 

to combat spam (Chigona et al. 2005; Lugaresi 2004), and these efforts will be 

discussed in the following section. Such action has reduced the volume of email 

spam and its effects in these countries (Cheng 2004; Lev & Goldin 2006).  

In the literature, no research or evidence of previous studies were found that 

investigated the effects of email spam on the performance of public email users, 

businesses and ISPs in Saudi Arabia. Therefore, this research fills this gap. 

Understanding the effects of email spam on the performance of email users, 

organisations and ISPs, and the size of the issue in Saudi Arabia can help the Saudi 

Government and other decision-makers to design strategies and policies to combat 

spam and its effects at an early stage. 
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2.7 Efforts to Combat Email Spam 

There are at least two ways available to combat spam: legal and technical. They are 

not, however, completely successful, because of a number of issues and difficulties 

(Seigneur et al. 2004). The effect of legal measures in one country is mitigated when 

other countries do not enact laws to combat the problem. This can result in more 

email spam being sent from countries that do not legislate against spam to other 

countries. This makes the applying of spam laws very complex (Khong 2004). Also,  

there are three particular issues that affect the application of legal action: evidence, 

deterrence, and cross-border jurisdiction (Khong 2004). Moustakas, Ranganathan 

and Duquenoy (2005) have argued that legislation can be effective if the penalties 

against spam are defined, and if they are applied in court when victims complain. 

When developing technical approaches to blocking spam, difficulties arise with 

specific features of the languages of the email, as each language has specific 

properties that are different from those of other languages. This can reduce the 

performance of anti-spam filters for different languages. Users’ interpretation of 

keywords and phrases in spam is another difficulty. Some users take certain 

keywords and phrases as indicators that the email is spam, when others consider the 

same keywords and phrases to be legitimate. This can complicate the development of 

anti-spam filters (Lev & Goldin 2006). Legal, technical and other efforts to combat 

spam are reviewed in the following sections. 

2.7.1 Legal Efforts 

Spam is becoming an international problem and has caused many issues for different 

countries (Cook et al. 2006). In response, many countries have applied laws against 

spam to reduce its impact. Some countries, such as the USA, EU countries, Australia 

and some Asian countries, have enacted laws to combat it. This section reviews the 

legal efforts of such countries to combat spam. 

2.7.1.1 USA  

In the USA, there are two levels of laws: federal and state. Federal spam laws 

enacted on 16 December 2003 were the first US attempt to combat spam by 

legislation. These laws are regulated by the FTC (Rogers 2006; Sorkin 2009).  

Some states in the US have also enacted special laws to combat spam (Sorkin 2009). 
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The first laws were legislated in Nevada in 1997, giving recipients the opportunity to 

be able to opt out of receiving spam (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005; Rogers 2006). Laws 

for Washington State prevent sending spam to the state’s residents. California State 

required that email spam be identified with “ADV” in the subject line to allow anti-

spam filters to detect incoming email spam. Kansas State gave recipients the right to 

sue the senders of unlawful email spam (Fogo 2000).  

Virginia enacted legislation to combat spam that included criminal penalties for 

fraudulent and high-volume spamming. Examples of these penalties are 

imprisonment for one to five years and forfeiture of computer equipment for 

spammers who send more than 10,000 spam in 24 hours or 100,000 spam in a 30- 

day period (Butler 2003). Virginia State law also attempted to ban misleading subject 

lines and forged email headers. Grimes (2004) stated that: 

… the Virginia law enacted under that state’s Computer Crimes Act 

addresses the use of misleading subject lines, forged email 

headers, and criminal trespass when a spammer illegally uses a 

computer to send out email messages and help disguise the origin 

of the email. 

2.7.1.2 The EU 

The EU member states have issued many directives regarding users’ privacy (Hinde 

2003; Khong 2001; Lugaresi 2004). The first directive concerned privacy protection: 

each user needs to authorise a company to use personal data such as email. The 

second directive was about customer protection and long-distance contracts: 

companies must get permission from a user before they can advertise their services 

and products to them via the Internet. The third directive was on telecommunications 

privacy protection, which:  

… outlaws all automatic systems to call a user and says that all 

advertising expenses must be paid by the company and not the 

user (faxes and emails are instead paid by the user) (Sorkin 2009).  

The fourth directive concerned electronic commerce (Moustakas, Ranganathan & 

Duquenoy 2005; Rogers 2006; Schaub 2002). Each member state of the European 
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Union has implemented these directives based on its national legislation. Examples 

are the United Kingdom (UK) (Cheng 2004), Denmark (Frost & Udsen 2006), 

Austria, Finland, and Italy (Khong 2001). In Denmark, two mailboxes were created 

by the Danish Consumer Ombudsman office to receive complaints about spam. The 

first mailbox was to receive complaints about Danish spam and the second was for 

international spam. The office received 300-400 complaints monthly about Danish 

spam and 30,000-40,000 complaints about international spam. The staff of the 

Danish Consumer Ombudsman take appropriate action (Frost & Udsen 2006).  

2.7.1.3 Australia 

In Australia Spam laws became effective on 11 April 2004. The Australian 

Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) enforces these laws, which are 

responsible for providing information about spam to customers and businesses. 

These laws have provided definitions of spam, its main types, and the legal 

procedures to combat spam (Australian Communications & Media Authority 2006; 

Cheng 2004). 

2.7.1.4 Some Asian Countries 

Examples of Asian countries that enacted laws against spam are Japan and 

Singapore. In 2002, Japan enacted a law on the regulation of transmission of 

specified electronic mail. This Act, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs and Communications, explained the meaning of electronic mail and 

legislation about email issues (Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication 

2007; Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005). The legal efforts to combat 

spam in Japan reduced its volume compared to other countries around the world. 

According to Lev and Goldin (2006), “the spam to legitimate email ratio in Japan is 

much lower than average due to the strict attitude towards law enforcement”. 

Singapore enacted the Spam Control Act in 2007 to combat unsolicited bulk 

commercial communications email. It provided definitions,  methods of collecting 

email addresses, and the legal procedures to combat spam (Attorney General's 

Chamber 2007). 

2.7.1.5 South Africa 

In South Africa, the problem of spam was included in the 45th section of the 
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Electronic Communications and Transactions (ECT) Act in 2002. This Act made 

spam illegal in South Africa; spammers could face fines or 12 months imprisonment. 

However, “the Act is fraught with problems. It fails to give a clear definition as to 

what spam is and it actually even restricts the filtering of spam by ISPs” (Bolin 2005 

cited in Chigona et al. 2005). Most ISPs in South Africa have reported that legal 

efforts to combat spam are not effective because, to avoid the local laws, the 

spammers move their activities to countries with no laws against it (Chigona et al. 

2005). 

In spite of the enactment of anti-spam laws in different countries and their 

effectiveness in reducing email spam in these countries, e.g. Japan (Lev & Goldin 

2006) and the USA (Xu 2010; Yamakawa & Yoshiura 2010), there have been many 

issues in applying anti-spam laws (Chigona et al. 2005; Khong 2004). One of these 

issues is that when spam is sent from outside of countries that have applied laws 

prohibiting it, the laws are ineffective, and spammers are encouraged to continue 

sending email spam from countries that do not implement laws to combat spam 

(Khong 2004). As a result, some countries are cooperating with each other (Leng 

2006); the tripartite Memorandum of Understanding on spam enforcement 

cooperation, the London Action Plan cooperation, and the Organisation for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (Moustakas, Ranganathan & 

Duquenoy 2005). 

The tripartite Memorandum of Understanding on spam enforcement cooperation is 

“an agreement between the UK, US, and Australia in combating spam”. The tasks of 

the agreement include the collaboration of authorities in the three countries to 

investigate spammers in those countries, and joint training programs to combat spam 

(Department of Trade and Industry 2004 cited in Moustakas, Ranganathan & 

Duquenoy 2005). The London Action Plan is an agreement between 19 bodies from 

15 countries to combat spam and its problems. It involves communication and 

collaboration between agencies in developing effective legislation and techniques 

against spam, educating people and businesses about spam, and effective ways to 

support government agencies in combating spam (Office of Fair Trading 2004 cited 

in Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005). The OECD created a task force to 

follow up the efforts of governments, businesses and civil society in combating email 
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spam. The OECD aims are: 

… coordinating international policy responses in the fight against 

spam, encouraging best practices in industry and business, 

promoting enhanced technical measures to combat spam along 

with improved awareness and understanding among consumers, 

as well as facilitating cross-border law enforcement (OECD 2004 

cited in Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005). 

Educating public email users, businesses, ISPs and other organisations about the 

legal efforts to fight spam can effectively reduce its effects on their performances 

(Lugaresi 2004). In the literature, the awareness of governments’ legal efforts (e.g. 

Malaysia) has been investigated. A study conducted by Bujang and Hussin (2010) on 

email spam in Malaysia revealed that only 14.6% of the participants were aware of 

legal efforts and services enacted by the Ministry of Science, Technology and 

Innovation. This may not be sufficient to mitigate the volume of email spam and its 

effects in Malaysia, as most email users had not been informed about these efforts by 

the Malaysian Government, and did not know the appropriate legal procedures to 

follow when receiving it. In Saudi Arabia, no studies have been found that 

investigate the awareness of Saudi society about the government’s efforts to combat 

spam. This study fills this gap by investigating the awareness of public users, 

businesses and ISPs in Saudi Arabia of government efforts to combat spam including 

the legal efforts, if any.  

2.7.2 Technical Efforts 

Technical efforts are another way to combat spam. Many ISPs have applied 

technology, such as effective anti-spam filters (Lam & Yeung 2007). Organisations 

using anti-spam filters can save millions of dollars. Osterman Research Inc. (2008) 

estimated that the cost of email spam to a company with 1,200 employees could be 

US$2.4 million, but by using anti-spam filters, they could save US$1.2 million. 

Anti-spam filters can be software or hardware, and have been designed using 

different methods, such as content or reputation based methods. Studies have 

indicated that these filters are effective in detecting email spam. According to Sorkin 

(2001), “filtering by ISPs and third-party proxy filtering services like Brightmail can 
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be more effective than end user filtering, requiring less effort and expertise on the 

part of the users”. The ISPs can block known spammer’s addresses and their origins, 

and can collaborate with other ISPs to identify spammer; and third party proxy 

filtering services can filter out spam. This stops email spam before it reaches users’ 

inboxes (Sorkin 2001).  

A technology consultant at one of the companies that sells email security products 

(Mirapoint), recommended several ways to protect networks from security attacks. 

One way was for network managers to use an email firewall with anti-spam software 

to monitor and clean machines, and update the software regularly. Another way was 

to implement intrusion detection software to prevent spammers’ activities from 

taking place within the firewall (Everett 2004). Khong (2001) stated that two levels 

of anti-spam filtering are needed to combat email spam effectively: by users and by 

ESPs. This section reviews the literature on technical efforts of ISPs and ESPs to 

combat email spam by using a variety of filters.  

Some email client software, such as Eudora and Microsoft Outlook, include filtering 

services that can identify spam and delete it automatically (Sorkin 2001). Email 

spam can be identified by the email header, email content, spammers’ blacklists, and 

email spam archives. Some ISPs have installed email “smarthost” servers for their 

customers. The customers use an email client to transfer outgoing emails to the 

smarthost. The smarthost servers then arrange emails for delivery to remote sites. 

Some ISPs redirect all outgoing port 25 traffic by Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

(SMTP) to the smarthost, and make its use compulsory (Clayton 2004). ESPs such as 

Hotmail have enabled users to classify email addresses to whitelists or blacklists 

(Hershkop & Stolfo 2004). Most ISPs in North America have used commercial 

software to block email spam. The most common filter used in the literature was 

Brightmail, which is a filter produced by the Norton Corporation. The effectiveness 

of Brightmail in blocking email spam was high, blocking 95% of email spam 

(Gartner Group 1999 cited in Chigona et al. 2005). 

Lam and Yeung (2007) reported that many ISPs around the world have implemented 

anti-spam filters at the email server level, the most common filter being Naive Bayes 

(NB). South African ISPs have used many open source filters to block email spam 

before it reaches their SMTP servers. Examples of these filters were Postfix, Sender 
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Policy Framework (SPF), and SpamAssassin. With the open source filters, the ISPs 

also used different filtering techniques, such as Bayesian filters, distributed 

blacklists, heuristic engines, and statistical classification filters, to reduce the chances 

of spam penetrating SMTP servers. Most ISPs agreed that the Bayesian filters were 

more effective than other filters in detecting email spam (Chigona et al. 2005). Most 

ISPs in Greece use anti-spam filters such as DNSBLs, heuristic techniques, and 

custom techniques to block email spam. The ISPs were satisfied with the filters that 

they used, but had concerns about the effectiveness of these filters in classifying 

email as spam or legitimate (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005).  

As discussed in the previous paragraphs, various anti-spam filters have been used by 

different countries, such as South Africa and Greece, and some were effective in 

detecting email spam while some were not. Studies by Wang et al. (2007) and Hayati 

and Potdar (2009) claimed that the effectiveness of anti-spam filters might be 

reduced, because spammers continuously develop their methods and tricks to bypass 

these filters. The use of effective anti-spam filters can save companies millions of 

dollars. A study by Osterman Research Inc. (2008) indicated that the cost of email 

spam onto a company with 1,200 employees could be $2.4 million, but by using anti-

spam filters, they can save $1.2 million. Ridzuan, Potdar and Talevski (2010) argued 

that renewing the licence or updating anti-spam filters can also cost businesses much 

money, but this cost is still lower than the cost of email spam to loss of productivity.  

Other researchers such as Çıltık and Güngör (2008) and El-Halees (2009) have 

claimed that the effectiveness of filters in detecting email spam differed from one 

language to another, with higher effectiveness for English than for other languages. 

Subramaniam, Jalab and Taqa (2010) claims that “anti-spam methods used for 

English language spam detection may not produce higher performances given the 

nature of different human languages”. Anti-spam filters have been shown to be more 

effective at detecting English spam than Arabic spam (El-Halees 2009); Turkish 

(Çıltık & Güngör 2008); and Vietnamese (Nguyen, Tran & Nguyen 2008). However, 

no previous studies could be found in the literature that investigated the effectiveness 

of anti-spam filters used by the Saudi ISPs to detect Arabic and English email spam, 

which is one of the aims of this research study. 
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2.7.3 Other Efforts 

Some researchers suggested that an important solution to email spam could be a 

combination of effective measures, such as technical, legal, international 

collaboration, and educational. Cheng (2004) suggested that an important solution 

was “a combination of self-help preventive measures such as anti-spam filtering 

tools, robust regulation, international cooperation, and education and awareness of 

users”. Frost and Udsen (2006) suggested the use of a combination of legislation, 

technological improvements such as using advanced filters, user and company 

education and self-regulation by businesses and ISPs. This section reviews other 

efforts of businesses, ISPs and some government sectors to combat spam. 

2.7.3.1 Applying clear policies against email spam 

Some ISPs and businesses have implemented strong standards and policies for 

employees and customers to control the use of email in the organisation. These 

policies could contribute to reducing the volume and effects of email spam. Sorkin 

(2001) described the application by some ISPs and organisations of clear policies 

forbidding the use of their facilities to send email spam, and have blacklisted and 

boycotted spammers and spam-friendly providers. Some companies have developed 

standards and policies to combat spam. The ePrivace Group has developed the 

Trusted Email Open Standard (TEOS) to reduce the volume of spam (Pfleeger & 

Bloom 2005). 

Industry groups representing marketers and ISPs have combated spam by applying 

self-regulatory policies. The policy implemented by the Direct Marketing 

Association (DMA) specified that members of DMA are prohibited from sending 

email spam to email addresses that appear in the DMA database (Leng 2006; Sorkin 

2001). Sunner (2005), studying 182 IT security professionals in the UK, revealed 

that 51% had formal policies relating to security attacks. 

2.7.3.2 Creating specific research groups, scientific forums, or work 
teams to combat spam 

Establishing specific research groups and forums, and work teams with specific 

responsibility to combat spam, is an important way to reduce its effects. The aim is 

to discuss and develop effective ways to combat email spam in legal, technical and 

other ways. Von Solms (2005) claims it is important for the organisations to 
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establish business units or create teams to manage network security, including spam. 

These units or teams apply and update internet security software or hardware to 

block security attacks, and design security policies for the organisation (von Solms 

2005). Ridzuan, Potdar and Talevski (2010) stated that companies and ISPs need to 

spend money to recruit employees to deal with spam problems, and to provide the 

required training for those employees. As mentioned by previous studies, there are 

many things those employees can do to combat spam. According to Alongi (2004), 

“ISPs hire employees to screen spam, install filtering programs, terminate spammer 

accounts, and file lawsuits”. Alepin (2004) reported that ISPs hire personnel to solve 

problems caused by email spam, provide technical support for customers and handle 

users’ complaints about it. 

In 2003, the Anti-Spam Research Group (ASRG) was formed to combat spam and to 

reduce its effects (Allman 2003). Operating under the Internet Research Task Force 

(IRTF), the ASRG looked at spam problems that could be solved by technical 

solutions. It was tasked with developing anti-spam tools, techniques for preventing 

spam, and administrative tools; evaluating frameworks and measurements; and 

investigating effective technical solutions (Internet Research Task Force 2013).  

In 2006, nine Danish ISPs, which account for about 98% of the internet users in 

Denmark, created an organisation to combat security attacks. This organisation, 

called “the ISP Security Forum”, aimed to achieve the following tasks: provide a 

central spam filter for customers; and take actions against spammers who send spam 

from their internet connections (Frost & Udsen 2006). Unix to Unix Network 

(UUNET), which is located in the US and one of the largest ISPs in the world, 

created a special group of six employees with a budget of one million dollars and 

with a specific responsibility to combat spam (Khorsi 2007). Another study by 

Johnson and Koch (2006) revealed that about 12% of the budget of the IT 

department was spent on network security in the USA. 

In 2005, the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) was 

established in Greece to achieve a high level of information security within EU 

institutions and member states. According to Rossow (2007), “the ENISA seeks to 

develop a culture of network and information security for the benefit of citizens, 

consumers as well as business and public sector organisations in the European 
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Union”. In (2013), Arutyunov reported that an American company allocated one full-

time IT person for every 690 employees to fix problems related to spam. 

2.7.3.3 Cooperation of ISPs with other sectors (public or private) to 
combat spam 

Cooperation between the ISPs, ESPs, users, business and the government is 

important to trace the sources of email spam and then combat it legally or 

technically. According to Leng (2006), the collaboration of ISPs with network 

service providers is necessary to trace the origin of email spam. Butler (2003) reports 

that AOL, Microsoft and Yahoo collaborated actively with US law enforcement 

agencies to combat spam. They have developed a mechanism that includes 

preserving evidence relating to spammers’ activities and coordinating enforcement 

efforts with industry, including referral of spammers to the police or government 

agencies (Butler 2003). 

At the London Internet Exchange (LINX) forum, about 150 ISPs tackled spammers 

who hosted their websites on reputable ISPs but sent spam from other networks. 

LINX recommended shutting down websites that sell spamming accessorise, such as 

stolen email addresses. Malcolm Hutty, a LINX regulation officer, said that LINX 

was the best current practice to stop spam. He said that the number of open relay 

mail servers that sent spam was about 20% of the UK mail servers in 1999 and this 

number decreased to less than 1% in 2003. He also said that LINX was responsible 

for reducing the volume of spam sent from the UK to less than 1% ('ISPs get tougher 

on spam'  2004). 

Users can reduce the volume of email spam and its effects by cooperating with ISPs, 

for example, by paying for spam filtering services. A study conducted by the Gartner 

Group (1999) revealed that 24% of the participants in the USA were willing to pay 

money to ISPs that provide a spam filtering service. Of those the participants, 70%  

would pay $1 or more per month for the ISPs to filter spam (Gartner Group 1999). 

Another way for users to cooperate with the ISPs to combat email spam is by paying 

additional money for exceeding an email limit in a certain period: “ISPs could play a 

role in curbing spamming by limiting the number of emails a person can send over a 

certain period or charge the sender for exceeding the quota” (Leng 2006). 

This section reviewed and discussed many efforts conducted by governments, ISPs 
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and businesses in different countries to combat email spam. This discussion leads to 

the following questions:  

• Are public users and businesses aware of the government and ISPs efforts to 

combat spam in Saudi Arabia?  

• What do public users and businesses in Saudi Arabia perceive these efforts to be? 

The literature search found no evidence of previous studies that answer these 

questions for Saudi Arabia. This study answers them. 

2.8 Spammers and Email Spam 

Email is a useful tool that enables people to communicate both text and multimedia 

messages to each other. According to Phelps et al. (2004), “more than 90% of the 

internet users use email, and 50% of the online population is using email on average 

each day”. However, some people, spammers, exploit email for their own purposes 

(Pathak, Hu & Mao 2008). Kumar et al. (2014) defined spammers as “senders who 

send fake mails and try to spam the client’s mailbox in order to get some sort of 

information”. Madleňák (2006) defined spammers as people use email addresses that 

have been collected without the consent of the owners of these addresses. This 

section describes the motivations behind spammers and the methods they use to 

collect recipient email addresses, and reviews previous studies about tricks they used 

bypass anti-spam filters. 

2.8.1 Spammer Motivations  

Why do spammers continue to send email spam to users despite a number of 

methods used to fight their activities? The easy answer to this question is: to achieve 

huge benefits in a short time at low cost (Carreras & Marquez 2001; Hayati & Potdar 

2008; Lieven et al. 2007; O'Brien & Vogel 2003); they can send one email to 

thousands of people in a few minutes (Cook et al. 2006). In 2003, the New York 

Times interviewed “one of the most prolific senders of junk email messages in the 

world”. He reported that he had over 150 million email addresses from over 24 

countries, and can send email spam to 70 million users per day,  making about $500 

from each one million emails sent (Rogers 2006). The major motivations for email 

spam are described below. 
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2.8.1.1 Service and product advertisements  

Spammers collect email addresses in different ways, such as from forums groups, 

buying from individuals or collecting addresses by automated software. Their 

purpose is to advertise their commercial products, such as medical, software, and 

hardware, and services, such as educational consultations (Blanzieri & Bryl 2008; 

Cook et al. 2006; Dantin & Paynter 2005; Hayati & Potdar 2008). 

2.8.1.2 Stealing confidential email user information  

Spammers accumulate email addresses so that they can send spam to them (Pfleeger 

& Bloom 2005). They can gain access to users’ computers and steal users’ 

information by including a link or attachment in the email for recipients to click on 

(Blanzieri & Bryl 2008; Hayati & Potdar 2008). Email spam is not only used for 

marketing products; it can also be used to steal email user identities via phishing and 

fraud (Hershkop & Stolfo 2004). Symantec has revealed that the volume of phishing 

emails increased 44% from the first half of 2005 to the second half (Lam & Yeung 

2007). Spammers send spam containing malicious programs to recipients, such as 

CryptoLocker, in 2013. CryptoLocker is a malicious program that attacks computers, 

encrypts victims’ files (e.g. documents, videos and images), and then asks victims to 

pay US$300 within 48 or 72 hours in order to receive a decryption key and retrieve 

their data (RIT 2013; Sophos 2013). Users who are not aware of the effects of the 

malicious programs download them to their computers, potentially losing important 

information such as credit card details, passwords and email addresses (Kumar 

2009). 

2.8.1.3 Crashing computers and email servers 

Spammers also send malicious programs, links or attachments that include viruses, 

trojans, or worms to the recipients (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). When users download 

a malicious program or an attachment, or click on a link, malicious actions occur, 

such as pop-up advertisements, opening websites, and running and then crashing 

users’ computers and email servers (Blanzieri & Bryl 2008; Dantin & Paynter 2005; 

Hayati & Potdar 2008).  

The different methods that spammers use to collect large numbers of email addresses 

and tricks to bypass anti-spam filters are described in the following sections. 
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2.8.2 Methods Used by Spammers to Collect Email User Addresses 

Spammers seek to send spam to users and businesses easily and quickly, so they 

need to collect a huge number of email addresses. To achieve this, spammers have 

used many methods, such as email harvesting, direct spamming, anonymous 

operations, zombie networks, and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) spectrum agility. 

2.8.2.1 Email harvesting 

Spammers collect valid email addresses using automated browsing software called 

crawlers (Cournane & Hunt 2004). Crawler software sends a hypertext transfer 

protocol (HTTP) request to find web pages and documents. After retrieving a HTTP 

response from the web server, spammers send content and links to email addresses, 

which are used to build lists and create databases for potential users, and uses links 

to other web pages to continue the crawlers’ process. This method is very important 

for spammers because they can build lists of victims before sending them spam email 

(Andreolini et al. 2005). 

2.8.2.2 Direct spamming 

Spammers can buy connectivity from ‘spam-friendly ISPs’ that do not care about 

spamming activity. Sometimes spammers who purchase connectivity are forced to 

change their ISPs when they send spam from ISPs that do not accept their activity 

(Ramachandran & Feamster 2006). They can also purchase email addresses from 

individuals and organisations (Cook et al. 2006). 

2.8.2.3 Anonymous operations (open relays or proxies) 

Spammers can sometimes hide their traces by using one or more open proxies 

(Boneh 2004). The open relay or proxy is an SMTP server that allows connection 

between the user and server without the need of authentication (Ramachandran & 

Feamster 2006). So spammers establish a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 

connection in the first open proxy (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004) and 

use this connection to create a new proxy connection with another open proxy. As a 

result, chains of proxy connections are established and spammers use these chains to 

forward emails to users. By using the open proxy chains, spammers are difficult to 

trace (Andreolini et al. 2005). 
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2.8.2.4 Zombie networks (bot networks) 

A zombie is a computer that is infected by viruses, worms or trojan horses and can 

be controlled and used by remote entities to achieve special motivations 

(Ramachandran & Feamster 2006; Xie et al. 2008). A bot network was defined as 

thousands of machines that are used to run malicious programs (Boneh 2004). 

According to Cook et al. (2006), “a large amount of these computers, usually called a 

network or army can be co-opted to send spam emails, requiring little of the 

spammer’s own computing power and network bandwidth”. This is a popular 

method because it protects spammers’ identity (Paulson 2004). 

2.8.2.5 BGP spectrum agility 

Border Gateway Protocol spectrum agility is a new cloaking mechanism (Kosik, 

Ostrihon & Rajabiun 2009). Ramachandran and Feamster (2006) state that 

“spammers briefly announce (often hijacked) IP address space from which they send 

spam and the routes to that IP address space once the spam has been sent”. In 

addition, spammers can use spectrum agility to complement spamming by other 

methods (Ramachandran & Feamster 2006). 

Although spammers have used the methods described above to collect email 

addresses, different filters have been developed to combat their activities. 

Consequently, spammers use tricks to bypass these filters (Wittel & Wu 2004). 

These are reviewed next. 

2.8.3 Tricks Used by Spammer to Bypass Anti-Spam Filters 

Spammers use a variety of tricks in the header and body of email spam to achieve 

their objectives. Some researchers (Nielson, Aycock & de Castro 2008; Zuo et al. 

2009) have claimed these tricks are used to bypass the anti-spam filters. Other 

studies (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013; Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009) 

suggest that the tricks are used to lure the recipients to open and read the email. This 

section describes some common tricks used by spammers to achieve their purposes, 

and reviews studies that have investigated these tricks in different countries and 

languages. 

2.8.3.1 Using attractive words or false statement in the subject line of 
email spam 

To lure the recipients to open emails or to make them think that it is important and 
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they should read it, spammers use attractive words, phrases or false statements in the 

subject line (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013; Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009). 

Examples of attractive words or phrases observed in the subject lines of email spam 

have been described in the literature; for example: 

• “Account confirmation”, “message from the bank”, “security warning”, and 

“update details” (Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009) 

• Fake or real news events, inexpensive products, or easy ways to make money 

(Smith 2008) 

• “Sex”, “for sale”, “get rich” and “best deal” (Wang & Chen 2007) 

• “Hi”, “Hello”, “Was this from you?”, “Alert”, or “Thank you” (Wei et al. 2008)  

• “Re” – implies the spammer is answering an email from the recipient (Chen, 

Zhan & Li 2010). 

Many of these keywords and phrases have also been observed in the header and 

content of email spam in different languages, such as English and Arabic. In English, 

for example, recurring words are “Viagra”, “Sex”, “Pizza”, “refinance”, and 

“Mortgage”(Lev & Goldin 2006); “Viagra”, “Sex”, “Buy Now”, “You’ve Won”, and 

“Free” (Cook et al. 2006). Keywords in both English and Arabic spam include “ 

^_`aا, Join”, “نdا, Now”, and “efgا, Click” (Goweder, Rashed & Alhamammi 2008). 

Wahsheh, Alsmadi and Al-Kabi (2012) used Google’s search-based keyword (SBK) 

tool to extract the following top 10 keywords used in Arabic and English spam: 

 ,muwmxب“ ,”ms tuv, Facebookك“ ,”songs ,أmn, photos”, “opiqر“ ,”Games ,أijaب“

YouTube”, “yjzi{, University”, “تi} أو y}درد, Chat”, “تix�`�z, Forums”, “ط�ب, 

Tarab”, and “ردوiu�s, billiards”. 

A false statement in the subject line (also called a misleading subject line) is another 

trick that spammers use to bypass anti-spam filters. It was defined by Hamel (2004) 

and Simon (2004) as a subject line that does not indicate the content of the email. For 

misleading subject lines, spammers added, for example, greetings or thank words or 

phrases in the subject lines, while the content included phishing attachments or 

product advertisements. This can make it difficult for the recipients to determine the 

content of the email before they open it (Chigona et al. 2005).  
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The meanings of keywords and phrases were similar in both Arabic and English 

email spam, and they aimed to achieve the same spammer purpose, such as business 

and entertainment advertisements. O’Brien and Vogel (2003) and Lieven et al. 

(2007) claimed that email spam is written in different languages in different 

countries, but it seeks to achieve the same purposes. This section reviewed keywords 

and phrases observed in Arabic and English because Arabic is the official language 

in Saudi Arabia (Chejne 2009), English is the most used language in the world 

(Altbach 2004; Huddleston & Pullum 2002; Kirkpatrick 2007), and the researcher 

was able to understand both languages. Christina, Karpagavalli and Suganya (2010) 

has indicated that “using combinations of keywords is a good solution to enhance 

filtering efficiency”. Knowledge of the keywords and phrases used in Arabic and 

English email spam could lead to the development of more effective anti-spam 

filters. 

2.8.3.2 Using different formats for the content of email spam 

Another trick used by spammers is to use different formats when creating the content 

of email spam, such as text embedded in an image (also called image spam). Image 

spam began in 2004 (Kelly 2007), its volume reaching 1% of all email spam around 

world in late 2005 (Soranamageswari & Meena 2010). This volume grew to be 55% 

of all emails spam in 2010 (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013). Image spam was defined as a 

type of email spam in which the content of the email appeared as an image instead of 

text in the body of the message (Soranamageswari & Meena 2010; Xu, Wang & 

Shao 2009). 

Studies have indicated that the reason for using image spam was to bypass the anti-

spam filters, especially text- based filters. In (2013), Attar, Rad and Atani described 

it as: 

… a new threat which is the most sophisticated kind of spam 

emails up to now, because it makes the message interesting for 

the user and hard to detect by text based anti-spam filters.  

Image spam was developed for circumventing anti-spam filters that classify spam 

based on texts included in the body of messages (Nielson, Aycock & de Castro 2008; 

Zuo et al. 2009). Gargiulo and Sansone (2008) described it as a new trick that can be 
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attractive to users and remain undetected by text-based filters. 

2.8.3.3 Adding links or attachments to the content of email spam 

Another trick that spammers may have developed in an attempt to evade text-based 

anti-spam filters is to add links and attachments to the content of the email. These 

links direct users to webpages that promote products or commercial services, rather 

than including commercial advertisements for products as text in the body of emails, 

which is easy for text-based anti-spam filters to detect (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013). 

Email spam can include different forms of links, such as a uniform resource locator 

(URL), a clickable link to social websites such as Facebook and YouTube, or a 

clickable link to spammers’ targets, such as fake bank web pages, counterfeit 

business websites and forged unsubscribe links. Kumar (2009) stated that spammers 

currently use social network websites such as Facebook to trick users and their 

friends in order to get their personal information. With that personal information 

(e.g. email addresses), they spam these email addresses, possibly spread malicious 

programs such as malware and worms to their computers. Smith (2008) stated that 

fake YouTube links have been used to download malware onto users’ computers 

when they click them. Email spam has included spoofed links that open fake 

webpages of banks or popular businesses with the aim of stealing important user 

information, such as credit card details (Barroso 2007; Leavitt 2005).  

A forged or false unsubscribe link is also an example of links included in the body of 

email spam. The unsubscribe link is an option that enables users to remove their 

email addresses from mailing lists that they have subscribed to (Allman 2003; 

Malcolm 2004; Vaile 2004). Spammers have exploited the unsubscribe link by 

adding a so-called false or spoofed unsubscribe link into the message body 

(McCusker 2004). One possible reason for spammers to do this is that clicking onto 

the false unsubscribe link could be an indicator that the email address is valid, which 

can lead to sending more email spam (Chigona et al. 2005; Lambert 2003; Simpson 

2003).  

A spoofed unsubscribe link can be a way to add the victims’ addresses to spammers’ 

lists. According to Allman (2003), “the unsubscribe link removes you from the list in 

question, but it also adds your address to another list”. Websites that send email 

spam could use the unsubscribe information to annoy the recipients by distributing 
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email addresses to other spammers, resulting, of course, in receiving more spam  

(Andaker et al. 2006). Spammers have added false unsubscribe links to open 

advertisements for some businesses and products (Andaker et al. 2006; Lambert 

2003), and others have added a deceptive or inoperative unsubscribe link in spam 

emails to evade the strict spam laws of countries such as the US and South Africa.  

Spammers have also used different types of attachments, such as images and pdf 

files to advertise products or services (Dhinakaran, Lee & Nagamalai 2007a), 

because text in the body of the email (the traditional way of spamming) can be 

blocked by text-based anti-spam filters (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013). Dhinakaran, Lee 

and Nagamalai (2007b) described the use in spamming in this way of sophisticated 

tools that had not previously been used without attachments. The sophisticated 

software can hide the sender’s identity, select text messages randomly, identify open 

relay machines, have mass mailing capability and define the spamming time and 

duration.  

Malicious attachments can be used to achieve nasty and mischievous objectives, and 

can be key way for spammers to infect users’ computers with viruses and malware 

(Cournane & Hunt 2004; Dantin & Paynter 2005; Hershkop & Stolfo 2004; 

Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005; Pfleeger & 

Bloom 2005; Sorkin 2001). One type of dangerous attachment included in email 

spam is executable (exe) files, which are mostly used to transfer malicious programs 

such as worms, viruses and trojans (Nagamalai, D, Dhinakaran, C & Lee, J-K 2010). 

2.8.3.4 Using fake or obfuscated email addresses to hide spammers’ 
identities  

Using fake or obfuscated email addresses is another favourite ploy of spammers that 

allows spammers to hide their identities, bypass anti-spam filters and deceive the 

recipients (Hayati & Potdar 2009). There are many methods for generating fake 

email addresses. The first of these methods is by using spam software to generate 

addresses with similar but different formats to that used by the genuine company 

(Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009). Examples of this kind of software are 

Phasma Email Spoofer, Bulk Mailer, Aneima 2.0, Avalanche 3.5, and Euthanasia 

(Dhinakaran, Lee & Nagamalai 2007a).  

Spoofed IP addresses are also popular (Nagamalai, D, Dhinakaran, BC & Lee, JK 
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2010), and are used to generate spam and denial of service (DoS) attacks without 

concern about revealing the spammers’ identities (Hu & Mao (2007). Li and Hsieh 

(2006) claimed that “the spammer can use unused IP addresses on the same local 

area network (LAN) to spoof its source IP address”. A study conducted by 

Krishnamurthy (2006) revealed that 20% of the IP addresses blocked by anti-spam 

filters were spoofed.  

Open proxy servers can be used by spammers to send email spam without revealing 

their identities. The open relay or proxy is an SMTP server that allows connection 

between the user and server without the need of authentication (Ramachandran & 

Feamster 2006). With this method, when email spam is forwarded from the proxy to 

the recipient the email spam contains the proxy address, not the spammers’ address 

(DeBarr & Wechsler 2010; Levy 2004; Xu et al. 2009). A study by Boneh (2004) 

revealed that more than 60% of all email spam was sent through open proxy servers. 

Hoanca (2006) claimed that most of the open relays or proxies were in the US, with a 

small number of them in China, Korea and other countries. To detect open proxy 

servers, tools such as Send-Safe have been used by spammers to search for open 

proxies on the internet (Gansterer et al. 2005). Another method that spammers use is 

to renting botnets. Using this method, spammers send email spam from multiple 

computers to avoid spammers blacklist updates and to hide their identities 

(Eggendorfer 2008). Boneh (2004) indicated that some spammers used false names 

and untraceable payment methods to buy ISP roaming access. This can hide their 

identities while they conduct their activities. 

The previous paragraphs described and discussed some tricks used by spammers to 

achieve their purposes. The literature reveals studies that have been conducted to 

investigate these tricks in different languages and countries. The following 

paragraphs review these studies.  

The US Federal Trade Commission (2003) analysed a collection of 1,000 email spam 

that was forwarded to the commission by customers, investigate the deceptions used 

in the header of English email spam, such as misleading subject lines and the ‘from’ 

line. The results indicated that 40% of the subjects of spam emails sent to American 

recipients did not indicate the content of email (false statement). 
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Dhinakaran, Lee and Nagamalai (2007b) set up a spam trap and analysed the content 

of 400,000 email spam collected from worldwide spam traffic over a period of 14 

months from January 2006 to February 2007. A spam trap (also called a spam 

honeypot) is a decoy email address that is used for the purpose of collecting email 

spam (Boneh 2004; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). The authors claimed that the 

investigation of characteristics of email spam could help to better understand the 

features of spam and spammers technology. The results demonstrated that more than 

50% of the email spam collection included attachments, the attachments consisted of 

images and executable files, and most of the images were in the format of .gif and 

.jpeg files. 

Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang and Nagamalai (2009) analysed a collection of 700,000 

email spam that have been collected from worldwide spam traffic in a period of 13 

months from February 2008 to February 2009. This study aimed to investigate the 

malicious content of the email spam, such as types of phishing. They also 

investigated tricks to obfuscate spammers’ email addresses. This study found 

identified two types of phishing attack. The first is to target end users by convincing 

them to click a link to divulge sensitive information to the phishers’ controlled 

machines. The second is through viruses, malware and trojans, which infect the 

users’ computers, taking them to fraudulent websites to divulge their identity. This 

study observed many characteristics of the fake or obfuscated email addresses:  

• The length of the spammers’ email addresses was ranged from 21 characters to 

28 characters. 

• There were three parts before the “@” symbol: 

(Word1)(numericvalue)(word1)@forged domain.com.  

• Word 1 included a sensitive word, e.g. customer service, support, operator, 

service-number, operator-id, client service, ref, reference number, customers.  

• The length of the second part (numericvalue) of the address ranged from 5 to 12 

characters. 

• The length of third part was two characters.  

Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) analysed the headers and bodies of a collection of 

134,793 Japanese and English spam mails sent to four email addresses over the 
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period 1 April 2001 to 17 September 2008. The study aimed to investigate attractive 

words in the subject line, the format (appeared as image or text) and the content 

(including links and attachments). The researchers found that most words used in 

English spam were related to commercial advertisements, whereas the sexually 

loaded words were used most in Japanese email spam. Different types of attachments 

were included in Japanese email spam, such as pdf files, compressed files, Microsoft 

Word documents, Microsoft PowerPoint slides, Microsoft Excel sheets, and binary 

data. Of the attachments contained in Japanese spam, most were pdf files. 

Ermakova (2010) analysed and examined a collection of 4,000 English, French, 

Russian and Italian email spam (about 1,000 spam for each language) received in 

Russia. This study found some different tricks used in the header and body of email 

spam in the different languages, particularly Russian. These tricks included 

substitution of letters with digits, substitution of Cyrillic symbols with a similar Latin 

letter, and the use of unnecessary symbols and blanks. 

This section described the reasons why spammers send email spam, the methods they 

use to collect recipient email addresses and the tricks they use in the header and body 

of email spam in different languages and countries. These tricks can affect the 

effectiveness of anti-spam filters and have been used to bypass anti-spam filters 

(Nielson, Aycock & de Castro 2008; Zuo et al. 2009). Researchers such as Çıltık and 

Güngör (2008), Nguyen, Tran and Nguyen (2008) and El-Halees (2009) have found 

that the effectiveness of anti-spam filters is higher in detecting English email spam 

than non-English spam. This discussion leads to ask the following questions:  

• Do these tricks that are observed in English email spam also appear in Arabic 

email spam? 

• How do the tricks that are used in Arabic email spam differ from tricks used in 

English email spam? 

The literature was reviewed to find studies about tricks used in Arabic email spam, 

but found none, indicating the need for investigation of this issue. Therefore, this 

study begins to address this gap by analysing a collection of Arabic and English 

email spam received in Saudi Arabia. It aims to identify the tricks used by spammers 

in the header and body of Arabic and English email spam, and how they differ for 
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each language. 

2.9 Conclusions 

In this chapter, relevant literature was reviewed to establish the theoretical basis for 

this research. The literature review revealed that, to date, there has been no research 

investigating: 

• the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia 

• the awareness of email users about it and efforts to combat it 

• how public users, businesses and ISPs deal with it 

• its effects on their performances.  

This study will help to fill this gap, and provide some suggestions that could help in 

mitigating it in Saudi Arabia. 

This chapter was divided into eight sections. Section 2.1 described the search 

strategy used to find the relevant articles for identifying the gap of knowledge. A 

broad systematic review was conducted using different databases (e.g. IEEE Xplore 

and ScienceDirect), as they have been used in previous similar studies and are also 

accessible via the Flinders University library website. Various keywords were used 

(e.g. “email spam”, “efforts” and participant-related words), as these have also been 

used in previous studies to access relevant published articles. Inclusion and exclusion 

criteria were considered in the systematic search. Articles that were selected to be 

reviewed were published in the years from 1999 to 2011, written in English, and met 

keyword requirements. As a result, about 92 articles were reviewed to identify the 

gap of the knowledge for this study. 

Section 2.2 described the definitions of email spam produced by other research and 

studies in different countries. The literature revealed no evidence of previous studies 

for the definition of email spam in Saudi Arabia. Hence, this research will fill this 

gap by investigating the definition of email spam by public users, businesses and 

ISPs.  

Section 2.3 of this chapter reviewed previous studies that investigated the awareness 

and education of users about email spam and anti-spam filters, and the efforts of 
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organisations and governments in some countries in this regard. There was no 

evidence of previous studies that have investigated the awareness of public users and 

businesses about email spam and anti-spam filters, and the efforts conducted in Saudi 

Arabia to inform email users about it. Therefore, this study will fill this gap.  

This led to the development of the following question: 

Are public users and businesses aware of email spam and anti-

spam filters, what are the sources of their knowledge and how 

do they define email spam? 

Section 2.4 of this chapter reviewed previous studies about the nature of email spam. 

This section described the volumes of spam received by email users, its languages, 

its types, and its origins or sources. The literature review found no evidence of 

previous studies that have investigated the nature of email spam received in Saudi 

Arabia, and where email spam was sent from. Therefore, this study will seek to fill 

this gap by asking the following questions: 

What is the volume of email spam received by public users and 

businesses and blocked by ISPs in Saudi Arabia; in which 

languages does it occur; and what are the sources or origins of 

Arabic and English email spam? 

What are the differences between Arabic and English email 

spam? 

Section 2.5 of this chapter reviewed many studies about ways in how email users 

deal with email spam. The literature revealed no previous studies that have 

investigated how public users, businesses and ISPs in Saudi Arabia deal with email 

spam. Therefore, this study endeavours to cover this gap of knowledge by asking the 

following question:  

How do public users, businesses and ISPs deal with email spam? 

Section 2.6 of this chapter reviewed the effects of email spam on the performance of 

users, businesses and ISPs. The literature review found no previous studies that have 
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investigated the effects of email spam on the performance of email users and ISPs in 

Saudi Arabia. Therefore, this study seeks to fill this gap by considering the following 

research question:  

What are the effects of email spam on the performance of 

public users, businesses and ISPs? 

Section 2.7 of this chapter reviewed the efforts to combat email spam. These efforts 

were of legal, technical and other kinds. The literature review found no evidence of 

the previous studies into the awareness of Saudi society about the efforts of Saudi 

Arabia to combat email spam. Therefore, this research seeks to fill this gap by 

investigating the awareness of public users and businesses about the efforts of 

government and ISPs to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia.  

This section also reviewed the anti-spam filters used by the ISPs in different 

countries, and the effectiveness of these filters in detecting email spam. However, no 

previous studies were found that have investigated the anti-spam filters used in Saudi 

Arabia to combat email spam, and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English 

email spam. Therefore, this research fills the gap by investigating the anti-spam 

filters used by Saudi ISPs, and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English 

email spam as perceived by Saudi ISPs.  

To address the gaps identified in this section, the following questions were adopted: 

Are public users and businesses aware of government and ISPs 

efforts to combat spam in Saudi Arabia? 

What anti-spam filters are used by Saudi ISPs to block email 

spam, and how effective are they in detecting Arabic and English 

email spam? 

Section 2.8 reviewed the literature on spammers’ reasons for sending email spam and 

the methods they use to collect recipients’ email addresses. Studies have identified a 

variety of different tricks used in the header and body of email spam to bypass the 

anti-spam filter and to lure recipients. These included using attractive words or false 

statements in the subject line, using different formats in writing the content (text or 
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image spam), adding links or attachments into the content, and using fake or 

obfuscated email addresses. Studies have investigated the tricks used in different 

countries and languages. However, no previous studies could be found that 

investigated these tricks in Arabic email spam and the difference between Arabic and 

English email spam. Therefore, this research will attempt to close this gap by 

exploring the following questions: 

What is the extent of the following spammers’ tricks used in the 

headers and bodies of Arabic and English email spam, 

respectively:  

• attractive words or false statements in the subject line 

• texts or texts embedded in images in the content 

• malicious links and attachments, by type 

• fake or obfuscated email addresses. 
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3. Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

This study aims to understand the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia, to 

investigate the awareness of public users and businesses about it and the efforts to 

combat it, and to provide possible suggestions to mitigate it. The literature review 

provided background information of recent studies in the field of email spam, the 

attitudes and experiences of email users with it, and efforts to combat it; however, 

there was a lack of studies of email spam issues in Saudi Arabia. A knowledge gap 

was identified and research questions were developed to cover this gap. The purpose 

of this chapter is to develop a methodology for answering the research questions. 

This chapter is organised as follows:  

• Section  3.1: revisits the research aim, objectives and questions.  

• Section  3.2: describes the research approach followed to achieve the research 

objectives.  

• Section  3.3: presents a detailed description of research design, such as methods 

used to select participants, sample size, and inclusion and exclusion criteria 

followed in choosing the participants. 

• Section  3.4: provides a description of the questionnaire instrument used to collect 

data, including justification for its use, how the questionnaire items developed, 

and its validity.  

• Section  3.5: describes the purpose and procedures for conducting a pilot study.  

• Section  3.6: presents a detailed description of procedures followed to collect data 

from the participants. 

• Section  3.7: describes the independent and dependent variables considered in this 

study. 

• Section  3.8: describes the statistical approaches used to analyse data.  

• Section  3.9: provides information about ethical considerations. 

• Section  3.10: describes the methodology followed in the analysis of the email 

spam corpora received from the participants. 
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• Section  3.11: concludes this chapter. 

3.1 Research Aim, Objectives and Questions 

The main aim of this research was to investigate the nature of email spam in Saudi 

Arabia, email users’ awareness of it, and the efforts to combat it; and to provide 

suggestions to mitigate it. In order to meet the aim of the research, a number of 

objectives were addressed. These objectives are: 

• To investigate the awareness of public users and businesses about email spam, 

anti-spam filters and the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia. 

• To investigate the nature of email spam (volume, languages and types) received 

by public users and businesses, and blocked by ISPs.  

• To investigate the differences between Arabic and English email spam. 

• To investigate how public users, businesses and ISPs deal with email spam. 

• To investigate the effects of email spam on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs. 

• To investigate the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs, and their evaluation of 

the effectiveness of these filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam. 

• To investigate the differences between spammers' tricks used in Arabic and 

English email spam to bypass anti-spam filters. 

On the basis of the literature review findings and to achieve the research objectives 

describe above, the following research questions were developed: 

Awareness of, filters for, and efforts to combat email spam 

Q1: Are public users and businesses aware of email spam and anti-spam filters, what 

are the sources of their knowledge and how do they define email spam? 

Q2: Are public users and businesses aware of government and ISPs efforts to combat 

spam in Saudi Arabia? 

The nature of email spam 

Q3: What is the volume of email spam received by public users and businesses and 
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blocked by ISPs in Saudi Arabia; in which languages does it occur; and what are the 

sources or origins of Arabic and English email spam? 

Q4: What are the differences between Arabic and English email spam? 

Dealing with email spam 

Q5: How do public users, businesses and ISPs deal with email spam? 

The effects of email spam 

Q6: What are the effects of email spam on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs? 

Anti-spam filters and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English spam 

Q7: What anti-spam filters are used by Saudi ISPs to block email spam, and how 

effective are they in detecting Arabic and English email spam? 

Spammers’ tricks used in the headers and bodies of Arabic and English email 

spam 

Q8: What is the extent of the following spammers’ tricks used in the headers and 

bodies of Arabic and English email spam, respectively:  

• attractive words or false statements in the subject line 

• texts or texts embedded in images in the content 

• malicious links and attachments, by type 

• fake or obfuscated email addresses. 

3.2 Research Philosophy 

Research philosophy is defined as the development of the research background and 

knowledge. Research philosophy can be defined with the help of a research paradigm 

(Saunders & Thornhill 2004). The research paradigm is an important part of the 

research methodology, as it guides the way the  research is conducted (Gliner & 

Morgan 2000): the researcher’s choice of tools, instruments, participants and 
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methods used in the research (Denzin & Lincoln 2000). In the realm of the social 

science research, there are two major types of research paradigms: quantitative and 

qualitative (Ponterotto 2005). Quantitative research attempts to understand 

phenomena by collecting numerical data and using statistical methods to analyse 

these data (Aliaga & Gunderson 2000). According to Punch (2013) quantitative 

methods “conceptualises in terms of variables; measures these variables; and studies 

relationships between these variables”. The second type of research paradigm, 

qualitative, has been defined by Denzin and Lincoln (2009) as “method that can help 

in understanding how an intervention is experienced, while providing insight into 

factors which might hinder successful implementation”. The quantitative approach is 

empirical research in which the data are in the form of numbers, the qualitative 

approach is empirical research in which data are not in the form of numbers (Punch 

2013).  

In the domain of information security, including email spam, many researchers use 

quantitative method to answer the research questions. This study also adopted the 

quantitative approach, of collecting and analysing data in order to determine the 

relationship between independent variables and dependent variables in the Saudi 

population. The use of quantitative study enabled the researcher to investigate a 

larger sample than is possible using qualitative methods. In this way, the sample is 

large enough to be representative of the whole population being researched, so that 

the results can be generalised to the entire population (Blessing & Chakrabarti 2009; 

Krishnaswamy, Sivakumar & Mathirajan 2009). 

3.3 Research Design 

Research design is an important process in building the structure of research before 

data collection and analysis. According to de Vaus (2001), “the function of a 

research design is to ensure that the evidence obtained enables us to answer the 

initial question as unambiguously as possible”. In this study, in order to answer the 

research questions, quantitative, descriptive and cross-sectional data were collected 

from the participants during the period February to July 2011. Research design 

involves a series of decision-making choices regarding the sample type, methods 

used to collect data, and the measurement and analysis of variables (Cavana, 

Delahaye & Sekeran 2001). The research activities for this study are described and 
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discussed in the following sections. 

3.3.1 Sampling Method and Sample Size 

There are many methods to create a population sample for a research study. A 

population sample is defined as a group of people in a study who represent the total 

population investigated by the research study. Including the total population in the 

study is expensive and impractical, so a sample is used to represent it (Thompson 

1999). Sampling methods can be categorised into two main types: probability 

samples and nonprobability samples. The idea of the probability samples is to take a 

random selection, where the sample represents the target population (Kitchenham & 

Pfleeger 2002; Teddlie & Yu 2007). Teddlie and Tashakkori (2003) have defined 

probability samples as: 

… selecting a relatively large number of units from a population, 

or from specific subgroups (strata) of a population, in a random 

manner where the probability of inclusion for every member of 

the population is determinable.  

Examples of these samples include simple random sampling, stratified random 

sampling, systematic sampling and cluster sampling (Teddlie & Yu 2007). 

Nonprobability samples, on the other hand, are used in cases where the researcher 

cannot select the kinds of probability used in social surveys. They allow the 

researchers to involve a larger population without the requirements of random 

selection (Tansey 2007). Kitchenham and Pfleeger (2002) defined nonprobability 

samples as “samples are created when respondents are chosen because they are 

easily accessible or the researchers have some justification for believing that they are 

representative of the population”. Availability sampling, quota sampling, purposive 

sampling and snowball sampling are examples of nonprobability samples (Feild et al. 

2006).  

A major issue when determining sampling methods is achieving an appropriate 

sample size. Kitchenham and Pfleeger (2002) give two reasons why sample size is 

important. The first reason is that a small sample size can lead to getting results that 

are not significant statistically. The second reason is that a small sample size may not 

allow the researcher to compare different subsets of the population.  
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This section describes the sampling method used to select samples for this research, 

and the sample size of the three groups of participants: public users, businesses and 

ISPs. 

3.3.1.1 Public users group  

The sampling method used to select public user participants was multiple cluster 

random sampling, a complex type of cluster random sampling method. Cluster 

random sampling is a probability method that is used to divide the population into 

separate groups, called clusters (Kitchenham & Pfleeger 2002; Onwuegbuzie & 

Collins 2007). According to Hoshaw-Woodard (2001), “in a cluster sample, the 

population is divided into non-overlapping subpopulations usually based on 

geographic or political boundaries”. Multiple cluster random sampling subdivides 

larger clusters into small clusters for the purpose of survey (Teddlie & Tashakkori 

2003). In Saudi Arabia, there are five regions: eastern, western, central, southern and 

northern. A total of 1,500 participants from different sectors (e.g. universities and 

schools) in different cities (e.g. Riyadh and Jeddah) in the five regions were selected 

randomly for this study. The regional distribution of the 1,500 participants was:  

• 300 participants from two cities (Dammam and Alahsa) in the eastern region 

• 300 participants from the western region (Jeddah) 

• 400 participants from the central region (Riyadh) 

• 250 participants from the southern region (Abha)  

• 250 participants from the northern region (Hail).  

Figure  3.1 shows the total number of samples selected from each region in Saudi 

Arabia. 
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The number of samples was sufficient for a survey as the same sample size has been 

used in previous email spam studies in different countries such as the USA, Bahrain, 

Malaysia and Singapore, some of which have a population similar to or greater than 

that of Saudi Arabia (Al-A'ali 2007; Bujang & Hussin 2010; Grimes, Hough & 

Signorella 2007; Hermanson 2003; Leng 2006; Yeh & Chang 2007).  

As shown in Figure  3.1, public users were selected from different settings. The data 

were collected from participants in universities, schools, hospitals and government 

departments in the five regions of Saudi Arabia. Previous studies have used these 

sectors to conduct their studies of email spam. The participants of a study conducted 

by Al-A'ali (2007) about email spam issue in Bahrain were selected from colleges, 

universities, schools, hospitals and public organisations (Al-A'ali 2007). The 

participants of a study of email spam conducted in the USA were recruited from 

academic settings and from non-academic settings such as senior citizen, political 

organisations, social gathering and workplace settings (Grimes, Hough & Signorella 

Eastern 
Region  

Western 
Region 

Central 
Region 

Southern 
Region 

Northern 
Region 

Regions 

Hail Dammam Alahsa Jeddah Riyadh Abha 

Cities 

1 University 

3 Schools 

1 Hospital 

1 Government 
Department 

………….. 

250 
Participants 

1 University 

4 Schools 

2 Hospitals 

2 Government 
Departments 

………….. 

300 
Participants 

2 Universities 

5 Schools 

2 Hospitals 

3 Government 
Departments 

………….. 

400 
participants 

1 University 

2 Schools 

1 Hospital 

2 Government 
Departments 

………….. 

250 
Participants 

2 Universities 

5 Schools 

2 Hospitals 

2 Government 
Departments 

………….. 

300 
Participants  

Sectors 

Figure  3.1: The total number of sample size of each region in different places 

of Saudi Arabia 
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2007). Bujang and Hussin (2010) conducted a study about email spam in Malaysia, 

for which the researchers recruited participants from schools, higher education 

institutions, and different organisations (Bujang & Hussin 2010).  

3.3.1.2 Businesses group 

Similarly, a multiple cluster random sampling method was adopted to select 

participants for the business questionnaire. A total of 300 businesses were selected 

randomly from the eastern (Dammam), western (Jeddah) and central (Riyadh) 

regions. One hundred businesses were selected randomly from each surveyed city in 

the three regions. No businesses were selected from the southern and northern 

regions. These businesses had asked for permission from their head offices to 

participate in this study, but it was refused, so they requested that the survey be 

conducted at their head offices in Riyadh, Dammam and Jeddah. The same sample 

size has been used in past studies of email spam in business users (Siponen & Stucke 

2006; Viudes 2011). The distribution of the 92 completed questionnaires for 

businesses in the three regions was:  

• 28 from the eastern region 

•  21 from the western region  

• 43 from the central region. 

3.3.1.3 ISPs group 

The availability sampling method was used to select ISP participants. An availability 

sampling (also known as convenience sampling) is a type of nonprobability sampling 

method that contains participants who are known to the researcher, or convenient or 

available to the researcher (Özdemir, St. Louis & Topbaş 2011), and is used to select 

participants on the basis of accessibility. Teddlie and Yu (2007) defined convenience 

sampling as “a method that involves drawing samples that are both easily accessible 

and willing to participate in a study”. According to the Communication and 

Information Technology Commission (2012), 27 ISPs were licensed by the CITC to 

provide the Internet service in Saudi Arabia. These were located in the eastern 

(Dammam), western (Jeddah) and central (Riyadh) regions in Saudi Arabia. The 27 

ISPs were divided into the three regions as follows:  

• 5 ISPs in the eastern region 
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• 6 ISPs in the western region  

• 16 ISPs in the central region.  

All 27 ISPs were surveyed for this research. 

3.3.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

This section describes the criteria for inclusion and exclusion of the participants in 

the research.  

This research included participants who were: 

• resident (lived or were located) in the eastern, western, central, southern and 

northern regions 

• male and female 

• 15 years (high school students) and older 

• students and employees 

• known email users 

• employees and customers of private organisations and government departments 

• interested in participating in this study. 

In this study, anybody who was not interested in participating or who did not use 

email was excluded. 

3.4 Research Instruments 

As this study applied a quantitative approach to answering the research questions, a 

questionnaire was considered to be the most appropriate method to collect data 

(Creswell 2013) and  is one of the most commonly instruments used in quantitative 

research (Saunders et al. 2011). The targeted samples of this study were public users, 

businesses and ISPs in the eastern, western, central, southern and northern regions in 

Saudi Arabia. In the field of email spam, previous studies have also used the 

questionnaire to collect data from participants (Al-A'ali 2007; Bujang & Hussin 

2010; Chigona et al. 2005; Dantin & Paynter 2005; Grimes, Hough & Signorella 

2007; Hermanson 2003; Leng 2006; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). 
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3.4.1 Questionnaire Instruments Development  

On the basis of literature review findings and also the questionnaires which have 

been used in previous studies, three different self-administrated questionnaires were 

designed for three study groups (public users, businesses and ISPs). Some questions 

included in all three questionnaires were adopted from previous studies, and some 

questions were developed specifically for this research. In developing new survey 

questions, this study followed the eight-step approach recommended by Worthington 

and Whittaker (2006): 

[D]etermine clearly what you want to measure, generate an item 

pool, determine the format of the measure, have experts review 

the initial item pool, consider inclusion of validation items, 

administer items to a development sample, evaluate the items, 

and optimize scale length.  

A public user questionnaire with 33 questions, a business questionnaire with 29 

questions and an ISP questionnaire with 33 questions, was developed using this 

method. 

The public user and business questionnaires were divided into three parts: (1) 

demographic information, (2) email spam, awareness about it, its effects and dealing 

with it, and (3) the efforts to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia and awareness 

about them. The ISP questionnaire included the same three parts as public user and 

business questionnaires, with an additional part about the anti-spam filters used to 

block email spam, and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English email 

spam. Some questions from the three parts of the ISP questionnaire were also used in 

the questionnaires from one or both of the public users and business groups (see 

Appendices B, C, D, E, F and G). The following sub-sections describe the questions 

for each part in the three different groups of questionnaires. 

3.4.1.1 Part 1: Demographic Information 

In this part of the public user questionnaire, specific questions were asked about 

demographic characteristics, whereas most questions in the business and ISP 

questionnaires were common to the two groups. 
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3.4.1.1.1 Public user demographic information 

 

To identify the target population and describe the participants, this part of the 

questionnaire included eight questions (1-8) about aspects of the participant 

demographic profile: gender, age, nationality, education level, study discipline, work 

status and work position. They also helped to the researcher understand the 

participants’ perceptions and experiences with email spam, based on demographic 

factors. Previous studies such as Chigona et al. (2005), Leng (2006), Johnson and 

Koch (2006), Al-A'ali (2007), Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007), Bujang and 

Hussin (2010) and Mohamed (2011) have examined demographic factors such as 

region, gender, age, nationality, education level, and work status to understand 

perceptions and attitudes about email spam. Two of the demographic factors (study 

discipline and work position) have not been used in previous research. The 

researcher used these two factors to investigate Saudi email users’ perceptions of 

spam. 

 

3.4.1.1.2 Business and ISP demographic information 

This Part comprised 10 questions (1-10) in the business questionnaire and nine 

questions (1-9) in the ISPs questionnaire. The demographic factors (1-5) in the 

business questionnaire and (1-4) in the ISP questionnaire, which include the 

establishment year of the organisation, the organisation size, number of employees, 

number of customers, and organisation sector (the organisation sector is developed 

specifically for businesses), were to help understand the perceptions and dealing of 

businesses and ISPs with email spam. These factors have been used in previous 

studies (Bernik 2013; Chigona et al. 2005; Ramady & Sohail 2010; Yeh & Chang 

2007) to understand experiences of businesses and ISPs and how they deal with 

security issues such as email spam. 

Questions 6 to 10 (business questionnaire) and questions five to nine (ISP 

questionnaire) were general questions about network security in the organisation. 

These questions asked businesses and ISPs if they established a business unit or team 

to manage the network security of the organisation, the network security 

responsibilities of this unit, the number of employees in this unit, and the number of 

employees in this unit with a specific responsibility to combat spam and their tasks 
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regarding email spam problems. These questions have not been used in previous 

studies and they were developed for this study to cover the gap of knowledge. 

3.4.1.2 Part 2: Questions about email spam, Awareness about it, its 
Effects, and Dealing with it 

Part 2 of the questionnaire was concerned with information about email spam as 

perceived by public users, businesses and ISPs; their awareness about it, its effects 

on their performance and how they deal with it. Some questions in this part were 

common to all three groups of questionnaires, some common to two of them, and 

some were specific to each group. Part 2 comprises 19 questions (9-27) in the public 

user questionnaire, 12 questions (11-22) in the business questionnaire, and 12 

questions (10-21) in the ISP questionnaire. 

At the beginning of this part of the questionnaire, public users, businesses and ISPs 

were asked to define email spam in their own words (Q.9 “public users”, Q.11 

“businesses” and Q.10 “ISPs”) in order to understand the users’ understandings of 

the definition of email spam. Then the study defined email spam as: 

… an unsolicited, unwanted, commercial or non-commercial email 

that is sent indiscriminately, directly or indirectly, to a large 

number of recipients without their permission, and there is no 

relationship between the recipients and sender.  

This definition was provided in the questionnaire as a reference point for the 

remainder of the questions. To prevent introducing a strong bias, care was taken to 

ensure that the respondents did not see the supplied definition until after they had 

supplied their own definition. The variety of responses to the question of what is 

spam is evidence that this approach was successful. This question was used in a 

previous study by Pallas and Patrikakis (2005) to investigate the definition of email 

spam based on participant understanding. 

3.4.1.2.1 The awareness of public users and businesses about email spam 

Questions 10 and 11 (public user questionnaire), and questions 12 and 13 (business 

questionnaire) were about the awareness of public users and businesses about email 

spam and the source of their knowledge about it. These questions were used in 

previous studies (Al-A'ali 2007; Bujang & Hussin 2010) to investigate the awareness 
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of email users about spam. 

3.4.1.2.2 The nature of email spam as perceived by public users, businesses 

and ISPs 

Questions (12-17) in the public user questionnaire, questions (14-19) in the business 

questionnaire, and questions (11-19) in the ISP questionnaire were about the nature 

of email spam, such as the number of email spam, the last time public users and 

businesses received spam, the languages of email spam, types of Arabic and English 

spam, sources of Arabic and English spam, and keywords and phrases used in spam. 

These questions have been applied in numerous previous studies (Al-A'ali 2007; 

Bujang & Hussin 2010; Chigona et al. 2005; Grimes, Hough & Signorella 2007; 

Leng 2006; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005) to understand the email spam characteristics in 

different countries such as Bahrain, Malaysia, Singapore, South Africa, USA and 

Greece. 

3.4.1.2.3 Email account providers used by public users, their experiences in 

using it, and dealing with it 

In the public user questionnaire, questions 18 and 19 were about users’ email 

account providers (e.g. Hotmail, Yahoo and Gmail) and their experiences in using it. 

These questions were adopted from previous studies such as Chigona et al. (2005), 

Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007) and Bujang and Hussin (2010). Questions 20 

to 22 were about how public users deal with email spam (e.g. read it, delete it, and 

contact ISP about it); response to spam; and the benefits they derived from spam (i.e. 

positive impact), such as learning, purchasing and selling, and fun. These questions 

was used by Hermanson (2003), Chigona et al. (2005), Al-A'ali (2007), Grimes, 

Hough and Signorella (2007) and Bujang and Hussin (2010) in their studies of how 

email users dealt with spam. 

3.4.1.2.4 Effects of email spam on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs 

Questions 23 and 24 in the public user questionnaire, and question 20 in the business 

and ISP questionnaires asked the participants about the effects of email spam on their 

performance. These questions were adopted from other studies such as Chigona et al. 

(2005), Leng (2006), Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007), Al-A'ali (2007) and 

Bujang and Hussin (2010) to investigate the effects of spam on the performance of 

email users. 
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3.4.1.2.5 The awareness of public users about anti-spam filters 

Questions 25 and 26 in the public user questionnaire were about the awareness of 

public users of anti-spam filters and the source of their knowledge about these filters. 

These questions were used by other researchers such as Leng (2006), Al-A'ali (2007) 

and Bujang and Hussin (2010) to understand email users’ awareness of various anti-

spam filters. 

3.4.1.2.6 The time spent by ISPs to fix email spam problems 

Question 21 in the ISP questionnaire asked the participants about the time they spent 

fixing problems relating to email spam. This question was used by Leng (2006) to 

investigate the time lost in fixing email spam issues. 

3.4.1.2.7 Anti-spam filters used by public users and businesses 

Question 27 in the public users’ questionnaire, and questions 21 and 22 in business 

questionnaire, asked the participants if they used anti-spam filters and if so, what was 

the effectiveness of these filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam. These 

questions have been used by other researchers such as Pallas and Patrikakis (2005) 

and Bujang and Hussin (2010) to understand email users’ awareness of anti-spam 

filters and their evaluation of the effectiveness of filters that they used in detecting 

spam. 

3.4.1.3 Part 3: The Anti-spam Filters Used by Saudi ISPs, and their 
Effectiveness in Detecting Arabic and English Spam 

This part was technical in nature and it was developed specifically for the ISP 

participants. It sought information about the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs to 

block email spam, and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English spam. At 

the beginning of Part 3, the two major techniques (content and origin-based 

techniques) used in developing anti-spam filters were defined to help the ISPs 

answer the questions. Part 3 comprised six questions (22-27) that sought information 

about types of content and origin-based filters, their effectiveness in detecting Arabic 

and English email spam, and whether or not the ISPs updated these filters regularly. 

These questions were developed by previous studies (Chigona et al. 2005; Pallas & 

Patrikakis 2005; Rossow 2007) to investigate the anti-spam filters used by ISPs and 

their effectiveness in detecting email spam. 
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3.4.1.4 Part 3 (Public Users and Businesses) and Part 4 (ISPs): Efforts 
to Combat Spam in Saudi Arabia and Awareness of them 

This part of the questionnaires investigated the efforts conducted in Saudi Arabia to 

combat email spam, the awareness about them and any possible suggestions the 

participants think they could help in combating email spam in Saudi Arabia. This 

part included some questions that were common to all three groups of questionnaires, 

common to two of them, or specific to each group. This part comprised six questions 

(28-33) in the public user questionnaire, seven questions in the business 

questionnaire (23-29), and six questions (28-33) in the ISP questionnaire. 

3.4.1.4.1 The awareness of public users, businesses and ISPs about 

government efforts to combat spam 

Questions 28 and 29 (public users), questions 23 and 24 (businesses), and question 

28 (ISPs) investigated efforts of the government to combat spam, as perceived by 

public users, businesses and ISPs; and the awareness of public users and businesses 

about them. These questions were used in a previous study conducted by Bujang and 

Hussin (2010) to investigate email spam in Malaysia, the awareness of email users 

about it, and the possible efforts to combat it. 

3.4.1.4.2 The awareness of public users and businesses about ISPs efforts to 

combat spam  

Questions 30 and 31 (public users), and questions 25 and 26 (businesses) seek 

information about the ISPs’ efforts to combat email spam, as perceived by public 

users and businesses. These questions have not been used in previous studies and 

they were developed for this study to cover the gap of knowledge. 

3.4.1.4.3 The educational efforts of businesses and ISPs to educate their 

employees and customers about email spam 

Question 27 (businesses) and questions 29 to 31 (ISPs) investigated the educational 

efforts conducted by businesses and ISPs to inform their customers and employees 

about email spam and effective methods to combat it. These questions were not used 

in previous studies and they were developed to fill the gap of knowledge. 

3.4.1.4.4 Suggestions to combat spam in Saudi Arabia, provided by public 

users, businesses and ISPs  

Questions 32 and 33 (public users), questions 28 and 29 (businesses), and questions 
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32 and 33 (ISPs) asked the participants to provide appropriate technical, legal or 

other suggestions (based on their opinions) to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia. 

These questions were used in previous studies by Hermanson (2003), Chigona et al. 

(2005) and Bujang and Hussin (2010), in which the participants were asked about 

their beliefs or opinions about possible solutions to combat spam. 

3.4.2 Validity of the Questionnaires 

Several components of the three questionnaires (public users, businesses and ISPs) 

have been used many times in other questionnaires in previous studies in different 

countries (Al-A'ali 2007; Bujang & Hussin 2010; Chigona et al. 2005; Grimes, 

Hough & Signorella 2007; Leng 2006; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005).  

In this study, the researcher used two types of validity tests: face validity and content 

validity. Face validity ensures that a test is going to measure what it is supposed to 

measure (Collis & Hussey 2003). Content validity is the extent to which specific 

items represent the content domain (Waltz, Strickland & Lenz 2010). 

All three questionnaires were developed in English and their components were 

checked by the researcher’s supervisors at Flinders University in Australia and by 

two faculty members in Saudi Arabia (experts in the field of information security). 

All three questionnaires were translated into Arabic by the researcher. The Arabic 

translation of questionnaires was reviewed by an academic faculty member at 

Flinders University who speaks both Arabic and English, and also by three Saudi 

academic members. Then the items of three groups of questionnaires and their 

translation (English into Arabic) were modified and refined according to the 

feedback and comments provided (Appendices B, C, D, E, F and G). 

3.5 Pilot Study 

The pilot study is used to identify any potential problems in following the research 

procedures (Bell 2010; van Teijlingen & Hundley 2002). According to Roberts-

Holmes (2011), “the pilot study can alert the researcher to any potential future 

difficulties and the research can be appropriately amended”. The purpose of the pilot 

study is to improve the questionnaire and to make sure that participants will not find 

problems when answering questions (Saunders et al. 2011). The pilot survey ensures 

that the instrument is understood by the participants and that there are no problems 
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with the wording of the survey (Cavana, Delahaye & Sekeran 2001). 

In this study, the original English and Arabic versions of the questionnaires were 

distributed to a few participants who had characteristics similar to that of the study 

sample, to check the questionnaire language, the readability, the level of 

understanding and the time it would take to complete the questionnaire. The 

participants were informed that these questionnaires were for pilot purposes. The 

period of pilot questionnaires distribution was from 22 December 2010 to 30 January 

2011. 

The pilot questionnaire for public users was distributed to 40 public users for 

comments about the structure of the questionnaire, its questions and the time taken to 

complete it (20 Arabic questionnaires and 20 English questionnaires). About 29 

public users returned the questionnaire, with their comments. As a result, some of the 

questions that proved to be vague, were revised. The time taken to complete the 

entire questionnaire ranged from 24 minutes (minimum) to 60 minutes (maximum); 

an average of 31 minutes each.  

The pilot business questionnaire was distributed to 10 businesses (five Arabic and 

five English) and was returned by all of the businesses with comments, resulting in 

the revision of some of the questions. Businesses estimated the time taken to 

complete the entire questionnaire as ranging from 15 minutes (minimum) to 40 

minutes (maximum), an average of 26 minutes each.  

Three ISPs were selected for the pilot study (two questionnaires in Arabic and one in 

English). Comments and feedback were provided by all three and some of questions 

were modified as a result. The ISPs estimated that they took between 20 and 50 

minutes to complete the questionnaire, an average of 30 minutes each. Small changes 

were made to the wording and structure of the questionnaires. 

In the pilot study, draft versions of all three questionnaires were discussed with two 

academic supervisors and one statistical consultant at Flinders University (Australia), 

and with two faculty members (experts in the field of information security) in Saudi 

Arabia. Based on their face and content validity, some questions were modified or 

deleted from the final versions of questionnaires (Appendices B, C, D, E, F and G). 
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3.6 Procedures for Data Collection 

This section describes the procedures for collecting data from participants in the 

three groups: public users, businesses and ISPs. Data collection began 12 February 

2011 and finished on 30 July 2011 (took about 6 months). 

3.6.1 Data Collection of the Public User Questionnaire 

The period of data collection of the public user questionnaires was two months and 

18 days, starting 12 February 2011 and finishing 30 April 2011. The researcher 

administered the survey in the eastern (Dammam and Alahsa) and central (Riyadh) 

regions, while three male faculty members, one from each region, administered the 

surveys for the researcher in the western (Jeddah), southern (Abha) and northern 

(Hail) regions. Because of cultural issues that segregates males and females in 

education and work in the Saudi society (Al-Saggaf & Williamson 2004; Alhazmi & 

Nyland 2010), five female faculty members, one from one university in each region, 

helped the researcher to collect data from female participants in schools, universities, 

hospitals and government departments. Because the male and female faculty 

members who helped the researcher in data collection worked in the same area as the 

researcher’s field of study and had the same level of knowledge, the researcher had 

no difficulty explaining the purpose of the research and the data collection 

procedures to them. The researcher explained the process of data collection and with 

the need for confidentiality of the participants’ data. 

At the beginning of data collection, the researcher selected universities, schools, 

hospitals and government departments randomly in the eastern, western, central, 

southern and northern regions. The government electronic websites of the Ministry 

of Higher Education, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health, and the Saudi 

Government website helped the researcher to select universities, schools, hospitals 

and government departments in the five regions randomly. In the eastern and central 

regions, the researcher explained the purpose of the research to potential participants 

who met the inclusion criteria and invited them to participate. Once they were 

approved to participate in the research, the researcher selected a random sample of 

participants from each sector (university, school, hospital, and government 

department), and provided a hard copy of the questionnaire to the participants with a 

letter of introduction signed by the research supervisor (Appendices B and C). 
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The public user questionnaire and a letter of introduction were written in both Arabic 

and English to enable participants to choose the language they felt most comfortable 

with. The researcher asked the participants to provide their mobile phone numbers 

and to hand the completed questionnaires to nominated persons in each sector to 

receive questionnaires. The researcher gave the participants adequate time (two 

months and 18 days) to complete the questionnaire and did not pressure them to 

complete it. Three reminders were sent to the participants to remind them to 

complete the questionnaire: four weeks after the first visit, three weeks after the first 

reminder, and three weeks after the second reminder. Participants who did not 

respond to the last reminder were eliminated from the participation in this research. 

The academic faculty members (males and females) who supported the researcher in 

collecting data in the western, southern and northern regions followed the same 

procedure. The researcher contacted them weekly to check on the progress and to 

discuss issues they found during the data collection. When data collection was 

complete, every faculty member put the completed questionnaires in a folder that 

was coded by the name of the region they collected from and sent the responses the 

researcher by express mail. This code helped in identifying completed questionnaires 

for each region. 

3.6.2 Data Collection of the Business Questionnaire 

The business questionnaire was distributed and collected from the participants over 

the period from 1 May 2011 and to 30 June 2011. The researcher collected data from 

businesses located in the eastern and central regions, while an academic faculty 

member who worked in one of the universities in the western region (Jeddah) 

collected data from businesses located in the western region. Details about the data 

collection procedures and the confidentiality of participants’ data were explained to 

the faculty member, and he asked to send the collected completed questionnaires to 

the researcher by express mail.  

Before collecting data from businesses, the researcher randomly selected a sample of 

businesses in the three regions using the electronic website of the Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry. The researcher visited businesses in the central and eastern 

regions, explained the purpose of the research and asked them if they would be like 

to participate in the survey. Those who approved were given a copy of the 
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questionnaire with a letter of introduction signed by the research supervisor 

(Appendices D and E).  

Both the Arabic and English versions of the business questionnaire were provided 

and the participants were given the choice of versions. Some participants’ businesses 

asked the researcher to send them the questionnaire by email, and when completed 

they returned them by the same way. An adequate time was given for businesses to 

complete the questionnaire, and three reminders were sent to the participants (one 

reminder every two weeks). The participants, who did not respond after the third 

reminder, were eliminated from the participation in this study.  

3.6.3 Data Collection of the ISP Questionnaire 

The data collection for the ISP questionnaire was conducted from 1 July 2011 to 30 

July 2011. All ISPs in Saudi Arabia were located in the central, eastern and western 

regions. There were no ISPs in the southern and northern regions (CITC 2012). The 

researcher collected the data from ISPs in the eastern and central, while an academic 

faculty member who worked in one of universities located in the western region 

(Jeddah) collected data from ISPs in that region. The data collection procedures and 

the confidentiality of participants’ data were explained to the faculty member, and he 

asked to send the researcher the completed questionnaires collected from the 

participants by express mail. 

All 27 ISPs in the three regions were asked if they would be volunteers in this 

research. The ISPs considered and all approved the request, after which the 

questionnaire, with a letter of introduction signed by the research supervisor 

(Appendices F and G), was distributed. The participants were given the choice of 

completing the Arabic or English version of the questionnaire. Some ISPs asked the 

researcher to send the questionnaire to them by email, and when they had completed 

it they returned them by the same method. An adequate time was given for ISPs to 

complete the questionnaire, and three reminders sent to the participants, one 

reminder every one week. Participants who had not responded after the third 

reminder were eliminated from the participation in this research.  

3.7 Variables 

In this study, the independent variables were: region, gender, age, nationality, 
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education level, study discipline, work status, work position (public user 

questionnaire), establishment year of the organisation, organisation size (business 

and ISP questionnaires), and business sector (business questionnaire). 

The dependent variables of this study were awareness about email spam, anti-spam 

filters and efforts to combat it; the definition, volume, languages of email spam; 

types and sources of Arabic and English email spam; the email account provider 

used; dealing with email spam; effects of email spam; anti-spam filters; and their 

effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English email spam. 

3.8 Data Analysis 

Different statistical tests were used to analyse the data in this study. Chi-square test 

(X2) was used to test the categorical data between independent variables. For small 

cell sizes (value of any cell is less than 5), Fisher Exact test was used to compare the 

categorical data between variables. To compare the mean of variables between two 

unrelated groups (two independent variables), the independent-samples t-test was 

used. The paired sample t-test was employed to compare the means between two 

related groups (two dependent variables). One-way ANOVA was used to test if there 

is a difference in the means of variables between three or more groups. The 95% 

confidence interval (CI) was calculated to measure the reliability of an estimate of 

population parameter. 

The data for the three groups of questionnaires were cleaned and coded for data entry 

(see Appendix K). Data analysis was conducted primarily by using the SPSS 

software (version 18) for Windows. A p-value less than 0.05 (p<0.05) was 

considered statistically significant. 

3.9 Ethical Considerations 

All ethical requirements were followed by the researcher for the different stages of 

this research. Consideration of ethical issues is an important step in conducting 

studies related to human subjects (Babbie 2012). In this study, the guidelines of the 

Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee (SBREC) at Flinders University 

were followed. A form was signed by the researcher and supervisor, and the 

questionnaires were submitted to the committee. Letters of introduction for the 
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public user, business and ISP questionnaires (in both Arabic and English) were 

attached with the form and the questionnaires and sent to the committee. A letter of 

introduction included: the researcher’s name; the school’s name; the title and 

purpose of the research; the time expected to complete the questionnaire; a brief 

statement that the information provided by participants would be kept confidential 

and they were free to discontinue their participation at any time or to decline to 

answer particular questions; the supervisor’s name and signature; and the contact 

details for more information about the research (Appendices B, C, D, E, F and G). 

This research was approved by the committee (A copy of the letter of Ethical 

Approval is attached in the Appendix A). 

Permission to conduct public user questionnaire was obtained from the deans of 

research in the universities, the headmasters of schools, the directors of hospitals, 

and the directors of government departments in the five regions of Saudi Arabia. The 

directors of businesses and ISPs, which were located in the eastern, western and 

central regions, were contacted by email to obtain their permission to conduct the 

questionnaire in their organisations. The participants (public users, businesses and 

ISPs) were asked if they would be volunteers in this research. They were informed 

that none of them would be individually identifiable, the information provided would 

be kept confidential and they were free to discontinue their participation at any time 

or to decline to answer particular questions. 

3.10 Methodology Followed in the Analysis of Arabic, 
English and Mixed Email Spam Corpora 

One of objectives of this research was to investigate the differences between the 

spammers’ tricks used in Arabic and English emails spam to bypass anti-spam filters. 

The literature review found many studies that have analysed the headers and bodies 

of email spam corpora received in different countries, in different languages, and 

which the kinds of tricks spammer employed to deceive the filters. Those tricks 

included the use of attractive words or false statements in the subject line, different 

formats in writing the content (e.g. text, text embedded in an image), adding 

malicious links or attachments into the content of email spam, and using fake or 

obfuscated email addresses to hide identities. However, no previous studies could be 

found that investigated the tricks used in the headers and bodies of Arabic email 
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spam and how they are different from those used in English email spam. To address 

this gap, the following research questions were developed: 

Q8: What is the extent of the following spammers’ tricks used in the headers 

and bodies of Arabic and English email spam, respectively:  

• attractive words or false statements in the subject line 

This question was used in previous studies, such as that by the Federal Trade 

Commission (2003), to investigate false statements in the subject line of English 

email spam corpora received in the USA, and a study by Yamakawa and Yoshiura 

(2010) of a collection of English and Japanese email spam received in Japan. 

• texts or texts embedded in images in the content 

This question has been used by other researchers such as Dhinakaran, Lee and 

Nagamalai (2007a) and Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) to investigate the format of 

the content of email spam. 

• malicious links and attachments, by type 

This question has been used in previous studies such as Dhinakaran, Lee and 

Nagamalai (2007a), Cova, Kruegel and Vigna (2008) and Yamakawa and Yoshiura 

(2010).   

• fake or obfuscated email addresses. 

This question was used in studies conducted by Dhinakaran, Lee and Nagamalai 

(2007a), Ermakova (2010), and Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010). 

3.10.1 Analysis Criteria  

Different criteria have been used in the analysis of headers and bodies of Arabic and 

English email spam to investigate spammers’ tricks. For tricks used in the subject 

line of email spam, spammers add attractive words and false statements to lure the 

reader. Studies reported in the literature (Chen, Zhan & Li 2010; Dhinakaran, Jae 

Kwang & Nagamalai 2009; Smith 2008; Wang & Chen 2007; Wei et al. 2008) have 

identified various types of attractive words in the subject line of English email spam, 
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such as business advertisements, pornography and phishing. Examples include: 

“Alert”, “For sale”, “Sex”, “Re”, “Hi”, and “Update details”. In Arabic email spam, 

attractive words such as “Games”, “Chat”, “Forums”, “Photos”, and “Music” were 

identified by Goweder et al. (2008), and Wahsheh, Alsmadi and Al-Kabi (2012), 

among others. Therefore, any email spam that contained any of the attractive words 

used in these previous studies was classified as email spam with attractive words in 

the subject line. 

False statements were defined by previous studies such as Hamel  (2004) and Simon 

(2004) as subject lines that do not indicate the content of the email (or misleading 

subject line). Based on this definition, Arabic and English email spam were 

classified as email spam with false statement in the subject line. This process was 

achieved by reading the subject line of email spam and then comparing it with the 

content of email to see if the subject indicated its content or was used to trick the 

recipients.  

Regarding fake email addresses, many characteristics have been identified in the 

fake or obfuscated email addresses of spam. According to Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang 

and Nagamalai (2009): 

… the length of the sender account is always more than 21 

characters and up to 28 characters. It has three parts before the 

“@” symbol. The format of the senders mail account is: 

(Word1)(numericvalue)(word1)@forged domain.com.  

This criterion has been used in this study to classify Arabic and English email spam 

as emails sent from fake or obfuscated email addresses. Examples of fake or 

obfuscated email addresses used by spammers can be seen in Figure  3.2. 
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Figure  3.2: Spammer’ IDs syntax (Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009) 

For tricks in the body of email spam, spammers use image spam (texts embedded in 

images) to escape text-based filters (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013). “Image spam” was 

defined by other researchers such as Xu et al. (2009) and Soranamageswari and 

Meena (2010) as the text content of the email appeared as an image in the body of 

message. On the basis of this definition, any Arabic or English email spam that 

contained an image spam in the body of message was considered as text embedded 

in image. 

Spammers also add links and attachments to email spam. Studies such as 

Dhinakaran, Lee and Nagamalai (2007a) and Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) 

identified various types of attachments included in email spam – images in different 

formats such as Joint Photographic Experts Group (jpeg), Graphics Interchange 

Format (gif), Portable Document Format (pdf) files, executable (exe) files and text 

(txt) files. These formats were used in this study to classify types of attachments 

observed in Arabic and English email spam received in Saudi Arabia.  

Another way spammers encourage users to interact with their emails is to include 

links in the content. Dhinakaran, Lee and Nagamalai (2007a) and others classified 

these clickable links to a website as Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). This 

category was also used in this study to classify Arabic and English email spam. Any 

Arabic and English email content that included a URL or clickable link was 

classified as an email with links.  

Links and attachments can be malicious. Malicious content is included in email spam 

as attachments includes viruses, worms or trojans; and links that redirect the user to 

spammers’ or phishers’ websites or run malicious codes (Dhinakaran, Lee & 
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Nagamalai 2007a; Nagamalai, D, Dhinakaran, C & Lee, J-K 2010). This definition 

was used to classify malicious emails in Arabic and English email spam. 

As demonstrated by previous studies such as Allman (2003), Smith (2008), Leavitt 

(2005), Barroso (2007) and Attar, Rad and Atani (2013), most malicious links 

included in email spam were fake bank webpages and forged unsubscribe links. Fake 

bank web pages can steal important information, such as credit card details (Barroso 

2007). Forged unsubscribe links can redirect email users to spammers’ websites 

(Dhinakaran, Lee & Nagamalai 2007a) or could run malicious programs in the 

computer (John et al. 2009). Therefore, all these criteria were considered in the 

classification of Arabic and English email spam into these two types of malicious 

links. 

3.10.2 Procedures for Collection and Analysis of Arabic, English and 
Mixed Email Spam 

During the collection of public user, business and ISP questionnaires, the researcher 

explained to participants the purpose of collecting Arabic and English email spam 

and asked if they would be able to assist in this process. The purpose and consent 

request in Arabic and English were also explained at the end of each questionnaire 

(Appendices B, C, D, E, F and G respectively). If the participants reported receiving 

Arabic and English email spam (i.e. email spam that bypassed or was not detected by 

anti-spam filters) and agreed to assist in this process, they were asked to forward it to 

a specific email address created for the purpose of this research. These spam corpora 

were collected in the period from 16 February 2011 to 10 June 10 2013. A collection 

of 1,937 email spam was received from the participants, who comprised public users, 

businesses and ISPs. Because this research focused on the investigation of Arabic 

and English emails spam only, about 160 email spams were excluded because they 

were written in an unknown language. Some of the spams forwarded were repetitive 

(total of 507 email spam), so they were also excluded. The remaining 1,270 email 

spams were analysed to achieve the purposes of this research. The 1,270 email spam 

included: 1,035 Arabic spam, 179 English spam, and 56 mixed language (Arabic and 

English) spam.  

The analysis of email spam corpora (1,270 spam) was conducted manually, using a 

checklist. This checklist included 1,270 rows, which represent the email spam ID 
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(from 1 to 1,270); and 9 columns, which represent the language of the email spam 

and the spammers’ tricks. Column 1 listed the language of the email spam using one 

of three values: 1 (Arabic), 2 (English) and 3 (mixed). 

 
Columns 2 to 9 listed the various tricks identified. Column 2, using attractive words 

and false statements in the subject line of email spam, used two values: 1 (attractive 

words) and 2 (false statements). Column 3, using different formats in writing content 

of email spam, used two values: 1 (text) and 2 (text embedded in an image). Column 

4 identified whether links or attachments were added to the content of the email 

spam, using two values: 1 (links) and 2 (attachments). Column 5 identified the types 

of the attachments, using four values: 1 (images), 2 (PDF files), 3 (text files) and 4 

(executable files). Column 6 designated whether or not the attachments were 

malicious, using two values: 1 (yes) and 2 (no). Column 7 identified if malicious 

links were used, using two values: 1 (yes) and 2 (no). Column 8 identified types of 

malicious links, using two values: 1 (fake bank's website link) and 2 (forged 

unsubscribe link). Column 9, hiding or obfuscating email addresses/identity, used 

two values: 1 (yes) and 2 (no). After completing the checklist, the values of each 

trick for different languages (Arabic, English and mixed) were calculated and 

analysed using SPSS. 

A special computer was used solely to analyse the collected spam, so that malicious 

content could not cause problems with other programs or documents on the 

computer. The Internet security software, Kaspersky 2013, was used during the 

analysis to protect from any potential malicious links or attachments in Arabic and 

English spam.  

When Arabic, English and mixed email spam corpora were classified on the basis of 

the analysis criteria described above, the statistical chi-square test (X2) was used to 

test the categorical data between variables, to detect significant differences between 

the spammers’ tricks used in Arabic, English and mixed email spam. The analysis 

was conducted by using SPSS software (version 18) for Windows. A p-value that 

was less than 0.05 (p<0.05) considered statistically significant. 

3.10.3 Ethical Considerations 

Ethical requirements were considered in the collection of Arabic, English and mixed 
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email spam from the participants (public users, businesses and ISPs). The collection 

of email spam corpora was approved by the Social and Behavioural Research Ethics 

Committee (SBREC) at Flinders University (Appendix A) and consent was obtained 

from the public user, business and ISP participants. The participants were asked if 

they would be willing to assist in this research by forwarding Arabic and English 

email spam that they received to a specific email address created especially for this 

study. The approval request (in both Arabic and English) appeared on the last page 

of the questionnaires for public users, businesses and ISPs (Appendices B, C, D, E, F 

and G respectively). 

3.11 Conclusions 

This chapter described the methodology employed to answer the research questions. 

It began by revisiting the aim, objectives and research questions, and describing the 

research philosophy and sampling methods used to select the participants. The 

inclusion and exclusion criteria were specified and the research instrument was 

explained. The validity of the questionnaires used to collect data was discussed and 

the procedures for the pilot study and data collection were explained. Variables, data 

analysis and management, and ethical considerations were discussed, as well as the 

methodology followed in the analysis of Arabic, English and mixed email spam 

corpora. 

The next three chapters (4, 5 and 6) will provide the results of the questionnaires 

administered to the three groups of participants (public users, businesses and ISPs), 

to address the research objectives and questions. 
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4. Chapter 4: Public Email Users' Experiences with 
Email Spam in Saudi Arabia 

In this study, public users included email users from universities, schools, hospitals 

and government departments in Saudi Arabia. This chapter presents the results of the 

survey of public users about their perception about email spam, their awareness of 

anti-spam filters, and their awareness of government and ISPs efforts to combat 

spam. This chapter also describes how public users dealt with email spam and its 

effects on their performance. The results, based on some demographic factors, are 

analysed and discussed. 

This chapter is divided into the following sections: 

• Section  4.1: presents the results of the public users’ questionnaire.  

• Section  4.2: discusses the results of the public users’ questionnaire. 

•  Section  4.3: describes the conclusions of this chapter. 

4.1 Results 

This section describes the demographic characteristics of Saudi Arabian public email 

users, their awareness about email spam, anti-spam filters, and the efforts to combat 

it. This section presents the results for the nature of Arabic and English email spam 

as perceived by public users. It also describes how public users dealt with email 

spam and its effects on their performance.  

This section also analyses and presents the results based on demographic factors 

such as region, gender, age, nationality, education level, study discipline, work 

status, and work position.  

Different statistical tests were used to analyse the data, including chi-square test 

(X2), independent samples t-test, paired sample t-test and one-way ANOVA test. A 

p-value less than 0.05 (p<0.05) was considered statistically significant. More details 

about these tests are described in section  3.8. 

4.1.1 Participants’ Demographic Information  

The distribution of public email users on the basis of region, gender, age, nationality, 
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education level, study discipline, work status, and work position is shown in 

Table  4.1. 

Overall, 1,020 participants from five regions of Saudi Arabia participated in this 

study as public email users. Public email users from the central region had the 

highest percentage of participation (34.5%), and participants from the northern 

region had the lowest frequency of participation (12.7%). 

About 60% of the participants were male, while 40.4% were female. Most of the 

participants (45.4%) were aged from 15-25 years and only 4.4% were aged 46 and 

older. 

Of the participants, 83.8% were Saudi nationals and 16.2% were non-Saudis. The 

results showed that about 58% of the participants had completed a bachelor degree, 

whereas 4.8% had completed a diploma degree. 

Most of the educated participants (28.7%) had studied computer science and 

information technology, a few (9.1%) had studied social sciences and physical and 

biological sciences. About 55.4% of the public email users were employed, most of 

them in positions within educational institutions (26.9%), and 44.6% were students.  

Table  4.1: Percentages of distribution of public users in Saudi Arabia based on 

their demographic information 

General Information Frequency Percentage (%) 

Region   
   Eastern 203 19.9 

   Western 201 19.7 

   Central 352 34.5 
   Southern 134 13.1 

   Northern 130 12.7 

Gender   

   Male 608 59.6 

   Female 412 40.4 

Age   

   15-25 463 45.4 

   26-35 358 35.1 

   36-45 154 15.1 
   46+ 45 4.4 

Nationality   

   Saudi 855 83.8 

   Non-Saudi  165 16.2 

Education Level   

   High School  145 14.2 
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General Information Frequency Percentage (%) 

   Diploma 49 4.8 

   Bachelor 588 57.6 

   Master 144 14.1 

   PhD 94 9.2 

Study Discipline   

   Education and Teaching 159 15.6 

   Computer Science and Information Technology 293 28.7 

   Social Sciences  93 9.1 
   Physical and Biological Sciences 93 9.1 

   Health Sciences and Medicine 88 8.6 

   Other1 149 14.6 

Work Status   

   Student  455 44.6 

   Employed 565 55.4 

Work Position   

   Educational 274 26.9 

   Medical 58 5.7 
   Technical 91 8.9 

   Management 97 9.5 

   Other2 45 4.4 

 

4.1.2 The Awareness of Public Users about Email Spam, Anti-spam 
filters, and the Efforts to Combat it in Saudi Arabia  

Table  4.2 summarises the awareness of public email users about email spam, anti-

spam filters, and the efforts to combat it. Approximately two-thirds of the 

participants (62%, 95%CI3: 59%-64.9%) were aware of email spam before 

participating in the survey and one-third of the public email users (37.9%, 95%CI: 

35%-40.9%) were aware of anti-spam filters.  

The participants had become aware of email spam and anti-spam filters through a 

number of sources. The most common channel was the Internet and forums (38.8%, 

95%CI: 35.9%-41.8%), although a few of the participants believed that there was a 

government effort (2.4%, 95%CI: 1.6%-3.4%) to inform them.  

Categorising public users’ definitions of email spam revealed a variety of 

descriptions. Most public users (33.9%, 95%CI: 29.5%-38.4%) defined email spam 

as “email that was sent randomly and contained malicious programs such as viruses”, 

                                                 
1 Other disciplines included: accounting, psychology, Islamic studies, mathematics, marketing 
agriculture, law, and commerce.  
2 The other employment positions were in academia, administration, banking, transport, research, 
information systems analysis, engineering and laboratory work.  
3 95% Confidence Interval 
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while the lowest percentage of participants (3.9%, 95%CI: 2.4%-6.1%) defined 

email spam as “annoying email that was not related to recipients' work”.  

Nearly a quarter of the participants (24.4%, 95%CI: 21.9%-27.1%) were aware of 

government efforts to combat email spam. The highest percentage of public users 

(14.9%, 95%CI: 10.9%-19.7%) thought that most of the government’s efforts to 

combat spam were technical, conducted by the Communication and Information 

Technology Commission (CITC) and King Abdulaziz City for Science and 

Technology (KACST) sectors, which are responsible for information technology and 

communication in Saudi Arabia. A few participants (13.6%, 95%CI: 11.6%-15.8%) 

were also aware of the ISPs’ efforts to combat email spam. Public users believed the 

ISPs’ efforts to combat email spam to be were mainly by the use of anti-spam filters 

(15.1%, 95%CI: 9.9%-21.8%).  

Table  4.2: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public email users 

about email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Awareness of email spam    

   Yes 632 62 59-64.9 

   No 388 38 35.1-41 

Knowledge source about email spam    

   ISPs 52 5.1 3.9-6.6 

   Internet and forums 396 38.8 35.9-41.8 

   Broadcast media, e.g. TV 88 8.6 7-10.5 
   Government  24 2.4 1.6-3.4 

   School or university education 241 23.6 21.1-26.3 

Definition of email spam     

   UBE 98 22.7 19-26.9 

   Sent by unknown senders without 

recipient’s permission  

103 23.9 20.1-28.1 

   Sent randomly, contain malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 

146 33.9 29.5-38.4 

   UCE 67 15.5 12.4-19.2 

   Annoying email unrelated to 
recipients' work 

17 3.9 2.4-6.1 

Awareness about anti-spam filters    

   Yes 387 37.9 35-40.9 

   No 633 62.1 59.1-65 

Knowledge source for anti-spam filters    

   ISPs 25 2.5 1.6-3.5 
   Internet and forums 254 24.9 22.3-27.6 

   Broadcast media, e.g. TV  22 2.2 1.4-3.2 

   Government  14 1.4 0.8-2.2 

   School or university education 154 15.1 13-17.4 

Awareness of government efforts to    
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Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

combat spam 

   Yes 249 24.4 21.9-27.1 

   No 771 75.6 72.9-78.1 

Government efforts to combat spam    

   Technical efforts by CITC and KACST 37 14.9 10.9-19.7 

   Awareness efforts by CITC 13 5.2 3-8.5 

   Receiving ISPs’ reports about spam 

issues 

19 7.6 4.8-11.4 

Awareness of ISPs efforts to combat 

spam 

   

   Yes 139 13.6 11.6-15.8 

   No 881 86.4 84.2-88.4 

ISPs’ efforts to combat spam    

   Using anti-spam filters  21 15.1 9.9-21.8 

   Providing awareness information  6 4.3 1.8-8.7 

   Reporting spam-related issues to 

CITC 

4 2.9 1-6.7 

 

4.1.2.1 Public users’ awareness of email spam, anti-spam filters, and 
the efforts to combat it, by geographic region 

As shown in Table  4.3, there were significant differences in the awareness of public 

users from the different regions about email spam, anti-spam filters and the efforts to 

combat it.  

Public users in the central region (71.9%) were more aware of email spam than those 

in other regions (p<0.001). The western region had the highest percentage of public 

users (52.7%) who knew about email spam from the Internet and forums than did 

other regions (p<0.001), as well as a higher percentage of public users (14.9%) who 

were informed about email spam by broadcast media than other regions (p=0.001). 

The central region, on the other hand, had more public users (29.5%) who were 

informed about email spam by school or university education than did other regions 

(p=0.006).  

In all of the regions, most public users defined email spam as “email sent randomly 

and containing malicious programs such as viruses”. This definition was used mostly 

in the eastern and western regions (43.4% and 43% respectively), and least in the 

southern region (21.7%, p=0.016).  

Public users in the eastern and western regions (38.4% and 38.3% respectively) were 

more aware of anti-spam filters than users in other regions (p=0.01). Public users in 
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the western region (30.3%) were informed about anti-spam filters through the 

Internet and forums more than public users in other regions (p=0.017), while users in 

the central region (20.5%) had a knowledge about anti-spam filters by school or 

university education more than users in other regions (p=0.005). 

The results revealed that users in the central region (30.1%) were more aware of the 

government efforts to combat email spam than users in other regions (p=0.04).  

Table  4.3: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public users about 

email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it based on the geographic 

region 
P* Region 

Question N  S  C W  E  
n=130 n=134 n=352 n=201 n=203 

<0.001 36.9 56 71.9 69.7 57.1 Awareness of email spam 

(%YES) 
      Knowledge source for email 

spam 
0.763 4.6 7.5 4.5 5 4.9    ISPs 

<0.001 18.5 28.4 42.6 52.7 38.4    Internet and forums 
0.001 3.1 6 9.7 14.9 5.9    Broadcast media, e.g. TV 
0.160 3.1 2.2 2.8 0 3.4    Government  
0.006 14.6 24.6 29.5 20.4 21.7    School or university 

education 
      Definition of email spam  

0.016 19.1 28.3 25.8 16.8 23.7    UBE 

17 39.1 23.2 25.2 18.4    Sent by unknown senders 

without recipients' 

permission  

31.9 21.7 27.1 43 43.4    Sent randomly, contain 

malicious programs, e.g. 

viruses 
23.4 8.7 20 13.1 9.2    UCE 

8.5 2.2 3.9 1.9 5.3    Annoying email unrelated 

to recipients' work 

0.01 27.7 31.3 34.8 38.3 38.4 Awareness of anti-spam 

filters (%YES) 
      Knowledge source for anti-

spam filters 
0.873 2.3 3 2.6 3 1.5    ISPs 
0.017 18.5 16.4 27 30.3 25.6    Internet and forums 
0.243 0.8 1.5 3.4 1 2.5    Broadcast media, e.g. TV  
0.055 3.1 0 1.4 0 2.5    Government  
0.005 10 16.4 20.5 10.4 12.8    School or university 

education 
0.04 23.1 20.1 30.1 22.4 20.2 Awareness of government 

efforts to combat spam 

(%YES) 
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P* Region 

Question N  S  C W  E  
n=130 n=134 n=352 n=201 n=203 

0.366 10 12.7 15.9 14.9 11.3 Awareness of ISP efforts to 

combat spam (%YES) 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different regions; P values < 0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E = Eastern, W = Western, C = Central, S = Southern, and N = Northern. 
 
 

4.1.2.2 The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam 
filters, and the efforts to combat it, based on gender 

As shown in Table  4.4, there were significant differences in the awareness of email 

spam, anti-spam filters and efforts to combat it among males and females. Males 

were more aware of email spam than females (66.8% vs 54.9%, p<0.001). Most of 

the male participants (41.9%) mentioned that they learnt about email spam from the 

Internet and forums, and this percentage was higher than that observed in females 

(34.2%, p=0.013).  

Significantly more females than males defined email spam as “email was sent from 

unknown senders and without recipients' permission to receive it” (33.7% vs 21.1%, 

p=0.034). The reverse was true for (17.3% vs 9.5%, p=0.034) definitions of email 

spam as UCE. 

Significantly more males were aware of anti-spam filters than females (41.6% vs 

32.5%, p=0.003). Significantly more males than females learnt about anti-spam 

filters through ISPs, broadcast media, and school or university education (ISPs: 3.6% 

vs 0.7%, p=0.003; broadcast media: 3.3% vs 0.5%, p=0.002; school or university 

education: 18.9% vs 9.5%, p<0.001).  

Table  4.4: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public users about 

email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it based on gender 

P* Gender 

Question Female Male 

n=412 n=608 

<0.001 54.9 66.8 Awareness of email spam (%YES) 
   Knowledge source for email spam 

<0.001 1.2 7.7    ISPs 
0.013 34.2 41.9    Internet and forums 

<0.001 4.9 11.2    Broadcast media, e.g. TV 
0.012 1 3.3    Government  

<0.001 16.7 28.3    School or university education 
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P* Gender 

Question Female Male 

n=412 n=608 

   Definition of email spam  

0.034 22.1 22.9    UBE 

33.7 21.1 
   Sent by unknown senders without recipients' 

permission  

33.7 33.9 
   Sent randomly, contain malicious programs, 

e.g. viruses 

9.5 17.3    UCE 

1.1 4.8    Annoying email unrelated to recipients' work 

0.003 32.5 41.6 Awareness of anti-spam filters (%YES) 
   Knowledge source for anti-spam filters 

0.003 0.7 3.6    ISPs 
0.262 23.1 26.2    Internet and forums 
0.002 0.5 3.3    Broadcast media, e.g. TV  
0.364 1 1.6    Government  

<0.001 9.5 18.9    School or university education 
0.340 26 23.4 Awareness of government efforts to combat spam 

(%YES) 

0.874 13.8 13.5 Awareness of ISP efforts to combat spam (%YES) 
*P values are based on chi-square test between male and female users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.2.3 The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam 
filters, and the efforts to combat it, based on age groups 

The data in Table  4.5 reveals that most of participants in each age group were aware 

of email spam, but there were no significant differences between age groups in their 

awareness of email spam and anti-spam filters. Public users aged 26-35 were more 

aware of email spam from school and university education than public users in other 

age groups (31%, p<0.001). 

There were significant differences in the way the various age groups defined email 

spam. Most of the younger users (40.7%) defined it as “email that was sent randomly 

and contain malicious programs such as viruses”, whereas most of the older users 

(23.1%) defined spam as annoying email that was unrelated to the recipients' work 

(p=0.001).  

The older public users (aged 46 and older) were more aware of government (40%, 

p<0.001) and ISPs efforts (28.9%, p<0.001) to combat email spam than other age 

groups.  
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Table  4.5: Percentage of distribution of the awareness of public users about email 

spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it based on age group 

P* Age Groups 

Question 46+ 36-45 26-35 15-25 
n=45 n=154 n=358 n=463 

0.095 68.9 68.8 62.6 58.5 Awareness about email spam (%YES) 
     Knowledge source about email spam 

0.578 6.7 6.5 5.6 4.1    ISPs 
0.402 44.4 35.7 36.6 41    Internet and forums 
0.156 4.4 9.7 6.4 10.4    Broadcast media, e.g. TV 
0.653 2.2 3.2 2.8 1.7    Government  

<0.001 15.6 29.9 31 16.6    School or university education 
     Definition of email spam  

0.001 23.1 29.2 25.9 18.6    UBE 

23.1 33.3 25.9 20.1    Sent by unknown senders, without 

recipients' permission  

15.4 22.9 30.1 40.7    Sent randomly, contain malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 

15.4 6.3 15.7 17.6    UCE 

23.1 8.3 2.4 2.9    Annoying email unrelated to 

recipients' work 

0.165 42.2 42.9 39.9 34.3 Awareness about anti-spam filters 
(%YES) 

     Knowledge source for anti-spam filters 
0.002 11.1 1.9 2.2 1.9    ISPs 
0.864 28.9 26 23.7 25.1    Internet and forums 
0.500 2.2 1.9 3.1 1.5    Broadcast media, e.g. TV  
0.823 2.2 1.9 1.4 1.1    Government  

<0.001 15.6 22.1 20.7 8.4    School or university education 
<0.001 40 35.1 22.9 20.5 Awareness of government efforts to 

combat spam (%YES) 

<0.001 28.9 22.1 11.2 11.2 Awareness of ISPs efforts to combat 
spam (%YES) 

*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different age groups; P values < 0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

4.1.2.4 The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam 
filters, and the efforts to combat it, based on nationality 

Table  4.6 shows that there were significant differences between Saudis and non-

Saudis in their awareness of email spam and anti-spam filters. Non-Saudis were 

more aware of email spam than Saudis (70.3% vs 60.4%, p=0.016) and also more 

aware of anti-spam filters than Saudis (49.7% vs 35.7%, p=0.001).  

Significantly more non-Saudis than Saudis learnt about email spam and anti-spam 

filters from school or university education (35.8% vs 21.3%, and 27.3% vs 12.7% 

respectively, p<0.001). They were also more aware of the government and ISPs 

efforts to combat email spam than Saudis (40% vs 21.4%, and 24.8% vs 11.5%, 
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p<0.001).  

Table  4.6: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public users about 

email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it based on nationality 

P* Nationality 

Question Non-Saudi  Saudi 

n=165 n=855 

0.016 70.3 60.4 Awareness of email spam (%YES) 
   Knowledge source for email spam 

0.317 6.7 4.8    ISPs 
0.054 32.1 40.1    Internet and forums 
0.200 6.1 9.1    Broadcast media, TV 
0.106 0.6 2.7    Government  

<0.001 35.8 21.3    School or university education 
   Definition of email spam  

0.969 22.4 22.8    UBE 

24.1 23.9    Sent by unknown senders without recipients' 
permission  

31 34.3    Sent randomly, contain malicious programs, e.g. 

viruses 

17.2 15.3    UCE 

5.2 3.8    Annoying email unrelated to recipients' work 

0.001 49.7 35.7 Awareness of anti-spam filters (%YES) 
   Knowledge source for anti-spam filters 

0.981 2.4 2.5    ISPs 
0.442 27.3 24.4    Internet and forums 
0.399 3 2    Broadcast media, e.g. TV  
0.355 0.6 1.5    Government  

<0.001 27.3 12.7    School or university education 
<0.001 40 21.4 Awareness of government efforts to combat spam 

(%YES) 

<0.001 24.8 11.5 Awareness of ISP efforts to combat spam (%YES) 
*P values are based on chi-square test between Saudi and non-Saudi users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.2.5 The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam 
filters, and the efforts to combat it based on education level 

Table  4.7 shows that there were significant differences among users with different 

education levels in their awareness about email spam, anti-spam filters and efforts to 

combat it. Users with a PhD were more aware of email spam than users with other 

education degrees (77.7%, p<0.001), and users with a diploma degree were more 

aware of anti-spam filters than those with other education degrees (55.1%, p=0.001).  

There were significant differences in the definitions given to email spam by users 

with different levels of education. More PhD users (39.5%) defined spam as UBE 

than did users with other degrees (p=0.034). 
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Users who had completed diplomas and PhDs were more aware of ISPs efforts to 

combat email spam than users with other degrees (20.4% and 20.2% respectively, 

p=0.017). 

Table  4.7: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public users about 

email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it based on education level 

P* Education Level 

Question PhD  M  B D  HS 
n=94 n=144 n=588 n=49 n=145 

<0.001 77.7 68.8 60.5 67.3 49 Awareness of email spam 

(%YES)  
      Knowledge source for email 

spam 
0.035 11.7 5.6 3.9 6.1 4.8    ISPs 
0.548 45.7 35.4 39.3 36.7 36.6    Internet and forums 
0.765 8.5 6.3 9.4 6.1 9    Broadcast media, e.g.TV 
0.086 2.1 4.9 2.2 4.1 0    Government  

<0.001 23.4 35.4 24 38.8 5.5    School or university education 
      Definition of email spam  

0.034 39.5 29.2 20.1 23.5 13.2    UBE 

28.9 25 21.8 23.5 28.3 
   Sent by unknown senders 

without recipients' permission  

18.4 22.2 38.9 32.4 39.6 
  Sent randomly, contain 

malicious programs, e.g. viruses 

5.3 15.3 16.7 17.6 17    UCE 

7.9 8.3 2.6 2.9 1.9 
   Annoying email unrelated to 

recipients' work 

0.001 39.4 43.8 37.9 55.1 25.5 Awareness of anti-spam filters 

(%YES) 
      Knowledge source for anti-

spam filters 
0.013 4.3 3.5 2 8.2 0    ISPs 
0.221 28.7 20.1 26.2 30.6 20    Internet and forums 
0.706 3.2 1.4 2.2 4.1 1.4    Broadcast media, e.g. TV  
0.114 1.1 3.5 1.4 0 0    Government  

<0.001 17 24.3 14.8 30.6 0.7    School or university education 
0.114 28.7 30.6 21.6 30.6 24.8 Awareness of government 

efforts to combat spam (%YES) 

0.017 20.2 18.8 11.6 20.4 10.3 Awareness of ISP efforts to 

combat spam (%YES) 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users with different levels of education; 

P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: HS = High School, D = Diploma, B = Bachelor, and M = Master. 

4.1.2.6 The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam 
filters, and the efforts to combat it, based on study discipline 

Table  4.8 has shown that there were significant differences between users in different 

study disciplines in their awareness about email spam, anti-spam filters and efforts to 
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combat it. Users who studied computer science and information technology were 

more aware of email spam and anti-spam filters (85% and 63.5% respectively) than 

those who studied in other areas (p<0.001).  

Their most common source of knowledge about email spam and anti-spam filters 

was through school and university education. The percentage of users, who knew 

about email spam and anti-spam filters through school and university education, was 

larger in the area of computer science and information technology than all other 

study disciplines (61.8% and 43% respectively, p<0.001).  

Users studied social sciences were more aware of government (38.7%, p=0.003) and 

ISPs (20.4%, p=0.036) efforts to combat email spam than users studied other areas. 

Table  4.8: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public users about 

email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it, based on study discipline 

P* Study Discipline 

Question Other HS&M  P&BS SS CS&IT E&T 
n=149 n=88 n=93 n=93 n=293 n=159 

<0.001 60.4 54.5 58.1 45.2 85 49.1 Awareness of email 

spam (%YES) 
       Knowledge source for 

email spam 
0.058 9.4 1.1 5.4 3.2 5.8 3.1    ISPs 
0.005 36.2 31.8 41.9 33.3 47.8 32.1    Internet and forums 
0.001 11.4 2.3 4.3 2.2 13.3 6.9    Broadcast media, e.g. 

TV 
0.688 4 1.1 2.2 1.1 3.1 3.1    Government  

<0.001 18.8 5.7 9.7 1.1 61.8 5.7    School or university 

education 
       Definition of email 

spam  

0.291 22.8 14.8 29 31.8 25.5 20.4    UBE 

26.6 48.1 19.4 9.1 18.8 27.8    Sent by unknown 
senders without 

recipients' permission  

34.2 14.8 41.9 31.8 33.3 35.2    Sent randomly, 

contain malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 

12.7 18.5 9.7 18.2 17 14.8    UCE 

3.8 3.7 0 9.1 5.5 1.9    Annoying email un 

related to recipients' 

work 

<0.001 33.6 28.4 28 23.7 63.5 25.8 Awareness of anti-
spam filters (%YES) 

       Knowledge source for 

anti-spam filters 
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P* Study Discipline 

Question Other HS&M  P&BS SS CS&IT E&T 
n=149 n=88 n=93 n=93 n=293 n=159 

0.094 6 1.1 2.2 1.1 3.4 1.3    ISPs 
0.004 24.2 20.5 21.5 20.4 34.1 20.1    Internet and forums 
0.003 2 0 0 0 5.1 1.3    Broadcast media, 

e.g.  TV  
0.105 0.7 1.1 0 0 2 3.8    Government  

<0.001 9.4 0 6.5 3.2 43 2.5    School or university 
education 

0.003 26.8 26.1 19.4 38.7 23.9 16.4 Awareness of 

government efforts to 

combat spam (%YES) 

0.036 18.8 13.6 9.7 20.4 14.7 8.2 Awareness of ISPs 

efforts to combat spam 

(%YES) 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different study disciplines; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E&T = Education and Teaching, CS&IT = Computer Science and Information 

Technology, SS = Social Sciences, P&BS = Physical and Biological Sciences, HS&M = Health Sciences 

and Medicine. 
 

4.1.2.7 The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam 
filters, and the efforts to combat it, based on work status 

As seen in Table  4.9, there were significant differences between employees and 

students in their awareness of email spam, anti-spam filters and efforts to combat it. 

Employees were more aware of email spam and anti-spam filter than students (email 

spam: 67.1% vs 55.6%, anti-spam filters: 42.8% vs 31.9%, respectively, p<0.001).  

More employees knew about email spam and anti-spam filters from school and 

university education than did students (30.1% vs 15.6% for awareness of email 

spam; 20.7% vs 8.1% for awareness about anti-spam filters, respectively, p<0.001).  

There were significant differences between employees and students in how they 

defined email spam. More employees than students defined it as UBE (27.2% vs 

17.2%, p=0.02), whereas the reverse was true for those who defined email spam as 

“email was sent randomly and contain malicious programs such as viruses” (39.6% 

vs 29.3%, p=0.02). More employees than students considered any email that was not 

related to recipients’ work to be email spam (5.4% vs 2.1%, p=0.02). 

Employees were more aware than students of government and ISPs’ efforts to 

combat email spam (28.8% vs 18.9%, respectively, p<0.001 and 16.3% vs 10.3%, 

respectively, p=0.006).  
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Table  4.9: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public users about 

email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it based on work status 

P* 

Work Status 

Question Employee Student 

n=565 n=455 

<0.001 67.1 55.6 Awareness of email spam (%YES) 
   Knowledge source for email spam 

0.076 6.2 3.7    ISPs 
0.548 39.6 37.8    Internet and forums 
0.867 8.5 8.8    Broadcast media, e.g. TV 
0.051 3.2 1.3    Government  

<0.001 30.1 15.6    School or university education 
   Definition of email spam  

0.02 27.2 17.2    UBE 

23.8 24 
   Sent by unknown senders without 

recipients' permission  

29.3 39.6 
   Sent randomly, contain malicious programs, 

e.g. viruses 

14.2 17.2    UCE 

5.4 2.1 
   Annoying email unrelated to recipients' 
work 

<0.001 42.8 31.9 Awareness of anti-spam filters (%YES) 
   Knowledge source for anti-spam filters 

0.036 3.4 1.3    ISPs 
0.287 26.2 23.3    Internet and forums 
0.098 2.8 1.3    Broadcast media, e.g. TV  
0.500 1.6 1.1    Government  

<0.001 20.7 8.1    School or university education 
<0.001 28.8 18.9 Awareness of government efforts to combat 

spam (%YES) 

0.006 16.3 10.3 Awareness of ISPs efforts to combat spam 

(%YES) 
*P values are based on chi-square test between student and employee users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.2.8 The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam 
filters, and the efforts to combat it based on work position 

As shown in Table  4.10, significant differences were found between users in 

different work positions in their awareness of email spam, anti-spam filters and 

efforts to combat it. Those who worked in technical positions were more aware of 

email spam and anti-spam filters than users who worked in other work positions 

(87.9% and 73.6% respectively, p<0.001).  

The most common source of knowledge of users who worked in technical positions 

about both email spam and anti-spam filters was through school and university 

education (75.8% and 60.4% respectively, p<0.001). Users who worked in technical 
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positions were also more aware of the government efforts to combat email spam than 

users in other work positions (41.8%, p=0.003).  

Table  4.10: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of public users in 

different work positions about email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to 

combat it 

P* Work Position 

Question Other  MTP  TP MP  EP  
n=45 n=97 n=91 n=58 n=274 

<0.001 70.6 66 87.9 55.2 63.1 Awareness of email spam (%YES) 

      
Knowledge source about email 

spam 
0.453 11.8 4.1 7.7 3.4 6.2    ISPs 
0.892 38.2 39.2 40.7 34.5 41.6    Internet and forums 
0.008 20.6 9.3 12.1 0 7.3    Broadcast media, e.g. TV 
0.159 8.8 1 4.4 1.7 2.6    Government  

<0.001 32.4 22.7 75.8 6.9 21.9    School or university education 
      Definition of email spam  

0.174 42.1 34.9 23.2 23.1 25.7    UBE 

10.5 30.2 16.1 53.8 22.8 
   Sent by unknown senders 

without recipients' permission  

31.6 25.6 33.9 7.7 30.7 
   Sent randomly, contains 

malicious programs, e.g. viruses 

15.8 7 19.6 15.4 12.9    UCE 

0 2.3 7.1 0 7.9 
   Annoying email unrelated to 

recipients' work 

<0.001 26.5 43.3 73.6 25.9 37.6 
Awareness of anti-spam filters 

(%YES) 

      
Knowledge source about anti-

spam filters 
0.04 5.9 1 7.7 0 2.9    ISPs 
0.304 11.8 26.8 26.4 22.4 28.5    Internet and forums 
0.031 2.9 1 7.7 1.7 1.8    Broadcast media, e.g. TV  
0.616 2.9 1 3.3 1.7 1.1    Government  

<0.001 14.7 13.4 60.4 5.2 13.1    School or university education 

0.003 14.7 21.9 41.8 37.9 27.4 
Awareness of government efforts 

to combat spam (%YES) 

0.286 11.8 14.4 24.2 17.2 15.3 
Awareness of ISP efforts to combat 

spam (%YES) 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different work positions; P values 

< 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: EP = Educational Positions, MP = Medical Positions, TP = Technical Positions, MTP = 

Management Positions. 
 

4.1.3 The Nature of Email Spam as Perceived by Public Users 

The results for public users’ experiences with their email account provider, and the 

average number of email spam received are shown in Table  4.11.  
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Most participants (68.1%, 95%CI: 65.2%-70.9%) used Hotmail. Those who used 

“other” types of emails, such as email provided by work or university, were the 

smallest group (0.7%, 95%CI: 0.3%-1.3%). About three-quarters of the participants 

(71.4%, 95%CI: 68.5%-74.1%) had used email for less than 8 years. 

Approximately three-quarters of the participants (73.1%, 95%CI: 70.4%-75.8%) said 

that they received spam, and nearly half of the participants (46.4%, 95%CI: 42.6%-

49.7%) reported receiving more than 25 emails spam weekly. Most of the email 

spam (59%, 95%CI: 57%-61%) received by public users in Saudi Arabia were 

written in English, followed by Arabic (34.4%, 95%CI: 32.4%-36.3%).  

Table  4.11: Percentage distribution of email account providers used, number and 

languages of email spam received by public users 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Email account provider     
   Hotmail 695 68.1 65.2-70.9 
   Yahoo 175 17.2 14.9-19.6 

   Gmail 143 14 12-16.3 

   Other 7 0.7 0.3-1.3 

Experience using email    
   < 8 years 728 71.4 68.5-74.1 
   ≥ 8 years  292 28.6 25.9-31.5 
Receive email spam    
   Yes 746 73.1 70.4-75.8 
   No 274 26.9 24.2-29.6 
Average number of spam / week    
   < 5  54 7.2 5.5-9.3 
   5-15  270 36.4 32.8-39.7 
   16-25  74 10 7.9-12.2 
   > 25  344 46.4 42.6-49.7 
Languages of email spam    

   English 707 59 57-61 
   Arabic 681 34.4 32.4-36.3 
   Unrecognised languages 188 4 3.3-4.7 
   Other languages 108 2.5 1.9-3 

 

There were significant differences between Arabic and English email spam received 

(see Table  4.12). Much more Arabic language spam was connected to forums (35.2% 

vs 3.3%, p<0.001). The percentage of religious and political emails was also higher 

in Arabic email spam (4.8% vs 2.6%, p<0.001).  

On the other hand, there were significantly more pornographic emails in English 
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spam than in Arabic (24% vs 9.8%, p<0.001). There were also more phishing and 

fraud emails in English than in Arabic (27.4% vs 6.2%, p<0.001).  

Table  4.12: Percentages of types of Arabic and English email spam received by 

public users 

Types of email spam Arabic (%) English (%) P* 

Business 31 29.4 0.07 

Religious and Political  4.8 2.6 <0.001 

Pornographic 9.8 24.7 <0.001 

Forums 35.2 3.3 <0.001 

Products and Services 11.6 11.9 0.785 

Phishing and Fraud 6.2 27.4 <0.001 

Other 1.3 0.8 0.208 
*P values are based on paired-samples t-test between types of Arabic and English email spam; P 

values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

 

4.1.3.1 The nature of email spam as perceived by public users in 
different regions 

As shown in Table  4.13, there were significant differences between public users’ 

experience of email service in the different regions of Saudi Arabia. Hotmail was 

used more in the western region (78.6%) than elsewhere, and Yahoo was used more 

in the northern region (24.6%) than elsewhere (p=0.01).  

Public users in the eastern region had more experience in using email than those in 

other regions. The percentage of public users with eight years or more experience 

with email, was highest in the eastern region (36.4%, p=0.001). 

Those in the central region received the highest average number of email spam. The 

central region had significantly more users who received more than 25 spam weekly 

(51.4%) than in other regions (p=0.033).  

Table  4.13: Percentages of email account providers used and the number of email 

spam received by public users in different regions 

P* Region 

Question N  S  C W  E  
n=130 n=134 n=352 n=201 n=203 

      Email account provider  

0.0158.5 66.4 65.6 78.6 69.5    Hotmail 

24.6 21.6 15.9 10.9 17.7    Yahoo 

16.9 11.9 17.3 10 11.8    Gmail 

0 0 1.1 0.5 1    Other 
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P* Region 

Question N  S  C W  E  
n=130 n=134 n=352 n=201 n=203 

      Experience using email 
0.00177.7 71.6 79.6 72.9 63.6    < 8 years 

22.3 28.4 20.4 27.1 36.4     ≥ 8 years  

      
Average number of 

spam/ week 
0.0332.4 9.1 3.5 13.3 9.2    <5  

 42.9 35.5 36.6 32.7 36.9    5-15  
 10.7 12.7 8.6 11.3 8.5    16-25  
 44 42.7 51.4 42.7 45.5    >25  

*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different regions; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E = Eastern, W = Western, C = Central, S = Southern, N = Northern. 

 

 

There were significant differences between users in different regions in the 

languages of email spam received, as revealed in Table  4.14. The percentage of 

English email spam was higher in the central region than in other regions (60.7%, 

p=0.002), and the percentage of Arabic email spam was larger in the western region 

than in other regions (43.3%, p<0.001). The southern region received more spam in 

languages such as Chinese and Turkish (4.2%, p=0.042).  

There were significant differences between the regions in the types of Arabic email 

spam received. There were more Arabic language phishing and fraud emails in the 

western region than in other regions (11.3%, p<0.001), but more emails related to 

forums in the northern region than in other regions (42%, p=0.003).  

English spam also varied in the types of between users in different regions. The 

western region received more emails in English than did other regions that were 

related to forums (5.7%, p<0.001) and products and services (16.7%, p=0.005). 

Phishing and fraud emails were received more in the southern and eastern regions 

than in other regions (31.8% and 31.1% respectively, p=0.005).  

Table  4.14: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by public users in different regions 

Question 

Region P* 

E  W  C  S  N  

n=203 n=201 n=352 n=134 n=130 

Languages of email spam       

English 59.7 51 60.7 26.6 26.3 0.002 

Arabic  33.5 43.3 33.3 29.5 29.2 <0.001 

Unrecognised languages 3.7 3 4 5 5.2 0.365 
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Question 

Region P* 

E  W  C  S  N  

n=203 n=201 n=352 n=134 n=130 

Other languages 

 

3 2.5 2 4.2 1.1 0.042 

Types of Arabic  email spam       

Business 30.8 28.3 32.3 34.2 30.3 0.306 

Religious and political  5.8 5 4.8 4.5 4.8 0.874 

Pornographic 9 11.3 10.4 5.7 8.8 0.122 
Forums 35.4 29.4 35.8 38.5 42 0.003 

Products and services 13.3 12.9 10.3 11.4 8.7 0.099 

Phishing and fraud 4.2 11.3 4.9 4.8 4.8 <0.001 

Other 

 
1.4 1.7 1.4 0.7 0.5 0.790 

Types of English  email spam       

Business 26.7 28.1 30.8 29.6 32.1 0.325 

Religious and political  2.5 3.1 1.9 2.7 1.8 0.391 

Pornographic 26.4 22.4 23.6 23.4 25.5 0.526 

Forums 2.6 5.7 2.4 3.1 2 <0.001 

Products and services 9.6 16.7 12.6 8.9 9.9 0.005 

Phishing and fraud 31.1 22 28.6 31.8 27.4 0.005 

Other 1 1.8 0 0.3 1.8 0.157 
*P values are based on ANOVA test between public users in different regions; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E = Eastern, W = Western, C = Central, S = Southern, and N = Northern. 

4.1.3.2 The nature of email spam as perceived by males and females 

As shown in Table  4.15, males had more experience in using email than females. 

The percentage of males with an experience of eight years and more in using email 

was higher than the percentage of females (33.7% vs 22.3%, p<0.001). 

There was a significant difference between males and females in the average number 

of email spam received weekly. The percentage of males receiving more than 25 

spam weekly was higher than the percentage of females (58% vs 29.5, p<0.001).  

Table  4.15: Percentages of email account providers used, and the number of email 

spam received by male and female users  

P* Gender 

Question Female Male 

n=412 n=608 

   Email account provider  

0.077 65.8 69.7    Hotmail 

20.4 15    Yahoo 

13.6 14.3    Gmail 

0.2 1    Other 

   Experience using email 
<0.001 77.7 67.3    <8 years 
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P* Gender 

Question Female Male 

n=412 n=608 

22.3 33.7    ≥8 years  
   Average number of spam / week 

<0.001 3.3 10    <5  
 56.6 22.5    5-15  
 10.6 9.5    16-25  
 29.5 58    >25  

*P values are based on chi-square test between male and female users; P values <0.05 were considered 

statistically significant. 

 

 

Table  4.16 shows that females received more English email spam than did males 

(68% vs 53%, p<0.001), and males received more Arabic email spam than that 

females (39.7% vs 26.5%, p<0.001).  

There were significant differences types of Arabic and English spam received by 

males and females. Males received more pornographic emails in Arabic than females 

(13.4% vs 3.9%, p<0.001), and females received more emails related to forums than 

males (43.9% vs 29.5%, p<0.001).  

Males received more religious and political emails in Arabic than females (6% vs 

3.6%, p<0.001), but males received more products and services emails in English 

than females (14.7% vs 8.4%, p<0.001).  

Table  4.16: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by male and female users 

Questions 

Gender P* 

Male  Female 

n=608 n=412 

Languages of email spam    

English 53 68 <0.001 

Arabic  39.7 26.5 <0.001 

Unrecognised languages 4.2 3.7 0.426 
Other languages 
 

3.1 1.7 0.01 

Types of Arabic email spam    

Business 30.3 32.7 0.142 

Religious and political  6 3.6 <0.001 

Pornographic 13.4 3.9 <0.001 

Forums 29.5 43.9 <0.001 

Products and services 11.6 11.2 0.761 

Phishing and fraud 7.7 3.6 <0.001 

Other 

 

1.5 1 0.457 
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Questions 

Gender P* 

Male  Female 

n=608 n=412 

Types of English email spam 
Business 30.3 28.3 0.194 

Religious and political  2.7 2 0.145 

Pornographic 22.6 26.1 0.015 

Forums 4.3 1.5 <0.001 

Products and services 14.7 8.4 <0.001 

Phishing and fraud 24.5 33 <0.001 

Other 0.85 0.60 0.655 
*P values are based on independent-samples t-test between male and female users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.3.3 The nature of email spam as perceived by public users in 
different age groups 

There were also differences for age groups. Table  4.17 shows that Hotmail was used 

mostly by younger users (80.6%), and Gmail was used mostly by older users (26.7%, 

p<0.001).  

Older users had more experience in using email than other age groups, shown by a 

higher percentage of users aged 46 and over (55.6%) who had used email for eight 

years or more, than other age groups (p<0.001). The percentage of users aged 26-35, 

who received more than 25 spam weekly, was higher than the percentages of other 

age groups (49.6%, p=0.002).  

Table  4.17: Percentages of email account providers used, and the number of email 

spam received by users in different age groups 

P* Age Groups 

Question 46+ 36-45 26-35 15-25 
n=45 n=154 n=358 n=463 

     Email account provider  

<0.001 51.1 50.6 61.7 80.6    Hotmail 
20 31.8 20.7 9.3    Yahoo 

26.7 14.9 17.6 9.7    Gmail 

2.2 2.6 0 0.4    Other 

     Experience using email 
<0.001 44.4 53.2 62.8 86.8    <8 years 

55.6 46.8 37.2 13.2    ≥8 years  
     Average number of spam / week 

0.002 3.3 2.5 4.4 11.8    <5  
50 44.9 33.8 34.2    5-15  
13.3 8.5 12.1 8.4    16-25  
33.3 44.1 49.6 45.7    >25  

*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different age groups; P values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 
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Table  4.18 showed that users aged 36-45 received more English email spam than did 

other age groups (69.9%, p<0.001), while users aged 15-25 received more Arabic 

email spam the other age groups (41.4%, p<0.001).  

The types of Arabic and English email spam received by public users in different age 

groups differed significantly. Users aged 15-25 received more pornographic emails 

in Arabic than other age groups (12.6%, p<0.001) and users aged 26-35 received 

more emails related to forums in Arabic than other age groups (39.3%, p=0.002).  

Users aged 15-25 also received more religious and political emails in English than 

other age groups (3.1%, p=0.035), whereas users aged 46 and older received more 

English language phishing and fraud emails than by other age groups (32.4%, 

p=0.01).  

Table  4.18: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by public users in different age groups 

Question 

Age Groups P* 

15-25  26-35  36-45 46+  

n=463 n=358 n=154 n=45 

Languages of email spam      
English 51 63 69.9 66.5 <0.001 

Arabic  41.4 31 24.8 25.8 <0.001 

Unrecognised languages 4 3.9 4 5.8 0.752 

Other languages 

 
3.5 2 1.3 1.8 0.024 

Types of Arabic email spam      

Business 29.3 32.1 33.6 35.1 0.180 

Religious and political  5 4.4 6.4 5.7 0.342 

Pornographic 12.6 8 5.6 4.7 <0.001 

Forums 31.6 39.3 37.5 37.3 0.002 

Products and services 12.5 9.7 12.1 11.5 0.146 

Phishing and fraud 7.9 5 3.2 5 0.002 

Other 

 
1.1 1.4 1.4 0.7 0.947 

Types of English email spam      

Business 29.3 30 28.4 30 0.918 

Religious and political  3.1 1.6 2.3 1.5 0.035 

Pornographic 26.5 21.9 23.3 21.9 0.054 

Forums 3.6 3 2.4 3.1 0.546 

Products and services 11.7 12.9 11.6 10.3 0.828 

Phishing and fraud 24.8 30.2 31.2 32.4 0.01 

Other 1 0.3 1 0.7 0.713 
*P values are based on ANOVA test between public users in different age groups; P values < 0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 
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4.1.3.4 The nature of email spam as perceived by Saudis and non-
Saudis public users 

Table  4.19 revealed significant differences between Saudis and non-Saudis in the 

email account provider used. Saudis used Hotmail more than non-Saudis (71.6% vs 

50.3%, p<0.001), while non-Saudis used Yahoo more than Saudis (36.4% vs 13.5%, 

p<0.001). 

Non-Saudis had more experience in using email than Saudis. There were more non-

Saudis who had used email for eight years than Saudis (45.5% vs 25.3%, p<0.001). 

Table  4.19: Percentages of email account providers used and the number of email 

spam received by Saudi and non-Saudi users 

P* Nationality 

Question Non-Saudi  Saudi 

n=165 n=855 

   Email account provider  

<0.001 50.3 71.6    Hotmail 

36.4 13.5    Yahoo 

12.1 14.4    Gmail 

1.2 0.6    Other 

   Experience using email 
<0.001 54.5 74.7    <8 years 

45.5 25.3    ≥8 years  
   Average number of spam / week 

0.464 5.5 7.7    <5  
42.2 35.2    5-15  

9.4 10.1    16-25  
43 47.1    >25  

*P values are based on chi-square test between Saudi and non-Saudi users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

 

 

Non-Saudi users, as shown in Table  4.20, received more English email spam than 

Saudi users (72.2% vs 56.3%, p<0.001), and Saudi users received more Arabic email 

spam than non-Saudi users (37% vs 21.6%, p<0.001).  

There were significant differences between Saudis and non-Saudis in terms of Arabic 

and English email spam. Saudi users received more pornographic emails in Arabic 

than did non-Saudi users (10% vs 6.5%, p=0.022), but non-Saudi users received 

more religious and political emails than Saudi users (6.8% vs 4.7%, p=0.031).  

Saudi users received more products and service emails in English than non-Saudis 

(13% vs 7.6%, p<0.001), but non-Saudi users received more phishing and fraud 
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emails than Saudi users (34.7% vs 26.7%, p<0.001).  

Table  4.20: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by Saudi and non-Saudi users 

Question 

Nationality P* 

Saudi  Non-Saudi 

n=855 n=165 

Languages of email spam    

English 56.3 72.2 <0.001 

Arabic  37 21.6 <0.001 

Unrecognised languages 4.1 3.7 0.640 

Other languages 

 
2.6 2 0.390 

Types of Arabic email spam    

Business 30.7 34.5 0.112 

Religious and political  4.7 6.8 0.031 

Pornographic 10 6.5 0.022 

Forums 35.4 36 0.841 

Products and services 11.6 10.6 0.549 

Phishing and fraud 6.4 4.1 0.022 

Other 

 
1.2 1.4 0.830 

Types of English email spam    

Business 29.8 27.8 0.359 

Religious and political  2.4 2.2 0.783 

Pornographic 24.1 24 0.952 

Forums 3.2 2.7 0.481 

Products and services 13 7.6 <0.001 

Phishing and fraud 26.7 34.7 <0.001 

Other 0.7 0.8 0.939 
*P values are based on independent-samples t-test between Saudi and non-Saudi users; P values < 

0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

 

4.1.3.5 The nature of email spam as perceived by public users in 
different education levels 

Table  4.21 revealed that users completed high school (75.9%) used Hotmail more 

than other users completed other degrees while users completed PhD (34%) used 

Yahoo more than users completed other degrees (p<0.001). 

Users completed PhD degree had more an experience in using email than users 

completed other degrees. The percentage of users, who had 8 years and more 

experience in using email, was higher in PhD degree than other degrees (57.4%, 

p<0.001).  
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Table  4.21: Percentages of email account providers used, and the number of email 

spam received by users in different education levels 

P* Education Level 

Question PhD  M  B D  HS 
n=94 n=144 n=588 n=49 n=145 

      Email account provider  

<0.001 44.7 56.3 73 67.3 75.9    Hotmail 

34 29.9 12.9 16.2 13.1    Yahoo 

18.1 13.9 13.6 22.4 10.3    Gmail 

3.2 0 0.5 0 0.7    Other 

      Experience using email 
<0.001 42.6 50 77.4 63.3 90.3    <8 years 

57.4 50 22.6 36.7 9.7    ≥8 years  
      Average number of spam / week 

0.113 2.7 4.3 8.9 2.9 8.9    <5  
43.2 31.9 38 20 35.6    5-15 

8.1 10.3 9.6 8.6 12.9    16-25  
45.9 53.4 43.5 68.6 42.6    >25  

*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different education level; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: HS = High School, D = Diploma, B = Bachelor, and M = Master. 

 

 

Table  4.22 summarised the results about the languages and types of Arabic and 

English email spam received by users in different education levels. The percentage 

of English email spam received by users completed PhD degree was larger than that 

received by users completed other education degrees (72.9%, p<0.001). The 

percentages of Arabic email spam received by users completed high school 

education or less, were larger than that received by users completed other degrees 

(41.4%, p<0.001). 

There were significant differences between users in different education levels in 

terms of the percentages of types of Arabic and English email spam. The percentage 

of pornographic emails in English received by users completed high school, was 

higher than that received by users in other degrees (27.2%, p=0.010), while the 

percentage of pornographic emails in Arabic received by users completed diploma, 

was greater than that received by users in other degrees (13.7%, p=0.003).  

The percentage of phishing and fraud emails in English received by users completed 

PhD, was larger than that received by users completed other degrees (37.9%, 

p=0.002). Users who completed high school, received more other types of email 

spam such as fun, puzzles, competitions, greetings, and invitation for friendship by 

social network websites such as Facebook, than users in other degrees (2.7%, 
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p=0.046).  

Table  4.22: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by public users in different education levels 

Question 

Education Level P* 

HS  D  B  M  PhD   

n=145 n=49 n=588 n=144 n=94 

Languages of email spam       

English 50.7 59.1 56.8 65.5 72.9 <0.001 

Arabic  41.4 30.3 36.7 28.4 22.4 <0.001 

Unrecognised languages 3.1 9.1 3.6 4.8 3.8 0.01 

Other languages 

 

4.7 1.3 2.8 1.1 0.9 0.003 

Types of Arabic email spam       

Business 28.1 29.2 30.7 34.3 35.3 0.174 

Religious and Political  5.2 2.1 4.7 5.2 7.5 0.138 

Pornographic 10.2 13.7 10.9 5.7 4 0.003 

Forums 36.9 35.3 33.5 40.5 37.8 0.095 

Products and Services 13.1 12.7 11.7 9.7 9.8 0.423 
Phishing and Fraud 5.1 5.8 7 3.7 5 0.127 

Other 

 
1.4 1 1.4 1 0.5 0.922 

Types of English email spam       

Business 26.5 34 29.9 31.6 25.1 0.136 

Religious and Political  2.2 1 2.8 2.2 1 0.173 

Pornographic 27.2 15.4 25.3 23 19.5 0.01 

Forums 3.4 3.5 3.6 2.1 1.7 0.180 

Products and Services 11.6 14.6 11.9 11.3 13.3 0.896 

Phishing and Fraud 26.3 31.7 26.1 29 37.9 0.002 

Other 2.7 0.6 0.2 0.7 1.4 0.046 

*P values are based on ANOVA test between public users in different education levels; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: HS = High School, D = Diploma, B = Bachelor, and M = Master. 

4.1.3.6 The nature of email spam as perceived by public users in 
different study disciplines 

Table  4.23 showed that Hotmail was used significantly more by users who studied 

physical and biological sciences (82.8%) than users in other study disciplines, 

whereas who users studied social sciences used Yahoo (24.7%) more than users in 

other areas (p=0.002). 

Those who had used email for eight years and more tended to be in the area of 

computer science and information technology (38.9%) than in other areas (p=0.006).  
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Table  4.23: Percentages of email account providers used, and the number of email 

spam received by users in different study disciplines 

P* Study Discipline 

Question Other HS&M  P&BS SS CS&IT E&T 
n=149 n=88 n=93 n=93 n=293 n=159 

       Email account provider  

0.002 69.1 59.1 82.8 61.3 64.8 66.7    Hotmail 

20.1 21.6 12.9 24.7 14 19.5    Yahoo 

9.4 19.3 3.2 14 20.1 13.8    Gmail 

1.3 0 1.1 0 1 0    Other 

       Experience using email 
0.006 69.8 78.4 77.4 64.5 61.1 71.7    <8 years 

30.2 21.6 22.6 35.5 38.9 28.3    ≥8 years  

       
Average number of spam/  

week 
0.002 6.1 4.9 9.7 4.4 7.7 7.6    <5  

27.6 41 51.6 45.6 26.5 48.3    5-15  
9.2 9.8 4.8 7.4 12.8 6.8    16-25  

57.1 44.3 33.9 42.6 53 37.3    >25  
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different study disciplines; P values < 

0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E&T = Education and Teaching, CS&IT = Computer Science and Information 

Technology, SS = Social Sciences, P&BS = Physical and Biological Sciences, HS&M = Health Sciences 

and Medicine. 

 

The percentage, summarised in Table  4.24, revealed that there was a significant 

difference in different study disciplines of users who received spam written in 

languages rather than Arabic and English. The percentage of other languages of 

email spam received, such as Chinese and Turkish, was higher for those who studied 

physical and biology sciences than other areas (3.6%, p=0.006).  

When looking at the types of Arabic and English email spam received by users in 

different study disciplines, there were again significant differences. Users studying 

social sciences and health sciences received more email spam related to forums in 

Arabic than users in other areas (41.5% and 41.4%, p=0.001). Those who studied 

computer science and information technology received more products and services 

emails in English than users who studied other areas (15.5%, p=0.01).  

Table  4.24: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by public users in different study disciplines 

Questions 

Study Discipline  P* 

E&T CS&IT  SS  P&BS  HS&M  Other 

n=159 n=293 n=93 n=193 n=88 n=149 

Languages of email spam        

English 57.4 61.8 63.4 58.3 65.5 56.7 0.213 
Arabic  35.2 32.7 30.9 33.6 29.1 36.1 0.552 
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Questions 

Study Discipline  P* 

E&T CS&IT  SS  P&BS  HS&M  Other 

n=159 n=293 n=93 n=193 n=88 n=149 

Languages of email spam        

Unrecognised languages 4.1 4.3 5.4 4.4 2.6 4 0.720 

Other languages 

 

3.2 1.1 0.4 3.6 2.8 3.2 0.006 

Types of Arabic  email 

spam 
     

  

Business 31.8 31.7 32.7 29.5 33.4 31.5 0.964 

Religious and political  5.1 3.7 6.5 6.5 4.8 5.8 0.144 

Pornographic 9.1 10 5.8 10.7 6.5 11.7 0.256 

Forums 38.8 34.2 41.5 30.5 41.4 28 0.001 

Products and services 10.8 10.6 9.8 15.5 11 11.2 0.240 

Phishing and fraud 3.9 7.5 2.6 7 2.9 10 <0.001 

Other 

 
0.4 2.2 1 0.1 0 1.8 0.241 

Types of English email 

spam 
     

  

Business 29.7 29.5 28.1 27.6 33.5 31.1 0.677 

Religious and political  3.1 1.7 1.9 4 2.2 2.5 0.135 

Pornographic 27.7 21.3 24.2 24.3 24.5 23 0.150 

Forums 3.1 2.6 2 2.9 3.8 4.8 0.231 

Products and services 8.5 15.5 11.2 11.2 6.9 12.5 0.01 

Phishing and fraud 27.7 28.9 32.6 29.7 28.1 24.3 0.371 

Other 0 0.5 0.1 0 0.1 1.6 0.261 
*P values are based on ANOVA test between public users in different study disciplines; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E&T = Education and Teaching, CS&IT = Computer Science and Information 

Technology, SS = Social Sciences, P&BS = Physical and Biological Sciences, and HS&M = Health 

Sciences and Medicine. 

 

4.1.3.7 The nature of email spam as perceived by students and 
employees  

Table  4.25 found that most of students used Hotmail compared to employees (80% 

vs 58.6%), while employees used Yahoo (22.8% vs 10.1%) and Gmail (17.7% vs 

9.5%) more than students (p<0.001). 

The experience of employees in using email was longer than the experience of 

students, which the results showed that the percentage of employees with an 

experience of 8 years and more in using email was greater than the percentage of 

students (39.8% vs 14.5%, p<0.001). 

The average number of email spam received by employees was larger than that 

received by students, which the results showed that the percentage of employees 
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received more than 25 spam weekly was higher than the percentage of students (48% 

vs 44.1%, p=0.034).  

Table  4.25: Percentages of email account providers used, and the number of email 

spam received by student and employee users 

P* Work Status 

Question 
Employee Student 

n=565 n=455 

   Email account provider  

<0.001 58.6 80    Hotmail 

22.8 10.1    Yahoo 

17.7 9.5    Gmail 
0.9 0.4    Other 

   Experience using email 
<0.001 60.2 85.5    <8 years 

39.8 14.5    ≥8 years  
   Average number of spam/ week 

0.034 4.9 10.5    < 5  
36.8 35.8    5-15  
10.3 9.6    16-25  
48 44.1    >25  

*P values are based on chi-square test between student and employee users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

 

 

Employees received more English email spam than students (64% vs 52.3%, 

p<0.001), whereas students received Arabic email spam more than employees 

(40.2% vs 30%, p<0.001) (See Table  4.26). 

Significant differences were found in the types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by students and employees. Employees received more business emails in 

Arabic than did students (33% vs 28.9%, p=0.015), and students received more 

pornographic emails in both Arabic and English than did employees (Arabic: 12% vs 

7.6%, p=0.001, and English 27.1% vs 21.9%, p=0.001).  

Table  4.26: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by student and employee users 

Question 

Work Status P* 

Student  Employee 

n=455 n=565 

Languages of email spam    

English 52.3 64 <0.001 

Arabic  40.2 30 <0.001 

Unrecognised languages 4 4 0.894 

Other languages 3.4 1.9 0.016 
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Question 

Work Status P* 

Student  Employee 

n=455 n=565 

 

Types of Arabic email spam    

Business 28.9 33 0.015 

Religious and political  4.9 5.1 0.759 

Pornographic 12 7.6 0.001 

Forums 32.6 37.7 0.007 

Products and services 12.6 10.5 0.066 

Phishing and fraud 7.9 4.6 0.001 

Other 

 
1.1 1.4 0.692 

Types of English email spam    

Business 28.1 30.4 0.181 

Religious and political  2.6 2.1 0.352 

Pornographic 27.1 21.9 0.001 

Forums 3.7 2.7 0.107 

Products and services 10.7 13 0.116 

Phishing and fraud 26.4 29.3 0.104 
Other 1 0.5 0.378 

*P values are based on Independent-Samples t-test between student and employee users; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

 

4.1.3.8 The nature of email spam as perceived by public users in 
different work positions 

Table  4.27 shows that there was a significant difference between users in different 

work positions in the average number of email spam received weekly. The 

percentage of users, who worked in other positions (e.g. academia and banking) that 

were not specified in this study, receiving more than 25 spam weekly was greater 

than that received by those who worked in other positions that highlighted in this 

study (e.g. educational and medical) (70.6%, p<0.001).  

Table  4.27: Percentages of email account providers used and the number of email 

spam received by users in different work positions 

P* Work Position 

Question Other  MTP  TP MP  EP  
n=45 n=97 n=91 n=58 n=274 

      Email account provider  

0.210 50 64.9 52.7 56.9 60.6    Hotmail 

29.4 15.5 19.8 31 24.5    Yahoo 

20.6 18.6 26.4 12.1 13.9    Gmail 

0 1 1.1 0 1.1    Other 

      Experience using email 
0.252 55.9 58.8 51.6 69 62    <8 years 

44.1 41.2 48.4 31 38    ≥8 years  
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P* Work Position 

Question Other  MTP  TP MP  EP  
n=45 n=97 n=91 n=58 n=274 

 
      Average number of spam / week 

<0.001 2.9 7.6 3.9 0 5.6    <5  
8.8 24.2 18.4 59.9 47.7    5-15  

17.6 12.1 11.8 10.8 7.9    16-25  
70.6 56.1 65.8 29.7 38.9    >25  

*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different work positions; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: EP = Educational Positions, MP = Medical Positions, TP = Technical Positions, MTP = 

Management Positions. 

 

Table  4.28 revealed no significant differences between users in different work 

positions in the languages of email spam and types of Arabic email spam that they 

received. On the other hand, there were significant differences between users in 

different work positions in the types of English email spam they received. Users who 

worked in medical and educational positions received more pornographic emails in 

English than users in other work positions (25.8% and 25.6% respectively, p<0.001), 

whereas those who worked in technical positions received more product and service 

emails in English than users in other work positions (16.5%, p=0.028).  

Table  4.28: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by users in different work positions 

Question 

Work Position P* 

EP  MP  TP  MTP  Other   

n=274 n=58 n=91 n=97 n=45 

Languages of email  

spam 
     

 

English 62.6 70.4 66.4 59 70.1 0.123 

Arabic  31.5 25 27.5 32.8 26.7 0.383 

Unrecognised 

languages 
3.8 3.8 4 5.6 2.2 

0.522 

Other languages 

 

2 0.8 2 2.5 1 0.696 

Types of Arabic  email 

spam 
     

 

Business 30.5 35.8 37.9 35 33.5 0.170 

Religious and political  5.6 5.3 2.9 5.1 6.1 0.403 

Pornographic 8.7 4.7 7.7 6.6 4.8 0.525 

Forums 38.9 41.7 33.4 35.6 37.1 0.468 

Products and services 10.6 9.7 10.5 11.3 9.4 0.971 

Phishing and fraud 4.5 2.5 3.9 5 8.4 0.264 

Other 

 
1 0.3 3.6 1.1 0.5 0.241 

Types of English email       
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Question 

Work Position P* 

EP  MP  TP  MTP  Other   

n=274 n=58 n=91 n=97 n=45 

spam 

Business 28 34.6 34.7 30.9 30.7 0.133 

Religious and political  2.1 2.4 1.7 3.5 0.6 0.248 

Pornographic 25.6 25.8 16.4 18.1 12 <0.001 

Forums 2 3.5 3.2 3.8 4 0.301 

Products and services 11.4 7.2 16.5 13.5 21 0.028 

Phishing and fraud 30.5 26 27 30 29.3 0.733 

Other 0.5 0 0.3 0.5 2.1 0.610 
*P values are based on ANOVA test between public users in different work positions; P values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: EP = Educational Positions, MP = Medical Positions, TP = Technical Positions, and MTP 

= Management Positions. 

 

4.1.4 How Public Users Deal with Email Spam 

The results for how public email users dealt with email spam are summarised in 

Table  4.29. The highest percentage of participants (39.9%, 95%CI: 36.9%-42.9%) 

said that they sometimes read the entire email spam. Nearly a third (28%, 95%CI: 

25%-30.5%) of the participants always deleted email spam without reading it. Only a 

few public users in Saudi Arabia (3.1%, 95%CI: 2.2%-4.3%) always contacted the 

ISPs and notified them about email spam.   

About one-fifth of the participants (20.9%, 95%CI: 18.5%-23.5%) responded to 

offers made in email spam, and for them the most positive impact of email spam was 

fun (12.5%, 95%CI: 10.6%-14.7%).  

Table  4.29: Percentages of distribution of dealing of public users with email spam 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Read entire email spam    
   Never 249 24.4 21.9-27.1 

   Sometimes 407 39.9 36.9-42.9 

   Always 63 6.2 4.8-7.8 

Delete email without reading     
   Never 59 5.8 4.5-7.3 

   Sometimes 392 38.4 35.5-41.4 

   Always 282 27.6 25-30.5 

Notify ISP about email spam    
   Never 579 56.8 53.7-59.8 
   Sometimes 100 9.8 8.1-11.7 

   Always 32 3.1 2.2-4.3 

Respond to email spam    
   Yes 213 20.9 18.5-23.5 
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Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

   No 807 79.1 76.5-81.5 

Positive impact  of email spam    
   Purchasing and selling 38 3.7 2.7-5 

   Learning 92 9 7.4-10.9 

   Fun 128 12.5 10.6-14.7 

 

4.1.4.1 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on geographic 
region 

Significant differences were found in the way public users in different regions dealt 

with email spam, as seen in Table  4.30. About two-thirds of public users in the 

western region (62.2%) did not notify ISPs, and this percentages was significantly 

higher than the percentages of public users in other regions (p<0.001). 

Public users in the southern region (33.6%) responded more to email spam than 

public users in other regions (p=0.002). Users in the southern regions responded 

more to learning and fun materials (15.7% and 23.9% respectively) offered by email 

spam than public users in other regions (p=0.023 and p=0.001 respectively).  

Table  4.30: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on 

region 

P* Region 

Question N  S  C W  E  
n=130 n=134 n=352 n=201 n=203 

      Read entire email spam 
0.045 18.5 22.4 26.1 23.9 27.1    Never 

41.5 49.3 37.2 44.3 33    Sometimes 

3.8 7.5 7.1 3.5 7.9    Always 

 
     

Delete email SPAM 

without reading  

0.035 3.1 10.4 4.8 4.5 7.4    Never 
40 41.8 36.4 43.3 34    Sometimes 

21.5 28.4 31 25.4 27.6    Always 

 
     

Notify ISP about email 

spam 

<0.001 53.8 56 58 62.2 51.7    Never 

3.8 11.9 9.9 9 12.8    Sometimes 

4.6 9 2 0.5 3    Always 

0.002 20 33.6 20.5 15.4 19.2 
Responding to email 

spam (%YES) 

      
Positive impact of email 
spam 

0.379 4.6 5.2 3.7 1.5 4.4    Purchasing and selling 

0.023 9.2 15.7 9.7 6 6.4    Learning 

0.001 10 23.9 11.1 10.9 10.8    Fun 
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*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different regions; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E = Eastern, W = Western, C = Central, S = Southern, and N = Northern. 

4.1.4.2 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on gender 

As seen in Table  4.31, there were no significant differences between males and 

females in their dealing with email spam. 

Table  4.31: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on 

gender 

P* Gender 

Question Female Male 

n=412 n=608 

   Read entire email spam 
0.434 24.3 24.5    Never 

42 38.5    Sometimes 

6.8 5.8    Always 

   Delete email SPAM without reading  

0.086 6.1 5.6    Never 
42.7 35.5    Sometimes 

42.3 29.9    Always 

   Notify ISP about email spam 

0.135 60.7 54.1    Never 

10 9.7    Sometimes 

2.4 3.6    Always 

0.758 21.4 20.6 Respond to email spam (%YES) 

   Positive impact of email SPAM 

0.143 2.7 4.4    Purchasing and selling 
0.527 9.7 8.6    Learning 

0.406 13.6 11.8    Fun 
*P values are based on chi-square test between male and female users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

 

4.1.4.3 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on age group 

A significant difference, as shown in Table  4.32, was found between the ways users 

in different age groups dealt with email spam. Compared to other age groups, most 

older users (40%) always deleted it without reading it (p=0.005).  

Table  4.32: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on age 

group 

P* Age Groups 

Question 46+ 36-45 26-35 15-25 
n=45 n=154 n=358 n=463 

     Read entire email spam 
0.096 22.2 20.1 27.1 24    Never 

33.3 48.7 40.2 37.4    Sometimes 
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P* Age Groups 

Question 46+ 36-45 26-35 15-25 
n=45 n=154 n=358 n=463 

2.2 5.8 4.7 7.8    Always 

 
    

Delete email SPAM without 

reading  

0.005 0 4.5 3.6 8.4    Never 

26.7 42.2 39.1 37.8    Sometimes 

40 29.2 31 23.3    Always 
     Notify ISP about email SPAM 

0.256 53.3 56.5 60.3 54.4    Never 

2.2 12.3 8.1 11    Sometimes 

2.2 4.5 2.8 3    Always 

0.771 17.8 18.8 22.3 20.7 
Respond to email spam 

(%YES) 

     

Positive impact of email 

spam 

0.993 4.4 3.9 3.6 3.7    Purchasing and selling 
0.668 8.9 7.1 8.4 10.2    Learning 

0.623 11.1 10.4 14.2 12.1    Fun 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different age groups; P values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

4.1.4.4 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on nationality 

Table  4.33 revealed significant differences between Saudis and non-Saudis in their 

dealing with email spam. The percentage of Saudis who always read email, was 

higher than the percentage of non-Saudis (6.9% vs 2.4%, p=0.006). The percentage 

of non-Saudis who always notified ISPs was higher than the percentage of Saudis 

(6.7% vs 2.5%, p=0.014). 

The percentage of Saudis who responded to email spam was higher than the 

percentage of non-Saudis (22% vs 15.2%, p=0.048). Saudis interacted more with fun 

offered in email spam than non-Saudis (13.6% vs 7.3%, p=0.025). 

Table  4.33: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on 

nationality 

P* Nationality 

Question Non-Saudi  Saudi 

n=165 n=855 

   Read entire email spam 
0.006 22.4 24.8    Never 

50.9 37.8    Sometimes 
2.4 6.9    Always 

   Delete email SPAM without reading  

0.063 2.4 6.4    Never 

44.2 37.3    Sometimes 
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P* Nationality 

Question Non-Saudi  Saudi 

n=165 n=855 

29.7 27.3    Always 

   Notify ISP about email spam 

0.014 60 56.1    Never 

9.1 9.9    Sometimes 
6.7 2.5    Always 

0.048 15.2 22 Respond to email spam (%YES) 

   Positive impact of email SPAM 

0.335 2.4 4    Purchasing and selling 

0.530 10.3 8.8    Learning 

0.025 7.3 13.6    Fun 
*P values are based on chi-square test between Saudi and non-Saudi users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.4.5 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on education 
level 

The results, as summarised in Table  4.34, showed a significant difference between 

users in different education levels in terms of dealing with email spam. The 

percentage of users who had completed a PhD and who always deleted email spam 

was higher than the percentages of users who had completed other degrees (36.2%, 

p=0.005).  

Table  4.34: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on 

education level 

P* Education Level 

Question PhD M B D HS 

n=94 n=144 n=588 n=49 n=145 

      Read entire email spam 

0.113 22.3 24.3 25 26.5 22.8    Never 

48.9 49.3 37.8 32.7 35.9    Sometimes 

2.1 3.5 6.5 10.2 9    Always 

 
     

Delete email SPAM 

without reading  

0.005 3.2 1.4 6 6.1 11    Never 

39.4 49.3 37.1 36.7 33.1    Sometimes 

36.2 28.5 27 28.6 23.4    Always 

 
     

Notify ISP about email 

spam 

0.200 61.7 64.6 54.1 57.1 56.5    Never 

4.3 8.3 11.4 12.2 7.6    Sometimes 

6.4 2.1 3.1 0 3.4    Always 

0.087 16 21.5 19.7 34.7 23.4 
Respond to email spam 

(%YES) 

      Positive impact of 
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P* Education Level 

Question PhD M B D HS 

n=94 n=144 n=588 n=49 n=145 

email spam 

0.157 5.3 4.9 2.6 8.2 4.8    Purchasing and selling 

0.157 6.4 8.3 8.2 16.3 12.4    Learning 

0.508 10.6 13.2 11.6 18.4 15.2    Fun 

*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different education level; P values < 

0.05 were considered statistically significant 

Abbreviations: HS = High School, D = Diploma, B = Bachelor, and M = Master. 

4.1.4.6 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on study 
discipline 

Table  4.35 indicated that there were significant differences between users in different 

study disciplines in the way they dealt with email spam. The percentage of users who 

always read email spam was higher in the area of physical and biological sciences 

(15.1%) than in other areas (p=0.005). The percentage of users, who always deleted 

email spam, was greater in the area of computer science and information technology 

(36.5%) than in other areas (p=0.002).  

Table  4.35: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on 

study discipline 
P* Study Discipline 

Question Other HS&M  P&BS SS CS&IT E&T 
n=149 n=88 n=93 n=93 n=293 n=159 

  
     

Read entire email 

SPAM 
0.005 24.8 19.3 18.3 20.4 27.6 28.3    Never 

35.6 42 33.3 46.2 44.7 37.7    Sometimes 

4 5.7 15.1 6.5 3.4 5.7    Always 

  
     

Delete email SPAM 

without reading 

0.002 6 8 7.5 4.3 3.4 3.8    Never 
29.5 35.2 45.2 48.4 38.2 44    Sometimes 

30.9 25 15.1 20.4 36.5 25.2    Always 

  
     

Notify ISP about 

email spam 

0.072 49 54.5 47.3 54.8 63.8 59.1    Never 

13.4 6.8 16.1 15.1 7.8 6.9    Sometimes 

2 3.4 3.2 2.2 3.4 3.8    Always 

0.553 18.8 18.2 26.9 23.7 20.1 18.2 
Respond to email 

spam(%YES) 

 
 

     
Positive impact of 
email spam 

0.208 6 0 4.3 2.2 3.1 4.4 
   Purchasing and 

selling 

0.09 4.7 5.7 15.1 10.8 8.2 8.8    Learning 

0.919 10.7 11.4 14 15.1 11.6 11.9    Fun 
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*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different study disciplines; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E&T = Education and Teaching, CS&IT = Computer Science and Information 

Technology, SS = Social Sciences, P&BS = Physical and Biological Sciences, and HS&M = Health 

Sciences and Medicine. 

4.1.4.7 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on work status 

Table  4.36 showed a significant difference between students and employees in terms 

of deleting email spam. The percentage of students who did not delete email spam 

was higher than the percentage of employees (8.1% vs 3.9%, p<0.001).  

Table  4.36: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on work 

status 

P* Work Status 

Question Employee Student 

n=565 n=455 

   Read entire email spam 
0.233 25.7 22.9    Never 

41.1 38.5    Sometimes 

5.1 7.5    Always 

   Delete email spam without reading  

<0.001 3.9 8.1    Never 
38.2 38.7    Sometimes 

32 22.2    Always 

   Notify ISP about email spam 

0.644 57.9 55.4    Never 

10.1 9.5    Sometimes 

2.7 3.7    Always 

0.534 21.6 20 Responding to email spam (%YES) 

   Positive impact of email spam 

0.326 4.2 3.1    Purchasing and selling 

0.654 9.4 8.6    Learning 
0.534 78.4 80    Fun 

*P values are based on chi-square test between student and employee users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.4.8 Dealing of public users with email spam, based on work 
position 

As summarised in Table  4.37, there was a significant difference between users in 

different work positions in terms of deleting email spam. The percentage of users 

who always deleted email spam without reading it was higher in technical positions 

than in other positions (47.1%, p=0.022).  
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Table  4.37: Percentages of dealing of public users with email spam, based on work 

position 

P* Work Position 

Question Other  MTP  TP MP  EP  
n=45 n=97 n=91 n=58 n=274 

      Read entire email spam 
0.102 35.3 20.6 34.1 19 25.2    Never 

29.4 36.1 37.4 41.1 44.2    Sometimes 

2.9 10.3 2.2 3.4 5.1    Always 

 
     

Delete email SPAM without 

reading  

0.022 2.9 3.1 4.4 3.4 4.4    Never 
23.5 42.3 29.7 36.2 42    Sometimes 

44 20.6 47.1 24.1 31    Always 

      Notify ISP about email spam 

0.447 50 50.5 60.4 56.9 61.3    Never 

14.7 13.4 8.8 6.9 8.4    Sometimes 

2.9 1 4.4 0 3.3    Always 

0.133 20.6 30.9 24.2 17.2 19 Responding to email spam (%YES) 

      Positive impact of email spam 

0.118 5.9 1 6.6 0 5.5    Purchasing and selling 

0.299 2.9 13.4 11 5.2 9.5    Learning 
0.522 17.6 15.5 14.3 13.8 10.2    Fun 

*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different work positions; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: EP = Educational Positions, MP = Medical Positions, TP = Technical Positions, and MTP 

= Management Positions. 

4.1.5 The Effects of Email Spam on the Performance of Public Users 

This section describes the effects of email spam on the performance of users, and 

compares these effects among users based on demographic information. As 

summarised in Table  4.38, about half of the participants (45.1%, 95%CI: 42.1%-

48.2%) had been affected negatively by spam. Most participants (28.1%, 95%CI: 

25.4%-31%) said that email inboxes were filled with spam while the lowest 

percentage (8.7%, 95%CI: 7.1%-10.6%) said that they felt less confidence in using 

email. 

Table  4.38: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of public 

users 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Effects of email spam on the performance 

of public users 
   

   Yes 460 45.1 42.1-48.2 

   No 560 54.9 51.8-57.9 
Negative impact of email spam    
   Stealing personal information, e.g. 

password 
92 9 7.4-10.9 
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Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

   Losing time and reducing productivity 198 19.4 17.1-21.9 

   Less confidence in using email 89 8.7 7.1-10.6 

   Filling email inbox 287 28.1 25.4-31 

Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
250 24.5 21.9-27.2 

4.1.5.1 The effects of email spam on the performance of public users in 
different regions 

Table  4.39 showed that users in the northern region (52.3%) were more affected by 

email spam than users in other regions (p=0.029). Users in the southern region 

(36.6%) were more affected by email spam through inboxes filling email with spam, 

than users in other regions (p=0.046).  

Table  4.39: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of public 

users in different regions 

P* Region 

Question N  S  C W  E  
n=130 n=134 n=352 n=201 n=203 

0.029 52.3 51.5 45.7 36.8 43.3 

Effects of email spam on the 

performance of public users 

(%YES) 
 

 
     

Negative impact of email 

SPAM 

0.708 8.5 11.9 8.2 8 9.9 
   Stealing personal 

information, e.g. password 

0.990 18.5 18.7 20.2 18.9 19.7 
   Losing time and reducing  

productivity 

0.186 7.7 3.7 9.9 8.5 10.8 
   Less confidence in using 

email 
0.046 29.2 36.6 29.8 24.4 22.7    Filling email inbox 

0.112 30.8 22.4 26.7 18.9 23.6 

   Computer infection by 

malicious programs, e.g. 

viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different regions; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E = Eastern, W = Western, C = Central, S = Southern, and N = Northern. 

4.1.5.2 The effects of email spam on the performance of males and 
females 

Table  4.40 revealed no significant differences between males and females in terms of 

the effects of email spam on their performance. 
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Table  4.40: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of male and 

female users 

P* 

 
Gender 

Question Female Male 

n=412 n=608 

0.151 47.8 43.3 

Effects of email spam on the performance of public 

users (%YES) 

 

   Negative impact of email spam 

0.852 9.2 8.9    Stealing personal information, e.g. password 

0.521 18.4 20.1    Losing time and reducing  productivity 
0.372 7.8 9.4    Less confidence in using email 

0.785 27.7 28.5    Filling email inbox 

0.181 26.7 23 
   Computer infection by malicious programs, e.g. 

viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between male and female users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.5.3 The effects of email spam on the performance of public users in 
different age groups 

There were significant differences, as shown in Table  4.41, between age groups in 

terms of the effects of email spam on their performance. Users aged 36-45 were 

more affected loss of time and reduced productivity than other age groups (28.6%, 

p<0.001). Users aged 26-35 were more affected by inboxes filling with spam than 

other age groups (33.2%, p=0.019).  

Table  4.41: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of public 

users in different age groups 

P* Age Groups 

Question 46+ 36-45 26-35 15-25 

n=45 n=154 n=358 n=463 

0.058 42.2 51.3 48.3 40.8 

Effects of email spam on the performance 

of public users (%YES) 

 

     Negative impact of email spam 

0.531 13.3 9.7 7.5 9.5 
   Stealing personal information, e.g. 

password 

<0.001 11.1 28.6 22.9 14.5    Losing time and reducing  productivity 

0.205 6.7 4.5 9.2 9.9    Less confidence in using email 

0.019 26.7 30.5 33.2 23.5    Filling email inbox 

0.813 22.2 25.3 26 23.3 
   Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different age groups; P values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 
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4.1.5.4 The effects of email spam on the performance of Saudis and 
non-Saudis 

As seen in Table  4.42, non-Saudis were more badly affected by email spam than 
Saudis (53.9% vs 43.4%, p=0.013).  

Table  4.42: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of Saudi and 

non-Saudi users 

P* Nationality 

Question Non-Saudi  Saudi 

n=165 n=855 

0.013 53.9 43.4 

Effects of email spam on the performance of 

public users (%YES) 

 

   Negative impact of email spam 

0.129 12.1 8.4    Stealing personal information, e.g. password 
0.285 22.4 18.8    Losing time and reducing  productivity 

0.470 7.3 9    Less confidence in using email 

0.499 30.3 27.7    Filling email inbox 

0.195 28.5 23.7 
   Computer infection by malicious programs, 

e.g. viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between Saudi and non-Saudi users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant 

4.1.5.5 The effects of email spam on the performance of public users in 
different education levels 

Table  4.43 shows email spam wasted the time and reduced the productivity of users 

who had completed a PhD degree more than users with other degrees (29.8%, 

p=0.014).  

Table  4.43: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of public 

users in different education levels 

P* Education Level 

Question PhD  M  B D  HS 
n=94 n=144 n=588 n=49 n=145 

0.095 53.2 52.8 42.5 40.8 44.1 Effects of email spam on the 

performance of public users (%YES) 
      Negative impact of email spam 

0.381 13.8 9 8.7 4.1 9 
   Stealing personal information, e.g. 

password 

0.014 29.8 25 17.7 16.3 15.2 
   Losing time and reducing  

productivity 

0.176 6.4 11.1 7.5 8.2 13.1    Less confidence in using email 

0.217 33 34 25.5 30.6 29    Filling email inbox 

0.122 25.5 30.6 21.8 32.7 26.2 
   Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different education level; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: HS = High School, D = Diploma, B = Bachelor, and M = Master. 
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4.1.5.6 The effects of email spam on the performance of public users in 
different study disciplines 

Table  4.44 shows significant differences between users in different study disciplines 

in the effects of email spam on their performance. Users who studied social sciences 

were more affected by email spam than users in other areas (59.1%, p=0.001). The 

main effect on the performance of users in the area of social science was inboxes 

filling with spam (35.5%), and this percentage was higher than the percentages in 

other areas (p=0.04). 

Table  4.44: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of public 

users in different study disciplines 

P* Study Discipline 

Question Other HS&M  P&BS SS CS&IT E&T 
n=149 n=88 n=93 n=93 n=293 n=159 

0.001 38.9 44.3 30.1 59.1 47.1 49.1 

Effects of email spam on 

the performance of public 

users (%YES) 

 

  
     

Negative impact of email 

spam 

0.171 6.7 5.7 6.5 10.8 8.9 13.8 
   Stealing personal 

information, e.g. password 

0.353 15.4 17 21.5 26.9 21.2 19.5 
   Losing time and reducing  

productivity 

0.377 9.4 4.5 7.5 6.5 10.2 5.7 
   Less confidence in using 

email 

0.04 23.5 22.7 18.3 35.5 30.7 31.4    Filling email inbox 

0.323 24.2 25 16.1 31.2 24.6 23.9 

   Computer infection by 

malicious programs, e.g. 

viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different study disciplines; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: E&T = Education and Teaching, CS&IT = Computer Science and Information 

Technology, SS = Social Sciences, P&BS = Physical and Biological Sciences, and HS&M = Health 

Sciences and Medicine. 

4.1.5.7 The effects of email spam on the performance of students and 
employees 

Employees were more affected by email spam than students (48.7% vs 40.7%, 

p=0.011), as shown in Table  4.45. They were also more affected by their inboxes 

filling email inboxes with spam than students (31.7% vs 23.7%, p=0.005). 

Employees were also more affected through loss of time and reduced productivity 

than students (24.1% vs 13.6%, p<0.001).  
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Table  4.45: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of student 

and employee users 

P* Work Status 

Question Employee Student 

n=565 n=455 

0.011 48.7 40.7 

Effects of email spam on the performance of 

public users (%YES) 

 

   Negative impact of email spam 

0.374 9.7 8.1    Stealing personal information, e.g. password 

<0.001 24.1 13.6    Losing time and reducing  productivity 

0.462 8.1 9.5    Less confidence in using email 
0.005 31.7 23.7    Filling email inbox 

0.340 25.7 23.1 
   Computer infection by malicious programs, 

e.g. viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between student and employee users; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

4.1.5.8 The effects of email spam on the performance of public users in 
different work positions 

Table  4.46 shows that no significant differences between users in different work 

positions in terms of the effects of email spam on their performance. 

Table  4.46: Percentages of effects of email spam on the performance of public 

users in different work positions 

P* Work Position 

Question Other  MTP  TP MP  EP  
n=45 n=97 n=91 n=58 n=274 

0.408 35.3 47.4 50.5 43.1 51.1 

Effects of email spam on the 

performance of public users 

(%YES) 
 

      Negative impact of email spam 

0.312 11.8 9.3 4.4 8.6 12 
   Stealing personal information, 

e.g. password 

0.583 20.6 19.6 28.6 20.7 25.2 
   Losing time and reducing  

productivity 

0.497 8.8 11.3 6.6 3.4 8.4    Less confidence in using email 

0.063 29.4 28.9 39.6 17.2 33.2    Filling email inbox 

0.837 17.6 26.8 27.5 27.6 26.3 
   Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
*P values are based on chi-square test between public users in different work positions; P values 

<0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: EP = Educational Positions, MP = Medical Positions, TP = Technical Positions, and MTP 

= Management Positions. 

4.2 Discussion 

This section discusses public users’ perceptions of email spam, their awareness of 
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anti-spam filters and the efforts to combat it, its effects on their performances, and 

their dealing with it. 

4.2.1 The Awareness of Public Users about Email Spam, Anti-spam 
Filters and the Efforts to Combat it 

The results showed that public users had a relatively low level of awareness about 

email spam and anti-spam filters. As described in the results section, about two-

thirds of the participants (62%, 95%CI: 59%-64.9%) were aware of email spam. A 

study of Malaysian users’ experience with email spam revealed that 86.5% of 

Malaysian users were aware of email spam (Bujang & Hussin 2010), which indicates 

greater awareness among Malaysian than Saudi users. This could be because the 

Malaysian users who participated in the study were more experienced in using the 

Internet and email than the Saudi users were. It may be fruitful, then, for the Saudi 

Government to focus on public users’ awareness about email spam, perhaps by 

conducting information campaigns (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005). According to Frost and 

Udsen (2006), a combination of a number of different effective efforts by businesses 

and ISPs, such as user education, is needed. 

Most public users defined email spam as “email that was sent randomly and 

contained malicious programs such as Viruses”. This definition was different from 

the international definition of spam as UBE (El-Halees 2009; Zaidan et al. 2011) and 

UCE (Boykin & Roychowdhury 2004; Cheng 2004) and that of public users in other 

countries, such as Greece, as UBE and UCE (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). This 

suggests that there is scope for an agreed definition for email spam that could be 

used for designing strategies and policies to combat spam in Saudi Arabia, such as 

enacting laws and developing anti-spam techniques for different languages used in 

spam (e.g. Arabic) (Everett 2004).  

The results showed that about one-third of the participants (37.9%, 95%CI: 35%-

40.9%) were aware of anti-spam filters. The study by Bujang and Hussin (2010) of 

Malaysian public users revealed that 66.9% were aware of the filters. Al-A'ali (2007) 

showed that only 26% of the participants in Bahrain were aware of anti-spam filters. 

It is clear from these studies that Malaysian users were more aware of anti-spam 

filters than Saudi users, although Saudi users knew more about them than Bahraini 

users. Despite Saudi users being more aware of email spam than users in other 
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countries such as Bahrain, their awareness is still low. This suggests that there should 

be a focus on raising the awareness of public users about anti-spam filters, and how 

they use these filters, to reduce the volume of email spam in Saudi Arabia (Dantin & 

Paynter 2005). 

Compared with the finding by Bujang and Hussin (2010) that only 14.6% of 

Malaysian users were aware of the services and efforts provided by the Malaysian 

Government, in this study, nearly a quarter of the Saudi participants (24.4%, 95%CI: 

21.9%-27.1%) were aware of government efforts to combat email spam. This 

indicates that the Saudi users were more aware of the efforts provided to combat 

email spam than Malaysian users, although Malaysian users knew more about email 

spam and anti-spam filters than Saudi users. This might be because the Malaysian 

Government’s ways of informing users about the efforts were not promoted as well 

as those of the Saudi Government’s ways were. Nevertheless, most Saudi users were 

unaware of these efforts, which suggests that the Saudi government’s public 

awareness program needs to be improved (Frost & Udsen 2006).  

The results also indicated that few public users (13.6%, 95%CI: 11.6%-15.8%) were 

aware of the ISPs’ efforts to combat email spam. This might be because the ISPs did 

not promote their efforts well, or inform public users of their efforts. This suggests 

that the ISPs should use more effective ways to inform public users of their efforts to 

combat email spam (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005).  

4.2.2 The Nature of Email Spam Received by Public Users  

This section discuss the results of survey questions about the nature of email spam 

received by public users, such as the volume of spam that they received, its 

languages and the various types of Arabic and English spam. 

4.2.2.1 The volume of email spam received by public users 

About three-quarters of the participants (73.1%, 95%CI: 70.4%-75.8%) reported 

receiving email spam, and nearly half of the participants (46.4%, 95%CI: 42.6%-

49.7%) received more than 25 emails spam weekly. A study conducted in the USA 

by Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007) showed that 95% of the respondents 

received email spam, a higher percentage than for users in Saudi Arabia. This might 

be because American users used the Internet for online shopping and banking more 
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than Saudi users (Hermanson 2003), which could generate more spam (Hassanein & 

Head 2007). It is also possible that some Saudi respondents received email spam 

without realising it. 

4.2.2.2 The languages of email spam received by public users 

The results found that most of the email spam received by public users in Saudi 

Arabia was written in English, followed by Arabic, which is the native language of 

Saudi Arabia. This finding agrees with the results of studies conducted in other 

countries, such as Bahrain, Malaysia and Greece, which found that most email spam 

was written in English, which is the most used language in the world (Altbach 2004; 

Huddleston & Pullum 2002; Kirkpatrick 2007), followed by the native languages of 

these countries. Al-A'ali (2007) indicated that 64% of the respondents in Bahrain 

received English email spam, whereas 18% received Arabic email spam. Bujang and 

Hussin (2010) found that most of the email spam received in Malaysia was written in 

English, followed by Malay. The study by Pallas and Patrikakis (2005) reported that  

in Greece most of the email spam received was written in English and Greek. From 

these studies, it can be clearly seen that spammers attempt to reach more recipients 

through English, followed by the native language of the country, such as Arabic in 

Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, Malay in Malaysia and Greek in Greece. 

4.2.2.3 The types of Arabic and English email spam received by public 
users 

The results found that significant differences between the Arabic and English email 

spam received by public users. The percentage of emails related to forums was larger 

in Arabic email spam than in English email spam. There are two possible reasons for 

this. The first is that forums are a popular way for Saudi people to discuss their 

everyday experiences and needs, such as purchasing and selling, housing, study, 

religion, or even just for fun and personal communications (Al-Saggaf 2004). This 

may prompt users to subscribe to Arabic forums to fulfil this social need, as Arabic 

is the formal language of the Saudi people (Chejne 2009). As a result, their addresses 

would be added to the forums’ mailing lists, resulting in receiving more Arabic spam 

from this source than English spam. The second reason could be that some Arabic 

forum managers or owners seek to increase their subscriber numbers by using 

automated software to collect a large number of email addresses (Andreolini et al. 

2005), or by buying them from other forums (Cook et al. 2006). Either way, forum 
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managers could then send messages to the collected email addresses containing a 

welcome message and an activation link. This suggests that it is important for the 

government to control emails related to forums by providing guidelines for managers 

or owners, and applying penalties to those not in compliance.  

The percentage of political and religious emails was higher in Arabic email spam 

than in English email spam. This could be because some Arab countries use Internet-

based media for publishing their political campaigns to get more voters (Grossman 

2004; Sweet 2003), or for religious purposes (Martinkova 2008). This could explain 

the higher percentage of this type of email spam in Arabic than in English.  

The reason for pornographic spam appearing more frequently in English email spam 

than in Arabic email spam is likely to be because pornographic email is prohibited 

by the Islam religion (Al-A'ali 2007), and also conflicts with the Arabic culture, 

which forbids this type of content (Abdoh, Musa & Salman 2009). The reason for 

more phishing and fraud emails appearing more in English email spam than in 

Arabic may be because the organised criminal elements behind most email phishing 

and fraud attempts are not yet operating or as established in Arabic-speaking 

countries as much as in English-speaking countries (Ramanathan & Wechsler 2012). 

They did, however, exist in Arabic spam and would be more easily understood by 

users than English ones, and would be more likely to prompt users to interact with it 

(Alnajim & Munro 2009). This has the potential to grow and increase electronic 

fraud transactions in Saudi Arabia. It follows that the government should combat and 

control this type of email spam, as it aims to steal identities and money from the 

recipients, and has cost other countries millions of dollars. The IFCC in the USA, 

which deals with users’ complaints about Internet fraud, estimated that the cost to 

consumers of online fraud was $17.8 million in 2001 (Hinde 2002).  

4.2.3 How Public Users Deal with Email Spam 

The highest percentage of participants (39.9%, 95%CI: 36.9%-42.9%) sometimes 

read the entire email spam, and only about a quarter of the participants (27.6%, 

95%CI: 25%-30.5%) always deleted email spam without reading it. A study 

conducted in the USA by Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007) revealed that 66% of 

205 participants deleted spam email, and Hermanson (2003), also in the USA, found 

that 82% of the participants in his study deleted spam email. The results of this study 
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showed that the percentage of participants who deleted the email spam was larger in 

the USA than the percentage in Saudi Arabia. This indicated that public users in 

Saudi Arabia were less aware of ways of dealing with email spam than users in the 

USA. This could be because the USA is a developed country and the Internet started 

in the USA in 1960 (Crystal 2001), long before Saudi Arabia (1994) (CITC 2012). 

This could mean users in the USA have more experience with the Internet and its 

application, such as using email and dealing with spam, than Saudi users, which 

suggests that it is necessary to educate public users in Saudi Arabia about appropriate 

ways to deal with it.  

Only a few public users in Saudi Arabia (3.1%, 95%CI: 2.2%-4.3%) always 

contacted their ISPs and notified them about email spam. A study conducted in the 

USA by Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007) showed that 11.7% of American users 

contacted their ISPs when they received email spam, a greater percentage than Saudi 

users. This suggests that, to reduce the volume of email spam the ISPs could better 

communicate to public users their efforts to combat it and the necessary procedures 

when they receiving it. 

4.2.4 The Effects of Email Spam on the Performance of Public Users  

About half of the participants reported being negatively affected by email spam. 

More participants were affected by email inboxes filling with spam than anything 

else. This can lead to the consumption of available email storage capacity, and then 

the loss of important emails (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004). It can also lead to wasting 

users’ time (Chigona et al. 2005; Hinde 2002; Özgür, Güngör & Gürgen 2004) and 

reducing their productivity (Leng 2006). About one-fifth of the Saudi participants 

reported loss of time and productivity due to receiving a large volume of email spam. 

This can cost the government and companies millions of dollars. Cook et al. (2006) 

stated that deleting spam manually from a user’s inbox wastes time, an estimated 

cost to US companies of $10 billion in lost productivity. 

The second most reported effect of email spam on the performance of public users 

was the infection of computers by malicious programs such as viruses (24.5%). This 

can be a way to steal important information from the recipients, such as passwords 

and bank accounts (Cournane & Hunt 2004; Hermanson 2003). A study conducted in 

South Africa indicated that 56% of the participants said that they received viruses 
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from email spam (Chigona et al. 2005). By comparing these two studies, it can be 

shown that South African users were more affected in this way than Saudi users. 

Although the number of Saudi users affected by malicious programs through email 

spam was lower than other countries, this number could be expected to be increased 

in future, which indicates a need to increase the awareness of public users about the 

appropriate ways in dealing with spam to avoid its effects (Lugaresi 2004). 

4.2.5 Demographic Information of Public Users and Email Spam 
Characteristics 

This section discusses the results based on the demographic information such as 

region, gender, age group, nationality, education level, study discipline, work status, 

and work position. 

4.2.5.1 Discussion of results, based on region 

Statistical significant differences have been found in the characteristics of email 

spam received by public users from different regions. The awareness about email 

spam, anti-spam filters and the efforts to combat it was higher in the central region 

than in other regions. This could be because all government sectors that are 

responsible for the Internet, technology and communication, such as (CITC 2014) 

and (KACST 2014), are located in the central region (Riyadh). As mentioned in the 

results, most users in the southern and northern regions were more affected by email 

spam than users in other regions. This could be because they were less aware of 

email spam and how to deal with it than users in other regions, and this could make 

them victims of email spam. Users from the southern and northern regions reported 

that the most common positive impacts of email spam were learning and fun. 

The average number of email spam received per user for each region was greater in 

the central region than in other regions, possibly because the central region is the 

largest region in Saudi Arabia, with a greater population than other regions (CDSI 

2013), resulting in public users receiving more email spam than users in other 

regions. As well, more English email spam was reported in the central region than 

other regions, possibly because it contains the capital city, Riyadh, (Hamner & Al-

Qahtani 2009). Riyadh is the political and economic centre of the country (Al‐Majed, 

Murray & Maguire 2001) and contains more foreign people coming from overseas 

for work, business or study than other cities (CDSI 2013). This might encourage 
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more interaction with English email spam, as English is the second language 

required for work or study in Saudi Arabia, in the absence of Arabic (Halligan 2006). 

It could also be that users in the central region communicate with people outside of 

Saudi Arabia more often, and so their email addresses are more likely to be found by 

English language spammers (Andreolini et al. 2005). These reasons could result in 

receiving more English spam than Arabic in the central region. By contrast, the 

percentage of phishing and fraud emails received was larger in the western region 

than in other regions. This could be because users in the western region used online 

banking or shopping more than users in other regions, as online banking and 

businesses is one of the categories targeted by attackers (Ramanathan & Wechsler 

2012). Hassanein and Head (2007) reported that “users provided their credit card 

numbers in online shopping could make them vulnerable to credit card fraud.” 

4.2.5.2 Discussion of results, based on gender 

There were significant statistical differences between males and females in the 

reported characteristics of email spam. Males were more aware of email spam and 

anti-spam filters than females. Email spam is a security threat (Lam & Yeung 2007), 

therefore this finding supports a study conducted by Johnson and Koch (2006) which 

revealed that males were more aware of security threats than females (Johnson & 

Koch 2006). A possible reason could be that males had more experience in using the 

Internet and email than females (Sait et al. 2008) and so were more aware of email 

spam and anti-spam filters. This suggests the need to increase the awareness in 

females of email spam. 

Males received more email spam than females. Significant differences were found in 

the percentage of pornographic emails reported by males and females, with males 

receiving more than females. These results are in line with the results of other studies 

by Al-A'ali (2007), and Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007). It is possible that 

males visit and subscribe to pornographic websites and interact with the contents 

more than females do. Goodson et al. (2001) found that “males were significantly 

more likely to have accessed the Internet to view sexually explicit materials and to 

claim curiosity about sex as their motivation for this behaviour”. It might also be that 

females felt ashamed to report visiting such websites (Al-A'ali 2007), resulting in 

males appearing to receive more pornographic emails.  
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Males also received more product and service emails than females, in this study. This 

conflicts with the results of Al-A'ali’s (2007) study, which revealed that females in 

Bahrain received more commercial emails than males, and because females liked this 

type of email, they did not consider such emails as spam. It might also be that males 

used online shopping to buy products by the Internet more often than females, 

resulting in receiving more products and services spam than females (LaRose & 

Rifon 2007). According to Hassanein and Head (2007): 

In an online shopping context, consumers are vulnerable and 

likely to expose themselves to loss if they provide their email 

address (making themselves vulnerable to receiving spam email or 

other annoyances).  

4.2.5.3 Discussion of results, based on age group 

In terms of the average number of email spam, the results have shown that users 

aged 26-35 received more email spam than other age groups. Similarly, users aged 

26-35, as mentioned in the results, were more affected by email spam filling inboxes 

than were users in other age groups. This could be because users aged 26-35 

published, subscribed or entered their email addresses on websites that could be used 

by spammers to obtain the recipients’ information (Wood 2013), making them a 

target for spammers.  

Types of Arabic and English email spam received by users in different age groups 

were significantly different. Users aged 15-25 received more pornographic emails 

than other age groups, possibly because they were young and liked to interact with 

the pornographic materials from spam, and therefore subscribed and added their 

personal data to pornographic websites, more than other age groups. This could 

encourage spammers to send more pornographic emails to young users and make 

them more targeted than other age groups. According to Grimes, Hough and 

Signorella (2007), “certain types of spam may be more distasteful to some age 

groups than others”. This result is compatible with the results of the Al-A’ali (2007) 

study, which showed that younger users received more pornographic emails than 

users in other age groups. The author stated as a possible reason that: 
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… older users are probably married and with children and they are 

more concerned about other family members viewing 

pornography and they are more mature than younger users who 

tend to like viewing this kind of material (Al-A'ali 2007). 

The percentage of emails related to forums received by users aged 26-35 was higher 

than that received by other age groups, possibly because they register in forums and 

add their email addresses, which spammers can use to send more emails related to 

forums, such as subjects, replies or joining new forums (Hayati et al. 2010).  

Users aged 46 and older received more phishing and fraud emails than other age 

groups. One reason could be that users in this age group purchase online more than 

younger users (Abdul-Muhmin & Al-Abdali 2011), which lead to receiving a higher 

percentage of phishing and fraud emails than other age groups. It might also be that 

older people are seen as easier targets for this type of spam, as they lack the technical 

literacy that would enable them to detect it. For example, it is believed that the 

Nigerian 419 scams purposely craft spam that only the gullible would believe, 

because this is exactly the population that is likely to fall for the rest of the scam 

(Glickman 2005; Tive 2006). This finding agrees with that of Grimes, Hough and 

Signorella (2007), whose study results revealed that older respondents made more 

online purchases than younger users.  

4.2.5.4 Discussion of results, based on nationality 

The study found that non-Saudis had a greater level of awareness about email spam, 

anti-spam filters and efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia than Saudis. This greater 

level of awareness of email spam and anti-spam filters could be because non-Saudis 

had more experience in using the Internet and making online transactions (Abdul-

Muhmin & Al-Abdali 2011). Lacking experience and awareness, Saudis would be 

more likely to have responded to email spam than non-Saudis, thinking of it as fun. 

This suggests a need for greater awareness in Saudis about effects of email spam, 

and appropriate ways to deal with it.  

Non-Saudi users also received more English email spam than Saudi users. This could 

be because non-Saudi users in Saudi Arabia were required to use English as a first or 

second language in their work or study if they did not speak Arabic (Halligan 2006), 
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and be more likely to understand and interact with it. Thus, this could encourage 

spammers to send more English email spam to non-Saudi users. It might also be that 

non-Saudi users subscribed to or added their email addresses to English forums or 

websites, enabling their email addresses to be harvested by English spammers 

(Schryen 2007). The percentage of Arabic email spam received by Saudi users was 

larger than that received by non-Saudi users, possibly because Arabic is the first 

language of the Saudi people (Aldossary, While & Barriball 2008), enabling them to 

respond and deal with Arabic email spam. However, it might also be the case that 

Saudi email addresses are more exposed on Arabic forums and other websites, which 

would make them more likely to be harvested by purveyors of Arabic spam (Schryen 

2007) and leading to them receiving more Arabic email spam than non-Saudi users. 

The results indicated that Saudi users received more product and service emails than 

non-Saudi users. This could be because more Saudis purchased products from the 

commercial websites than non-Saudis, which could result in them receive more 

products and services emails (Hassanein & Head 2007; LaRose & Rifon 2007). A 

further reason that this is likely to be more common in Arabic is that product and 

service spam is usually sent by real businesses, and so it is easier to enforce anti-

spam laws on them. Thus this type of spam has become much less common in 

English since the USA (Sorkin 2009), Australia (Cheng 2004) and other English-

speaking countries have implemented such laws. 

The percentage of phishing and fraud emails in Arabic received by Saudi users was 

larger than that received by non-Saudi users. This might be because Saudis use 

Internet banking more than non-Saudis, which could be a possible reason for them 

receiving more phishing and fraud emails than non-Saudis; banking online could be 

a way to receive more phishing and fraud emails (Ramanathan & Wechsler 2012). 

Mohamed (2011) found statistical differences between Saudis and non-Saudis in 

their use of Internet banking, with more Saudis than non-Saudis banking in this way.  

4.2.5.5 Discussion of results, based on education level 

There were significant differences in this study in public users’ awareness of email 

spam and anti-spam filters, based on their level of education. More users who had 

completed PhD had a greater awareness of email spam and effective ways of dealing 

with it than users who had completed other degrees. Those with PhD degree may 
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well have had better knowledge of using the Internet and its applications than users 

with other degrees. According to Burke (2002), “education is often positively 

correlated with an individual’s level of Internet literacy”. Al-Somali, Gholami and 

Clegg (2008) stated that the higher level of education of users had a significant 

impact on using the Internet. Stepanikova and Zheng (2004) noted that “using the 

Internet depends largely on a person’s education level, and the more educated are 

more likely to use the Internet than those with less education”. This reason could 

make users with a higher level of education level more aware of email spam and 

anti-spam filters than users with other education levels, compared with users with 

lower educational attainment, even if they each receive equal volumes of spam. 

In this study, the percentage of pornographic emails received by users in high school 

was higher than that received by users with higher education. As those users in high 

school are younger than those in other degrees , they could be particularly attracted 

to subscribing to pornographic websites and dealing with the sexual materials 

involved in email spam (Grimes, Hough & Signorella 2007). This in turn might lead 

to them receiving more frequent pornographic emails.  

The percentage of phishing and fraud emails received by users who had completed a 

PhD was larger than that received by users completed other degrees, possibly 

because those who had completed a PhD degree were more aware of the technology 

than users in other degrees (Al-Somali, Gholami & Clegg 2008). This might explain 

their higher level of experience in using online transactions, such as shopping and 

banking, than users in other education degrees. Studies such as Ramanathan and 

Wechsler (2012), and Hassanein and Head (2007) revealed that online shopping and 

banking could be a way for phishing and fraud spammers to target users. Hind 

(2003) stated that “security attacker is specifically targeting those who bank online”. 

This could make users who had completed a PhD more prone to receiving phishing 

and fraud emails than users who had completed other degrees.  

Users who had completed high school received more ‘other’ types of email spam 

such as fun, puzzles, competitions, greetings, and friendship invitations by social 

network websites such as Facebook, than users in other education degrees. This 

could be because users in high school used the Internet more for entertainment, such 

as playing online games and watching videos, than other users. A study conducted by 
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Huang and Chou (2010) showed that most common reason for high school students 

to use the Internet (87%) was entertainment, such as online games and listening to 

music. 

4.2.5.6 Discussion of results, based on study discipline 

Significant differences were found between users in different study disciplines in 

terms of the awareness about email spam and anti-spam filters, and types of email 

spam. Users who studied computer science and information technology had a greater 

awareness of email spam and anti-spam filters than those in other disciplines. The 

most common source of knowledge about email spam and anti-spam filters of users 

who studied computer science and information technology was through school and 

university education. The results showed that the percentage of users who gained 

their knowledge through school and university education was larger in this discipline 

than in all other study disciplines. This could be a significant indicator that the study 

of computer science and information technology can increase the awareness of users 

about email spam and anti-spam filters. Another possibility could be that users in the 

discipline of computer science and information technology worked in technical 

positions more than users in other disciplines. Such work might increase their 

relative level of knowledge about email spam and anti-spam filters (Awawdeh & 

Tubaishat 2014). 

The results also showed a higher average number of email spam received by users 

who studied computer science and information technology than those in other study 

disciplines, and the most common type email spam they received was product and 

services emails. This might be because users in the discipline of computer science 

and information technology have more technical knowledge than users in other 

disciplines, which can help in using the Internet for online shopping, and banking, 

and making online payments (Nishioka, Murayama & Fujihara 2012), in turn 

attracting more products and services advertisements (Hassanein & Head 2007). 

4.2.5.7 Discussion of results, based on work status 

The results showed that employees’ awareness of email spam, anti-spam filters and 

how to combat it was higher than that of students. This could be because they had 

more experience in using the Internet and email. A study by Grimes, Hough and 

Signorella (2007) revealed that “students took fewer actions against spam, used the 
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computer less, and spent fewer hours online than employees”. 

The results showed that employees received more business emails than students. 

This might be because employees reply to, or become interested in the business 

offers made by spam emails (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010), leading to loss of 

work time and  productivity. The results showed that employees were more affected 

by time wasting and loss of productivity than students. The percentage of students 

who received pornographic emails in both Arabic and English was greater than 

employees. This could be because most students were younger than employees, and 

they like visiting and subscribing to pornographic websites and interacting with 

sexual materials involved in spam more than employees do (Joseph 2008). This 

could encourage spammers to send pornographic emails to the addresses added to 

students’ profiles on those websites. 

4.2.5.8 Discussion of results, based on work position 

The results pointed to significant differences between users in different work 

positions in terms of the characteristics of email spam reported. Users who worked in 

technical positions showed greater awareness about email spam, anti-spam filters, 

ways of dealing with email spam and efforts to combat than that of users who 

worked in other work positions. This indicates that working in technical positions 

can increase users’ awareness of about email spam and anti-spam filters. Awawdeh 

and Tubaishat (2014) reported that technical staff working in the Internet technology 

environment had more knowledge about information security issues than staff 

working in other environments.  

The results also showed that users who worked in technical positions received more 

product and services emails than users in other work positions. Those in technical 

positions might have had more experience in using online shopping (Nishioka, 

Murayama & Fujihara 2012), making it easier for them to buy and sell in that way 

(LaRose & Rifon 2007), and in turn likely to receive more related emails than users 

in other work positions.  

4.3 Conclusions 

This chapter described, analysed and discussed perceptions of the public users about 

email spam and anti-spam filters and the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia, its 
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effects, and their dealing with it, based on some demographic factors. These factors 

included: region, gender, age, nationality, education level, study discipline, work 

status, and work position. Some of these factors have been used in previous studies 

and this research sought to discover their effects on public email users in Saudi 

Arabia. The main conclusions of the user survey are matched to the research 

questions and described below. 

The awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam filters and efforts to 

combat it in Saudi Arabia was low. The results indicated that there was a deficiency 

in the efforts provided by relevant agencies in Saudi Arabia to increase the 

awareness of users, as the results found that the most common sources of their 

knowledge about spam and anti-spam filters were self-education through the Internet 

and forums. This indicates that government and relative agencies should focus on 

increasing the awareness of public users about email spam, anti-spam filters and how 

to combat it. 

There was no consensus definition for email spam by public users in Saudi Arabia, 

and the most common definition of users for email spam was “an email that was sent 

randomly and contains malicious programs such as Viruses”. Some definitions of 

email spam by public users agreed with the international definitions as UCE and as 

UBE. This suggests the need for an agreed definition of email spam in Saudi Arabia, 

and could help in enacting law to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia, and in 

developing anti-spam filters. 

A number of email account providers were used by the public, the most common 

provider being Hotmail. The results indicated that most of the email spam received 

by public users was written in English, followed by Arabic. The results indicated that 

Saudi Arabia has its own spammers, Arabic being the second most common 

language of email spam received in Saudi Arabia, after English. The results found 

differences between Arabic and English email spam received by public users. Emails 

related to forums and religious and political emails were more common in Arabic 

spam, whereas pornographic emails and phishing and fraud emails were more 

common in English spam. 

The results indicated that the Saudi society is at risk if the rate of phishing and fraud 
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spam increases to match that seen in other countries, because of the lower awareness 

of spam and phishing. The potential negative economic impact is perhaps the single 

greatest reason for the Saudi Arabian Government to seek to improve Internet 

literacy rates among the population. 

Public users in Saudi Arabia differed in how they dealt with email spam. The results 

showed that most users were not yet aware of appropriate ways to deal with it, such 

as by deleting it, or contacting ISPs about it. This suggests the need for relevant 

agencies to increasing users’ awareness of about effective ways to dealing with email 

spam. Email spam had many negative effects on the performance of public users; 

and the most common of which was email inboxes filling with spam. This can waste 

users’ time in reading it, deleting it, or filtering it, reducing productivity and 

potentially affecting the country’s economic growth. This suggests the need for 

government and relative agencies to take action, such as by enacting law, to stop the 

spread of email spam in Saudi Arabia. 

These results can be further interpreted by investigating the experiences of business 

users and ISPs about email spam and how they deal with it. Therefore, the following 

chapter will present and discuss the survey results for this demographic in Saudi 

Arabia: the nature of email spam, their awareness about it and effort to combat it, 

how businesses dealing business with it, and its effects on their performance. It will 

also analyse and discuss the effects on the results of many factors, such as business 

size, business sector, and establishment year of business. 
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5. Chapter 5: A Study of Email Spam Related 
Characteristics among Businesses in Saudi Arabia 

This chapter presents the results of the email spam survey given to businesses in 

Saudi Arabia. The survey aimed to develop a better understanding of: 

• the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia from the businesses’ perspective, 

including its impact on their performance 

• the awareness of businesses about email spam, anti-spam filters and the efforts to 

combat it in Saudi Arabia. 

Questionnaires were collected from 92 businesses located in the eastern, western and 

central regions. Businesses in the southern and northern regions were also invited to 

complete the survey, however, all requested that their head offices complete the 

survey; they had asked their head offices for permission to complete the survey, but 

it was not given. These businesses were active in different sectors, such as 

production and manufacturing, finance and investments, technology and 

telecommunication, and consulting services.  

The chapter is divided into the following sections: 

• Section  5.1: presents the results of the businesses’ questionnaire.  

• Section  5.2: discusses the results of the businesses’ questionnaire.  

• Section  5.3: presents the conclusions drawn from the results of the questionnire. 

5.1 Results 

This section presents the results revealing participants’ regarding their awareness of 

email spam, anti-spam filters; efforts to combat spam; its effects on their 

performance; and how they dealt with it. This section analyses and describes the 

results based on factors such as business size, business sector and the year the 

business was established. 

The following statistical tests were used to analyse the data: chi-square test (X2), 

Fisher Exact test, independent samples t-test, paired sample t-test and one-way 

ANOVA test. A p-value less than 0.05 (p<0.05) was considered statistically 
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significant. These tests are described and discussed in section  3.8. 

5.1.1 Participants’ Demographic Information  

The demographic information of the businesses is described in Table  5.1. A total of 

92 businesses from the eastern, western and central regions participated in this study, 

and the highest percentage of participants was from the central region (46.74%). 

About 37% of businesses were classified as medium (50-249 employees), 32.6% as 

large (250 employees and more), and 30.4% as small (1-49 employees). 

Approximately 56% of businesses were old (established before 1994), whereas about 

44% were classified as new (established 1994 or later). The largest sector of 

businesses (45.7%) was production and manufacturing; the smallest sector was 

finance and investment (8.7%).  

Table  5.1: Percentage  distribution of businesses in Saudi Arabia, based on their 

demographic information  

Demographic Information Frequency Percentage (%) 

Region   

   Eastern 28 30.43 
   Western 21 22.83 

   Central 43 46.74 

Business size   

   Small (1-49 employees) 28 30.4 

   Medium (50-249 employees) 34 37 

   Large (250 employees and more) 30 32.6 

Establishment year    

   Before 19944 (old) 50 56.2 

   1994 till now (new) 39 43.8 

Business Sector   
   Production and manufacturing 42 45.7 

   Finance and investment 8 8.7 

   Technology and telecommunication 15 16.3 

   Consulting services 9 9.8 

   Other businesses5 18 19.6 

 

5.1.2 The Awareness of Businesses about Email Spam and Anti-spam 
filters, and the Efforts to Combat it 

This section describes the results for businesses awareness of email spam, anti-spam 

filters and efforts to combat it. It also compares the results based on business size, 
                                                 
4
 1994 was the year Saudi Arabia began using the Internet (CITC 2012).  

5
 Other businesses included bookstores, printing and packaging, cars sales and hiring, insurance 

companies, and housewares sales. 
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business sector and establishment year of business. These results are summarised in 

Table  5.2. 

Most businesses (90.2%, 95%CI6: 82.9%-95%) were aware of email spam and anti-

spam filters. There were a number of sources to inform businesses about email spam 

and anti-spam filters. As shown in Table  5.2, most businesses obtained information 

about email spam and anti-spam filters through the Internet and forums (75%, 

95%CI: 65.5%-83%), while the lowest percentage obtained information from the 

government (7.6%, 95%CI: 3.5%-14.4%). 

Most of the businesses (39.7%, 95%CI: 28.7%-51.6%) defined email spam as UCE, 

while relatively few businesses (5.9%, 95%CI: 2%-13.4%) defined email spam as 

annoying email that was not related to the recipients’ work. 

About a quarter of businesses (25%, 95%CI: 17%-34.5%) were aware of government 

efforts to combat email spam, while slightly fewer (23.9%, 95%CI: 16.1%-33.3%) 

were aware of ISPs efforts to combat email spam. The highest percentage of 

businesses (26.1%, 95%CI: 11.7%-46.1%) said that most of the efforts undertaken 

by the government to combat email spam were technical, and identified  the 

government sectors responsible for conducting these efforts as the CITC and 

KACST. Most Saudi businesses thought that Saudi ISPs used mainly anti-spam 

filters to block email spam (54.5%, 95%CI: 34.3%-73.7%). Approximately 40%, 

(95%CI: 29.6%-49.3%) of businesses informed their customers and employees about 

email spam and the appropriate methods to combat it. 

Table  5.2: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of businesses about email 

spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Aware of email spam and anti-spam 
filters 

   

   Yes 83 90.2 82.9-95 

   No 9 9.8 5-17.1 

Knowledge source for email spam and 

anti-spam filters 
   

   ISPs 23 25 17-34.5 

   Internet and forums 69 75 65.5-83 

   Broadcast media, e.g. TV 22 23.9 16.1-33.3 

   Government  7 7.6 3.5-14.4 

                                                 
6 95% confidence interval 
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Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

   Other companies and organisations 23 25 17-34.5 

Definition of email spam     

   UBE 22 32.4 22.1-44 

   Sent by unknown senders without 

permission  
10 14.7 7.8-24.5 

   Sent randomly, contain malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
5 7.4 2.9-15.4 

   UCE 27 39.7 28.7-51.6 
   Annoying email unrelated to 

recipients’ work 
4 5.9 2-13.4 

Aware of government efforts to 

combat spam 
   

   Yes 23 25 17-34.5 

   No 69 75 65.5-83 

Government efforts to combat spam    

   Technical efforts by CITC and KACST 6 26.1 11.7-46.1 

   Awareness efforts by CITC 4 17.4 6.2-36.2 
   Receiving ISPs’ reports regarding 

spam issues 
2 8.7 1.9-25.1 

Aware of ISPs’ efforts to combat spam    

   Yes 22 23.9 16.1-33.3 

   No 70 76.1 66.7-83.9 

ISPs’ efforts to combat spam    

   Using anti-spam filters  12 54.5 34.3-73.7 

   Providing awareness information  3 13.6 4-32.1 

   Reporting spam-related issues to 

CITC 
2 9.1 1.9-26.1 

Educate employees and customers 

about email spam and anti-spam 

filters 

   

   Yes 36 39.1 29.6-49.3 

   No 56 60.9 50.7-70.4 

 

5.1.2.1 The awareness of businesses about email spam, and the efforts 
to combat it, by business size 

As shown in Table  5.3, there was a significant difference between small, medium 

and large businesses in terms of their awareness of email spam and anti-spam filters. 

Large businesses were more aware than medium and small businesses (100%, 

p<0.001).  

The percentage of large businesses that gained their knowledge about email spam 

from broadcast media and government was higher than the percentages of small and 

medium businesses (33.3%, p=0.042, 16.7%, p=0.043 respectively). Medium-sized 

businesses thought that the government provided no information about email spam 
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and anti-spam filters. 

Some businesses provided awareness programs about email spam and anti-spam 

filters for their employees and customers, and the percentage of businesses that 

provided these programs was greater for large businesses than for small and medium 

businesses (60%, p=0.015). 

Table  5.3: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of businesses about email 

spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it, based on size 

Question 

Number of Employees 

Business Size 

P* 1-49 

Small 

50-249 

Medium 

250+ 

Large 

n=28 n=34 n=30 

Aware of email spam and anti-spam 

filters (%YES) 

71.4 97.1 100 <0.001 

Knowledge source for email spam     

   ISPs 17.9 35.3 20 0.214 

   Internet and forums 71.4 79.4 73.3 0.745 

   Broadcast media, e.g. TV 7.1 29.4 33.3 0.042 

   Government  7.1 0 16.7 0.043 

   Other companies and organisations 14.3 23.5 36.7 0.140 

Aware of government efforts to 

combat spam (%YES) 

14.3 20.6 40 0.059 

Aware of ISPs’ efforts to combat 

spam (%YES) 

17.9 26.5 26.7 0.666 

Educate employees and customers 

about email spam and anti-spam 

filters (%YES) 

32.1 26.5 60 0.015 

*P values are based on chi-square test between businesses in different sizes; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

5.1.2.2 The awareness of businesses about email spam, and the efforts 
to combat it, based on business sector 

Table  5.4 shows that the finance and investment, and technology and 

telecommunication sectors were more aware of email spam and anti-spam filters than 

other sectors (100%, p=0.014). The sector that relied the most on information from 

Internet and forums, and broadcast media, was the production and manufacturing 

sector (88.1%, p=0.005, 38.1%, p=0.038 respectively).  

The finance and investment sector was more aware of the government’s awareness 

information than were the other sectors (37.5%. p=0.009), while the consultation 

sector had no knowledge of the government’s awareness programs. The percentage 

of businesses that educated their employees and customers about email spam and 
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anti-spam filters was highest in the finance and investment sector (100%, p=0.002). 

Table  5.4: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of businesses about email 

spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it, based on sector 

Question 

Business Sector P* 

P&M F&I T&T CS Other 

n=42 n=8 n=15 n=9  n=18 

Aware of email spam and anti-spam 

filters (%YES) 
95.2 100 100 66.7 77.8 0.014 

Knowledge source of email spam      

   ISPs 33.3 0 40 11.1 11.1 0.066 

   Internet and forums 88.1 25 73.3 66.7 72.2 0.005 

   Broadcast media, e.g. TV 38.1 0 6.7 22.2 16.7 0.038 

   Government  4.8 37.5 13.3 0 0 0.009 

   Other companies and organisations 19 50 33.3 11.1 27.8 0.286 

Aware of government efforts to 

combat spam (%YES) 
23.8 50 26.7 33.3 11.1 0.297 

Aware of ISPs’ efforts to combat 

spam (%YES) 
23.8 12.5 33.3 33.3 16.7 0.688 

Educate employees and customers 

about email spam and anti-spam 

filters (%YES) 

35.7 100 40 44.4 16.7 0.002 

*P values are based on Fisher’s exact test between businesses in different sectors; P values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: P&M = Production and Manufacturing, F&I = Finance and Investment, T&T = 

Technology and Telecommunication, CS = Consulting Services. 

5.1.2.3 The awareness of businesses about email spam, and the efforts 
to combat it, based on establishment year  

As can be seen in Table  5.5, old businesses were more aware of email spam and anti-

spam filters than were new businesses (98% vs 79.5%, p=0.004). The most common 

source of knowledge for all businesses about email spam and anti-spam filters was 

through the Internet and forums. New businesses learnt more about email spam and 

anti-spam filters than old businesses from other companies and organisations (28.2% 

vs 24%, p=0.004). 

Table  5.5: Percentages of distribution of the awareness of businesses about email 

spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts to combat it based on establishment year 

Question 

Establishment Year P* 

Before 1994 

(old) 

1994 and later 

(new) 

n=50 n=39 

Aware of email spam and anti-spam 

filters (%YES) 
98 79.5 0.004 

Knowledge source about email spam    

   ISPs 28 17.9 0.268 

   Internet and forums 80 66.7 0.154 
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Question 

Establishment Year P* 

Before 1994 

(old) 

1994 and later 

(new) 

n=50 n=39 

   Broadcast media, e.g. TV 32 15.4 0.071 

   Government  6 10.3 0.459 

   Other companies and organisations 24 28.2 0.004 

Aware of government efforts to 

combat spam (%YES) 
24 25.6 0.859 

Aware of ISPs’ efforts to combat 

spam (%YES) 
22 23.1 0.904 

Educate employees and customers 
about email spam and anti-spam 

filters (%YES) 

44 30.8 0.202 

*P values are based on chi-square test between businesses based on the establishment year; P 

values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

5.1.3 The Nature of Email Spam as Perceived by Businesses 

Table  5.6 shows that most businesses (94.6%, 95%CI: 88.5%-97.9%) received email 

spam, and most of the email spam received by businesses was in English (66.1%, 

95%CI: 61.1%-71.1%), followed by Arabic (20.5%, 95%CI: 16.6%-24.5%). 

Table  5.6: Percentages of distribution of the number of businesses received email 

spam, and the languages of email spam they received 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Receive email spam    

   Yes 87 94.6 88.5-97.9 

   No 5 5.4 2.1-11.5 

Languages of email spam    

   English 85 66.1 61.1-71.1 

   Arabic 72 20.5 16.6-24.5 

   Unrecognised languages 31 8 5.2-10.9 

   Other languages 26 5.1 3-7.4 

 

There were significant differences, as summarised in Table  5.7, between types of 

Arabic and English email spam. Religious and political emails (7% vs 3.6%, 

p=0.003), and emails related to forums (31.8% vs 5.9%, p<0.001) were more 

common in Arabic than English, whereas in the English language there were more 

pornographic emails (15.3% vs 5.6%, p<0.001), products and services (18.3% vs 

10.1%, p=0.003), and phishing and fraud emails (25.7% vs 6%, p<0.001).  
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Table  5.7: Percentages of types of Arabic and English email spam received by 

businesses 

Types of Email Spam Arabic (%) English (%) P* 

Business 35.4 30.9 0.155 

Religious and political  7 3.6 0.003 

Pornographic 5.6 15.3 <0.001 

Forums 31.8 5.9 <0.001 

Products and services 10.1 18.3 0.003 

Phishing and fraud 6 25.7 <0.001 

Other 2.6 0.4 0.083 
*P values are based on paired-samples t-test between types of Arabic and English email spam; 

P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

 

Table  5.8 summarises the percentages of businesses that received email spam based 

on size, sector and establishment year. Medium and large businesses received more 

email spam than small businesses did (100% vs 82.1%, p=0.002); the finance and 

investment, technology and telecommunication, and consultation sectors received 

more email spam than “other” sectors (100%, p=0.014); and more old businesses 

received email spam than new businesses (100% vs 87.2%, p=0.009). 

Table  5.8: Percentages of businesses that received email spam, based on size, 

sector and establishment year 

Business Classification Receive email spam 

(%YES) 

P* 

Business size   

Small 82.1 0.002 

Medium 100 

Large 

 

100 

Business sector   

P&M 97.6 0.014 

F&I 100 

T&T 100 

CS 100 

Other 

 

77.8 

Establishment year    

Before 1994 (old) 100 0.009 

1994 and later (new) 87.2 
*P values are based on chi-square test between businesses based on size, sector and establishment 

year; P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: P&M = Production and Manufacturing, F&I = Finance and Investment, T&T = 

Technology and Telecommunication, CS = Consulting Services. 

5.1.3.1 The nature of email spam as perceived by businesses, based 
on size 

As shown in Table  5.9, small businesses reported receiving more Arabic email spam 
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than medium and large businesses (26.7%, p=0.046). There were no significant 

differences between small, medium and large businesses in the types of Arabic spam 

received, although there were significant differences in the types of English spam. 

The percentages showed that small businesses received more English religious and 

political emails than medium and large businesses (6.5%, p=0.014). 

Table  5.9: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by businesses in different sizes 

Question 

Number of Employees 

Business Size 

P* 

1-49 50-249 250+ 

Small Medium Large 

n=19 n=36 n=37 

Languages of email spam     

English 60.1 73 62.5 0.078 

Arabic 26.7 14.8 22.2 0.046 

Unrecognised languages 6.1 8.5 8.9 0.733 
Other Languages 
 

6.9 3.5 5.7 0.459 

Types of Arabic email spam     

Business 38.3 37.8 29.4 0.359 

Religious and political  7.2 4 9.6 0.216 
Pornographic 3.1 3.9 8.9 0.239 

Forums 31.1 35 32.3 0.900 

Products and services 9.5 9.9 10.1 0.989 

Phishing and fraud 9.5 3.4 5.7 0.341 

Other 
 

1 5.9 0 0.080 

Types of English email spam     

Business 29.5 29.1 38.3 0.171 

Religious and political  6.5 1.2 2.8 0.014 

Pornographic 18.7 12 14.7 0.223 

Forums 8.5 5.6 5.7 0.665 

Products and services 14 22.8 15 0.289 

Phishing and fraud 22.8 27.8 23.9 0.733 

Other 0 1.1 0 0.130 
*P values are based on ANOVA test between businesses in different sizes; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

5.1.3.2 The nature of email spam as perceived by businesses, based 
on sector 

Table  5.10 shows significant differences in the types of Arabic and English email 

spam received by businesses in the different sectors. The finance and investment 

sectors received higher percentages of Arabic emails related to forums (63.3%, 

p=0.016), and English language emails related to phishing and fraud (51.2%, 

p=0.035), than other sectors. 
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Table  5.10: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by businesses in different sectors 

Question 

Business Sector P* 

P&M F&I T&T CS Other 

n=42 n=8 n=15 n=9  n=18 

Languages of email spam      
English 67.1 57.5 74.3 50 9.6 0.106 

Arabic 21.9 15 15 27.8 21 0.458 

Unrecognised languages 6.2 20 6 10 7.5 0.095 

Other Languages 
 

4.5 7.5 4.7 12.2 1.8 0.179 

Types of Arabic email spam      

Business 39.1 26.7 45 30.7 20 0.071 

Religious and political  4.8 10 8.7 12.1 6.2 0.502 

Pornographic 7.7 0 6.4 2.8 1.9 0.492 

Forums 27.9 63.3 19 39.2 42.9 0.016 

Products and services 10 0 8.3 13.6 13.5 0.295 

Phishing and fraud 5.4 0 12.5 1.4 6.2 0.355 

Other 
 

2 0 0 0 9.2 0.148 

Types of English email spam      
Business 35.7 33.7 25.7 28.7 31.5 0.595 

Religious and political  2.4 1.2 3 9.4 2.7 0.084 

Pornographic 13 8.7 19.1 18.7 15 0.383 

Forums 5.4 0 9.9 8.7 7.7 0.415 

Products and services 20.4 5 24.3 5.6 18 0.187 

Phishing and fraud 22 51.2 18 27.5 25.8 0.035 

Other 0.7 0 0 1.2 0 0.698 
*P values are based on ANOVA test between businesses in different sectors; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: P&M = Production and Manufacturing, F&I = Finance and Investment, T&T = 

Technology and Telecommunication, CS = Consulting Services. 

5.1.3.3 The nature of email spam as perceived by businesses, based 
on establishment year  

Table  5.11 reveals that there were no significant differences between old and new 

businesses in the languages and types of Arabic and English email spam that old and 

new businesses received. 

Table  5.11: Percentages of languages and types of Arabic and English email spam 

received by old and new businesses  

Question 

Establishment Year P* 

Before 1994 

(old) 

1994 and later 

(new) 

n=50 n=39 

Languages of email spam    

English 67.6 61.8 0.259 
Arabic 18.6 24.5 0.151 

Unrecognised languages 8.7 7.5 0.691 
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Question 

Establishment Year P* 

Before 1994 

(old) 

1994 and later 

(new) 

n=50 n=39 

Other Languages 
 

4.8 6.1 0.564 

Types of Arabic email spam    
Business 36.4 32.5 0.515 

Religious and political  7.3 6.4 0.749 

Pornographic 6.2 3.3 0.334 

Forums 30.1 38.5 0.248 

Products and services 9.5 10 0.881 

Phishing and fraud 6.8 4.6 0.528 

Other 
 

1.2 4.6 0.241 

Types of English email spam    

Business 32.5 29.8 0.561 

Religious and political  2.7 3.7 0.536 

Pornographic 14.8 14 0.796 

Forums 7.1 3.9 0.216 

Products and services 20.6 12.6 0.091 

Phishing and fraud 21.8 29.4 0.185 
Other 0.4 0.6 0.751 

*P values are based on independent-samples t-test between businesses based on the establishment 

year; P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

5.1.4 How Businesses Deal with Email Spam 

The ways in which businesses dealt with email spam are presented in Table  5.12. 

More than half of businesses (58.7%, 95%CI: 48.5%-68.5%) had businesses units or 

teams to manage network security. The most common responsibility of these units or 

teams (48.6%, 95%CI: 32.7%-64.7%), as reported by the businesses, was setting up 

and updating Internet security software and hardware. The least common means of 

dealing with spam (11.4%, 95%CI: 4%-25%) was to report security attacks to CITC. 

About one-fifth of businesses (18.5%, 95%CI: 11.6%-27.3%) had employees with a 

specific responsibility to combat email spam, whose most common task was to apply 

and update anti-spam filters (73.3%, 95%CI: 48.3%-90.3%). Most businesses 

(80.4%, 95%CI: 71.5%-87.5%) used anti-spam filters to block email spam. 

Table  5.12: Percentages of distribution of ways businesses deal with email spam 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Having business unit or team to 

manage network security 
   

   Yes 54 58.7 48.5-68.4 

   No 38 41.3 31.6-51.5 
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Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Responsibilities of  business units or 
teams regarding network security 

   

   Setting up and updating Internet 

security software and hardware 
17 48.6 32.7-64.7 

   Reporting security attacks to CITC 4 11.4 4-25 

   Designing security policies for 

businesses 
9 25.7 13.6-41.7 

   Providing technical support for users 

regarding security issues 
5 14.3 5.7-28.5 

Having specific employees to combat 

email spam 
   

   Yes 17 18.5 11.6-27.3 
   No 75 81.5 72.7-88.4 

Tasks of employees  regarding email 

spam 
   

   Applying and updating anti-spam 

filters 
11 73.3 48.3-90.3 

   Reporting emails spam to CITC 2 13.3 2.9-36.3 

   Adding emails spam into blacklists 2 13.3 2.9-36.3 

Using anti-spam filters to block email 

spam 
   

   Yes 74 80.4 71.5-87.5 
   No 18 19.6 12.5-28.5 

 

5.1.4.1 How businesses dealt with email spam, based on business size 

As shown in Table  5.13, there were significant differences between the ways in 

which businesses dealt with email spam. More large businesses than small and 

medium ones created business units or teams to manage network security (86.7%, 

p=0.001). Large businesses also used anti-spam filters more than small and medium 

businesses (90%, p=0.032). 

Table  5.13: Percentages of dealing of businesses with email spam, based on size 

How business deal with email spam 

Number of Employees 

Business Size 

P* 

1-49 

Small 

50-249 

Medium 

250+ 

Large 

n=28 n=34 n=30 

Having business unit or team to 

manage network security (%YES) 
46.4 44.1 86.7 0.001 

Having specific employees to combat 

email spam (%YES) 
14.3 14.7 26.7 0.371 

Using anti-spam filters to block email 

spam (%YES) 
64.3 85.3 90 0.032 

*P values are based on chi-square test between businesses in different sizes; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 
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5.1.4.2 How businesses dealt with email spam, based on business 
sector 

As seen in Table  5.14, there were more businesses with business units or teams to 

manage network security in the finance and investment sector than in other sectors 

(100%, p=0.031). The finance and investment sectors used anti-spam filters to block 

email spam more than other sectors did (100%, p=0.017). 

Table  5.14: Percentages of dealing of businesses with email spam, based on sector 

How business deal with email spam 

Business Sector P* 

P&M F&I T&T CS Other 

n=42 n=8 n=15 n=9  n=18 

Having business unit or team to 

manage network security (%YES) 
57.1 100 73.3 44.4 38.9 0.031 

Having specific employees to combat 

email spam (%YES) 
21.4 25 6.7 22.2 16.7 0.739 

Using anti-spam filters to block email 

spam (%YES) 
88.1 100 86.7 66.7 55.6 0.017 

*P values are based on Fisher's exact test between businesses in different sectors; P values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: P&M = Production and Manufacturing, F&I = Finance and Investment, T&T = 

Technology and Telecommunication, CS = Consulting Services. 

5.1.4.3 How businesses deal with email spam, based on establishment 
year  

Table  5.15 reveals that more old businesses established business units or teams to 

manage network security than new businesses (70% vs 41%, p=0.006). The results 

have shown no significant differences between old and new businesses in the number 

of special employees they assign to combat email spam, or in using anti-spam filters 

to block it. 

Table  5.15: Percentages of dealing of old and new businesses with email spam  

Dealing businesses with email spam 

Establishment Year P* 

Before 1994 

(old) 

1994 and later 

(new) 

n=50 n=39 

Having business unit or team to 

manage network security (%YES) 
70 41 0.006

Having specific employees to combat 

email spam (%YES) 
22 12.8 0.263

Using anti-spam filters to block email 

spam (%YES) 
84 74.4 0.261

*P values are based on Chi-square test between businesses based on the establishment year; P 

values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 
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5.1.5 The Effects of Email Spam on the Performance of Businesses 

The effects of email spam are summarised in Table  5.16. The biggest effect on 

businesses’ performance was reduction in the efficiency of organisation’s email 

server due to the large volume of spam (82.6%, 95%CI: 73.9%-89.3%), while the 

smallest effect to the expense of buying or updating anti-spam filters (54.3%, 

95%CI: 44.2%-64.3%). 

Table  5.16: Percentages for the effects of email spam on the performance of 

businesses 

Effects of email spam Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Losing time and reducing  productivity 66 71.7 62-80.2 

Spending money to buy or update anti-

spam filters 
50 54.3 44.2-64.3 

Reducing the efficiency of organisation’s 
email server  

76 82.6 73.9-89.3 

Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
59 64.1 54-73.4 

 

5.1.5.1 The effects of email spam on the performance of businesses, 
based on business size 

As summarised in Table  5.17, large businesses spent more money to buy or update 

anti-spam filters used to block email spam than small and medium businesses (70%, 

p=0.014) 

Table  5.17: Percentages for the effects of email spam on the performance of 

small, medium and large businesses 

Effects of email spam 

Number of Employees 

Business Size 

P* 

1-49 

Small 

50-249 

Medium 

250+ 

Large 

n=28 n=34 n=30 

Losing time and reducing  

productivity 
71.4 73.5 70 0.951 

Spending money to buy or update 

anti-spam filters 
32.1 47.1 70 0.014 

Reducing the efficiency of 

organisation’s email server  
78.6 82.4 86.7 0.718 

Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g.  viruses 
57.1 73.5 60 0.346 

*P values are based on chi-square test between businesses in different sizes; P values <0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 
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5.1.5.2 The effects of email spam on the performance of businesses, 
based on business sector 

Table  5.18 reveals that the percentage of businesses that spent money to buy or 

update anti-spam filters was greater in the finance and investment sectors than the 

other sectors (100%, p=0.04). 

Table  5.18: Percentages for the effects of email spam on the performance of 

businesses in different sectors 

Effects of email spam 

Business Sector P* 

P&M F&I T&T CS Other 

n=42 n=8 n=15 n=9  n=18 

Losing time and reducing productivity 59.5 87.5 86.7 88.9 72.2 0.134 

Spending money to buy or update 

anti-spam filters 
50 100 33.3 44.4 44.4 0.04 

Reducing the efficiency of 

organisation’s email server  
83.3 100 80 88.9 72.2 0.498 

Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
71.4 25 66.7 77.8 55.6 0.106 

*P values are based on Fisher's exact test between businesses in different sectors; P values <0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

Abbreviations: P&M = Production and Manufacturing, F&I = Finance and Investment, T&T = 

Technology and Telecommunication, and CS = Consulting Services. 

 

5.1.5.3 The effects of email spam on the performance of businesses, 
based on establishment year of business 

As seen in Table  5.19, there were no significant differences between old and new 

businesses in the effects of email spam on their performance. 

Table  5.19: Percentages for the effects of email spam on the performance of old 

and new businesses 

Effects of email spam 

Establishment Year P* 

Before 1994 

(Old) 

1994 and later 

(New) 

n=50 n=39 

Losing time and reducing  

productivity 
76 66.7 0.331 

Spending money to buy or update 

anti-spam filters 
54 46.2 0.463 

Reducing the efficiency of 

organisation’s email server  
86 79.5 0.415 

Computer infection by malicious 

programs, e.g. viruses 
68 59 0.379 

*P values are based on Chi-square test between businesses based on the establishment year; P 

values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 
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5.2 Discussion 

This section discusses results of the survey questions about the nature of email spam, 

the awareness of businesses about it, anti-spam filters, and the efforts to combat it. It 

also discusses the results of the questions about the effects of email spam on their 

performances, and the way they deal with spam. 

5.2.1 The Awareness of Businesses about Email Spam, Anti-spam 
Filters, and the Efforts to Combat it 

The results revealed that most businesses (90.2%, 95%CI: 82.9%-95%) knew about 

email spam and anti-spam filters, and about a quarter of businesses were aware of the 

government’s and ISPs’ efforts in Saudi Arabia to combat it. When comparing these 

results with other countries, such as Australia, it was found that all businesses in 

Australia were aware of email spam, its impacts, and the government legislation to 

combat it (ACMA 2011). The most common source of knowledge of businesses 

about email spam and anti-spam filters was self-education through the Internet and 

forums. Businesses thought that there was a deficiency in the efforts provided by 

government to raise their awareness about email spam and methods of combatting it. 

Previous research has revealed that the EU, Denmark and India conducted programs 

to raise awareness of online threats such as spam. The member states of the EU has 

conducted campaigns to make users aware of spam and the appropriate ways to deal 

with it (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005). The Confederation of Danish Industries and the 

Danish Consumer Ombudsman office has provided awareness programs for private 

individuals and companies explaining how to combat spam (Frost & Udsen 2006). 

Jidiga and Sammulal (2013) stated that: 

In India, the government organizations like MCIT (Ministry of 

Communication and Information technology) setup separate 

divisions to conduct a security awareness programs to the people, 

employees, students about spam.  

It can be concluded that collaboration between the Saudi Government, broadcast 

media, and ISPs in the education of businesses about email spam and methods of 

combating it could increase the awareness of businesses about email spam.  

In this study, most businesses in Saudi Arabia defined email spam in line with 
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international definitions of email spam as UCE (Boykin & Roychowdhury 2004; 

Cheng 2004; Sakkis et al. 2003). However,  this result differs from the definitions by 

researchers found in other studies such as Ahmed and Oppenheim (2006), Adam 

(2007), Polanski (2008), Fogel and Raghupathi (2013) and Arutyunov (2013) which 

considered UCE not as email spam, but as a quick and easy tool to advertise products 

and services to customers. 

The results showed that about two-fifths of businesses (40%, 95%CI: 29.6%-49.3%) 

educated their employees and customers about email spam and methods of 

combating it. Previous studies have indicated that the education and users’ awareness 

about spam are important tools in combatting it. D'Ambra (2007) stated that 

“education needs to play a larger role in the fight against spam as computer users 

either lack the understanding or are not interested in computer security”. Jidiga and 

Sammulal (2013) reported that private organisations in India were helping the 

government to conduct the awareness programs. The results suggest, therefore, that 

businesses should focus on education of their customers and employees about spam 

and anti-spam filters.  

5.2.2 The Nature of Email Spam Received by Businesses 

This section discusses the survey results about the nature of email spam received by 

businesses, such as the volume of spam, its languages, and types of Arabic and 

English email spam. 

5.2.2.1 The volume of email spam received by businesses 

Most Saudi businesses reported receiving email spam, with an average 4,400 spam 

received per week. A previous study conducted on 500 US and Finnish companies 

found that an average of 1,987,000 spam emails were received by companies each 

week (Siponen & Stucke 2006). Another study revealed that UK companies received 

an average of 101,500 email spam per week (Computer Fraud and security 2004). 

This indicated that American, Finnish and British companies, on average, received 

more email spam per week than Saudi companies. This could be because US, 

Finland and UK companies were more popular (Milletary & Center 2005) and have 

more customers and employees than Saudi companies (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 

2010), and so provide better targets than Saudi companies. 
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5.2.2.2 The languages of email spam received by businesses 

In this study, most email spam received by businesses in Saudi Arabia was written in 

English. This could be because English is the most used language in the world 

(Kirkpatrick 2007) and is the most popular language for email spam in English-

speaking and non-English–speaking countries (Ermakova 2010). This agrees with 

the finding of Shrivastava and Bindu (2012) that the most popular language for email 

spam around the world was English. Moreover, Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) reported 

that most of the email spam received in the EU was written in English, even though 

the EU includes about 12 different official languages. However, this result conflicts 

with other studies, such as a study by Symantec (2010) that showed that the highest 

percentage of email spam received in Brazil was in Portuguese (33%), while English 

(25.6%) was the second most-used language for spam in that country 

In this study, Arabic was the second most popular language used in email spam 

received by businesses. This agrees with the finding of a study by El-Halees (2009), 

which revealed that most email spam received in the Arab countries was written in 

Arabic, English, or mixed Arabic and English, possibly because Arabic is the official 

language of Saudi society (Chejne 2009). This could encourage Arabic spammers to 

write email spam in Arabic to make them more understandable for recipients (Zaidan 

et al. 2011) and reaping more financial benefits for spammers (Cook et al. 2006).  

5.2.2.3 The types of email spam received by businesses 

In this study, the most common type of Arabic email spam related to forums; while 

the most common type of English email spam was phishing and fraud. The types of 

Arabic and English email spam received in Saudi Arabia were different from that in 

other languages received in different countries. This might be explained by the 

spammers’ culture, religion and country of origin (Abdoh, Musa & Salman 2009). 

Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) revealed that the most common types of English 

email spam received in Japan were related to commercial advertising, while the most 

common types of Japanese email spam were related to sexuality. Lev and Goldin 

(2006) described different types of spam for four countries: Russia, China, Germany 

and Korea. Email spam in Russia targets food, accessories, education and 

construction. In China, the most common type of email spam was the sale of fake 

invoices that are designed to reduce the tax burdens of different businesses, and anti-
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government spam. Subjects of spam in Germany included racist and white 

supremacist spam. In Korea, typical types of spam included financial or mortgage-

related emails (Lev & Goldin 2006). Ermakova (2010) reported that the most 

common type of English email spam in non-English-speaking countries was for 

English courses.  

The results showed that there were significant differences between Arabic and 

English email spam received by businesses. More emails related to forums and 

political and religious emails were received in Arabic than in English. It might be 

that forums are a favourite way for Saudis to communicate with each other in Saudi 

Arabia (Al-Saggaf 2004) and are used for educational, financial (Stone-Gross et al. 

2011), religious and political purposes (Grossman 2004; Martinkova 2008; Sweet 

2003). 

In this study, more pornographic emails received by businesses were in English than 

in Arabic. In Saudi Arabia, the religion is Islam, and Islam prohibits pornography 

(Al-A'ali 2007), but  pornography is also forbidden by Arabic culture (Abdoh, Musa 

& Salman 2009). Both could serve to reduce the number of pornographic emails 

received in Arabic. This finding agrees with a study conducted in the USA by Hind 

(2003), which revealed that the most frequent type of email spam received by 

American users was pornographic.  

The results of this study revealed that percentage of products and services emails was 

higher in English than Arabic. This is similar to the results of a study by Yamakawa 

and Yoshiura (2010), which revealed more commercial advertising in email spam in 

English than in Japanese. A possible reason could be that businesses’ email 

addresses are added to the mailing lists of other sectors that the businesses dealt with 

previously, or that they contracted with them to achieve financial benefits (i.e. make 

a commercial partnership between Saudi businesses and foreign sectors in English-

speaking countries) (Ramady & Sohail 2010). This might lead to the harvesting of 

email addresses of Saudi businesses by English spammers and a larger number of 

products and services advertisements in English than in Arabic.  

There were more phishing and fraud emails in English than in Arabic in the results of 

this survey. It is possible that most businesses designed online payment portals with 
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English interfaces (AlGhamdi & Drew 2012), which encourages spammers to design 

fake portals comparable to the original ones, and attach them in email spam. This 

could result in more phishing and fraud emails in English than Arabic. 

5.2.3 How Businesses Deal with Email Spam 

The results showed that over half of the businesses (58.7%, 95%CI: 48.5%-68.5%) 

in surveyed had a business unit or team to manage network security. Previous 

research has revealed that establishing business management or teams to manage 

information security is important to protect the organisation’s network from potential 

security attacks. According to Vroom and Von Solms (2004): 

… with the introduction of information technology and the 

resulting security challenges that organizations face daily, it has 

become essential to ensure the security of the organization’s 

information and other valuable assets. 

The results of this study showed that the most common responsibility of employees 

in businesses units charged with fighting spam was to set and update Internet 

security software and hardware. Several tasks have been undertaken by information 

security management or units in businesses to combat security attacks, and one of 

these tasks was Internet security software management. Von Solms (2005) stated that 

examples of the information security operational management activities in the 

organisations were installing and updating Internet security software, and renewing 

software licences. Johnson and Koch (2006) reported that about 12% of the IT 

department budgets of American organisations were spent on network security. 

Another task specified for combatting security attacks in businesses, in the results of 

this study, was to design security policies (Sorkin 2001). Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) 

reported that some companies developed security policies, and an example of these 

companies was the ePrivace Group, which developed security policies such as the 

Trusted Email Open Standard (TEOS). This study found that a bit over quarter of 

Saudi businesses (25.7%, 95%CI: 13.6%-41.7%) had developed security policies for 

their organisations. A study conducted by Sunner (2005) on 182 IT security 

professionals in the UK revealed that 51% had formal policies regarding security 

attacks. This finding suggests that Saudi businesses should have a focus on designing 
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security policies by to combat different security attacks (Sorkin 2001). However, 

employees’ negligence or ignorance of the security policies in the organisations can 

also result in the organisations being more targeted for security breaches. Vroom and 

Von Solms (2004) found that 48% of the security breaches in organisations were due 

to employees’ ignorance of the security policies. In this study, about two-thirds of 

businesses (64.1%, 95%CI: 54%-73.4%) have been affected by malicious programs 

such as trojans and viruses.  This is a high percentage that indicates the need for 

further efforts by Saudi businesses to protect their networks from potential security 

attacks.   

About one-fifth of businesses (18.5%, 95%CI: 11.6%-27.3%) had employees with a 

specific responsibility to combat email spam. Previous studies have demonstrated 

that employing qualified staff can help in fixing problems related to email spam. 

Arutyunov (2013) reported that an American company allocated one full-time IT 

person to fix spam-related problems for every 690 employees. Ridzuan, Potdar and 

Talevski (2010) stated that companies need to spend money to buy the necessary 

anti-spam filters, recruit employees to deal with spam problems, and provide the 

required training for those employees to improve their understanding of email spam. 

It is clear that either the recruitment of qualified employees with expertise in the 

field of network security in general and spam in particular, or outsourcing the 

maintenance and management of the anti-spam filters, would help in reducing the 

effects of email spam on the performance of businesses (Frost & Udsen 2006). 

Most Saudi businesses (80.4%, 95%CI: 71.5%-87.5%) used anti-spam filters to 

combat email spam. A technology consultant at one of the companies that sell email 

security products recommended that network managers use an email firewall with 

anti-spam and anti-virus software to monitor and clean machines, update the 

software regularly, and implement intrusion detection software to prevent spammers’ 

activities from taking place within the firewall (Everett 2004). The use of effective 

anti-spam filters by businesses could reduce the volume of email spam and save 

millions of dollars (Osterman Research Inc. 2008). Osterman Research Inc. (2008) 

has indicated that the cost of email spam for a company with 1,200 employees could 

be $2.4 million, but by using anti-spam filters, they could save $1.2 million. 

Renewing the licence or updating anti-spam filters can cost businesses a lot of 
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money, especially small companies, but this cost is still lower than the cost to 

productivity caused by spam (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). In this study, more 

than half of Saudi businesses (54.3%, 95%CI: 44.2%-64.3%) spent money to apply 

or update anti-spam filters in the company.  

5.2.4 The Effects of Email Spam on the Performance of Businesses 

The results have shown that the greatest effect of email spam on the performance of 

Saudi businesses was reduction in the efficiency of the organisation’s email server 

due to receiving a large volume of email spam (82.6%, 95%CI: 73.9%-89.3%). The 

huge volume of email spam could be a burden on the email server (Mo et al. 2006), 

as spam is received and stored in email inboxes, and some spam might have 

attachments. Downloading these attachments can result in consumption of the 

organisation’s bandwidth (Cook et al. 2006). This suggests that developing anti-

spam filters to block email spam before it arrives companies’ networks would be 

more efficient.  Another suggestion is that “companies need to deploy security 

measures on network servers to prevent spammers from hacking the server” 

(Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). These suggestions can be implemented to reduce 

the effects of email spam on the efficiency of email server systems in Saudi 

businesses. 

The second effect of email spam on the performance of Saudi businesses was loss of 

time and reduced productivity (71.7%, 95%CI: 62%-80.2%). Employees spent time 

isolating spam emails from legitimate emails and fixing problems caused by spam 

(Bujang & Hussin 2013; Pérez-Díaz et al. 2012). Employees also waste time 

checking spam folders to avoid losing important emails that are misclassified by 

anti-spam filters (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). A study by Siponen and Stucke 

(2006) indicated that employees in the USA and Finland wasted an average of 13 

minutes daily in fixing email spam problems. Another study conducted in Germany 

indicated that the time spent to identify and delete email spam was about1,200 

minutes per employee per year (Caliendo et al. 2008). When employees waste time 

dealing with email spam it can cost companies in productivity. The Singapore 

Infocomm Development Authority (IDA) indicated that the total cost of spam for 

consumers was about S$23 million in lost productivity each year (Leng 2006). The 

GDP loss due to processing email spam in Japan was about 500 billion yen a year 
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(Takemura & Ebara 2008). It can be concluded that email spam can reduce 

companies’ productivity and in turn affect the economy of countries. This suggests 

that Saudi Arabia needs to focus further on mitigating email spam. 

5.2.5 Demographic Information of Businesses and Email Spam 
Characteristics 

This section discusses email spam characteristics based on different factors, such as 

business size, business sector and establishment year of the business. 

5.2.5.1 Discussion of results, based on businesses size 

Statistically significant differences have been found in the awareness of small, 

medium and large businesses about email spam and anti-spam filters. The results 

have shown that large businesses had more knowledge about email spam and anti-

spam filters than small and medium businesses. The reason may be due to the lack of 

knowledge of small and medium businesses about the Internet and technology. 

Burgess (2002) found that the awareness and knowledge of small and medium 

enterprises (SMEs) about ICT was low. This finding is supported by studies by 

Dojkovski, Lichtenstein and Warren (2007) and Margariti et al. (2007), which 

revealed that small and medium businesses were less aware of security issues than 

large businesses. This suggests that additional efforts are required by relevant 

agencies in Saudi Arabia to increase the awareness of small and medium businesses 

about security issues such as email spam. According to Dojkovski, Lichtenstein and 

Warren (2007), “SMEs need external support in order to develop the necessary 

proactivity to promote and support information security culture internally”. 

Large businesses provided more education and awareness for their employees and 

customers about email spam and methods of combating it, than small and medium 

businesses. This could be because small and medium businesses lack the budget and 

the specialised trainers to conduct education and awareness programs. This is 

supported by Furnell, Gennatou and Dowland (2000), who stated that small and 

medium sized businesses provide inadequate awareness, training and education 

programs regarding information security issues, and this might be because of the lack 

of funds, time and specialised knowledge and instructors to coordinate these 

programs. 
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The results indicated that large and medium-sized businesses received more email 

spam than small businesses. This finding is inconsistent with a previous study by 

Siponen and Stucke (2006), which revealed that small businesses were targeted more 

by email spam than were medium and large businesses. This might be because large 

and medium businesses were more popular (Milletary & Center 2005), and the 

average number of employees and customers who deal with them was greater than 

the average number in small businesses (i.e. it is profitable for spammers to reach 

more recipients and this can be achieved through customers in large and medium 

businesses) (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). This could result in large and 

medium businesses being targeted more than small businesses by spammers. 

The percentage of large businesses that had business units or team to manage 

network security, and which used anti-spam filters to block email spam, was greater 

than the percentages in small and medium businesses. Possibly larger businesses can 

afford to allocate more money to establish units for network security and allocate 

qualified employees to manage network security measures, which is less achievable 

for small and medium businesses (Johnson & Koch 2006; Yeniman Yildirim et al. 

2011). However, the discrepancy might also be explained by small and medium 

businesses outsourcing the management of their networks and network security to 

technical companies or ISPs, or hiring employees or experts to deal with security 

issues such as spam (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). 

5.2.5.2 Discussion of results, based on businesses sector 

The results have shown that businesses working in the finance and investment, and 

technology and telecommunication sectors, were more aware of email spam and anti-

spam filters than other sectors. There are several possible reasons for this. The 

finance and investment sectors deal with important customer information, such as 

credit card numbers, and they are required to keep customers’ information confident 

and secure (Hwang, Chen & Lee 2007; Schwartz & Janger 2007). This requires 

greater understanding about security threats, such as email spam, and appropriate 

ways to combat them. Another reason could be that the finance and investment 

sector relies more than other sectors on information technology for their business 

operations, and are thus more aware of email spam and anti-spam filters than other 

sectors. According to Yeh and Chang (2007), “banking and finance appeared heavily 
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reliant on Information Technology more than other businesses”.  

One would expect that the technology and telecommunication sectors are necessarily 

more aware of email spam and anti-spam filters because of the nature of the field. A 

study conducted by Sathiyaseelan and Filmore (2011) found that most of the 

employees in the information technology organisations were aware about 

technologies and technical methods used in their organisations.  

All finance and investment sectors (100%) provided awareness programs for their 

employees and customers about email spam and anti-spam filters, and this 

percentage was higher than in all other sectors. This might be because the finance 

and investment sectors are targeted more often by attackers than other sectors 

(Ramanathan & Wechsler 2012), increasing the need for awareness and education to 

avoid the effects of security attacks caused by spam. Conducting the security 

awareness programs for employees and customers who work in or deal with this 

sector is necessary to guarantee the safety of confidential information. Kumar (2005) 

argued for awareness and education programs for employees and customers in the 

financial sectors. Previous research has indicated the need for financial institutions to 

provide more customer awareness programs about information security. Mahdi, 

Rezaul and Rahman (2010) found that approximately half of the participants asserted 

the need for the financial and investment sectors in the UK to increase their efforts in 

customer and employee awareness of security issues. 

A significant difference was found in the results of this study between types of email 

spam received in different sectors. The finance and investment sector received a 

higher percentage of phishing and fraud emails than the other sectors. One possible 

reason might be that attackers target the security vulnerabilities of the finance and 

investment sector systems and infect employees’ computers in order to obtain 

important information. This is supported by a report that “If an employee’s desktop 

from one of the specific banks becomes infected, the virus recognizes this and 

attempts to steal data to compromise the bank” ('New Bugbear targets banks'  2003). 

This could make the finance and investment sector a favoured target of criminals. 

Previous studies have also indicated that this sector may be more targeted by 

attackers and phishers than other sectors. Ramanathan and Wechsler (2012) found 

that banking services are one of the sectors targeted by attackers. Another study by 
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Hind (2003) indicated that over 1,200 web addresses of banks and financial 

institutions were inserted to phishers’ and attackers’ lists. Kumar (2005) also 

suggested that “Banks should take steps to make their customers and employees 

aware of basic security practices”. It is clear, then, that the finance and investment 

sector in Saudi Arabia needs to increase its employees’ and customers’ awareness of 

about the security issues caused by email spam.  

The results of this study have shown that the finance and investment sector in Saudi 

Arabia, more than the other sectors, has established business units and created teams 

to manage network security of the organisation, and used anti-spam filters to block 

email spam. Its security efforts are better than those of the other sectors. Yeh and 

Chang (2007) reached a similar conclusion, finding that banking and finance 

businesses in Taiwan did more to combat security attacks than other businesses. This 

may be because of the importance of the finance and investment sectors’ customer 

information, which requires additional efforts to protect them (Hwang, Chen & Lee 

2007). A study conducted by Mahdi, Rezaul and Rahman (2010) revealed that about 

half of the participants in their UK study said that financial institutions are required 

to protect their information from potential security attacks. However, technical 

efforts can impact on the budget of this sector (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). 

The results of this study found that the finance and investment sector spends a lot of 

money on network security compared to other sectors. 

5.2.5.3 Discussion of results, based on establishment year of 
businesses  

The results showed that significant differences between old and new businesses in 

terms of their awareness of email spam and anti-spam filters, and also in their 

dealing with it. Old businesses knew more about email spam and anti-spam filters 

than new businesses. One explanation for this could be that old businesses have 

probably expanded geographically, which could require connecting and linking 

branches in different places with the head office by the Internet, and involves 

providing the necessary security measures (Mazidah & Burairah 2014). This is 

supported by the results of the researcher’s study, which found that more old 

businesses than new businesses created business units or teams to manage network 

security. This could increase their knowledge about information technology. It may 

also be that more old businesses than new businesses use e-commerce to offer 
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products and sales via the Internet (Passari, Radmand & Batoie 2013; Turban et al. 

2009). This may help old businesses to gain a better understanding of the Internet 

and its application, such as anti-spam filters. There is clearly a need, then, for new 

businesses to increase their awareness of email spam and effective methods to 

combat it. 

5.3 Conclusions 

This chapter described, analysed and discussed the survey results regarding the 

awareness of Saudi businesses about email spam, anti-spam filters and the efforts to 

combat it in Saudi Arabia. It also presented, analysed and discussed the results for 

the nature of email spam as perceived by Saudi businesses, its effects on their 

performance, and how they dealt with it, based on some factors that have been used 

in some previous studies, including business size, business sector and establishment 

year of the business. The main conclusions of the business survey addressing the 

research questions are presented in the following paragraphs. 

Most Saudi businesses were aware of email spam, as evidenced by defining it as 

UCE and UBE, which agreed with most of the international definitions. The most 

common source of their knowledge was through the Internet. The efforts of the 

government and relevant agencies in Saudi Arabia to combat it and raise awareness 

were limited. Although few Saudi businesses were unaware of email spam and anti-

spam filters, some businesses provided awareness programs for their employees and 

customers. This suggests the need for additional efforts by the government and 

relevant agencies to inform businesses about email spam and related issues. 

Not surprisingly, the highest percentage of email spam received by Saudi businesses 

was written in English, with Arabic the second most frequent language. However, 

there were many differences between the Arabic and English email spam. There 

were more political and religious emails and emails related to forums in Arabic than 

in English, but more pornography, products and services, and phishing and fraud 

emails in English than in Arabic. Although some of the dangerous types of email 

spam (e.g. phishing and fraud) are more limited in Arabic, there were attempts from 

Arab spammers to develop it and spread it in Saudi Arabia for financial gain. This 

suggests the need for further efforts and preparation by government and industry to 
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combat this type of email spam. 

Saudi businesses had made some technical attempts to deal with security issues such 

as email spam. These efforts included establishing business units or teams to manage 

network security, allocating specific employees to deal with spam problems, and 

using anti-spam filters. However, some businesses had not made any effort to use 

technical methods or tools to limit the effect of security attacks on their work and 

productivity, which implies that businesses should concentrate on technical measures 

and tools to protect their networks. 

Email spam had some effects on the performance of Saudi businesses. The main 

effect was to reduce the efficiency of the organisation’s email server due to the 

receipt of huge volumes of spam. This wastes employees’ time in fixing ensuing 

problems, and can result in loss of productivity. Reduced productivity can also affect 

Saudi economic growth, as indicated in the large financial cost of email spam to 

countries such as the US (Cook et al. 2006) and Singapore (Leng 2006) for the same 

reason. Again, this raises the need for additional efforts by Saudi Arabian 

Government authorities to combat email spam. These efforts could be legal, 

technical and educational. 

The results of this chapter described the experiences of Saudi businesses as email 

users and how they deal with it. If the email spam issue is investigated from point of 

view the sector (i.e. ISPs) that is responsible for providing the Internet service in 

Saudi Arabia, fruitful results can be expected. The next chapter will describe the 

survey results of the nature of email spam as perceived by Saudi ISPs, its effects, 

how the ISPs deal with it, and their evaluation of the effectiveness of anti-spam 

filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam.  
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6. Chapter 6: An Assessment of Email Spam among 
Saudi ISPs 

This chapter presents the results of the survey of Saudi ISPs. It includes the 

awareness efforts about email spam provided by ISPs for their customers and 

employees, the nature of email spam that they blocked, and how the ISPs in Saudi 

Arabia dealt with it. Information is provided about the anti-spam filters used by ISPs 

to block email spam and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English spam as 

perceived by Saudi ISPs.  

The chapter is divided into the following sections.  

• Section  6.1: presents the results of the questionnaire for ISPs.  

• Section  6.2: discusses the results of the questionnaire for ISPs. 

• Section  6.3:  describes the conclusions of this chapter. 

6.1 Results 

This section describes the results of the survey of Saudi ISPs. It includes responses 

covering the ISPs activities in increasing employee and customer awareness of 

SPAM, the nature of the SPAM that they block, and how the ISPs go about 

attempting to block SPAM.  ISPs also reported which spam filtering systems they 

were using, and provided empirical feedback on the relative effectiveness of these 

systems against English and Arabic spam. 

The statistical test, paired sample t-test, was used to analyse the data. This test was 

employed to compare the means between two related groups (two dependent 

variables). In this study, the paired sample t-test compared the means between 

Arabic and English in the types of email spam (Table  6.4), their sources or origins 

(Table  6.5), and the effectiveness of content-based and origin-based filters in 

detecting email spam for both languages (Table  6.8).  

6.1.1 Participants’ Demographic information  

This section provides demographic information about Saudi ISPs. The information is 

presented in Table  6.1. Overall, 11 ISPs participated in this study, most of whom 
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were from the central region (63.64%). 

Most of the ISPs that participated in this study (45.5%) were classified as medium-

sized (50-249 employees). Approximately 54.5% of the ISPs were new (established 

in 1994 and later), while 45.5% were classified as old (established before 1994)7 

ISPs. 

Table  6.1: Distribution of ISPs in Saudi Arabia based on their demographic 

information  

Demographic Information Frequency Percentage (%) 

Region   

   Eastern 2 18.20 

   Western 2 18.20 

   Central 7 63.64 

ISP size   

   Small (1-49 Employees) 3 27.3 

   Medium (50-249 Employees) 5 45.5 

   Large (250 Employees and more) 3 27.3 
Establishment Year    

   Before 1994 (old) 5 45.5 

   1994 till now (new) 6 54.5 

 

6.1.2 Saudi ISPs Definition of Email Spam, their Awareness of 
Government Efforts to Combat it, and ISPs’ Efforts to Educate 
Employees and Customers about it  

Table  6.2 summarises the ISPs’ definition of email spam, their awareness of it, and 

education efforts to inform their employees and customers about email spam and 

anti-spam filters 

Most of the Saudi ISPs (62.5%, 95%CI8: 29.5%-88.1%) defined email spam as UCE. 

Saudi ISPs thought that the technical efforts conducted by CITC and KACST 

represented the main efforts of government to combat spam (63.6%, 95%CI: 34.8%-

86.3%). 

Approximately a quarter of ISPs (27.3%, 95%CI: 8.3%-56.5%) conducted 

                                                 
7
 1994 was the year Saudi Arabia entered the Internet Service(CITC 2012). Some ISPs were 

established before 1994 and worked in different business activities before providing Internet 

services. This included engineering and technology consultation services, photocopiers and 

computer equipment sales, software and technology products sales and mobile services. For this 

reason, they are classified as old, while ISPs that were established in 1994 or later were classified as 

new. 
8 95% Confidence Interval 
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workshops and training for employees and customers about email spam and anti-

spam filters. These workshops and training sessions were conducted every 4-6, 7-9 

and 10-12 months respectively (33.3%, 95%CI: 3.9%-82.3%). Approximately 

(54.5%, 95%CI: 27%-80%) of the ISPs provided awareness programs for employees 

and customers about email spam and methods of combatting it. 

Table  6.2: Percentages of distribution of the efforts of Saudi ISPs to educate their 

employees and customers about email spam, and anti-spam filters 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Definition of email spam     

   UBE 2 25 5.6-59.2 

   Email was sent from unknown 
senders and without recipients' 

permission to receive it 

1 12.5 1.4-45.4 

   UCE 5 62.5 29.5-88.1 

Government efforts to combat spam    

   Technical efforts by CITC and KACST 7 63.6 34.8-86.3 

   Awareness efforts by CITC 1 9.1 1-35.3 

   Receiving ISPs’ reports regarding 

spam issues 
3 27.3 8.3-56.5 

Conducting workshops and training for 

employees about email spam and anti-
spam filters 

   

   Yes 3 27.3 8.3-56.5 

   No 8 72.7 43.5-91.7 

Period of conducting workshops and 

training about email spam 
   

   Every 4-6 months 1 33.3 3.9-82.3 

   Every 7-9 months 1 33.3 3.9-82.3 

   Every 10-12 months  1 33.3 3.9-82.3 

Awareness of customers of email 

spam and anti-spam filters 
   

   Yes 6 54.5 27-80 

   No 5 45.5 20-73 

 

6.1.3 The Nature of Email Spam As Perceived by ISPs 

The results summarised in Table  6.3 show that all ISPs (100%, 95%CI: 80%-100%) 

reported blocking email spam, and the most popular language that they blocked was 

English (58.6%, 95%CI: 43.4%-73.8%). The second most common language of 

blocked email spam was Arabic (24.2%, 95%CI: 14.7%-33.7%). 
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Table  6.3: Percentages of ISPs that blocked email spam, and the languages used 

for the email spam that they blocked 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Blocking email spam    
   Yes 11 100 80-100 
   No 0 0 0-20 
Languages used for email spam    
   English 11 58.6 43.4-73.8 
   Arabic 11 24.2 14.7-33.7 
   Unrecognised languages 5 6.8 0-13.6 
   Other languages 6 10.4 1.4-22.2 

 

Table  6.4 showed a significant difference between the types of Arabic and English 

email spam blocked by Saudi ISPs. The percentage of pornographic email spam was 

higher in English than in Arabic (14% vs 4.4%, p=0.012). 

Table  6.4: Percentages of types of Arabic and English email spam blocked by Saudi 

ISPs 

Types of Email Spam 
Arabic (%) 

n=11 

English (%) 

n=11 

P* 

Business 40 20 0.685 
50 55 

30 70 

40 40 

10 10 

60 30 

40 30 

70 30 

60 55 

20 5 
10 50 

Mean 39 35.9 
Religious and political 0 0 0.6 

10 0 

30 10 

0 0 

0 0 

10 10 

10 20 

0 0 

0 1 
0 5 

0 0 

Mean 5.4 4.2 
Pornographic 0 20 0.012 

10 20 

10 5 

0 0 
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Types of Email Spam 
Arabic (%) 

n=11 

English (%) 

n=11 

P* 

0 20 

0 0 

15 20 

0 20 

4 30 
10 10 

0 10 

Mean 4.4 14 
Forums 60 60 0.78 

5 0 

10 5 

0 20 
60 50 

0 30 

10 20 

0 0 

12 0 

20 30 

80 20 

Mean 23.4 21.4 
Products and services 0 0 0.071 

15 15 
20 10 

30 0 

30 15 

30 0 

20 10 

30 50 

20 10 

40 30 

10 10 

Mean 22.3 13.6 
Phishing and fraud 0 0 0.148 

10 10 

0 0 

0 0 

0 5 

0 30 

5 0 

0 0 

4 4 

10 20 

0 10 
Mean 2.6 7.2 
Other 0 0 0.341 

0 0 

0 0 

30 40 

0 0 
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Types of Email Spam 
Arabic (%) 

n=11 

English (%) 

n=11 

P* 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

Mean 2.7 3.6 
*P values are based on paired-samples t-test between types of Arabic and English email spam; P 

values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

 

Significant differences were found between sources of Arabic and English email 

spam (see Table  6.5). Most of the Arabic email spam was sent from Saudi Arabia, 

and the percentage of Arabic email spam that sent from Saudi Arabia was higher 

than the percentage of English email spam sent from Saudi Arabia (41.4% vs 16.4%, 

p=0.031). The highest percentage of English email spam was sent from non-Arabic 

countries, and the percentage of English email spam that originated from non-Arabic 

countries was greater than the percentage of Arabic email spam (52.7% vs 8.2%, 

p=0.002). 

Table  6.5: Percentages of Arabic and English Email Spam from Various Sources 

Blocked by Saudi ISPs 

Source (Origin) of Email Spam 
Arabic (%) 

n=11 

English (%) 

n=11 

P* 

Saudi Arabia  41.4 16.4 0.031 

Other Arabic countries  29.5 11.4 0.064 

Non-Arabic countries 8.2 52.7 0.002 

Unknown  20.9 19.5 0.914 
*P values are based on paired-samples t-test between sources of Arabic and English email spam; P 

values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

6.1.4 How Saudi ISPs Deal with Email Spam 

The results for survey questions on how Saudi ISPs deal with email spam are shown 

in Table  6.6. Most Saudi ISPs (81.8%, 95%CI: 53%-96%) had business units or 

teams to manage network security, and the greatest responsibility of employees in 

these units (55.6%, 95%CI: 25.4%-82.7%) was setting up and updating Internet 

security software and hardware. About half of Saudi ISPs (54.5%, 95%CI: 27%-

80%) did not have specific employees to combat email spam.  

All ISPs (100%, 95%CI: 80%-100%) used anti-spam filters to block email spam. As 

well, all ISPs (100%, 95%CI: 80%-100%) used content-based filters, of which the 
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most popular was Iron Port (45.5%, 95%CI: 20%-73%). Ten of the ISPs (90.9%, 

95%CI: 64.7%-99%) used origin-based filters, of which the most popular were 

blacklists (100%, 95%CI: 78.3%-100%). 

Table  6.6: Percentages of Saudi ISPs dealing with email spam 

Question Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Having business unit or team to 

manage network security 
   

   Yes 9 81.8 53.3-96 

   No 2 18.2 4-46.7 

Responsibilities of  business units or 

teams regarding network security 
   

   Setting up and updating Internet 

security software and hardware 
5 55.6 25.4-82.7 

   Reporting security attacks to CITC 2 22.2 4.9-54.4 

   Providing technical support for users 

regarding security issues 
2 22.2 4.9-54.4 

Having specific employees to combat 
email spam 

   

   Yes 5 45.5 20-73 

   No 6 54.5 27-80 

Using anti-spam filters to block email 

spam 
   

   Yes 11 100 80-100 

    No 0 0 0-20 

Types of anti-spam filters used to block 

email spam 
   

   Content-based filters 11 100 80-100 
   Origin-based filters 10 90.9 64.7-99 

Types of content-based filters    

   Iron Port 5 45.5 20-73 

   Brightmail 2 18.2 4-46.7 

   Barracuda 1 9.1 1-35.3 

   McAfee 1 9.1 1-35.3 

   Norman 1 9.1 1-35.3 

   Sophos 1 9.1 1-35.3 

   Forefront 1 9.1 1-35.3 

   Symantec 1 9.1 1-35.3 
   Mfiltro 1 9.1 1-35.3 

   Kaspersky 1 9.1 1-35.3 

Types of origin-based filters    

   Blacklists 10 100 78.3-100 

   Whitelists 3 30 9.3-60.6 

   Challenge response systems 2 20 4.4-50.3 

Updating anti-spam filters regularly    

   Yes 11 100 80-100 

   No 0 0 0-20 
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6.1.5 The Effects of Email Spam on the Performance of Saudi ISPs  

Table  6.7 summarises the effects of email spam on the performance of Saudi ISPs. 

Most Saudi ISPs (90.9%, 95%CI: 64.7%-99%) have been affected by email spam 

through spending money to buy or update anti-spam filters, while the fewest reported 

losing customers (36.4%, 95%CI: 13.7%-65.2%) due to the receipt of a large volume 

of email spam. 

Table  6.7: Percentage distribution of the effects of email spam on the 

performance of ISPs in Saudi Arabia  

Effects of email spam Frequency Percentage (%) 95% CI 

Loss of time and reduced productivity 5 45.5 20-73 

Spending money to buy or update filters 10 90.9 64.7-99 

Loss of customers due to receiving a large 

volume of spam 
4 36.4 13.7-65.2 

Consumption of bandwidth by excessive 

spam 
7 63.6 34.8-86.3 

 

6.1.6 The Effectiveness of Anti-spam Filters in Detecting Arabic and 
English Email Spam, as Perceived by Saudi ISPs 

Table  6.8 shows that there were significant differences in the effectiveness of 

content- and origin-based filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam, as 

evaluated by Saudi ISPs. Both content- and origin-based filters were more effective 

in detecting English email spam than Arabic email spam (84.1% vs 70.4%, p=0.025 

and 85% vs 70%, p=0.024 respectively).  

Table  6.8: The effectiveness of anti-spam filters in detecting Arabic and English 

email spam 

Types of anti-spam 

filters 

Effectiveness in 

detecting Arabic email 

spam (%) 

Effectiveness in 

detecting English email 

spam (%) 

P* 

Content-based filters 

(n=11) 

25 75 0.025 

100 100 

100 100 

75 75 

100 100 

100 100 

25 50 

50 75 

50 75 

75 75 

75 100 
Mean 70.4 84.1 
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Types of anti-spam 

filters 

Effectiveness in 

detecting Arabic email 

spam (%) 

Effectiveness in 

detecting English email 

spam (%) 

P* 

Origin-based filters 

(n=10) 

25 75 0.024 

100 100 

100 100 

75 100 
100 100 

75 75 

25 50 

75 75 

50 75 

75 100 

Mean 70 85 
*P values are based on paired-samples t-test between the effectiveness of content- and origin-based 

filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam; P values <0.05 were considered statistically 

significant. 

6.2 Discussion 

This section discusses the survey results for ISPs’ definition of email spam, their 

awareness of government efforts to combat spam in Saudi Arabia, and the awareness 

and education programs they provide their customers and employees. It also 

discusses the nature of email spam that ISPs blocked, their dealing with it, its effects 

on their performance, the anti-spam filters used in blocking email spam, and their 

perceived effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English email spam. 

6.2.1 Saudi ISPs’ Definition of Email Spam, and Their Efforts to 
Educate Employees and Customers  

The results indicated that Saudi ISPs’ most common definition of email spam was 

UCE. This was similar to the definitions found in other studies (Boykin & 

Roychowdhury 2004; Bujang & Hussin 2010; Cheng 2004; Pallas & Patrikakis 

2005). By contrast, other studies such as Ahmed and Oppenheim (2006), Adam 

(2007), Polanski (2008) and Arutyunov (2013) did not consider UCE as a definition 

of email spam and defined email spam as a way to promote business and product 

advertisements. This suggests the need in Saudi Arabia for an agreed definition of 

email spam that could be used to design policies, enact laws and develop anti-spam 

filters to combat it (Everett 2004). 

In this study, about a quarter of Saudi ISPs (27.3%, 95%CI: 8.3%-56.5%) conducted 

workshops and training for their employees about email spam and methods of 

combatting it, and just over half of the ISPs (54.5%, 95%CI: 27%-80%) provided 
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awareness programs for their customers about email spam and anti-spam filters. This 

indicates that more Saudi ISPs need to provide such programs for their employees 

and customers and in the process, they might improve their knowledge of email 

spam and reduce its effects on their performances. Raising employee and customer 

awareness about email spam is an important step to minimise it (Dantin & Paynter 

2005) and can be done by establishing awareness programs such as workshops, 

seminars and training (Refai & Nyanchama 2007). Šolić et al. (2011) stated that: 

As there are law regulations nowadays and technical solutions like 

spam filters on both users’ and providers’ side attention should be 

paid to the users’ behaviour and their awareness of how to 

suppress spam.  

This is supported by studies of ISPs in Greece (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005), Singapore 

(Leng 2006), who suggested workshops and newsletters, and Denmark, where Frost 

and Udsen (2006) reported that nine Danish ISPs had setup an “ISP Security Forum” 

organisation, and one of the responsibilities of this organisation was to provide 

common guidelines for customers about email spam and filters used to combat it.  

Overall, it can be concluded that the efforts of Saudi ISPs to inform employees and 

customers was low, and that they should focus on the awareness of Saudi society. 

This could be achieved by conducting campaigns to make users aware of email spam 

and anti-spam filters (Europa 2007), and creating awareness centres in the ISPs for 

providing workshops and training for their employees and customers (Refai & 

Nyanchama 2007).    

6.2.2 The Nature of Email Spam Blocked by Saudi ISPs 

This section discusses the nature of email spam blocked by Saudi ISPs, such as its 

volume, its languages, and types and sources (origins) of Arabic and English email 

spam. 

6.2.2.1 The languages of email spam blocked by ISPs 

The average number of email spam blocked by Saudi ISPs was 1,500,000 per week. 

English was the most used language of the blocked email spam, while Arabic ranked 

second. One reason for this could be that English is the most used language in the 
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world (Kirkpatrick 2007) and Arabic is the official language in Saudi Arabia (Chejne 

2009). Another reason could be that the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs were 

more effective in detecting English email spam than Arabic. This is supported by 

other studies (Çıltık & Güngör 2008; El-Halees 2009; Nguyen, Tran & Nguyen 

2008), which found that the anti-spam filters performed better in detecting English 

than non-English spam.  

Another possibility for spammers using English in writing email spam rather than 

other languages is that English may be understandable by most people in different 

countries, so English spam could reach more recipients and be more profitable 

(Ermakova 2010). This finding is similar to those of previous studies (Pfleeger & 

Bloom 2005; Shrivastava & Bindu 2012), which have indicated that most of the 

world’s email spam is written in English. 

6.2.2.2 The types of Arabic and English email spam blocked by ISPs 

The most common type of email spam blocked, for both Arabic and English, were 

business advertisements. This finding concurs with those of studies conducted in 

other countries. Dantin and Paynter (2005) found that New Zealand ISPs blocked 

mostly product and business offers. Chigona et al. (2005) found that South African 

ISPs blocked mostly business emails.  

However, these types differ from the types of email spam blocked in Japan and 

Russia. Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) found that most common type of Japanese 

email spam were related to sexuality. Ermakova (2010) indicated that the most 

common types of English, French, Russian and Italian email spam blocked in Russia 

were focused on medicine, tourism and education. This indicates that the types of 

email spam in different language that were blocked in different countries could rely 

on factors such as the culture, religion and motivation of the spammers. Abdoh, 

Musa and Salman (2009) reported this effect, with email spam content (e.g. 

commercial, pornographic, malicious programs) differing from one country to 

another due to the motivations and cultures of spammers. The results of this study 

support this conclusion, revealing a higher percentage of pornographic emails in 

English than in Arabic, possibly due to the Islamic religion and the culture of Saudi 

society, which prohibits pornography content (Al-A'ali 2007).   
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6.2.2.3 The sources (origins) of Arabic and English email spam 
blocked by ISPs 

Most of the Arabic email spam was sent from Saudi Arabia, while the highest 

percentage of English email spam was sent from non-Arabic countries. According to 

Lev and Goldin (2006), factors used to identify the source of email spam or 

spammers include spammer’s Internet Protocol (IP), domain location, and the email 

content. A study conducted by Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) revealed that most 

Japanese email spam was sent from China and Taiwan, while only 10% of Japanese 

spam originated from Japan. By comparing the results of these two studies, it can be 

clearly seen that both Saudi Arabia and Japan have their own spammers, but the 

percentage of Japanese email spam originating in Japan was lower than the 

percentage of Arabic email spam originating in Saudi Arabia. This might be 

explained by the strict laws against spam in Japan; which could make Japanese 

spammers resort to using other countries that do not enact laws against spam, to 

avoid legal punishment. Lev and Goldin (2006) suggest that ”the spam to legitimate 

email ratio in Japan is much lower than average due to the strict attitude towards law 

enforcement”. Khong (2004) pointed to the existence and nature of laws to combat 

spam in some countries but not others, which may lead more spammers to choose to 

send spam from countries that do not legislate against sending spam to other 

countries. This suggests the need to enact laws against spam in Saudi Arabia to help 

reduce the volume of email spam.  

Other studies have also investigated the origin of email spam in different countries. 

Hinde (2002) pointed out that most of the fraud emails received in the USA were 

sent from Africa, especially Nigeria. Pfleeger and Bloom (2005) reported that most 

of the email spam received in the EU originated from North America. Another study 

conducted in South Africa showed that most of the email spam were sent from 

China, India, and North Korea (Chigona et al. 2005). In Singapore, about 77% of 

email spam received was sent from outside of Singapore (Leng 2006). It can be 

concluded, then,  that most of the email spam received in different countries such as 

Saudi Arabia, Japan and South Africa was originated from Asian countries, as found 

by Computer Fraud and Security (2008). This suggests the need for regional or 

international collaboration to combat spam legally, educationally and technically 

(Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005).  
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6.2.3 How Saudi ISPs Dealt with Email Spam 

Although technical efforts, such as security measures, are one of the essential 

methods ISPs should provide to protect the security of organisations and networks of 

customers, Saudi ISPs seemed not to consider these measures: some Saudi ISPs had 

not established businesses units or created teams to manage network security. This 

might be because Saudi ISPs outsource the task, such as to technical companies, or 

hire external employees to manage security issues (Frost & Udsen 2006; Ridzuan, 

Potdar & Talevski 2010). Studies have demonstrated the importance of security 

departments in ISPs. Vroom and Von Solms (2004) emphasised the security 

challenges emerging with the information technology revolution and the importance 

of assuring the organisation’s security. Such departments install and update Internet 

security software and hardware to block security attacks (von Solms 2005), and 

require an adequate budget (Johnson & Koch 2006). It is suggested, therefore, that 

Saudi ISPs focus on technical efforts to prevent security attacks. This could be 

achieved by establishing security units, departments or teams. 

Approximately half of Saudi ISPs (45.5%, 95%CI: 20%-73%) had employees 

specifically to combat email spam. Employing expert employees to deal with the 

issue is an important way to mitigate it. Alongi (2004) suggested that “ISPs hire 

employees to screen spam, install filtering programs, terminate spammer accounts, 

and file lawsuits”. Alepin (2004) suggested that ISPs hire personnel to solve 

problems caused by email spam, provide technical support for customers and deal 

with users’ complaints about spam. In different countries, ISPs create forums, 

groups, or teams of employees to combat spam. In the USA, one of the largest ISPs 

UUNET, created a team of six employees with a budget of one million dollars and 

with a specific responsibility to combat spam (Khorsi 2007). On a broader level, 

about 150 ISPs in the UK established LINX, a forum to combat spam and tackle 

spammers. Malcolm Hutty, a LINX regulation officer, stated that LINX was the best 

practice to combat spam and it contributed to reducing the volume of spam to less 

than 1% in the UK ('ISPs get tougher on spam'  2004). It can be seen from this 

discussion that the volume of email spam could potentially be reduced by creating a 

specific group, forum, or team of employees within ISPs or between ISPs across the 

country. 
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6.2.4 The Effects of Email Spam on the Performance of Saudi ISPs  

One of the responsibilities of the ISPs is to use advanced anti-spam filters to block 

email spam, and these filters can be software or hardware (Lam & Yeung 2007). 

However, applying and updating these filters comes at a cost (Ridzuan, Potdar & 

Talevski 2010). Moustakas, Ranganathan and Duquenoy (2005) found that ISPs pay 

a lot of money for infrastructure to develop anti-spam filters (hardware or software). 

The results of this study indicated that the greatest impact of spam on the 

performance of Saudi ISPs was the substantial expense of buying and updating anti-

spam filters (90.9%, 95%CI: 64.7%-99%). Nevertheless, spammers continuously 

develop methods to bypass these filters (Wittel & Wu 2004), which necessitates 

updating the filters. Previous studies have discussed the cost to ISPs of combatting 

spam ISPs to combat spam in different countries. The US FTC forum reported that 

American ISPs spent billions of dollars to stop spam (Allman 2003), and an EU 

study revealed that ISPs paid about 10 billion euros a year (Garcia, Hoepman & 

Nieuwenhuizen 2004).  

Ridzuan, Potdar and Talevski (2010) claimed that although deploying or updating 

anti-spam filters is expensive, this is still lower than the cost of email spam to 

productivity. The use of anti-spam filters by ISPs can filter and delete email spam 

automatically, saving ISP employees’ time and increasing their productivity (Kohn 

2002). The results of this study showed that approximately half of Saudi ISPs 

(45.5%, 95%CI: 20%-73%) reported that fixing problems related to email spam 

wasted on average 4 hours a week and reduced productivity. In Germany, Caliendo 

et al. (2012) revealed that ISPs spent an average of 25 minutes each week solving 

email spam issues. A US study reported a cost of 40 minutes weekly to fix such 

problems (Brod 2004). These results found that Saudi ISPs lost a higher average 

number of hours to fix problems caused by spam than those in countries such as 

Germany and the US. The loss of productivity has the potential to affect the 

economic growth of Saudi Arabia, hence the need for additional efforts by relevant 

agencies and government authorities to combat it.  

The second impact of email spam on the performance of Saudi ISPs was 

consumption of the bandwidth of excessive email spam (63.6%, 95%CI: 34.8%-

86.3%). This can result in the need to spend more money, to buy extra bandwidth, as 
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Androutsopoulos et al. (2000) and Chigona et al. (2005) have pointed out. Cournane 

and Hunt (2004) point to the choice between providing subscribers with a slower 

Internet service and paying more money to increase the bandwidth which can result 

in increasing subscribers’ charges. This can affect the reputation of the ISPs and 

result in the loss of customers or subscribers (Khong 2001; Moustakas, Ranganathan 

& Duquenoy 2005; Potashman 2006; Smith 2004). In this study, about one-third of 

Saudi ISPs (36.4%, 95%CI: 13.7%-65.2%) reporting losing customers as a result of 

the large volume of email spam. A study conducted in the USA found that 7% of 

customers switched their ISPs because of an email spam issue (Gartner Group 1999). 

There is clearly a need for Saudi ISPs to increase their technical effort to reduce the 

volume of email spam, for the financial benefit not only of the ISPs themselves, but 

also their customers, and in turn, the economic growth of the country. 

6.2.5 The Anti-spam Filters Used by Saudi ISPs to Block Email Spam, 
and Their Effectiveness in Detecting Arabic and English Email 
Spam 

All Saudi ISPs used anti-spam filters to block email spam. The most common 

content-based filter used was Iron Port, with blacklists were the most common 

origin-based filters. Although all Saudi ISPs updated their anti-spam filters regularly, 

these filters (both content- and origin-based filters), were not perceived to be 

completely effective in detecting English and Arabic email spam. Spammers are 

constantly releasing new types of Arabic and English email spam, which can be 

difficult for the existing filters to block (Hayati & Potdar 2009; Wang et al. 2007). 

Previous studies investigated the anti-spam filters used by ISPs in several countries 

and their effectiveness in detecting email spam. In the USA, the most common filter 

used to block email spam was Brightmail, and its effectiveness in detecting email 

spam, as perceived by American ISPs, was 95% (Gartner Group 1999). South 

African ISPs applied anti-spam filters such as Postfix, Sender Policy Framework 

(SPF), SpamAssassin, Bayesian filters, distributed blacklists, heuristic engines, and 

statistical classification filters, and they found that the Bayesian filters were more 

effective than other filters in detecting email spam (Chigona et al. 2005). The ISPs in 

Greece deployed anti-spam filters such as Domain Name System Blacklists 

(DNSBLs), heuristic techniques, and custom technique to block email spam. They 

indicated that these filters misclassified some emails i.e. spam as legitimate and vice 

versa) (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). In New Zealand, two ISPs (TelstraClear and Xtra) 
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used commercial anti-spam filters to block email spam and they reported 

effectiveness levels of 30%-60% (Dantin & Paynter 2005). It can be concluded, 

therefore, that anti-spam filters are not effective in detecting all email spam, hence 

the need for the development and improvement of the current filters to increase their 

effectiveness in detecting new types of email spam in different languages. One 

strategy is for ISPs and companies that develop anti-spam filters to cooperate with 

each other. Discussion about the strengths and weakness of filters could lead to the 

production of filters with better performance (Potashman 2006).  

In this study, Saudi ISPs perceived the anti-spam filters to be more effective in 

detecting English than Arabic email spam. This is in line with the findings of El-

Halees’s study (2009). Other studies have also found that anti-spam filters were more 

effective for English than other languages: Çıltık and Güngör (2008) found this 

result for Turkish, and Nguyen, Tran and Nguyen (2008) for Vietnamese. 

Subramaniam, Jalab and Taqa (2010) suggested that “anti-spam methods used for 

English language spam detection may not produce higher performances given the 

nature of different human languages”. This discussion suggests that work is required 

to produce more effective anti-spam filters for detecting email spam in non-English 

languages, especially Arabic.  

6.3 Conclusions 

This chapter presents and discusses the efforts of Saudi ISPs to educate their 

customers and employees about email spam, the nature of email spam as perceived 

by ISPs, its effects on their performance, and how they dealt with it. This chapter 

also described the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs to block email spam, and 

their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English email spam. The following 

paragraphs describe the main conclusions of the ISP’s survey, which addresses some 

of the questions of this research. 

Saudi ISPs had no specific definition of email spam. And the most common 

definition was UCE, which is similar to the international definition (Boykin & 

Roychowdhury 2004; Bujang & Hussin 2010; Cheng 2004; Pallas & Patrikakis 

2005). A clear and specific definition of email spam could be used in designing 

policies and strategies to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia.   
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Saudi ISPs have made several efforts to educate their employees and customers 

about spam, such as conducting workshops for employees and providing awareness 

programs for customers. However, these efforts are still few. Greater efforts are 

needed, and the agreement on a common definition for email spam could contribute 

to finding solutions to the problems it causes in Saudi Arabia. 

The greatest percentage of email spam blocked by Saudi ISPs was written in English, 

and business advertisement emails were the most common type observed by Saudi 

ISPs in Arabic and English email spam. As most of the spam blocked by Saudi ISPs 

was written in English, this indicated that the anti-spam filters used by ISPs were 

more effective in detecting English email spam than non-English email spam. 

Therefore, work is needed to develop anti-spam filters that are more effective in 

detecting non-English email spam. 

Arabic and English email spam were sent from different countries. Most of the 

Arabic email spam was sent from Saudi Arabia, which suggests that the 

implementation of laws against spam in Saudi Arabia and penalties for creating it 

could reduce the incidence of spam. On the other hand, the highest percentage of 

English email spam was sent from non-Arabic countries. This indicates the need for 

international cooperation to trace spammers’ origins and to combat spam through the 

provision of awareness and education programs for email users about spam, the 

enactment of international legal regulations against spammers and development of 

more effective technical measures to block it (Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 

2005). 

All of the Saudi ISPs used technology, mainly anti-spam filters, to combat email 

spam. Applying and updating anti-spam filters costs ISPs a lot of money, but the cost 

was a disincentive to buying and updating filters and neither content- and origin-

based filters were perceived to be completely effective in detecting English but more 

particularly Arabic spam.  

The reason why anti-spam filters were not completely effective in detecting spam 

could be that spammers continuously develop new tricks to bypass these filters 

(Hayati & Potdar 2009; Wang et al. 2007). This encouraged the researcher to 

investigate tricks used by spammers in Arabic and English email spam, and to 
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suggest possible filters against spammers’ tricks, in particular those used in Arabic 

spam. To suggest appropriate filters against Arabic spammers’ tricks, the researcher 

reviewed previous studies of anti-spam filters and their effectiveness. The literature 

revealed that many filters have been proposed, but mostly to detect English language 

spam. Some of these filters have been classified by other researchers into subgroups 

based on the method used (e.g. reputation or content). The researcher decided to 

collect filters proposed or classified by other researchers and cluster them in a 

taxonomy (Chapter 7). This taxonomy helped the researcher in the following tasks: 

• To suggest possible filters against spammers' tricks, especially for Arabic email 

spam, which will be presented and discussed in Chapter 8. 

• To help the researchers or other future developers to improve or produce new 

filters for Arabic email spam.  

On this basis, the proposed taxonomy is presented and discussed in the next chapter, 

Chapter 7. It is followed by the description and discussion of the investigation of 

spammers’ tricks in Arabic and English emails, in Chapter 8. 
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7. Chapter 7: A Proposed Taxonomy of Email Spam 
Filters 

Several filters have been developed to detect email spam in different languages. 

However, these filters had a higher performance in detecting English email spam 

than non-English email spam such as Arabic (Çıltık & Güngör 2008; El-Halees 

2009; Nguyen, Tran & Nguyen 2008). As mentioned in the previous chapter 

(Chapter 6), Saudi ISPs reported that the existing anti-spam filters were more 

effective in detecting English email spam than Arabic email spam. This encouraged 

the researcher to review previous studies that propose filters to detect email spam. 

The literature revealed that a wide variety of filters have been proposed to detect 

English spam, and that some of the proposed filters have been classified by other 

researchers into subgroups based on the method used (e.g. content or reputation-

based filters). This resulted in collecting these filters that proposed or classified by 

other researchers to detect email spam, and cluster or organise them, in this study, 

into a taxonomy.  

Taxonomy plays a significant role in research and content management because it 

helps researchers understand and analyse complex domains. Taxonomy is important 

for the organisation of any information (Sujatha & krishna Rao 2011). The major 

advantages of taxonomies include the reduction of complexity and the identification 

of similarities and differences among objects (Bailey 1994). Consequently, the 

taxonomy proposed in this study could provide suggestions for new filters for the 

spammers' tricks observed in Arabic email spam, which will be presented and 

discussed in Chapter 8. This could be achieved by looking at filters used and their 

effectiveness in detecting English email spam, and then deciding which of these 

filters could be used to develop new filters to detect Arabic email spam.  

This chapter is divided into the following sections: 

• Section  7.1: describes the methodology used to develop the proposed taxonomy. 

• Section  7.2: further explains the email spam filters included in the taxonomy. 

• Section  7.3: discusses the effectiveness of reputation- and content-based filters, 

classified in the taxonomy, in detecting email spam. 
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• Section  7.4: concludes this chapter. 

7.1 Methodology Followed in the Development of the 
Proposed Taxonomy  

This section describes the process used to develop a taxonomy of email spam filters. 

It begins by reviewing taxonomies proposed by other researchers to participate in the 

fight against network security attacks, including spam. It also describes how the 

proposed taxonomy of email spam filters in this study has been developed by 

explaining the methodology followed to build the current taxonomy. 

7.1.1 Previous Taxonomies in the Field of Network Security 

Before discussing the methodology used to develop the taxonomy of email spam 

filters, it is necessary to review the literature on this subject. In the field of network 

security, including spam, a few taxonomies have been proposed. The aim of these 

taxonomies was to raise the awareness and interest of the research community about 

security issues (Gyongyi & Garcia-molina 2004), and to develop cost-effective 

countermeasures against security attacks (Mirowski, Hartnett & Williams 2009).  

Hansman and Hunt (2003) proposed a taxonomy of network and computer attacks. 

The authors divided the attacks into ten types: viruses, worms, trojans, buffer 

overflows, denial of service attacks, network-based attacks, physical attacks, 

password attacks, information gathering attacks, and blended attacks. Each type of 

attacks was divided into subtypes. The authors hoped that a taxonomy would 

increase the users’ knowledge about different types of security attacks, and help 

different bodies such as information and advisory bodies to understand and develop 

methods to combat them. 

Weaver et al. (2003) presented a taxonomy of computer worms based on worm 

target discovery and selection strategies, worm carrier mechanisms, worm activation, 

possible payloads, and plausible attackers. The authors noted that this taxonomy 

could help in understanding the classes of worms, the attackers who may employ 

them, and the potential payloads, which in turn could help understand the threats 

they pose. 

Mirowski (2009) developed a taxonomy of radio frequency identification (RFID) 
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attacker behaviours. The attacker behaviour was divided into two major types: 

attacker behaviour in a RFID authorisation system, and attacker behaviour in a RFID 

monitoring system. The authorisation system attacker behaviour was divided into 

two types: original tag and clone tag; and the monitoring system attacker behaviour 

was classified into three types: deny tag identification, deny reader and deny 

middleware database. The authors believed that “this taxonomy will help security 

practitioners understand RFID system security requirements and lead to more cost-

effective security countermeasures”. 

In the field of spam, a few taxonomies have been proposed, mostly about 

classification of web spam methods. Gyongyi and Garcia-Molina (2004) produced a 

comprehensive taxonomy of current web spam techniques proposed in previous 

studies to combat web spam. The proposed taxonomy included two main techniques: 

boosting techniques and hiding techniques. The boosting techniques were classified 

into two techniques: term spamming and link spamming; and hiding spamming was 

divided into three techniques: content hiding, cloaking and redirection. The authors 

explained each technique in the taxonomy and they believed that this taxonomy 

could help develop appropriate countermeasures against web spam. 

Another taxonomy of web spam detection methods was developed by Ghiam and 

Pour (2012). It is an update of a previous taxonomy presented by Gyongyi and 

Garcia-Molina (2004) which was described above. In this taxonomy, the authors 

added some techniques that were not included in the previous taxonomy, and 

modified others. They classified web spam detection into three types of techniques: 

link-based, hiding, and content-based. The link-based techniques were divided into 

link and ranking, and link farm. The hiding techniques were organised into two 

methods: cloaking and redirection; and content-based techniques were classified into 

two methods: link and content, and content analysis.   

Alperovitch, Judge and Krasser (2007) presented a taxonomy that examined email 

reputation systems properties, and they surveyed some of the approaches in previous 

works. The author categorised email reputation systems into two main identifiers: 

address-based identifiers and content-based identifiers. The address-based identifiers 

were classified into three sub-identifiers: IP-based, domain-based and email address–

based identifiers. Content-based identifiers were categorised into two methods: 
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fingerprinting and approximate text addressing. 

From the previous paragraphs, it can be clearly seen that a number of taxonomies in 

the field of network security have already been developed by previous studies. The 

researchers claimed that these taxonomies could help in developing methods to 

combat different attacks of network security, including spam (Gyongyi & Garcia-

molina 2004; Mirowski, Hartnett & Williams 2009). In the field of spam, a few 

taxonomies were found in previous studies, most of them related to the classification 

of web spam techniques. The literature reveals many methods that have been 

developed to combat email spam. However, no single taxonomy could be found to 

classify, organise or cluster these different methods. Therefore, this study tried to 

cover this gap by presenting a taxonomy of major email spam filters that could help 

in developing methods against email spam, particularly Arabic email spam. The 

development of proposed taxonomy is described in the following section. 

7.1.2 The Proposed Taxonomy 

One of the objectives of this study was to propose a taxonomy of email spam filters, 

comprising most of the anti-spam filters used to detect email spam. The purpose is to 

suggest which of these filters might be selected to develop new filters for Arabic 

email spam. The literature review found that methods have been developed to detect 

email spam, but no taxonomy that clusters or organises these filters. Therefore, this 

study cover this gap by presenting a taxonomy of current email spam filters to aid 

understanding of the anti-spam filters used to detect email spam, and by then 

suggesting the appropriate filters to detect spammers’ tricks used in Arabic email 

spam (presented and discussed in Chapter 8). 

The development of a taxonomy is a difficult process. The discipline of biology, 

which has a well-known taxonomy of living organisms (i.e. the Linnaean taxonomy), 

provides some guidance. According to Nickerson et al. (2009), “the traditional 

Linnaean taxonomy classifies organisms based on a predefined hierarchy of 

categories from kingdom to species”. There are also two types of taxonomy 

development in biology: phenetics and cladistics (Stevens 2003). Phenetics (also 

called numerical taxonomy) classifies organisms on the basis of similarity between 

their characteristics (Nickerson, Muntermann & Varshney 2010). Cladistics, 

however, “looks at the evolutionary relationships among organisms, not just their 
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common features” (Nickerson et al. 2009). 

The phenetics approach or numerical taxonomy was used, in the informatics, to 

classify objects based on their similarities (Nickerson, Varshney & Muntermann 

2013). This study also adopted the phenetic approach to classify anti-spam filters on 

the basis of the similarity between the methods used in filters to detect email spam.   

7.1.2.1 Taxonomy Requirements 

Before starting the work on designing a new taxonomy, it is important to define what 

a good taxonomy should include, or the requirements needed to produce a useful 

taxonomy (Hansman & Hunt 2003). Several requirements or attributes have been 

defined in previous studies (Hansman & Hunt 2003; Nickerson et al. 2009), and can 

help in producing a good taxonomy. These requirements are: 

1. The taxonomy should be structured. 

2. The taxonomy should be comprehensible, so that it can be understood by experts 

in the field of network security, and also by other interested people. 

3. The terminology should be based on existing knowledge and usage (in the field 

of email spam), to avoid confusion. 

4. The terms used in the taxonomy should be well-defined, to guarantee that there is 

no confusion in understanding its meaning. 

5. The taxonomy should be concise, with a limited number of characteristics, as 

overly complex classification with many characteristics might be difficult to 

apply. 

6. The taxonomy should be extendible to allow for adding new characteristics when 

new types of objects appear. 

Therefore, all previous requirements or attributes were followed in producing the 

taxonomy proposed in this study. To meet the second requirement, the taxonomy 

was tested by two experts in the field of network security and by other interested two 

persons. A checklist of these requirements was forwarded to them. Their feedback, 

mostly about terminology and the taxonomy structure, was received and the 

taxonomy was modified, based on their comments. 
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7.1.2.2 Taxonomy Elements (Constructs) 

This study used the phenetics approach, which classifies objects based on the 

similarities between characteristics. Consequently, this study classified the anti-spam 

filters based on the similarity between the methods used by filters to detect email 

spam. Previous studies have found that two major techniques are used to develop 

filters to combat email spam: reputation- and content-based techniques. The 

reputation-based techniques rely on information outside of the content of email 

messages (e.g. IP address or sender domain) to detect spam (Golbeck & Hendler 

2004), while the content-based techniques detect spam by examining the content of 

email messages (Cook et al. 2006). A number of filters proposed by previous studies 

were listed (see Table  7.1), under these two major techniques.  

Table  7.1: Types of email spam detection techniques 

Email SPAM Detection Techniques 

Reputation-based Techniques Content-based Techniques 

1. Blacklist 
2. Whitelist  

3. Challenge response system  

4. Origin diversity analysis  

5. Implicit method  

6. Explicit method 

7. Country-based 

8. Open proxy detection  

9. Grey list  

10. ProMail  

11. SMTP logs mining  
12. Mail volume  

1. Rule-based  
2. Bayesian method 

3. Chi-squared method 

4. Support vector machine  

5. Boosting method 

6. Maximum entropy model 

7. Memory-based learning 

8. Genetic algorithms 

9. Artificial immune system  

10. Artificial neural network  

11. k-nearest neighbours clustering 
12. Density-based clustering  

13. Decision trees 

14. Fingerprinting method 

15. Perceptron method 

16. Multi-layer networks 

17. Learning vector quantisers  

18. LINGER  

19. Honeypot method 

20. Zombie-based  

21. Keywords-based 
22. Phonetic string matching 

23. Random forest  

24. Classification and regression trees 

25. Random trees 

26. C4.5 (J48)  

27. Signature/checksum scheme 

28. K-mer  

29. Bayesian Mail Filter 
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Email SPAM Detection Techniques 

Reputation-based Techniques Content-based Techniques 

30. MN TF NB 

31. Bogofilter 
32. SpamCop 

33. SpamBayes 

34. Flexible Bayes 

35. MV Gauss NB 

36. MN Boolean NB 

37. MV Bernoulli NB 

38. RIPPER 

39. REPTree  

40. Decision stump  

41. ID3 
42. ADTree 

 

As well as their use in different sciences such as medicine and biology 

(Gopalakrishnan et al. 2006; Jin et al. 2006), some well-known techniques, such as 

decision trees and Bayesian, shown in Table  7.1, have also been used to develop 

filters to combat email spam. These methods have been classified by researchers who 

work in the field of spam, into different subgroups. The classification of these 

methods is discussed in the following two sections. 

7.1.2.2.1 Classification by previous studies of reputation-based filters 

Several filters, based on the information outside of content of messages such as IP 

address and sender domain, have developed to detect email spam (See Table  7.1). 

Some of these filters have been clustered by other researchers in one main group or 

classified into subgroups. 

Whitelist, blacklist and challenge response system filters have been clustered by 

previous researchers into one main group, named origin-based filters (Garcia et al. 

(Cook et al. 2006; Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004; Pfleeger & Bloom 

2005). They defined origin-based filters as methods that classify email spam, based 

on the network information, such as the source of IP and email addresses. Based on 

the origin of email spam, Gardner-Stephen (2009) proposed a new filter that detects 

spam by clustering similar messages, and then considering the claimed origins of the 

messages.  

Some subgroups of origin-based filters, such as blacklists and challenge response 
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systems, were divided into sub-filters. Blacklist filters were defined as methods that 

list IP addresses of suspected or known spammers, and they were divided by Cook et 

al. (2006) and Heron (2009) into two subgroups: country-based filters and open 

proxy detection filters. Challenge response systems aimed to send an automated 

reply or challenge to senders requiring some action to prove that they are real users 

(Heymann, Koutrika & Garcia-Molina 2007). Islam et al. (2009) developed a filter 

based on the challenge response systems, called grey list. 

Garcia, Hoepman and Nieuwenhuizen (2004) identified a type of reputation-based 

method called mail volume filter, which depends on the analysis of network traffic 

stream (traffic analysis–based filters) to detect spam. Implicit and explicit filters 

were clustered by Boykin and Roychowdhury (2004), and Okolica, Peterson and 

Mills (2008) in one main group called social network–based filters, which were 

defined as methods that detect email spam by assigning to each message a 

probability of it being spam, based on the past history of the participants (Boykin & 

Roychowdhury 2004). On basis of the implicit social network techniques that 

analyse fields of emails headers such as ‘To’, ‘Cc’ and ‘Bcc’ to build a graph of 

social relations of users and classify new emails based on this graph (Blanzieri & 

Bryl 2008), Tseng, Huang and Chen (2007) proposed a ProMail filter to detect email 

spam through constructing a social network graph of email passing through a SMTP 

server, often by mining log files.  

 

7.1.2.2.2 Classification by previous studies of content-based filters 

As seen in Table  7.1, different filters have been proposed to detect spam based on the 

analysis of the message’s content. Cook et al. (2006) defined a type of content-based 

filter called heuristic filters. The authors defined heuristic-based filters as methods 

that search for patterns that are commonly identified in spam, and they organised 

them in one sub-filter called a rule-based filter. Rule-based methods classify email 

spam by the occurrence of critical keywords. Keyword-based filters were the most 

common type of these methods (Cook et al. 2006). The phonetic string matching 

filter was an improved type of keyword-based filter proposed by Freschi, Seraghiti 

and Bogliolo (2006) as a solution to combat word obfuscation, which had been 

developed by spammers to bypass keyword filters. On the basis of rule-based filters, 

Cohen (1995) developed a filter to combat email spam, called Repeated Incremental 
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Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER).  

Guzella and Caminhas (2009) and El-Halees (2009) have organised the following 

well-known methods into one main group, called machine learning. These methods 

included statistical methods, genetic algorithms, artificial immune systems, artificial 

neural networks, clustering methods, and decision trees. Some of these filters have 

been classified into subgroups. Machine learning methods aim to avoid the human 

labour required to maintain rule-based filters by automatically deriving a non-

spam/spam classifier (Guzella & Caminhas 2009). Statistical methods classify email 

spam based on the statistical properties: if properties are closer to the corpus of spam 

emails, email is classified as a spam; other email is classified as non-spam (Zhang, 

Zhu & Yao 2004). Zhang, Zhu and Yao (2004) classified statistical filters into six 

subgroups: Bayesian, support vector machine (SVM), chi-squared, boosting, 

maximum entropy, and memory-based learning. Artificial neural networks detect 

spam from common features in emails (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). 

Artificial neural networks were divided by El-Halees (2009) into two methods: 

perceptron and multi-layer perceptron. On the basis of artificial neural networks, two 

filters were also developed: LINGER (Clark, Koprinska & Poon 2003b), and 

learning vector quantisers (LVQ) (Chuan et al. 2005).  

Clustering techniques are used to detect email spam by clustering emails into groups 

(clusters). The filter or classifier is trained on each group, and then detects spam by 

identifying its cluster (Saeedian & Beigy 2009). Clustering techniques were 

classified by Ungar and Foster (1998), and Yoshida et al. (2004) into two methods: 

K-nearest neighbours (K-NN) clustering and density-based clustering. Decision tree 

methods were used to detect email spam from the analysis of each email 

categorisation (e.g. sexual, financial or advertising) to find the association rules of 

spam emails in the categorisation (Sheu 2009). Decision tree methods were divided 

by Abu-Nimeh et al. (2008), Sharma and Sahni (2011) and Chaudhary, Kolhe and 

Kamal (2013) into eight techniques: C 4.5 (J48) tree, ID3, ADTree, REPTree, 

random tree, decision stump, classification and regression tree, and random forest.  

Bayesian is a statistical method proposed by Sahami et al. (1998) to detect email 

spam by considering the historical probability of each word in the message occurring 

in either spam or non-spam messages (Schneider 2003). Previous studies, such as 
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Metsis, Androutsopoulos and Paliouras (2006), and Almeida, Yamakami and 

Almeida (2009), organised the Bayesian method into six filters: Multivariate 

Bernoulli Naïve Bayes (MBNB), Multinomial Term Frequency Naïve Bayes, 

Multinomial Boolean Naïve Bayes, Multivariate Gauss Naïve Bayes, Boolean Naïve 

Bayes, and Flexible Bayes. Five filters based on the Bayesian method have also been 

developed to detect email spam: SpamCop (Pantel & Lin 1998), Bayesian Mail Filter 

(BMF) (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004), SpamBayes (Meyer & Whateley 

2004), and Bogofilter (Raymond 2005). 

Fingerprinting is another content-based filters that detects spam by computing and 

comparing the finger print of any incoming email (Goodman, Heckerman & 

Rounthwaite 2005). Using fingerprinting methods, various studies have developed 

filters to detect email spam. These filters included honeypot (Oudot 2003), digest-

based filters (Damiani et al. 2004), signature/checksum schemes (Kołcz, Chowdhury 

& Alspector 2004) and zombie host detection filters (Duan et al. 2012). Using 

honeypot methods, a BrightMail filter has been developed to detect email spam 

(Allman 2003). 

It can be concluded that numerous filters have been developed to combat email 

spam, of which there are several main groups, some of which can be further divided 

into subgroups. The literature revealed that all of these filters could be classified as 

using either a reputation- or a content-based method, but no taxonomy was found 

that organises these filters. Therefore, this study covered this gap by presenting a 

taxonomy that organises the different filters that have been developed, based on the 

similarities between their methods of detecting email spam. The proposed taxonomy 

could help anti-spam developers and people who work in the field of security to 

develop countermeasures against email spam. In particular, the taxonomy could be 

used to suggest new filters against spammers’ tricks observed in Arabic email spam, 

as most of the filters included in the taxonomy were most successful detecting 

English spam. Arabic spammers’ tricks are presented and discussed in Chapter 8.  

The proposed taxonomy is presented in Figure  7.1. More details about each method 

and filter abbreviations included in the taxonomy are discussed in the next section.  
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7.2 The Proposed Taxonomy of Email Spam Filters  

This section describes in detail the proposed taxonomy of major email spam filters. 

7.2.1 Reputation-based Filters 

This major class of email spam filter relies on information outside of the content of 

the individual email messages to detect spam (Golbeck & Hendler 2004; Prakash & 

O'Donnell 2005; Zheleva, Kolcz & Getoor 2008). These filters make assessments 

about the reputation of one or more of the participants (sender, recipient and 

intermediaries) in the email transaction. The various methods differ in the subject in 

how the reputation is classified, for example IP address, sender domain and sender 

address, and also in the nature of the reputation calculation (Golbeck & Hendler 

2004). The reputation-based filters are divided into three major techniques: (a) 

origin-based; (b) social-based, and; (c) traffic analysis–based. 

7.2.1.1 Origin-based filters 

Origin-based filters classify spam from the network information, such as the source 

IP and email addresses (Cook et al. 2006). Such analyses have the advantage that 

they can be performed before an email is received by recipients, potentially saving 

network and computational resources (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). 

Numerous origin-based techniques exist, including: (1) blacklists; (2) whitelists; (3) 

challenge response systems (CRS), and; (4) origin diversity analysis. 

7.2.1.1.1 Blacklists (BL) 

Blacklists include the realtime blackhole lists (RBL) and domain name system 

blacklists (DNSBLs). These databases list IP addresses of suspected spammers or 

known spammers (Cook et al. 2006). With these blacklists spam can be blocked at 

the SMTP connection phase (Ramachandran, Feamster & Vempala 2007). 
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However, while blacklists are reasonably effective and efficient, they have 

disadvantages. First, blacklists are maintained by an entity distinct from the user, 

introducing an external dependency into any spam filter that relies on them (Cook et 

al. 2006). Second, the effectiveness of blacklists depends on the timeliness and 

methods of those who manage them (Dudley, Barone & While 2008). Finally, 

because most blacklists are usually queried via the Domain Name System (DNS), 

this can result in substantial DNS traffic and consequent delays in spam processing, 

especially for mail servers that reference more than one blacklist (Sanz, Gómez 

Hidalgo & Cortizo Pérez 2008). 

Many methods are used to produce and maintain blacklists, including open-relay 

detection and country-based. Firstly, an open relay or proxy is a SMTP server that 

indiscriminately relays all email it is presented with, without validating the headers 

of those messages. Such servers allow spammers to not only hide their origin, but 

also to add falsified headers to misdirect anyone seeking to identify their source 

(Andreolini et al. 2005). For this reason several blacklists routinely list all open 

proxies that they identify (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). Secondly, 

some countries are considered to be particularly notorious sources of spam. Some 

blacklists reject mail from any SMTP server in that country, which exacerbates the 

false-positive problem (Heron 2009). Indeed, false positives are a problem for many 

spam countermeasures, and thus it is common to combine the opinion of multiple 

filtering methods before making a final classification (Sinha, Bailey & Jahanian 

2008). 

7.2.1.1.2 Whitelists (WL) 

Whitelists enable users to create a list of trusted addresses that they nominate for 

exclusion from spam filtering. Email originating from all other addresses are filtered 

as normal (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005). Whitelists reduce the cost of filtering spam, 

because some email messages are allowed to bypass the filtering process (Cook et al. 

2006). However, whitelists require user interaction. Also, many whitelist 

implementations rank white–listed email above all other email in the inbox. Thus, 

whitelists can make it difficult to identify email that is not white-listed, but is 

nonetheless legitimate, due to its reduced visibility, especially when a large 

proportion of spam is present (Golbeck & Hendler 2004). 
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7.2.1.1.3 CRS  

Whereas whitelists place the burden on the receiver for determining trustworthy 

senders, CRSs transfer the burden of authentication to the sender. Senders receive an 

automated reply or challenge, which requires some action to prove that they are real 

users (Heymann, Koutrika & Garcia-Molina 2007; Templeton 2004; Xie, Yin & 

Wang 2006). For example, the system might send an image that contains a picture of 

animals to the sender. The sender is asked to count the number of animals in the 

picture. Such tasks are chosen to be trivial for a real person, but too difficult for a 

computer to perform quickly enough to facilitate effective spamming (O'Brien & 

Vogel 2003). 

Thus, one advantage of CRSs is that they protect against automated spam-sending 

programs. A second advantage is that they require that the spam originate from a 

functional mailbox that is monitored by the spammer (Hird 2002). If it is monitored, 

it provides an easy means of identifying and filtering spam from that sender. Finally, 

CRSs can be used to populate whitelists (Cook et al. 2006).  

A critical disadvantage of challenge response filters is that if both sending and 

receiving mail servers implement them, a deadlock results, as each server wait for 

the other to respond to its challenge (Cook et al. 2006). One way to reduce, but not 

eliminate, this deadlock problem is to use CRSs in a grey-listing filter. In this way, 

the challenge is sent only for email that is considered possible spam (Harris 2003). 

7.2.1.1.4 Origin diversity analysis 

The origin diversity analysis method is a hybrid origin- and content-based technique 

that focuses on the behaviour of spam emails instead of the content of spam 

messages. This method clusters similar messages and then considers the claimed 

origins of the messages. If there are many putative origins, then it is assumed that 

most of them must be fraudulent, and hence likely to be spam (Gardner-Stephen 

2009). The claimed advantage of this scheme is that it relies only on a distinguishing 

behaviour of spam in that it arrives in quantity from many apparent locations, since 

any deviation from that combination would reduce the effectiveness of the spam. 

Thus the origin diversity analysis method has the potential to be robust in the face of 

the continuing evolution of spam (Gardner-Stephen 2009). 
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7.2.1.2 Social network-based filters 

Social network–based filters aim to assign to each message a probability of it being 

spam, based on the past history of the participants (Boykin & Roychowdhury 2004). 

Social network–based filters are classified into: (a) implicit filters, and; (b) explicit 

filters. 

7.2.1.2.1 Implicit filters 

Implicit filters are used to combat email spam by analysing fields of emails headers, 

such as ‘To’ , ‘Cc’ and ‘Bcc’, to build a graph of the social relations of users and 

classify new emails based on this graph (Blanzieri & Bryl 2008; Boykin & 

Roychowdhury 2004). ProMail filter is a type of implicit filter. ProMail and related 

methods construct a social network graph of email passing through an SMTP server, 

often by mining log files (Tseng, Huang & Chen 2007). Typically, nodes in the 

graph represent email accounts, while edges represent email transactions (Hayati & 

Potdar 2008). These graphs are used to make decisions about whether or not a 

message is likely to be from a source in the recipients’ social network, and hence 

more likely to be legitimate (Lam & Yeung 2007). 

7.2.1.2.2 Explicit filters 

In contrast to the implicit methods, there exist methods that explicitly build the social 

network through user interaction and may also utilise user-supplied or automatically 

computed reputation ratings (Golbeck & Hendler 2004). These methods are naturally 

complementary with white listing and CRSs (Boykin & Roychowdhury 2004). 

7.2.1.3 Traffic Analysis-based Filters 

Traffic analysis methods detect anomalies and patterns in the network traffic stream 

by mining the log files of an SMTP server (Bindu & Thomas 2012). Although other 

analyses are possible, one common analysis (called mail volume filter) that is used to 

detect spam is to identify when a host or network issues an abnormally large amount 

of email. However, this technique results in a very high false acceptance rate (FAR) 

(Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). 

7.2.2 Content-based filters 

In contrast to reputation-based filters, content-based filters detect spam by examining 

the content of email messages, irrespective of the origin (Cook et al. 2006). Common 
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traits of these techniques include: (1) they require the body of a message before they 

can classify messages as spam or legitimate, and thus incur the use of more network 

bandwidth compared with reputation-based filters, and; (2) they are immune to the 

originating location of message, unlike origin-based techniques (Garcia, Hoepman & 

Nieuwenhuizen 2004). There exist several families of content-based filtering 

techniques, including: (a) heuristics; (b) machine learning, and; (c) fingerprinting. 

7.2.2.1 Heuristic-based filters 

In these filters, email can be classified as spam by searching for patterns that are 

commonly identified in spam. Patterns can be specific words, phrases, malformed 

message headers, exclamation marks and capital letters (Cook et al. 2006). Perhaps 

the most common type of heuristic filter is the rule-based filter. 

7.2.2.1.1 Rule-based filters 

Rule-based filters were very common and popular until 2002, when Bayesian filters 

were released (Graham 2003). The classification of spam emails relied on user-

specified rules, which characterise known unwanted emails (Cook et al. 2006). Rule-

based filters depend on the occurrence of critical keywords (i.e. keyword-based 

filters) to classify spam. They not only analyse the content of email, but also the 

email header, which contains list of the recipients, IP address’s source and subject 

(Freschi, Seraghiti & Bogliolo 2006).  

An example of the rule-based filters that used to filter email spam was RIPPER 

(Cohen 1995, 1996). The RIPPER filter is: 

… a propositional learner designed for efficient performance on 

large, noisy datasets. RIPPER is designed to handle set- and bag-

valued attributes equivalently by generating keyword-spotting 

rules (Cohen 1995 cited in Provost 1999) 

However, there is a problem with keyword-based filters – word obfuscation. For 

example, a keyword-based filter might have a rule to match the word ‘Free’, but that 

rule would not necessarily match the strings ‘f*r*e*e’ or ‘bonus’ (Cook et al. 2006). 

One partial solution to word obfuscation is phonetic string matching, which provides 

a more robust pattern-matching based on its phonetic transcription. This technique 
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seeks to address the problems experienced by keyword-based filters when confronted 

with word obfuscation (Freschi, Seraghiti & Bogliolo 2006). 

7.2.2.2 Machine learning filters 

Machine learning techniques (ML) aim to avoid the human labour required to 

maintain rule-based filters by automatically deriving a legitimate/spam classifier. By 

definition, these techniques need to be fed pre-classified training data, although once 

primed, many can provide their own forward training to attempt to keep abreast of 

the evolution of spam (Guzella & Caminhas 2009). Some categories of machine-

learning spam techniques are: statistical filters, genetic algorithms, artificial immune 

systems, artificial neural networks, clustering filters and decision trees. 

7.2.2.2.1 Statistical filters 

Statistical filters rely on a corpus of spam emails and legitimate emails to conclude 

features, which can be used to classify incoming emails. If the statistical properties 

are closer to the corpus of spam emails, the email is classified as a spam. If the 

statistical properties are closer to the legitimate emails corpus, the email is classified 

as legitimate (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004). As with rule-based filters, many statistical 

filters also consider the header portion of messages (Freschi, Seraghiti & Bogliolo 

2006). A selection of statistical spam filters is: Bayesian, chi-squared, SVM, 

boosting, maximum entropy models (MEM) and memory-based learning filters. 

Naïve Bayesian filters 

Naïve Bayesian spam filters consider the historical probability of each word in the 

message occurring in either spam or non-spam messages (Androutsopoulos, 

Koutsias, et al. 2000; Sahami et al. 1998; Schneider 2003). They calculate the 

probability that the email is spam or non-spam by combining the individual 

spam/legitimate probability of each word, or k-mers (Sculley, Wachman & Brodley 

2006) inside the message to produce a final probability estimate that an email is 

spam or non-spam (Cook et al. 2006). The percentage of false positives generated by 

Naïve Bayesian filters is low, and they are self-adapting to stop new spam by 

receiving ongoing training form the user. While extremely effective for a time, more 

recently Naïve Bayesian filters have become less effective due to the common 

practice of including random blocks of text in spam messages to reduce the accuracy 
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of this detection technique (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004).  

There exist different versions of the Naïve Bayesian methods used in filtering spam. 

Multinomial term frequency Naïve Bayes (MN TF NB) was defined by Almeida and 

Yamakami (2009) as a method that represents each message as a set of terms and 

computes each term by how many times it appears in a message. Multivariate 

Bernoulli Naïve Bayes (MV Bernoulli NB) is a statistical method used to classify 

spam, based on the probability of each message being represented by calculating the 

presence or absence of each term from the message. The Boolean Naïve Bayes 

(Boolean NB) classifier is similar to the MV Bernoulli NB, except that it does not 

consider the absence of the terms (Almeida & Yamakami 2010).  

Multinomial Boolean Naïve Bayes (MN Boolean NB) is similar to the MN TF NB 

methods in estimating probability and differs from the MV Bernoulli NB in that it 

does not compute the absence of each term from the message. Multivariate Gauss 

Naïve Bayes (MV Gauss NB) used real-valued attributes by assuming that each 

attribute follows a Gaussian distribution for each category (Metsis, Androutsopoulos 

& Paliouras 2006). Flexible Bayes was defined by Méndez et al. (2008) as a method 

that: 

… works in a similar way than MV Gauss NB, but the distributions 

of each attribute are estimated by means of Gaussian 

distributions representing each different value for the attribute in 

each class. 

Many programs or open-source filters have been developed on basis of the Naïve 

Bayesian methods to detect email spam. SpamCop is a program that was developed 

by Pantel and Lin (1998) to classify email spam. It treats a message as a multi-set of 

words and uses Naïve Bayesian to determine if a message is spam or non-spam. 

SpamBayes is a program developed by Tim Peters and others on 2002 to classify 

email spam using Naïve Bayesian methods (Meyer & Whateley 2004). Bogofilter is 

an open-source filter that employs the Naïve Bayesian to classify email spam 

(Raymond 2005). Another Naïve Bayesian filter used to detect email spam is BMF 

(Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). 
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Chi-squared filters 

Chi-squared filters are used in the field of authorship identification and to detect 

spam emails. These filters can detect email spam by applying the chi-based 

authorship identification technique to the spam identification problem (O'Brien & 

Vogel 2003).  

SVM filters 

Used in text classification, SVMs are supervised learning methods that have more 

recently been applied to the spam identification problem (Cristianini & Shawe-

Taylor 2000; El-Halees 2009; Guzella & Caminhas 2009; Lynam, Cormack & 

Cheriton 2006; Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004). 

Boosting filters 

Boosting is a ML algorithm that is based on the idea of combination of many weak 

hypotheses (Ali & Yang 2007; He & Thiesson 2007; Jin et al. 2003). For example, in 

the AdaBoost system (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004), a learner is trained in each stage of 

the classification procedure, and the output of each stage is used to reweigh the data 

for the future stages (Blanzieri & Bryl 2008). Boosting algorithms with confidence-

rated predictions have been proposed as being well suited to the spam-filtering 

problem and capable of outperforming both Bayesian and decision tree methods 

(Carreras & Marquez 2001). 

Maximum entropy models (MEM) filters 

Another ML technique from natural language processing is the MEM, which has also 

been applied to spam filtering (Khorsi 2007; Zhang & Yao 2003; Zhang, Zhu & Yao 

2004). 

Memory-based learning filters 

Memory-based learning filters (MBL) are a “non-parametric inductive learning 

paradigm that stores training instances in a memory structure on which predictions of 

new instances are based” (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004) that have also been applied to 

the problem of spam (Sakkis et al. 2003). 
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7.2.2.2.2 Genetic algorithm filters 

Genetic spam detection algorithms use feature detectors, often evolve over time, and 

are used to score emails. The classification of emails as spam or non-spam is based 

on the integration of one or more such feature scores (Garcia, Hoepman & 

Nieuwenhuizen 2004; Goweder, Rashed & Alhamammi 2008). 

7.2.2.2.3 Artificial immune system (AIS) filters 

Artificial immune systems are ML methods used to fight spam and viruses of 

computers. They use methods that are in some way based on the immune system of 

biological organisms (Guzella & Caminhas 2009; Nicosia 2004; Oda 2005; Oda & 

White 2005; Secker, Freitas & Timmis 2003; Sirisanyalak & Sornil 2007; Yue et al. 

2007). The classification of emails as spam or legitimate in this technique can be 

based, for example, on artificial lymphocytes created from a gene database, where 

the genes represent mini-languages to include keywords, which are checked in spam 

(Khorsi 2007). 

7.2.2.2.4 Artificial Neural Networks  

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a common classification technique in 

artificial intelligence applications (Guzella & Caminhas 2009). They represent 

networks of virtual neuron cells and are trained to perform some tasks (Puniškis, 

Laurutis & Dirmeikis 2006). For spam detection, ANNs typically classify incoming 

emails based on common features of emails (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 

2004). There are many types, including perceptrons, multi-layer networks, LVQs 

(El-Halees 2009) and LINGER (Clark, Koprinska & Poon 2003a, 2003b). 

Perceptron filters 

Perceptrons are generated by trying to find a linear function f(x) for feature vector, 

which ideally produces distinct ranges of output values for a given message (i.e., f(x) 

> 0 for vectors if the message is spam, and f(x) < 0 for vectors if the message is 

legitimate (Khorsi 2007).  

Multi-layer network filters 

A multi-layer neural net is “a network of connected perceptrons which from a 

network with successive layers” (Khorsi 2007), as such they are potentially more 
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powerful than perceptrons (Wesley-Smith 2006).  

Learning vector quantiser filters 

Learning vector quantisers cultivate a set of neurons, selecting the best neuron for 

each classification task and preening those neurons to increase their accuracy. LVQs 

are well suited to text classification tasks, and have been applied to the spam 

classification problem with results superior to both Bayesian and various other forms 

of ANNs (Chuan et al. 2005). 

LINGER filter 

LINGER is a system that depends on neural networks to classify email spam. It is 

flexible and more accurate than other methods used to detect spam. LINGER 

includes two modules: a pre-processing module (which contains pre-processing for 

word extraction, feature selection, weighting and normalisation), and a classification 

module (Clark, Koprinska & Poon 2003b).  

7.2.2.2.5 Clustering filters 

Clustering filters can be effective ML tools to detect email spam. They cluster emails 

into groups, and the filter or classifies is trained on each group and then detect spam 

by identifying its cluster (Saeedian & Beigy 2009). Two types of clustering filters 

that have been applied to spam classification are K-NN and density-based clustering. 

K-NN clustering filters 

K-nearest neighbours (K-NN) clustering indexes and converts emails to a high-

dimensional vector and then measures the distance between the vectors of each email 

cluster formed of neighbouring (i.e. relatively close) vectors. Once clusters have 

been formed, spam classification need only be performed for a sub-set of any cluster 

population, as the result can then be inferred to apply to the other members of the 

cluster (El-Halees 2009). 

Density-based clustering filters 

Density-based clustering is another form of document clustering that has been 

applied to spam classification. A claimed advantage is the ability to process hashed 

versions of messages, thus preserving user privacy. This method depends on having 
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sensitive comparators. These comparators are usually either fast or sensitive. The 

challenge is to find comparators that are both sufficiently fast and sufficiently 

sensitive (Yoshida et al. 2004). 

7.2.2.2.6 DT filters 

Decision trees are a classification technique commonly used in data mining, where 

the interior nodes of the tree represent observations, and leaf nodes represent 

decisions or conclusions (Carreras & Marquez 2001). The decision tree technique 

can be used to detect email spam from the analysis of each email categorisation 

(sexual, financial and job-hunting, and marketing and advertising) to find the 

association rules of spam emails in the categorisation (Sheu 2009). Decision trees 

have many advantages. According to Zhao and Zhang (2008), decision trees are easy 

to understand, can be easily converted to a set of production rules, can classify both 

categorical and numerical data, and contain no a priori assumptions about the nature 

of the data. 

Different types of decision tree techniques have been applied to spam classification. 

The C4.5 (J84) tree uses attribute values of the available training data to create a 

decision tree (El-Halees 2009; Youn & McLeod 2007a, 2007b, 2007c). The J84 tree 

is an open-source implementation of C4.5 decision tree  (Sharma & Sahni 2011) that 

was used to create a binary tree (Youn & McLeod 2007a). The classification and 

regression tree (CART) is a data exploration and prediction algorithm (Abu-Nimeh 

et al. 2008). It was defined by Sharma and Sahni (2011) as “is a classification 

method which in order to construct decision trees uses historical data”. 

The random forests (RF) tree was employed to produce filters to detect email spam 

(DeBarr & Wechsler 2009). Chaudhary, Kolhe and Kamal (2013) defined RF as a 

collection of pruned classification or regression trees induced from bootstrap 

samples of the training data using random feature selection in the tree induction 

process. Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3), one of the most effective decision trees 

(Sheu 2009),was developed on the basis of the Concept Learning System (CLS). 

According to Sharma and Sahni (2011): 

… the Concept Learning System algorithm is the basis for the ID3 

algorithm. By adding a feature selection heuristic ID3 improves on 
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CLS. The attributes of the training instances are searched through 

by ID3 and the attribute that best separates the given examples is 

extracted by it.  

The alternating decision tree (ADTree) is a ML method used for classification 

(Sharma & Sahni 2011). The data structure and algorithm of ADTree are 

generalisations of decision tree and have connections to boosting (Zhao & Zhang 

2008). Reduced Error Pruning Tree (REPTree) is a fast decision tree learner that uses 

information gain as the basis of splitting to create a decision tree (Chaudhary, Kolhe 

& Kamal 2013). It uses Reduced Error Pruning to prune the tree (Zhao & Zhang 

2008). A random tree was defined by Zhao and Zhang (2008) as a tree drawn at 

random from a set of possible trees, which means that each tree in the set of trees has 

an equal chance of being sampled. A decision stump is a single-level decision tree 

where the split at the root level is based on a specific attribute or value pair. It 

includes only one internal node (the root), which is connected to terminal nodes (its 

leaves) (Chaudhary, Kolhe & Kamal 2013). 

7.2.2.3 Fingerprinting filters 

Finger printing techniques make use of a list of “finger prints” of known types of 

spam, by computing and comparing the finger print of any incoming email. Various 

schemes for generating finger prints are possible, for example via an exact or 

approximate digest (digest-based filters) (Damiani et al. 2004), or a hashing 

algorithm (signature schemes) (Attenberg et al. 2009; Garcia, Hoepman & 

Nieuwenhuizen 2004). In any case, lists of the resulting fingerprints are usually 

propagated to mail servers and any message received that has a matching fingerprint 

is assumed to be spam (Allman 2003). Particular challenges in fingerprint-based 

spam detection is making them reliable in the face of polymorphic spam and 

ensuring that a fingerprint does not disclose any content of a given message (Takesue 

2009). Honeypots and zombie-based approaches are considered types of 

fingerprinting filters. 

7.2.2.3.1 Honeypot filters 

A common method of collecting known spam messages for a fingerprinting system 

is via a honeypot, which is a machine or system that exists solely to collect spam 

(Oudot 2003). Honeypots are also of value to researchers by identifying new species 
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of spam as they emerge, as well as analysing email harvesting activity and detecting 

email relays (Andreolini et al. 2005). BrightMail is one type of honeypot method. 

BrightMail filters email addresses before placing them in the Post Office Protocol 

(POP) mailbox. It allows spammers to detect email addresses left on web pages, 

news groups or subscription to mailing lists and send spam email to these addresses 

(Allman 2003). 

7.2.2.3.2 Zombie-based filters 

Spammers can send their emails by spambots or zombie machines (Hayati & Potdar 

2008). Many zombie machines often use non-standard optimisations to the SMTP 

protocol, which can be detected by the receiving SMTP server. Thus it is possible to 

classify some spam based on the content of the SMTP session (Lieven et al. 2007). 

7.3 The Effectiveness of Anti-spam Filters in Detecting 
Email Spam 

The previous section presented the taxonomy proposed in this study, and explained 

and discussed each method used in filtering email spam. This section discusses 

studies that have used reputation and content techniques, described above, to produce 

filters against email spam, and their effectiveness in detecting email spam. 

7.3.1 The Effectiveness of Reputation-based Filters in Detecting Email 
Spam 

Reputation-based methods rely on information outside of the content of email, such 

as the reputation of one or more of the participants, the IP source, and senders’ email 

addresses, to classify messages as spam or legitimate (Cook et al. 2006; Garcia, 

Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). This section describes previous proposals for 

email spam filters based on the reputation methods described in the previous section 

(taxonomy of email spam filters), and discusses their effectiveness in detecting email 

spam. 

Boykin and Roychowdhury (2004) used the properties of social networks to develop 

an automated anti-spam tool to classify senders as spammers or non-spammers. This 

tool has two advantages: the first advantage is that it does not require user 

intervention or supervised training. The second advantage is that there are no false 

negatives or false positives when using this tool. The results showed that the anti-
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spam tool classified 53% of all emails as spam or legitimate, while 47% of emails 

were not classified. The authors recommended that “this method is extremely 

important in achieving accurate and automated spam filtering”. 

Golbeck and Hendler (2004) presented a method for spam filtering based on 

whitelists and social networks. The users assigned a “reputation” or “trust” score to 

known senders. This yielded a large reputation network containing many users. The 

method applied an algorithm to infer reputation relationships between users, which 

were used to score emails. The score value is used to sort messages in the users’ 

inboxes. This method was highly accurate and any valid email from unknown 

senders connected within the social network could receive high scores. This method 

was complementary to other spam filters and did not replace other filtering systems. 

It helped other spam filters by identifying legitimate emails that can be 

undistinguishable from spam emails.  

Cook et al. (2006) proposed a new spam detection technique based on the intrusion 

detection system (IDS). This technique used audit logs analysis to block spam emails 

before they entered the network, at the network gateway. Port scans were used as 

evidence against suspicious IP addresses that could send spam. Based on the port 

scan evidence, the network firewall blocked the SMTP connections from suspicious 

IP addresses. Domain specific dynamic blacklists (DSDBLs) were used to blacklist 

spammers’ IP addresses, which could attack the domain. However, there were some 

disadvantages to this technique. The first disadvantage was that at least one spam per 

IP address enters the network during the port scan investigation. The second 

disadvantage was that the network is not protected if the host, which runs this 

technique, is shut down. 

Tran and Armitage (2006) proposed an anti-spam tool based on the TCP-layer 

algorithm, which statistically accepts or rejects the inbound TCP connection using 

the past history of spam or spammers’ IP addresses. This tool aimed to reduce the 

operational cost of creating and using blacklists for mail server operators. This tool 

has many advantages. First, the degree of human intervention required by the mail 

server and blacklist operators is reduced because of the automatic rehabilitation of 

legitimate senders. Second, it reduces the problem of misclassifying legitimate 

emails (FPs). 
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Li and Hsieh (2006) developed a group-based filter based on the number of members 

in the group and the number of groups that a spammer is associated with. This filter 

can block from 70% to 90% of email spam, depending on the implementation 

parameters. The authors reported that group-based anti-spam method may not be 

highly effective as a standalone approach as some groups may have only one 

member, but it can be used as a complementary tool for other existing anti-spam 

tools, such as SpamAssasin. 

Xie, Yin and Wang (2006) produced a simple and effective system, called DBSpam, 

to detect and break proxy-based email spam activities inside a customer network and 

to trace the corresponding spam sources outside the network. This system leverages 

the protocol semantics and timing causality of proxy-based spamming to identify 

spam proxies and the real spam sources behind them. DBSpam can be tuned to detect 

spam proxies and sources with low false positives and false negatives and effectively 

block spam traffic. 

Lam and Yeung (2007) proposed a method to filter spam based on extracting 

features from email social networks (directed graph) for senders. These features were 

in-count and out-count, in-degree and out-degree, communication reciprocity (CR), 

communication interaction average (CIA), and clustering coefficient (CC). The 

social networks included nodes and edges. The nodes represented senders and the 

edges represented email transactions. The proposed method assigned a legitimacy 

score for each sender and this score was used to analyse batches of logs. This method 

classified senders as legitimate if the legitimacy score was high. A database of scores 

was built which could be used by online mitigating methods to query the score of a 

particular sender. The performance of the classification was increased by increasing 

the weight of the CC, which indicated that the CC feature was better than other 

features. The results showed that using only three features (CR, CIA and CC) 

resulted in low accuracies. 

Ramachandran, Feamster and Vempala (2007) have presented a spam-filtering 

system called SpamTracker which classified email senders based on their behaviour 

instead of their IPs. The SpamTracker system complements blacklists and depends 

on a new technique called behavioural blacklisting, which classifies senders based on 

sending patterns. This system uses clustering algorithms to categorise email senders 
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by how they send spam. The design of the system is easy to replicate and distribute. 

The results revealed that this system distinguished legitimate emails from spam, and 

it detected spammers who were missed by other filtering methods or IP-based 

blacklists.  

Lieven et al. (2007) proposed a spam-filtering approach based on the connection-

oriented analysis of email source retry patterns. This approach was very effective in 

detecting spam at an early stage in the mail delivery process and avoided receiving a 

large volume of spam at the email server. 

Yih, McCann and Kolcz (2007) developed four simple methods to detect grey email 

and compared their performance in detecting grey email by using recall-precision 

curves. Grey email was defined as email that could be considered as spam or 

legitimate (Chang, Yih & McCann 2008). The four proposed methods were as 

follows: leveraging the output of a spam filter, comparing an ensemble of spam 

filters, creating approximate data using sender IP information, and identifying email 

campaigns with mixed labels. The results revealed that identifying email campaigns 

with mixed labels was more reliable than the other three methods. 

Polz and Gansterer (2009) proposed a new system architecture that included two 

classes of messages: trusted and untrusted emails. The trusted emails were signed 

with a secure/multipurpose internet mail extensions (S/MIME) signature (Dusse et 

al. 1998). The S/MIME signature is an encryption and signing standard for sending 

and receiving secure email messages. To avoid the usability issue that faced the 

S/MIME signature in other methods, the signature in this method was executed on 

the email server without any user interaction. However, a major disadvantage of the 

trustnet architecture was a potential security risk when the attacker got access to the 

architecture. The results revealed that the trustnet architecture reduced the processing 

time and increased the amount of data transferred when compared to other methods 

such as SpamAssassin/ClamAV. 

Engelberth et al. (2009) have developed a method called Mail-Shake that depended 

on the use of public and private emails addresses. This method aimed to hide valid 

email addresses from being public. The mechanism of this method is as follows: 

senders email public email address and receive an automatic reply containing a 
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challenge that requires them to answer it to get valid private email address that they 

can send to it. The challenge could be the Completely Automated Public Turing Test 

to Tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA)  (Von Ahn et al. 2003), picture 

or simple text, the purpose of which is to make sure that the private email address 

delivers to real humans. After senders reply to a challenge, they receive the private 

email address and a random identification number (ID), which is used to assure that 

the challenge is received, and then can add senders’ email address to whitelists. This 

method has many advantages. First, the spammer’s activities and the volume of 

email spam is reduced because of the length of time required obtain the valid private 

email addresses. Second, this method makes it harder for automated harvesting 

software from getting valid email addresses due to the challenge that requires human 

interaction to solve it.  

Saraubon and Limthanmaphon (2009) proposed a fast and effective botnet detection 

filter to detect text and image spam. This filter has achieved an accuracy rate of 96% 

in filtering text and image spam, with no false positive. 

Esquivel, Akella and Mori (2010) divided SMTP senders into three main categories: 

legitimate servers, end-hosts, and spam gangs and then proposed a filter that builds 

custom IP reputation lists for each category, significantly improving the performance 

of existing IP reputation lists. The proposed filters can construct IP reputation lists 

that can cover 90% of all spam and legitimate, but the lists of spam gangs must be 

updated constantly to maintain accuracy. 

7.3.2 The Effectiveness of Content-based Filters in Detecting Email 
Spam 

Content-based methods depend on the content of emails to detect spam (Cook et al. 

2006). These methods can classify email spam based on the content included in the 

headers or bodies of spam messages (Goweder, Rashed & Alhamammi 2008; Zhang, 

Zhu & Yao 2004). In the research literature, most of content-based methods have 

been proposed to detect email spam mostly in English, although a few methods have 

been developed to detect it in other languages. This section reviews previous studies 

proposed to develop email spam filters based on the content-based techniques 

provided in the previous section (the taxonomy of email spam filters), and discusses 

their effectiveness in detecting email spam in different languages. 
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Pantel and Lin (1998) have presented a spam-filtering system called SpamCop. The 

authors used NB algorithms in this system to classify emails as legitimate or spam. 

The results showed that the SpamCop is very accurate, as the system detected about 

92% of spam, with only 1.16% false positives. The results also showed the system to 

be more accurate in detecting spam than other methods, such as RIPPER and 

keyword-detection methods (Cohen 1996). 

Provost (1999) conducted three experiments to compare the performance of the NB 

algorithm against the RIPPER rule-based algorithm (Drucker, Wu & Vapnik 1999) 

on the following tasks: learning a user’s mail-sorting preferences (hand-sorted mail), 

reconstructing the policy of automated sorting (automatically-sorted mail) and 

detecting spam. The results showed the NB algorithm to be more effective at 

classifying email spam than the RIPPER rule-based algorithm. 

Androutsopoulos et al. (2000) have compared the performance of Naïve Bayesian to 

the performance of keyword patterns in the context of cost-sensitive evaluation 

measures. This study was conducted on an English email spam corpus. To select the 

appropriate attributes, spam recall and spam precision measures as well as mutual 

information were computed for each attribute in messages. The accuracy and error 

rates were calculated to measure the performance of different methods. The results 

revealed that the NB method outperformed the keywords patterns method in 

detecting email spam. 

Based on the methodology and cost-sensitive evaluation measures used in the 

previous study, Androutsopoulos et al. (2000) conducted another study to compare 

the performance of two ML methods: Naïve Bayesian and MBL. The results 

indicated that the classification accuracy for both NB and MBL approaches was very 

high, and they outperformed the keywords patterns method. 

Carreras and Marquez (2001) presented a spam filter based on boosting trees and 

compared its performance with other filters, such as NB and DT. This study was 

conducted on an English email spam corpus, and found that the performance of the 

boosting based filters in detecting spam was better than the performance of Naïve 

Bayesian and DT. 

O'Brien and Vogel (2003) have presented a method for English spam identification 
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based on authorship identification (the chi by degrees of freedom or 	
�

�.�.
	) and 

compared it with the Bayesian method. The results showed that both methods were 

effective at filtering emails. The Bayesian method was effective at the character level 

tokenisation and this performance was reduced at word level. The chi by degrees of 

freedom was effective at the word level and the performance was reduced at the 

character level. 

Sakkis et al. (2003) presented an empirical evaluation of MBL in filtering spam for 

mailing lists. This study investigated different attributes and distance weighting 

schemes, and the effect of the neighbourhood size, the size of the attribute and the 

training corpus. It identified three different cost scenarios and used the appropriate 

cost-sensitive evaluation. The memory-based method was shown to be feasible for 

combating email spam when combined with safety nets such as filters embedded in 

mailing lists. This method was more effective than the NB filter in detecting false 

positive (i.e., legitimate messages were mistakenly classified as spam). 

Clark et al. (2003b) developed a new system to classify English email spam, called 

LINGER, which was based on a neural network. The effects of feature selection, 

such as Information Gain (IG) and Variance (V), were investigated. The results 

revealed that LINGER was better than NB, KNN, keywords, DT and boosting 

methods in classifying emails. The feature V was more effective than IG in a 

multiclass task, and LINGER-IG obtained a perfect performance in binary spam mail 

filtering, superior to LINGER-V. 

Zhang, Zhu and Yao (2004) provided a comprehensive evaluation of five supervised 

ML methods in the context of cost-sensitive spam-filtering: NB, SVM, Boosting 

(AdaBoost), MEM and MBL. This study was conducted on English and Chinese 

email spam corpora. Document frequency (DF), IG and chi-square were used to 

select features. Spam precision and spam recall were computed to measure the 

performance of methods. Weighted accuracy (WACC) was calculated to evaluate the 

accuracy of the system for false positives and false negatives. The results showed 

that the SVM, boosting and MEM classifiers gave top performances in filtering 

email spam, and that the email header information was as reliable and effective in 

filtering spam as the email body. 
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Garcia, Hoepman and Nieuwenhuizen (2004) investigated the effectiveness of 

several spam detection methods such as Distributed Checksum Clearinghouse (DCC) 

(Haiyan, Runsheng & Yi 2009), genetic algorithms (Goweder, Rashed & 

Alhamammi 2008), and NB such as Bogofilter (Raymond 2005) and BMF. The 

results revealed that the genetic algorithm was the best way to filter spam at the ISP 

or server level; while NB was the most effective way to filtering spam at the user 

level. 

Yoshida et al. (2004) proposed a new method of blocking Japanese and English 

email spam. The proposed method depended on the analysis of the document space 

density information to detect spam. In designing this method the authors considered 

the following three characteristics: ease of maintenance, high accuracy and privacy 

protection. The results showed that the method achieved a high processing speed and 

that it was suitable for use by ISPs to support a large mail server using small 

computers. However, this method was not useful for client terminals because it 

needed extensive volumes of email traffic to calculate the information density. This 

method automatically updated data and unlike other traditional spam filters that need 

a lot of operator time to update the data, did not require human maintenance. This 

method achieved 98% recall and 100% precision and were better than the rates of 

recall and precision of some ML methods, such as SVM, NB, C4.5 and ANN.  

Özgür, Güngör and Gürgen (2004) presented an anti-spam method to detect Turkish 

email spam, based on ANN and Bayesian networks algorithms. The proposed 

method contained two modules: Morphology Module (MM) and Learning Module 

(LM). MM was used for the morphology of the word and LM was used to classify 

emails by the root of the word, which was executed in the morphological analysis. 

Two ANN structures were used: single layer perceptron and multi-layer perceptron. 

Three different approaches of the Bayesian networks were employed: binary, 

probabilistic and advanced probabilistic. The results showed a 90% success rate for 

this method in filtering Turkish spam. 

Chuan et al. (2005) proposed a spam filter based on LVQ neural networks and 

compared its performance with two methods: Bayes methods and back propagation 

(BP). They used Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to obtain 

feature weight, and calculated MI to select the appropriate features. The LVQ 
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network model contained two layers. The first layer was the competitive layer, and 

the second was the output layer. The corpus used for the experiments included 

English emails, HTML tags, and message headers (except the subject line, which 

was removed). The results showed that the performance of a spam filter based on the 

LVQ network was better than that of one based on Bayes and various other forms of 

ANNs, such as BP. 

Metsis, Androutsopoulos and Paliouras (2006) evaluated the performance of five 

different versions of NB in filtering English email spam. These methods included 

Multivariate Bernoulli Naïve Bayes (MV Bernoulli NB), Multinomial Term 

Frequency Naïve Bayes (MN TF NB), MN Boolean NB, MV Gauss NB and Flexible 

Bayes (FB) (Almeida & Yamakami 2010). The experiments were conducted on six 

non-encoded datasets called Enron (Klimt & Yang 2004). The experiments found 

that the spam-filtering performance of the FB and the MN with Boolean attributes 

was better than the performance of other versions of the NB method. 

Krasser et al. (2007) developed a filter based on the C4.5 decision tree and SVMs to 

detect image spam. The results showed that this filter blocked about 60% of image 

spam.  

Youn and McLeod (2007a) tested four different classifiers, ANN, SVM, NB and J48, 

and compared their performance in detecting spam. The results showed that J48 and 

NB classifiers were better than ANN and SVM in detecting spam. 

Goweder et al. (2008) proposed an email spam filter based on multi-layer ANN as a 

classifier and a genetic algorithm (GA) as a training algorithm. They used advanced 

techniques of GA to train the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to filter Arabic and 

English email spam. The Subject, From and Body fields in email headers were 

selected for the experiment and other irrelevant parts of email were deleted. The 

results of this study clearly indicate that there is enough information in the Subject 

and Body fields to classify email as spam or non-spam. The spam filter that they 

proposed achieved an accuracy of about 94% in detecting spam emails and 89% in 

detecting non-spam. On the other hand, it took a long time to train the MLP by using 

GA.  

Kim and Hwang (2008) have proposed a detection method based on NB ML to 
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detect English email spam. This method aimed to distinguish between spammers and 

non-spammers through their posing of information such as dates, URLs, tags, and 

descriptions. This study used the number of bookmark and bibtex postings and tags 

in the classification as feature variables. The mutual information between a tag and 

the target was calculated. The results revealed that the proposed method was better 

than mutual information-based methods in detecting spam. 

Abu-Nimeh et al. (2008) proposed a method of classify English email spam using 

Bayesian additive regression trees (BART). Because of the problem of binary 

classification in the original form of BART, the authors modified BART to be 

suitable for Classification (CBART). Then they compared the performance of the 

CBART with six classification methods: logistic regression classifier (LRC), SVM, 

CART, ANN, RFs and NB. The results showed that the performance of the CBART 

in classifying spam was better than the performance of the six other methods.  

El-Halees (2009) presented a comparison of six supervised ML spam filters in 

filtering spam for Arabic, English, and mixed (include Arabic and English texts) 

emails: MEMs, DTs, ANNs, NB, SVM, and K-NN. To achieve this, a system was 

built to filter spam. This system contains two subsystems: training and testing. To 

evaluate the performance of the system, SR and SP were used. The WACC was 

computed to evaluate the accuracy of the system for false positives and false 

negatives. The results showed that all classifiers performed much better in detecting 

English email spam than Arabic email spam. The author suggested that this might be 

because Arabic is a highly inflected language. The best filter for English spam was 

the SVM, while the ANN was the most effective filter for Arabic spam before 

stemming words. After stemming words, MEM and NB was better than other filters 

in detecting Arabic spam. The results found that the performance of most methods to 

detect Arabic spam was improved by stemming words.  

Abdoh, Musa and Salman (2009) developed a new automated spam filter to detect 

English email spam based on the NB method. This filter used Bayesian rules to 

calculate the probability of spam words and use these probabilities to find a weight 

for the word based on its frequency in both spam and legitimate emails. The results 

showed that this filter achieved an accuracy rate of 95% in detecting English spam. 

By comparing the performance of this filter with similar methods, such as the Quick 
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Spam Filter and SPATIC (FreeCode 2013), this filter performed better than the other 

two methods. 

Wang et al. (2010) proposed a filter based on the SVM method to detect English 

image spam. The experiments it to be effective for detecting English image spam. 

Ergina et al. (2011) proposed a filter to detect Turkish email spam based on two 

models of Bayesian method: binary and probabilistic. The filter achieved a success 

rate of 89% for probabilistic Bayesian model, while the binary model achieved a 

success rate of 93% in detecting Turkish email spam. 

It can be seen that many reputation- and content-based filters have been proposed to 

detect email spam in different languages, mostly in English. The proposed 

reputation-based filters were not completely effective in detecting email spam, and 

previous studies have suggested that they may not be highly effective as a standalone 

method, but can be used as a complementary tool for other existing content-based 

filters (Li & Hsieh 2006). The content-based filters, based on different languages, 

had achieved better performance in detecting email spam. These filters can detect 

email spam based on the content involved in the headers and bodies of email spam, 

and their effectiveness was higher in detecting English email spam than other non-

English emails spam (Çıltık & Güngör 2008; El-Halees 2009; Nguyen, Tran & 

Nguyen 2008).  

Of the content-based filters, ML filters have the best performance in detecting email 

spam (rule and fingerprinting methods) (El-Halees 2009; Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004). 

El-Halees (2009) found SVM to be the more effective filter (depending on the 

content) for detecting English email spam, although maximum entropy and NB had 

were more effective in detecting Arabic email spam than other ML methods. Garcia, 

Hoepman and Nieuwenhuizen (2004) found genetic methods to be the best filter for 

blocking email spam at the ISP or server level, and NB more effective for filtering 

email spam at the user level.  

In spite of the large number of email spam filters that have been developed to detect 

email spam and their high level of effectiveness, especially for English spam, only a 

few of these filters have been designed to filter Arabic email spam. Therefore, it is 

likely that filters that have achieved a high performance and accuracy in detecting 
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English email spam can be used to develop filters to combat Arabic email spam and 

the Arabic spammers’ tricks described in the next chapter (Chapter 8). 

7.4 Conclusions 

This chapter described and discussed the taxonomy of email spam filters proposed in 

this study. The phenetics method or numerical taxonomy was used to classify objects 

based on their similarities (Nickerson, Varshney & Muntermann 2013). 

Consequently, this study employed the phenetics approach to develop a taxonomy of 

email spam filters that classifies anti-spam filters on the basis of the similarity 

between the methods filters use to detect email spam. The taxonomy requirements 

and the development of constructs of the email spam filter taxonomy were discussed 

in this chapter. 

The proposed taxonomy was classified into two main techniques: reputation and 

content-based techniques. Reputation-based filters rely on information outside of the 

content of email messages to detect spam, whereas content-based filters depend on 

the content of emails to classify them as spam or non-spam (Cook et al. 2006; 

Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004). These two major techniques have been 

classified by other researchers into subgroups and these subgroups were organised 

into different types. All of these techniques were explained and discussed in this 

chapter. However, the proposed taxonomy is not exhaustive, and a clear task could 

be to expand it with information about additional email spam filters and techniques. 

The effectiveness of reputation and content-based filters, presented in the taxonomy, 

was provided and discussed. Neither reputation nor content-based filters were 

completely effective in detecting email spam. When installed alone, the performance 

of reputation-based filters in detecting email spam was not high, so they are best 

used as a complementary tool for other existing content-based filters (Li & Hsieh 

2006). The effectiveness of content-based filters differed from one language to 

another. These filters perform better at detecting English email spam than non-

English spam (Çıltık & Güngör 2008; El-Halees 2009; Nguyen, Tran & Nguyen 

2008). Machine-learning methods had better performance in detecting email spam 

than other content-based filters such as rule and fingerprinting-based filters. 

Compared to other content-based filters, the best method for detecting English email 
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spam was SVM. Compared with other ML methods, maximum entropy and NB were 

the most effective filters for detecting Arabic email spam. 

As described and discussed in Chapter 6 (ISPs’ results), Saudi ISPs found that anti-

spam filters were not completely effective in detecting Arabic and English email 

spam, and these filters performed better in detecting English spam than Arabic spam. 

Previous studies have claimed that, as spammers continuously develop new tricks or 

methods to bypass these filters, this can reduce the effectiveness of anti-spam filters 

(Hayati & Potdar 2009; Wang et al. 2007). This encouraged the researcher to 

investigate the different tricks used by spammers in Arabic and English email spam. 

Understanding spammers’ tricks can help developers to refine existing filters to be 

more effective in detecting email spam, especially Arabic email spam.  

In the research literature, many filters based on different methods (e.g. reputation or 

content) have been proposed to detect email spam, mostly in English. This study 

clustered most of these filters into a taxonomy, which was presented in this chapter. 

It is hoped that this taxonomy can help in the selection of appropriate filters for the 

spammers’ tricks observed in the headers and bodies of Arabic email spam. These 

tricks will be presented in the next chapter. This taxonomy could also help improve 

current filters or create new filters, especially for Arabic email spam. The proposed 

taxonomy indicated that many methods have been proposed to detect email spam, 

mostly in English, based on the content of header and body of the email, and they 

achieve a high level of effectiveness and accuracy in detecting English email spam. 

These methods include SVMs, boosting, maximum entropy (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 

2004), LVQ (Chuan et al. 2005), and decision tree (C4.5) (Krasser et al. 2007).These 

methods can be used to develop effective filters against tricks included in the header 

and body of Arabic email spam. The implementation of such filters targeting Arabic 

spam should be pursued. 
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8. Chapter 8: Analysis of the Headers and Bodies of 
Arabic, English and Mixed Email Spam  

Spammers have different reasons for sending email spam. Some of these reasons are 

malicious (e.g. phishing and viruses) and some of them are for the purpose of 

commercial businesses, such as product advertisements (Hayati & Potdar 2008). This 

necessitated the development of filters to combat email spam and the tricks used in 

sending it. However, anti-spam filters are not effective in detecting all email spam as 

spammers are constantly developing their methods and tricks to bypass the filters 

(Hayati & Potdar 2009; Wang et al. 2007). As reported in Chapter 6 (ISPs’ results), 

Saudi ISPs found that the anti-spam filters used were not completely effective in 

detecting English and Arabic spam, and these filters were more effective in detecting 

English spam than Arabic spam. This result implies that further investigation of the 

tricks spammers used in Arabic and English email spam is needed to be able to 

develop more effective filters, especially for Arabic spam. From the findings of the 

taxonomy presented in Chapter 7, appropriate filters to identify Arabic spam have 

been suggested.  

This chapter analyses the headers and bodies of a collection of Arabic, English and 

mixed language (Arabic and English) email spam received from Saudi public users, 

businesses and ISPs to identify the tricks spammers used to bypass filters. Spam in 

these languages was investigated because the researcher understands both Arabic and 

English, which assists the analysis process. Arabic is relevant as it is the official 

language of Saudi Arabia; English is a good comparison language because both 

spam and filters in English are advanced. The methodology followed in the analysis 

of Arabic, English and mixed email spam corpora is described in detail in Chapter 3 

under Section  3.10. 

This chapter is divided into the following sections: 

• Section  8.1: presents the results of the analysis of the spammers’ tricks used to 

bypass anti-spam filters.  

• Section  8.2: discusses the results of the analysis of the spammers’ tricks used in 

sending Arabic, English and mixed language email spam.  
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• Section  8.3: presents the conclusions of this chapter. 

8.1 Results  

This section describes the results of the analysis of headers and bodies of Arabic, 

English and mixed language email spam corpora, to determine spammers’ tricks 

used to bypass anti-spam filters and to trick recipients. The chi-square test (X2) was 

used in this chapter to analyse the data. It was used to test the category data relating 

to independent variables (spammers’ tricks). 

The data in Table  8.1 reveal that attractive words used in the subject line of emails 

appeared more often in Arabic email spam than in English and mixed language email 

spam (45%, p=0.006), whereas English email spam included more false statements 

in the subject lines than Arabic and mixed language email spam did (72%, p=0.006).  

Compared with Arabic and mixed language email spam, most of the content of 

English email spam (92%) appeared as text (p<0.001), whereas the percentage of 

email spam that appeared as text embedded in images was larger in Arabic than in 

English and mixed language email spam (45%, p<0.001). 

The percentage of links included in email spam was greater in English than in Arabic 

and mixed language email spam (84%, p=0.007). The results revealed that some 

links included in email spam were malicious, and more so in English email spam 

than Arabic and mixed language email spam (73%, p<0.001). Two types of 

malicious links were found in the content of all email spam. There were more links 

related to fake bank websites in English email spam than in Arabic and mixed 

language email spam (88%, p<0.001), and more false or forged unsubscribe links in 

Arabic email spam than in English and mixed language email spam (72%, p<0.001). 

Arabic email spam contained more attachments than English and mixed email spam 

(28%, p=0.007), and the types of attachments varied in the three groups. Arabic 

email spam had more PDF files than English and mixed email spam (17%, p<0.001), 

and exe files were more common in English than in Arabic and mixed language 

email spam (75%, p<0.001). Text (txt) files and images in different formats such as 

GIF and JPEG were found more often in mixed language email spam (50%, 

p<0.001). The results indicated that some attachments were malicious, and English 
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email spam included more malicious attachments than Arabic and mixed language 

email spam (89%, p<0.001).  

The percentage of spam sent from fake or obfuscated email addresses was higher in 

Arabic and mixed language email spam than in English email spam (100% and 99% 

respectively, p<0.001). 

Table  8.1: The percentages of spammers’ tricks used in Arabic, English and mixed 

language email spam 

Spammers’ Tricks 
Arabic (%) 

n=1035 

English (%) 

n=179 

Mixed (%) 

n=56 

P* 

Using attractive words or false 
statements in the subject line  

    

   Attractive words 45 28 38 0.006 

   False statements  55 72 62 

Using different formats in writing 

content  
    

   Text 55 92 61 <0.001 

   Text embedded in an image 45 8 39 

Adding links or attachment into the 

content  
    

   Links 72 84 79 0.007 

   Attachments 28 16 21  

Types of attachments      

   Images (e.g. GIF and JPEG)  45 14 50 <0.001 

   Pdf files 17 4 0  
   Text (txt) files 20 7 50  

   Executable (exe) files 8 75 0  

The percentages of malicious links 

and attachments 
    

   Malicious links (%YES) 4 73 0 <0.001 

   Malicious attachments (%YES) 15 89 0 <0.001 

Types of malicious links     

   Fake bank’s website link 28 88 0 <0.001 

   Forged unsubscribe link 72 12 0 

Using fake or obfuscated email 
addresses (%YES) 

99 58 100 <0.001 

*P values are based on chi-square test between types of Arabic, English and mixed language email 

spam; P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

8.2 Discussion 

Many tricks have been used by spammers to achieve their objectives. This section 

discusses the results of the analysis of spammers’ tricks observed in an Arabic, 

English and mixed language email spam corpora received in Saudi Arabia in this 

study. These tricks included using attractive words or false statements in the subject 
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line, using different formats in writing the content, adding links or attachments into 

the content, and using fake or obfuscated email addresses. 

8.2.1 Using Attractive Words or False Statements in the Subject Line 
of Email Spam 

The results of the analysis indicated that spammers used attractive words more in 

Arabic email spam than in English and mixed language email spam. Words and 

phrases used in the subject lines of Arabic email spam were focused on 

entertainment advertisements, while business advertisements, and phishing and fraud 

words were more common in the subject lines of English email spam. Examples of 

the words and phrases observed in the subject lines of Arabic and English email 

spam are attached in the Appendix H. This finding is similar to the finding of a study 

conducted on an English and Japanese email spam corpora by Yamakawa and 

Yoshiura (2010), which found that most words used in English spam were related to 

commercial and business advertisements, whereas sexuality related words were the 

most used in Japanese email spam. The findings of both studies indicated that there 

were differences between words and phrases used in Japanese and Arabic email 

spam. Japanese spam words were related to sexuality, whereas Arabic email spam 

words focused on entertainment advertisements. The reason for this could be because 

of cultural differences between the two countries. According to Abdoh, Musa and 

Salman (2009), the nature of email spam is different from one country to another 

with the spammers’ motivations and cultures. Some spammers send commercial 

emails, some send pornographic emails, and others send malicious programs. 

Previous studies have indicated that the reason for using attractive words in the 

subject line of email spam is to convince the recipients to open the email, or to make 

them think that it is legitimate and they should read it (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013; 

Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009). The authors reported examples of 

words or phrases in the subject line that are designed to lure the victim, such as 

“account confirmation”, “message from the bank”, “security warning”, and “update 

details” (Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009). Smith (2008) stated that some 

emails used subject lines such as a fake or real news event, inexpensive products, or 

easy ways to make money, to encourage the recipients to open the emails and the 

attachments. Wang and Chen (2007) noted that “sex”, “for sale”, “get rich” and “best 

deal” were the keywords most frequently used in the subject of email spam. “Hi”, 
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“Hello”, “Was this from you?”, “Alert”, or “Thank you” are common words and 

phrases in subject lines (Wei et al. 2008). “Re” is another example of a frequently 

used attractive word (Chen, Zhan & Li 2010), implying that the spammer is 

answering an email from the recipient, or replying to a request from the recipient. 

This tricks recipients into thinking that the email is important, encouraging them to 

open it and read the content (Chigona et al. 2005). 

Although a few methods have been developed to detect Arabic email spam based on 

the header (El-Halees 2009; Goweder et al. 2008), these methods are still not 

effective (Hayati & Potdar 2009). This suggests the need to develop anti-spam filters 

to block Arabic spam, and this could be achieved by creating a list of the common 

words observed in the subject line of Arabic email spam (entertainment 

advertisements words, as observed in this study) and producing filters to block spam 

emails that contain these words in the subject line. Anti-spam filters can block spam 

by scanning the words in the email subject line and body. Christina, Karpagavalli 

and Suganya (2010) proposed adding keywords observed in the subject line and 

body of email spam to the lists of one of the existing anti-spam filters. They 

suggested that “using combinations of keywords is a good solution to enhance 

filtering efficiency”.  

The previous chapter, which presented the taxonomy of email spam filters and the 

effectiveness of these filters in detecting email spam, described several methods that 

have been used to develop filters based on the content of the header, most of which 

were developed to detect English spam. These methods included support vector 

machines, boosting, maximum entropy (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004), and learning 

vector quantization (LVQ) (Chuan et al. 2005). The taxonomy developed in the 

researcher’s study of email spam filters found that these methods were more 

effective than other methods in detecting English email spam. It would appear that 

these methods could be also used to produce more effective filters against Arabic 

email spam. Developing filters based on the combination of reputation and content 

focused methods could be another way to combat Arabic email spam (Li & Hsieh 

2006). 

Another trick used by spammers to lure the victims is to send emails with subject 

line that do not indicate the content of the email, called false statements (or 
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misleading subject lines) (Hamel 2004; Simon 2004). For example, spammers added 

greetings or thank words or phrases in the subject lines while the content included 

phishing attachments or product advertisements. This could make it difficult for the 

recipients to determine the content of the email before they open it (Chigona et al. 

2005). The results of this study revealed that most of email spam received in Saudi 

Arabia contained false statements in the subject lines of email spam, and the 

percentage of false statements was higher in English email spam than Arabic and 

mixed language email spam. A previous study conducted by the US Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC) (2003) revealed that 40% of the subjects of spam emails sent to 

American recipients did not indicate emails’ content. On comparing the results of 

both studies, it was found that the percentages of false statement or misleading 

subject lines was higher in the email spam received in Saudi Arabia than in the US.  

8.2.2 Using Different Formats in Writing the Content of Email Spam 
(Text or Text Embedded in an Image) 

The percentage of email spam that appeared as text was higher in English than in 

Arabic and mixed language spam. This may be because many of the English email 

spam, as described in the results section, contained more malicious content, such as 

phishing and scams, than the Arabic and mixed language spam. Previous studies 

have indicated that malicious email spam mostly appeared as text. According to 

Dhinakaran, Lee and Nagamalai (2007a), “email spam which contains only text 

messages are mostly related to scam”. As attackers or phishers constantly develop 

their methods, it is necessary to constantly develop and improve effectiveness of 

existing Internet security software in detecting malicious embedded contents of 

email spam. This is particularly true for English, as studies such as that by 

Ramanathan and Wechsler (2012) have found phishing to be more common in 

English than in non-English spam. 

Email spam or image spam, which contains text embedded in an image 

(Soranamageswari & Meena 2010; Xu, Wang & Shao 2009), was found more often 

in Arabic spam than in English and mixed language email spam. Previous research 

has suggested possible reasons. Attar, Rad and Atani (2013) stated: 

Image spam is a new threat which is the most sophisticated kind 

of spam email up to now, because it makes the message 
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interesting for the user and hard to detect by text based anti-

spam filters.  

Image spam was created to circumvent the anti-spam filters that classify spam based 

on texts included in the body of messages (Nielson, Aycock & de Castro 2008; Zuo 

et al. 2009). Gargiulo and Sansone (2008) claimed that image spam is a new trick 

used to attract users without detection by text-based filters.  

Previous studies have found that the volume of image spam has increased in the past 

few years. Image spam first appeared in 2004 (Kelly 2007), its volume reaching 1% 

of all email spam around the world in late 2005 (Soranamageswari & Meena 2010) 

and growing to 55% of all email spam in 2010 (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013). There are 

two possible explanations for the increase of the volume of image spam. First, that 

spammers found image spam an attractive way to lure recipients and a more effective 

way to achieve their purposes than traditional containing only texts (Gargiulo & 

Sansone 2008; Yamakawa & Yoshiura 2010). Then they develop methods to bypass 

text-based filters (Wittel & Wu 2004). Second, the existing anti-spam filters may not 

be as effective in detecting image spam, as detecting texts embedded in images is 

more complicated than detecting texts included in the body of messages. According 

to Mehta et al. (2008), filtering images included in emails spam is more complicated 

than filtering texts, as images have different complex data formats that require a 

deep, comprehensive analysis of content to identify the images’ properties. 

Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) claimed that:  

… spam filter has to recognize image in mail in order to detect 

image spam mail; however, many spam filters do not have such a 

function or it makes heavy load that spam filter checks images in 

emails. 

It can be concluded that the volume of image spam has increased significantly 

worldwide (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013), especially in Saudi Arabia, where the results 

of this study found that the percentage of image spam was nearly similar to its 

percentage worldwide, although the percentage of email that it was higher in Arabic 

spam than English and mixed language spam. As described in the taxonomy 

proposed in this study in Chapter 7, many image spam filters were developed as a 
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result of previous studies such as Krasser et al. (2007), Saraubon and 

Limthanmaphon (2009) and Wang et al. (2010). The methods used to produce these 

filters, support vector machines and decision tree (C4.5), achieved a high degree of 

effectiveness and accuracy in detecting English image spam compared to other 

methods. Therefore, these methods could be used again to create new effective filters 

against image spam in Arabic emails. 

8.2.3 Adding Links or Attachments into the Content of Email Spam 

The research for this thesis found that most email spam received in Saudi Arabia 

included links, and English spam had more links than Arabic and mixed language 

spam. This might be to evade the text-based anti-spam filters. These links direct 

users to webpages that promote products or commercial services, and include 

commercial advertisements for products, as text in the body is easy for text filters to 

detect (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013). Previous studies have indicated that email spam 

can include different forms of links, such as URLs; clickable links to social websites 

such as Facebook and YouTube; clickable links to spammers’ targets, such as fake 

bank webpages, counterfeit business websites; and forged unsubscribe links. Kumar 

(2009) stated that spammers used social network websites such as Facebook to trick 

users and their friends for the purpose of obtaining personal information. Users’ 

email addresses are then spammed, and this can help spread malicious programs, 

such as malware and worms, to their computers. Smith (2008) indicated that some 

attractive links, such as fake YouTube links, have been used to download malware 

onto users’ computers when clicked. Leavitt (2005) and Barroso (2007) described 

spoofed links that open fake webpages of banks, or counterfeit websites of popular 

businesses, to steal important user information such as credit card details.  

The results of this study revealed that some links in email spam received in Saudi 

Arabia were malicious, and more common in English spam than in Arabic and mixed 

language spam. A study conducted by John et al. (2009) found that 1% of 100,000 

links included in email spam received in the US were used to run or download 

malicious executables and programs. This would indicate that the percentage of 

malicious links involved in email spam received in Saudi Arabia was higher than that 

received in the US. Links related to fake bank websites were the most malicious 

links observed in English email spam, and more common in that language than 
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observed in Arabic and mixed language email spam. This finding supports the 

findings of studies conducted by Hinde (2003), IBM X-Force® (2011), and 

Ramanathan and Wechsler (2012), which indicated that financial institutions or 

organisations such as banks were the sector targeted most often by attackers or 

phishers. This finding agrees with the results of a study conducted by Cova, Kruegel 

and Vigna (2008) in the US, which revealed that most malicious links included in 

email spam were related to banks and auction sites. Although other researchers such 

as Fette, Sadeh and Tomasic (2006), Basnet, Mukkamala and Sung (2008) and John 

et al. (2009) proposed different systems to detect malicious links contained in email 

spam, more development is required, particularly to detect malicious links in English 

spam linked to fake bank websites. 

The results of this study indicated that Arabic email spam received in Saudi Arabia 

included more forged unsubscribe links than English and mixed language email 

spam. The unsubscribe link is an option that enables users to remove their email 

addresses from mailing lists that they have subscribed to, or to unsubscribe from 

receiving more emails in the future (Allman 2003; Malcolm 2004; Vaile 2004). 

However, spammers have exploited the unsubscribe link by adding a so-called false 

or spoofed unsubscribe link into email spam (McCusker 2004). Previous studies 

mentioned possible reasons spammers use false or spoofed unsubscribe links. 

Clicking onto the false unsubscribe link indicate to spammers that the email address 

is valid, and trigger more spam (Chigona et al. 2005; Lambert 2003; Simpson 2003). 

It can be a way to add the victims’ addresses to spammers’ mailing lists, increasing 

the volume of spam received in the future. According to Allman (2003), “the 

unsubscribe link removes you from the list in question, but it also adds your address 

to another list”. Andaker et al. (2006) stated that the spammers collecting the 

addresses can further annoy the recipients by distributing their email addresses to 

other spammers. False unsubscribe links can be added to open advertisements for 

businesses and products (Andaker et al. 2006; Lambert 2003). Some spammers add a 

deceptive or inoperative unsubscribe link to spam emails to evade the strict spam 

laws in some countries such as the US and South Africa.  

Spammers use different types of attachments to advertise products or services, such 

as images or pdf files (Dhinakaran, Lee & Nagamalai 2007a), evading text-based 
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filters (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013). Dhinakaran, Lee and Nagamalai (2007b) reported 

that when sending email spam with attachments, spammers use sophisticated tools 

that have not been used to send email spam without attachments. The sophisticated 

software can hide the sender’s identity, select text messages randomly, identify open-

relay machines, have mass-mailing capability, and define the spamming time and 

duration.  

The study found that Arabic email spam received in Saudi Arabia included more 

attachments than English and mixed language email spam. These included images, 

PDF files, text files and executable files. Images were the most common type of 

attachment in Arabic email spam. This finding is in line with a study of worldwide 

email spam traffic by Dhinakaran, Lee and Nagamalai (2007b). The authors analysed 

the contents of 400,000 email spam collected from worldwide spam traffic in a 

period of 14 months by setting up a spam trap. A spam trap (also called a spam 

honeypot) is a decoy email address that is used for the purpose of collecting email 

spam (Boneh 2004; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). The results of their study revealed 

that more than 50% of the email spam collection included attachments in the form of 

images and executable files, and most of the images were in the format of GIF and 

JPEG files. However, this finding differs from the results of a study conducted by 

Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) on a collection of Japanese email spam. The authors 

found that different attachments were included in Japanese email spam (e.g. PDF 

files, compressed files, Microsoft Word documents, Microsoft PowerPoint slides, 

Microsoft Excel sheets, binary data), and that most of the attachments contained in 

Japanese email spam were PDF files. It can be concluded that attachments in Arabic 

emails spam were similar to those that appeared in email spam worldwide, but 

different from those in Japanese email spam.   

The attachments could be malicious to achieve the purposes of the spammers. 

Previous studies indicated that malicious attachments may be an important way for 

spammers to achieve malicious aims such as infection of users’ computers by 

malicious programs such as viruses or malware (Cournane & Hunt 2004; Dantin & 

Paynter 2005; Hershkop & Stolfo 2004; Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 

2005; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005; Pfleeger & Bloom 2005; Sorkin 2001). One type of 

the dangerous attachments included in email spam is executable (exe) files. The exe 
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files might be a way to transfer malicious programs such as worms and viruses. 

According to Nagamalai, Dhinakaran and Lee (2010), email spam with the attached 

(exe) files are mostly malicious programs such as viruses, worms and trojans. The 

results of this study found that English email spam received in Saudi Arabia had 

more executable (exe) files than Arabic and mixed language emails spam. This could 

make English email spam being more dangerous than Arabic and mixed language 

email spam, as the results of this study found that English email spam had more 

malicious attachments (89% of the total of English spam that contains attachments) 

than Arabic and mixed language email spam. A study conducted in Australia by 

Alazab et al. (2013) found that about 44% of emails spam included malicious 

attachments.  

It can be concluded that the percentage of malicious attachments was higher in email 

spam received in Saudi Arabia than in Australia. Also, it can be observed that 

English email spam contained more malicious attachments than non-English email 

spam, such as Arabic. This is supported by Ramanathan and Wechsler (2012), who 

found that malicious attempts such as phishing, viruses, worms or trojans are more 

frequent in English than in non-English languages. In spite of several methods being 

developed by other researchers such as Kartaltepe and Xu (2006), Stolfo et al. (2010) 

and Amin (2011) to detect malicious attachments in email spam, these methods need 

to be further improved, particularly for detecting English spam. As the extent of 

malicious attachments in Arabic email spam was lower, it is likely to increase, which 

indicates the need to develop methods to block malicious attachments embedded in 

Arabic spam.  

8.2.4 Using Fake or Obfuscated Email Addresses to Hide Spammers’ 
Identities  

The percentage of fake or obfuscated email addresses was higher in mixed language 

and Arabic email spam than in English email spam. This could hide spammers’ 

identities, bypass anti-spam filters, and trick the recipients (Hayati & Potdar 2009). 

A previous study conducted by Dhinakaran, Jae Kwant and  Nagamalai (2009) 

identified many characteristics in fake or obfuscated email addresses. The authors 

found that the length of the spammers’ email addresses is more than 21 characters 

and up to 28 characters. The fake email address has three parts before the “@” 

symbol: (Word1)(numericvalue)(word1)@forged domain.com. Word 1 included 
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sensitive words such as customer service, support, operator, service-number, 

operator-id, Client service, ref, reference number, and customers. The length of the 

second part (numericvalue) ranged from 5 to 12 characters, and the length of third 

part was only two characters. Examples of fake or obfuscated email addresses can be 

seen in Chapter 3 (Figure  3.2). 

Obfuscating or generating fake email addresses of spam senders can be achieved in 

many ways. The first is by using spam software. According to Dhinakaran, Jae 

Kwant and Nagamalai (2009), the spam software can hide, obfuscate, or generate 

fake email addresses with different formats so that they appear similar to the 

legitimate email address. Examples of software used by spammers to produce fake 

email addresses were Phasma Email Spoofer, Bulk Mailer, Aneima 2.0, Avalanche 

3.5, and Euthanasia (Dhinakaran, Lee & Nagamalai 2007a). Based on this, spam 

software is used more often to produce fake or obfuscated email addresses in mixed 

language and Arabic spam than in English spam. 

Spammers can also hide their identities by using spoofed IP addresses (Nagamalai, 

D, Dhinakaran, BC & Lee, JK 2010). Hu and Mao (2007) stated that spammers 

sometimes use spoofed IP addresses to conduct malicious activities such as 

spamming and DoS attacks without worrying about revealing their identities. Li and 

Hsieh (2006) claimed that “the spammer can use unused IP addresses on the same 

Local Area Network (LAN) to spoof its source IP address”. A study conducted by 

Krishnamurthy (2006) found that 20% of the IP addresses blocked by anti-spam 

filters were spoofed. Open proxy servers can be used by spammers to send email 

spam without revealing their identities. The open relay or proxy is a SMTP server 

that allows connection between the user and server without the need for 

authentication (Ramachandran & Feamster 2006). When email spam is forwarded 

from the proxy to the recipient the email spam contains the proxy address, not the 

spammers’ address (DeBarr & Wechsler 2010; Levy 2004; Xu et al. 2009). Boneh 

(2004) found that more than 60% of all email spam was sent through open proxy 

servers. Hoanca (2006) claimed that most of the open relays or proxies were in the 

US, with a small number of them in China, Korea and other countries. To detect 

open proxy servers, tools such as Send-Safe have been used by spammers to search 

for open proxies on the Internet (Gansterer et al. 2005).  
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Renting botnets was another method spammers used to hide their identities. Using 

this method, spammers send email spam from multiple computers to their mailing 

lists to avoid blacklist updates and to hide their identities (Eggendorfer 2008). Boneh 

(2004) found that some spammers used false names and untraceable payment 

methods to buy ISP roaming access. Researchers have developed many methods to 

address spammers’ tricks related to spoofed IPs and open proxies. Li and Hsieh 

(2006) and Esquivel, Akella and Mori (2010) proposed methods to block spoofed IP 

addresses. Xie, Yin and Wang (2006) developed systems to detect open relays 

(proxies) that are used to send email spam. However, these methods have not been 

completely effective in blocking spammers’ IP addresses and open proxy or relay 

servers used to send spam (Li & Hsieh 2006). This leads to the suggestion that the 

existing origin-based filters, which depend on network information such as IP and 

email addresses to classify spam (Cook et al. 2006; Garcia, Hoepman & 

Nieuwenhuizen 2004), need to be improved to block email spam before it arrives in 

end users’ inboxes. This can be achieved by identifying fake or obfuscated email 

addresses generated by spam software, spoofed IPs, and open proxy servers used by 

spammers, and blocking them before reaching email inboxes. As the results of this 

study indicated that the percentage of fake or obfuscated email addresses was larger 

in mixed language and Arabic email spam than English, it is possible that a 

combination of origin- and content-based filters could block it effectively (Li & 

Hsieh 2006). 

8.3 Conclusions 

This chapter analysed the header and bodies of a collection of 1,270 Arabic, English 

and mixed language (Arabic and English text) email spam received from public 

users, businesses and ISPs over a period of two years. This analysis aimed to 

investigate the differences between spammers’ tricks used in the three different 

language groups to enable email spam to bypass anti-spam filters and lure victims. 

These tricks were different in Arabic and English spam. Examples of these tricks 

were the use of attractive words and false statements in the subject lines of emails. 

Attractive words were used more often in the subject line of Arabic than in English 

and mixed language email spam, whereas more English spam than Arabic and mixed 

language email spam used false statements in the subject line more often. This 
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suggests the need to develop more effective filters to detect Arabic spam based on 

the information in the headers of emails, such as subject lines. This could be 

achieved by producing filters to classify spam based on the attractive words most 

frequently used in the subject lines (e.g. entertainment words in Arabic spam) 

(Christina, Karpagavalli & Suganya 2010). The taxonomy presented in the previous 

chapter (Chapter 7) described methods to develop filters to combat English spam 

based on the content of the header of email. These include support vector machines, 

boosting, maximum entropy (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004), and LVQ (Chuan et al. 

2005). These methods, which the taxonomy identified as more effective than others 

in detecting English email spam, can also be employed to produce filters to combat 

spammers’ tricks observed in Arabic email spam. 

Another trick used by spammers was to use different formats in writing the content 

of email spam, such as image spam. Image spam was more common in Arabic email 

spam than in English and mixed language email spam. The proposed taxonomy, 

presented in the previous chapter, described many image spam filters, such as 

support vector machines and decision tree (C4.5), that were developed by studies 

such as Krasser et al. (2007), Saraubon and Limthanmaphon (2009) and Wang et al. 

(2010) to detect English image spam. Because these have been identified as more 

effective and accurate than other methods, for English image spam, and it is 

reasonable to assume that they can be used to develop new effective filters to combat 

Arabic image spam. 

Adding malicious links (such as fake bank website link or forged unsubscribe links), 

or attachments (e.g. PDF, exe and GIF) in the content of email spam was another 

trick used by spammers. The percentage of malicious links and attachments was 

significantly higher in English email spam than for Arabic and mixed language email 

spam. Although many methods have been proposed to detect malicious links and 

attachments in spam, these methods are still not effective, which means developers 

should pay attention to developing more effective methods to block email spam that 

include malicious content such as phishing, viruses and trojans, which are embedded 

in links and attachments. 

To hide their identities, spammers used spam software to generate fake or obfuscated 

email addresses. In this study, more mixed language and Arabic email spam than 
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English email spam was sent from obfuscated or fake email addresses, which 

indicates the greater use of spam software in generating fake email addresses in those 

languages. Although several methods have been proposed to classify email spam, 

based on network information such as IP addresses and email addresses, these 

methods are not completely effective in detecting spoofed IPs or fake email 

addresses. This suggests the need to further develop existing filters to more 

effectively blocking email spam from unknown senders before the spam arrives in 

end users’ inboxes. Another suggestion is to create a combination of origin- and 

content-based filters (Li & Hsieh 2006). 

No significant results were found about the tricks used in mixed language email 

spam to bypass anti-spam filters, and this due to the small number of collected mixed 

language email spam. Further investigation of a large corpus of mixed language 

email spam is needed. 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 described and discussed the results of public users, businesses 

and ISP questionnaires about the nature of Arabic and English email spam, its effects 

on their performance, how they dealt with it, and the effectiveness of anti-spam 

filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam. As the results indicated that anti-

spam filters were not completely effective in detecting spam in either language, the 

spammers tricks were investigated. This could help developers to improve the 

effectiveness of existing anti-spam filters. This investigation was explained in this 

chapter (Chapter 8), and it was achieved by analysing the headers and bodies of a 

collection of Arabic, English and mixed language email spam received from public 

users, businesses and ISPs. The next chapter will describe and discuss the main 

findings of the questions of this research, and suggest possible approaches to combat 

email spam in Saudi Arabia. 
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9. Chapter 9: General Discussion and Possible 
Suggestions to Combat Email Spam in Saudi 
Arabia 

This chapter discusses the answers to the research questions as revealed by the 

questionnaire responses of public users, businesses, and ISPs (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) 

about the nature of email spam, their awareness of it, their dealing with it and its 

effects on their performances. It also discusses the spammers’ tricks revealed by the 

analysis of headers and bodies of Arabic and English email spam corpora (Chapter 

8). Possible ways government, businesses and ISPs can combat spam in Saudi 

Arabia are discussed.  

This chapter is divided into the following sections: 

• Section  9.1: revisits the research questions.  

• Section  9.2: discusses the major findings of the research. 

• Section  9.3: provides possible suggestions to combat email spam in Saudi 

Arabia.  

• Section  9.4: concludes this chapter. 

9.1 Revisiting the Research Questions 

Several research questions were developed in order to achieve the research 

objectives. These questions are: 

Awareness of, filters for, and efforts to combat email spam 

Q1: Are public users and businesses aware of email spam and anti-spam filters, what 

are the sources of their knowledge and how do they define email spam? 

Q2: Are public users and businesses aware of government and ISPs efforts to combat 

spam in Saudi Arabia? 

The nature of email spam 

Q3: What is the volume of email spam received by public users and businesses and 

blocked by ISPs in Saudi Arabia; in which languages does it occur; and what are the 

sources or origins of Arabic and English email spam? 
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Q4: What are the differences between Arabic and English email spam? 

Dealing with email spam 

Q5: How do public users, businesses and ISPs deal with email spam? 

The effects of email spam 

Q6: What are the effects of email spam on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs? 

Anti-spam filters and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and English spam 

Q7: What anti-spam filters are used by Saudi ISPs to block email spam, and how 

effective are they in detecting Arabic and English email spam? 

Spammers’ tricks used in the headers and bodies of Arabic and English email 

spam 

Q8: What is the extent of the following spammers’ tricks used in the headers and 

bodies of Arabic and English email spam, respectively:  

• attractive words or false statements in the subject line 

• texts or texts embedded in images in the content 

• malicious links and attachments, by type 

• fake or obfuscated email addresses. 

9.2 Discussion of the Major Research Finding  

This section discusses the main findings of this research: the awareness of email 

users about email spam, anti-spam filters and efforts to combat it; the nature of email 

spam; how public users, businesses and ISPs dealt with it; its effects on their 

performances; and the effectiveness of anti-spam filters in detecting Arabic and 

English email spam. It also discusses the tricks spammers used in the headers and 

bodies of Arabic and English email spam to bypass anti-spam filters; the anti-spam 

filters in the proposed taxonomy, and their effectiveness in detecting email spam, 
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mostly English. It then suggests which of these filters could be chosen to produce 

new filters for Arabic email spam. 

9.2.1 The Awareness of Email Spam, Anti-spam Filters and the Efforts 
to Combat it 

The awareness of public users and businesses in Saudi Arabia about email spam and 

anti-spam filters was low compared to that in other countries, such as Malaysia and 

Australia. As described in Chapter 4, about two-thirds of public users (62%, 95%CI: 

59%-64.9%) were aware of email spam, while one-third of public users (37.9%, 

95%CI: 35%-40.9%) were aware of anti-spam filters. This was a smaller percentage 

than in Malaysia. Bujang and Hussin (2010) demonstrated that about 86.5% of 

Malaysian email users were aware of email spam, and 66.9% were aware of anti-

spam filters. One reason might be that public users in Malaysia were more 

experienced than users in Saudi Arabia in using the Internet and email, which could 

increase their knowledge of email spam and anti-spam filters (Sait et al. 2008).  

The percentage of Saudi businesses (90.2%, 95%CI: 82.9%-95%) that were aware of 

email spam and anti-spam filters was lower than in Australia. All Australian 

organisations were aware of email spam and methods of combatting it (ACMA 

2011). For public users and businesses in Saudi Arabia the most common source of 

information about email spam and anti-spam filters was the Internet. Public users and 

businesses were aware of few efforts by government and ISPs to disseminate this 

information. This finding was supported by the responses of Saudi ISPs, which 

demonstrated that slightly over half of ISPs provided awareness programs about 

email spam for their customers, and only a few ISPs conducted workshops or 

training about it for their employees. 

There were a wide variety of definitions of email spam in Saudi Arabia. Public users 

most commonly defined email spam as “an email was sent randomly and contains 

malicious programs such as viruses”, whereas Saudi businesses and ISPs defined 

email spam as UCE. It can be seen that the definition of businesses and ISPs for 

email spam agreed with the international definition of email spam as UCE (Boykin 

& Roychowdhury 2004; Cheng 2004; Sakkis et al. 2003), although public users 

defined it differently than in previous studies. This suggests that it is important for 

government to arrive at an agreed definition of email spam so that it can be used in 
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designing strategies and enacting law to combat email it (Everett 2004).  

Only a few public users and businesses were aware of the efforts of government and 

ISPs to combat email spam in Saudi Arabia. The most common government effort 

that they were aware of was technical, and these technical measures were initiated by 

CITC and KACST. Of the efforts Saudi ISPs to combat email spam, public users and 

businesses were most aware of the use of anti-spam filters. This is supported by the 

responses of Saudi ISPs, which reported that setting and updating Internet security 

software and hardware (including anti-spam) (55.6%, 95%CI: 25.4%-82.7%) was 

their main way approach to the problem. Most of the strategies provided by the 

government and ISPs were technical, and there was a lack of educational and legal 

strategies. This suggests that a combination of legal, educational and technical 

measures, and cooperation between government and ISPs would be a more effective 

way to reduce email spam (Cheng 2004). 

Clearly, then, it would be worthwhile for the government of Saudi Arabia to provide 

awareness programs to increase email users’ understanding of spam, anti-spam 

filters, and the services and work being done to tackle it. Previous studies have 

revealed that governments in other countries, such as the USA (Pfleeger & Bloom 

2005), Denmark (Frost & Udsen 2006) and India (Jidiga & Sammulal 2013), have 

conducted awareness programs to increase the awareness of public users and 

companies of online threats such as spam. This approach would help to reduce the 

volume and effects of email spam in Saudi Arabia (Dantin & Paynter 2005). 

Similarly, it would be useful for Saudi ISPs also to provide awareness programs and 

strategies to educate their email users about spam, anti-spam filters, their services 

and efforts to counter email spam (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). Refai and Nyanchama 

(2007) suggested that establishing awareness programs about spam through 

workshops, seminars and training for employees and customers, can help to raise 

their awareness and fight email spam. 

9.2.2 The Nature of Email Spam 

This section discusses the main findings about the nature of email spam in Saudi 

Arabia in terms of its volume, its languages, types of Arabic and English email spam 

and their sources. 
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9.2.2.1 The volume of email spam  

The average number of spam emails received by public users and businesses in Saudi 

Arabia was lower than the average number received in other countries such as the 

US (Grimes, Hough & Signorella 2007), Finland (Siponen & Stucke 2006) and UK 

(Computer Fraud and security 2004). This is a surprising result. Although the 

developed countries have enacted laws against spam, the participants in these 

countries received more email spam than the participants in Saudi Arabia. One 

reason for this result may be that participants in Saudi Arabia are less likely than 

participants in the developed countries to notice that they have received email spam. 

Another reason could be that public users and businesses in the three developed 

countries (US, UK and Finland) used the Internet and email more for online 

shopping or in dealing with customers (for businesses) than those in Saudi Arabia 

(Hermanson 2003). According to Hassanein and Head (2007):  

In an online shopping context, consumers are vulnerable and 

likely to expose themselves to loss if they provide their email 

address (making themselves vulnerable to receiving spam email or 

other annoyances).  

This could result in public users and businesses in Saudi Arabia receiving less email 

spam than public users and businesses in the US, Finland and UK. 

ISPs are one of sectors which are responsible for combatting email spam (Sorkin 

2001). Although Saudi ISPs blocked millions of email spam (an average of 

1,500,000 weekly), public users and businesses still receive it. This could be because 

the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs were not effective in detecting email spam, 

which could let more through. The results of this study support this explanation, as 

Saudi ISPs reported that the anti-spam filters were not completely effective in 

detecting email spam. This finding suggests that Saudi ISPs need to develop their 

anti-spam filters to be more effective in detecting email spam. Another suggestion is 

be to apply anti-spam filters at two levels: email user and ISP to combat email spam 

more effectively (Khong 2001).  

9.2.2.2 The languages of email spam  

All three groups of participants agreed that most of the email spam received in Saudi 
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Arabia was written in English, and the highest percentage of English email spam was 

sent from non-Arabic countries. This finding is in line with previous studies 

conducted in other countries, such as Greece (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005), Bahrain 

(Al-A'ali 2007) and Malaysia (Bujang & Hussin 2010), which found that most of 

email spam received in those countries were written in English. It also corresponds 

with the results of Shrivastava and Bindu (2012), who found that English was the 

most popular language of email spam around the world, and with the results of 

Pfleeger’s and Bloom’s study (2005), which demonstrated that most of email spam 

received in the EU were written in English, even though there are about 12 official 

languages in the EU . 

But Saudi Arabia has its own spammers. In this study, Arabic was the second most 

used language of email spam, other than English (Altbach 2004; Huddleston & 

Pullum 2002; Kirkpatrick 2007), and most of the Arabic email spam was sent from 

Saudi Arabia. Previous studies conducted in other countries such as Greece (Pallas & 

Patrikakis 2005), Bahrain (Al-A'ali 2007) and Malaysia (Bujang & Hussin 2010) 

have revealed that spammers aim to reaching more recipients by using English as the 

first language for writing email spam, followed by the native language of the 

countries studied, such as Arabic in Bahrain, Malay in Malaysia and Greek in 

Greece. 

A lower percentage of email spam written in other languages (e.g. Chinese, 

Japanese, Russian, Turkish, French, Brazilian, Spanish, Persian, German, Italian, 

Hindi, Urdu, Hebrew) was received in this study. One reason for receiving email 

spam in different languages could be that public users and businesses have published 

their email addresses on the Internet, where they were harvested by spam software, 

resulting in the receipt of email spam in these languages (Andreolini et al. 2005). 

Other reasons could be that some public users subscribed to websites that were 

designed in these languages, or businesses dealt with customers who speak these 

languages, leading to receiving email spam in these languages (Wood 2013). 

9.2.2.3 The differences between types of Arabic and English email 
spam  

All three groups of participants agreed that more spam emails related to forums, as 

well as religious and political emails, were received in Arabic than in English. 
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Electronic forums are a popular way for Saudi society to pursue education, purchase 

and sell, or communicate with each other (Al-Saggaf 2004). (Arabic, of course, is the 

official language of Saudi Arabia) (Chejne 2009). When they subscribe to Arabic 

forums, their email addresses are added to the forum’s mailing lists, which can result 

in receiving more Arabic spam. Another possibility is that owners of Arabic forums 

wanting to increase the number of subscribers, collect email addresses from the 

Internet by using automated or harvesting software (Andreolini et al. 2005), or 

buying email addresses from other Arabic forums (Cook et al. 2006). This can also 

result in receiving more Arabic emails related to forums. 

The percentage of religious and political emails was higher in Arabic than English. 

This could be because some Arab countries used the Internet-based media for 

political campaigns (Grossman 2004; Sweet 2003), or for religious purposes 

(Martinkova 2008). Email users who follow up these political and religious issues, 

may then receive more religious and political email spam, with the result that they 

receive more spam emails of this nature in Arabic than in English.  

Public users, businesses and ISPs reported that there were more pornographic and 

phishing and fraud emails in English than in Arabic. In Saudi Arabia, the official 

religion is Islam, which prohibits pornography (Al-A'ali 2007), but pornography is 

also forbidden in Arabic culture (Abdoh, Musa & Salman 2009). These reasons can 

also contribute to a lower percentage of pornographic emails in Arabic than in 

English.  

Phishing and fraud emails were more common in English than in Arabic. There are 

several possible explanations for this. It is possible that the organised criminal 

elements behind most email phishing and fraud attempts are not yet established to 

the same extent in Arabic-speaking countries as elsewhere, such as English-speaking 

countries (Ramanathan & Wechsler 2012). It is also possible that some organisations 

designed online payment portals with English language interfaces (AlGhamdi & 

Drew 2012). Spammers would then design fake portals comparable to the original 

ones, and attach the link in email spam.  

Other studies have investigated the types of email spam in other languages (e.g. 

Chinese and Russian), in different countries, which showed different types of email 
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spam to those noticed in English and Arabic spam. Yamakawa and Yoshiura (2010) 

demonstrated that the most common type of Japanese email spam was related with 

sexuality. Lev and Goldin (2006) described different types of spam for four 

countries: Russia, China, Germany and Korea. Russian email spam targeted food, 

accessories, education and construction. In China, the most common type of Chinese 

email spam was the sale of fake invoices designed to reduce the tax burdens of 

different businesses, and anti-government spam. The subjects of German email spam 

included racist and white supremacist spam. Typical types of Korean email spam 

included finance- or mortgage-related emails (Lev & Goldin 2006). The reasons for 

the differences between types of email spam in different languages and in different 

countries are likely to be the spammers’ culture, motivation, religion and country 

(Abdoh, Musa & Salman 2009). 

9.2.3 How Public Users, Businesses and ISPs Deal with Email Spam 

How email users deal with email spam differs from one email user to another based 

upon different factors, such as experience in using email, and knowledge of spam, its 

effects, and the filters used against it. Approximately one-fifth of public users in the 

Saudi Arabian study (20.9%, 95%CI: 18.5%-23.5%) responded to offers made in 

email spam. A study conducted in Malaysia by Bujang and Hussins (2010) revealed 

that only 8.1% of Malaysian email users responded to email spam. About a quarter 

of public users in Saudi Arabia (27.6%, 95%CI: 25%-30.5%) always deleted email 

spam without reading it, and just a few public users (3.1%, 95%CI: 2.2%-4.3%) 

reported that they always contacted the ISPs and notified them about spam. This 

might be because public users were unaware of the ISPs’ services to combat email 

spam. The results showed that only two Saudi ISPs had received email users’ queries 

and complaints about email spam issues, and provided support in this regard. 

Another study conducted in the USA by Grimes, Hough and Signorella (2007) 

demonstrated that 66% of 205 American users deleted email spam, and 11.7% 

contacted their ISPs when they received spam. It is clear that American and 

Malaysian email users were more aware than Saudi email users of ways of dealing 

with email spam. Further effort is needed by the government and relevant agencies to 

educate email users about effective methods of dealing with spam. 

Saudi businesses and ISPs had different ways of dealing with email spam. ISPs and 
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businesses established business units or created teams to manage network security 

issues, including email spam (81.8%, 95%CI: 53%-96%; 58.7%, 95%CI: 48.5%-

68.5% respectively), and the most task of these units were in setting and updating 

Internet security software (55.6%, 95%CI: 25.4%-82.7%; 48.6%, 95%CI: 32.7%-

64.7% respectively). It is important to establishing business units or create teams to 

manage information security in organisations to assure the safety of the 

organisation’s information (Vroom & von Solms 2004). A study by Johnson and 

Koch (2006) demonstrated that approximately 12% of the information technology 

department budgets of the American organisations were spent on network security. 

All Saudi ISPs used anti-spam filters to block email spam, but only about 80.4% 

(95%CI: 71.5%-87.5%) of businesses applied these filters. Some businesses might 

not have installed anti-spam filters because they relied on ISPs to filter it for them, as 

it is one of the responsibilities of ISPs to protect their customers (public users or 

businesses) from security attacks (Sorkin 2001). But it is also possible that some 

businesses outsource their security issues (including email spam), to technical 

companies to manage (Frost & Udsen 2006; Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010).  

Approximately half of Saudi ISPs (45.5%, 95%CI: 20%-73%) had employees with 

the specific responsibility to combat email spam, and about one-fifth of businesses 

(18.5%, 95%CI: 11.6%-27.3%) assigned employees to manage the spam issues. This 

could be because Saudi businesses did not have an IT department or business units to 

manage network security issues. This study found that less than half of businesses 

did not have business units to manage network security. Another possibility might be 

that businesses outsource the work, for example to ISPs, or hire external employees 

to combat email spam (Frost & Udsen 2006; Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). 

Qualified people are needed to fix email spam problems. Arutyunov (2013) stated 

that in one American company, one full-time IT person was allocated to every 690 

employees to address email spam issues. Ridzuan, Potdar and Talevski (2010) 

emphasised that companies need to spend money to buy the necessary anti-spam 

filters, recruit employees to deal with spam issues, and provide the required training 

for those employees to improve their understanding of email spam. 
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9.2.4 The Effects of Email Spam on the Performance of Public Email 
Users, Businesses and ISPs 

Email spam had negative impact on the performance of public emails users, 

businesses and ISPs in Saudi Arabia. About half of public users (45.1%, 95%CI: 

42.1%-48.2%) were negatively affected by email spam. Its major impact on the 

performance of public users was email inboxes filling with spam (28.1%, 95%CI: 

25.4%-31%), which can consume the available email capacity and result in the loss 

of important emails (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004). The large volume of spam in email 

inboxes can also waste email users’ time with the need to isolate important email 

from spam emails (Chigona et al. 2005; Hinde 2002; Özgür, Güngör & Gürgen 

2004), and reduce their productivity (Leng 2006). About one-fifth of public users in 

this study (19.4%, 95%CI: 17.1%-21.9%) were affected by email spam through lost 

time and reduced productivity. Another major effect of email spam on the 

performance of public users was infection of computers by malicious programs such 

as viruses and trojans (24.5%, 95%CI: 21.9%-27.2%). This can be a way to steal the 

important information, such as credit card numbers (Cournane & Hunt 2004; 

Hermanson 2003). This suggests the need for educating public users about the 

malicious effects of email spam (Dantin & Paynter 2005).  

The main impact of email spam on the performance of Saudi businesses was reduced 

efficiency of the organisation’s email server due to the receipt of a large volume of 

spam (82.6%, 95%CI: 73.9%-89.3%), which can be a burden on the email server 

(Mo et al. 2006). Some spams have attachments, which when downloaded consumes 

the organisation’s bandwidth (Cook et al. 2006). This suggests that by developing 

anti-spam filters to block email spam before it arrives, companies’ networks and 

email servers could be more efficient. The second impact of email spam on the 

performance of Saudi businesses was loss of time and reduced productivity (71.7%, 

95%CI: 62%-80.2%). Previous studies indicated that employees or workers spent 

more time isolating spam emails from important emails and fixing email spam 

problems (Bujang & Hussin 2013; Pérez-Díaz et al. 2012). Siponen and Stucke 

(2006) stated that employees spent an average of 13 minutes a day fixing problems 

related to email spam. Another study by Caliendo et al. (2008) demonstrated that 

employee spend about 1,200 minutes per each year identifying and deleting email 

spam. This time spent in fixing email spam problems can cost companies a lot of 
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money in reduced productivity (Takemura & Ebara 2008). 

Email spam also had a negative impact on the performance of Saudi ISPs. ISPs used 

anti-spam filters to block email spam, but applying and updating these filters is 

expensive (Ridzuan, Potdar & Talevski 2010). The greatest impact of email spam on 

the performance of Saudi ISPs was the expense of buying and updating anti-spam 

filters (90.9%, 95%CI: 64.7%-99%). Previous studies have indicated that ISPs in 

some countries spend billions of dollars to block spam. The US FTC forum reported 

that American ISPs spent billions of dollars to block spam (Allman 2003). A study 

conducted on the European community demonstrated that the ISPs paid about 10 

billion euros a year to combat spam (Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004).  

Saudi ISPs were affected by email spam through the consumption of the bandwidth 

by excessive email spam (63.6%, 95%CI: 34.8%-86.3%). This effect cost ISPs more 

money to buy extra bandwidth. Cournane and Hunt (2004) described the impact of a 

large volume of email spam as consuming bandwidth; the extra spam traffic results 

in a slower Internet service to subscribers, the need to spend more money to increase 

the bandwidth, and increasing charges to subscribers due to the large bandwidth 

usage. This can affect the reputation of the ISPs and result in loss of customers or 

subscribers (Khong 2001; Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005; Potashman 

2006; Smith 2004). In this study, about one-third of Saudi ISPs (36.4%, 95%CI: 

13.7%-65.2%) reported losing customers due to receipt of a large volume of email 

spam. A US study found that 7% of customers switched their ISPs because of email 

spam issue (Gartner Group 1999).  

About half of Saudi ISPs (45.5%, 95%CI: 20%-73%) reported that fixing problems 

related to email spam wasted their time and reduced productivity, with an average 4 

hours per week spent fixing these problems. A study conducted in Germany by 

Caliendo et al. (2012) revealed that ISPs spent an average of 25 minutes per week to 

solve email spam issues (Caliendo et al. 2012). Another study found that the time 

lost in fixing email spam problems was 40 minutes each week (Brod 2004). It can be 

clearly seen from these results that the average number of hours lost to fixing 

problems related to spam was higher in Saudi Arabia than other countries such as 

Germany and US.  
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Email spam in Saudi Arabia not only results in loss of time and reduced productivity 

of public users, businesses and ISPs, but can potentially affect the economic growth 

of the country, costing the government and companies billions of dollars. (Cook et 

al. 2006) found that about email spam cost US companies $10 billion in lost 

productivity. The Singapore IDA indicated the total cost of spam to consumers at 

about S$23 million in lost productivity each year (Leng 2006). In Japan the cost to 

GDP due to processing email spam was reported to be about 500 billion yen 

(Takemura & Ebara 2008). This suggests the importance of the government or 

relevant agencies in Saudi Arabia conducting further efforts (legal, educational and 

technical) to mitigate email spam and its effects. 

9.2.5 The Anti-spam Filters Used by Saudi ISPs, and Their 
Effectiveness in Detecting Arabic and English Email Spam 

The most common filters used by Saudi ISPs to combat email spam were Iron Port 

(content-based) and blacklists (origin-based). Previous studies have shown that 

different filters have been used by ISPs in other countries such as the US, South 

Africa and Greece to block email spam. In the US, Brightmail was the most common 

filter used by American ISPs (Gartner Group 1999). The ISPs in South Africa 

applied many filters to detect email spam, such as Postfix, Sender Policy Framework 

(SPF), SpamAssassin, Bayesian filters, distributed blacklists, heuristic engines, and 

statistical classification filters (Chigona et al. 2005). Greek ISPs deployed some 

filters such as Domain Name System Blacklists (DNSBLs), heuristic techniques, and 

custom techniques (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005). A study conducted by the European 

Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) found that the most common 

filters used by the ISPs in 19 different countries of the EU were blacklists (Rossow 

2007). 

Despite Saudi ISPs updating their anti-spam filters regularly, the Saudi ISPs did not 

believe they were completely effective in detecting Arabic and English email spam. 

This finding is in line with other studies conducted by Chigona et al. (2005), Pallas 

and Patrikakis (2005) and Rossow (2007). This suggests the need to improve the 

existing anti-spam filters to be more effective in detecting Arabic and English email 

spam. The anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs had better performance in detecting 

English email spam than Arabic email spam. This finding corresponds to the results 

of other studies such as El-Halees (2009), Çıltık and Güngör (2008) and Nguyen, 
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Tran & Nguyen (2008), which found that anti-spam filters were more effective in 

detecting English email spam than non-English email spam.  

There is a clear need to refine the existing anti-spam filters to be more effective in 

detecting Arabic spam, or to develop new filters. To support this suggestion, the 

author has proposed a taxonomy that contains most of the email spam filters that 

have been developed to detect email spam (presented in Chapter 7). The taxonomy 

found that these filters depended on different methods to detect email spam based on 

the content of the header and body; and most of these filters have been were 

proposed to detect English spam. These filters included SVMs, boosting, maximum 

entropy (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004), LVQ (Chuan et al. 2005), and DT (C4.5) 

(Krasser et al. 2007). These filters were more effective than other filters in detecting 

English email spam, and so it is reasonable to assume these methods could be used to 

produce more effective filters against Arabic email spam. Another suggestion is to 

develop filters that combine reputation-and content-based methods to detect Arabic 

email spam (Li & Hsieh 2006). A list of keywords observed in Arabic email spam, as 

well as Arabic email spam corpora, were used in this research (described in Chapter 

8). These materials be used to improve the effectiveness of current filters in detecting 

Arabic email spam. 

Many studies such as Wang et al. (2007) and Hayati and Potdar (2009) have claimed 

that one constraint on the effectiveness of anti-spam filters in detecting email spam is 

that spammers are constantly developing their methods and tricks of bypassing these 

filters. For this reason, spammers’ tricks used in Arabic and English email spam 

were investigated in this study and suggestions made for screening these tricks with 

anti-spam filters, especially for Arabic language spam. A taxonomy of most of the 

methods used in previous studies to combat email spam, mostly English-based, has 

helped in suggesting appropriate filters to combat spammers’ tricks used in the 

headers and bodies of Arabic email spam. The next section discusses these tricks. 

9.2.6 Spammers’ Tricks Used in the Headers and Bodies of Arabic and 
English Email Spam 

This study demonstrated that different tricks have been used by spammers in email 

spam, and that these tricks were different for Arabic and English spam. Spammers 

used more ‘attractive’ words in Arabic spam than in English and mixed (contains 
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Arabic and English text) spam. The probable motivation for using attractive words in 

the subject line of spam is to convince the recipients to open the email (Attar, Rad & 

Atani 2013; Dhinakaran, Jae Kwang & Nagamalai 2009). The attractive words used 

in the subject line of Arabic spam were related to entertainment. This finding differs 

from the results of a study conducted on Japanese email spam, which found that the 

attractive words used in the subject line were related to sexuality (Yamakawa & 

Yoshiura 2010). The reason for this difference could be cultural. According to 

Abdoh, Musa and Salman (2009), the nature of email spam is different from one 

country to another because of factors such as the motivations and cultures of 

spammers. Some spammers send commercial advertisements, some send 

pornographic emails, and others send malicious programs.  

Although a few methods have been developed to detect Arabic email spam based on 

the header (El-Halees 2009; Goweder et al. 2008), these methods are still not 

effective (Hayati & Potdar 2009). This suggests the need to develop anti-spam filters 

to block Arabic spam. This can be achieved by developing filters to detect spam, 

based on the words observed in the subject line (entertainment advertisement words, 

as observed in this study). Anti-spam filters can block spam by analysing words in 

the subject line and body of email. Christina, Karpagavalli and Suganya (2010) 

developed a filter to block email spam by adding keywords observed in the subject 

line and body of spam to the lists of one of the existing anti-spam filters:  “[U]sing 

combinations of keywords is a good solution to enhance filtering efficiency”.  

The taxonomy proposed in this study revealed the different methods that have been 

employed to develop filters to block email spam, based on the content of the header. 

Most of these methods have been developed to detect English spam. These methods 

included SVMs, boosting, maximum entropy (Zhang, Zhu & Yao 2004), and LVQ 

(Chuan et al. 2005), which the taxonomy revealed to be the most effective in 

detecting English email spam. These methods could be applied to create new, more 

effective filters to detect Arabic email spam.  

English spam had more false statements (misleading subject line) in the subject line 

than Arabic and mixed spam. A false statement was defined by other researchers 

such as Hamel (2004) and Simon (2004) as a subject line that does not indicate the 

content of the email. This can make it difficult for the recipients to determine the 
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content of the email before they open it (Chigona et al. 2005). The percentages of 

false statements observed in the subject line of Arabic and English spam (55% and 

72% respectively) received in Saudi Arabia was higher than the percentage observed 

in the subject line of email spam received in the US. A study conducted by the US 

FTC (2003) demonstrated that 40% of the subjects of spam emails sent to the 

American recipients had false statements or misleading subject lines. 

Image spam was used more often in Arabic spam than in English and mixed spam. 

Image spam was defined by other researchers such as Xu et al. (2009) and 

Soranamageswari and Meena (2010) as a type of email spam in which content of 

email appeared in the body of message as an image instead of text. Previous studies 

have indicated that image spam was probably developed to circumvent text-based 

filters (Attar, Rad & Atani 2013; Gargiulo & Sansone 2008; Nielson, Aycock & de 

Castro 2008; Zuo et al. 2009).  

The proposed taxonomy has categorised different image spam filters and their 

effectiveness in detecting image spam. These filters (e.g. vector machines and C4.5 

decision tree) were developed by previous studies such as Krasser et al. (2007), 

Saraubon and Limthanmaphon (2009) and Wang et al. (2010) to detect English 

image spam. Compared to other methods used to filtering spam, these filters were 

effective and accurate in detecting English image spam. It is suggested that these 

methods can be used to produce new, effective filters to combat Arabic image spam. 

Links and attachments have been used in email spam for malicious purposes. This 

kind of spam appeared more often in English spam than in Arabic and mixed spam. 

There can be different motivations for including links in the body of spam, including 

redirecting email users to web pages that promote products or commercial services 

(Attar, Rad & Atani 2013), downloading malicious programs onto computers 

(Kumar 2009; Smith 2008), and opening fake bank web pages to steal important 

information such as credit card numbers (Barroso 2007; Leavitt 2005). The 

percentage of malicious links that redirect to spammers’ or phisher websites, or 

download malicious programs (Dhinakaran, Lee & Nagamalai 2007a; Nagamalai, D, 

Dhinakaran, C & Lee, J-K 2010) has been reported to be higher in English spam than 

in Arabic and mixed spam. The most common malicious links observed in English 

spam in Saudi Arabia were links that redirect to fake bank web pages. This finding 
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supports the findings of previous studies conducted by Hinde (2003), IBM X-Force® 

(2011) and Ramanathan and Wechsler (2012), which found that banks were the 

sector most targeted by phishers.  

Another type of malicious link used by spammers was the forged unsubscribe link. 

An unsubscribe link is as an option that enables email users to remove their email 

addresses from mailing lists that they have subscribed to, or to unsubscribe from 

receiving more emails in the future (Allman 2003; Malcolm 2004; Vaile 2004). 

Forged unsubscribe links are used by spammers to test whether or not the email 

address is valid, which can result in the user receiving more email spam (Chigona et 

al. 2005; Lambert 2003; Simpson 2003); as a way to add victims’ addresses to 

spammer lists, which also increases the probability of receiving a large volume of 

email spam in the future; as a way to advertise products, redirecting the user to 

business web sites (Andaker et al. 2006; Lambert 2003). The results of this study 

indicated that Arabic spam contained more forged unsubscribe links than English 

and mixed spam.  

Spammers uploaded different types of attachments such as image, word or pdf files 

in email spam. This may be to evade text-based anti-spam filters. Attar, Rad and 

Atani (2013) reasoned that, as commercial or product advertisements, appearing as 

texts in the body of email (the traditional way of spamming) can be detected by the 

text-based anti-spam filters, spammers add their advertisements in attachments such 

as images or pdf files. The results of this study demonstrated that the percentage of 

attachments in Arabic spam was higher than the percentage in English and mixed 

spam, and images were the most common attachment observed in Arabic spam. 

However, some of the attachments included in Arabic and English spam had vicious 

objectives, such as to infect users’ computers with malicious programs such as 

viruses or malware (Cournane & Hunt 2004; Dantin & Paynter 2005; Hershkop & 

Stolfo 2004; Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005; Pallas & Patrikakis 2005; 

Pfleeger & Bloom 2005; Sorkin 2001).  

In the researcher’s Saudi Arabian study, English spam had more malicious 

attachments than Arabic and mixed spam. This is supported by Ramanathan and 

Wechsler (2012), whose study revealed that the malicious spam, such as phishing, 

viruses, worms and trojans, appear more often in English than in non-English 
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languages. Although many methods for detecting malicious attachments in email 

spam have been developed by other researchers such as Stolfo et al. (2010) and 

Amin (2011), further development of these methods is required, especially for 

detecting malicious attachments in English email spam. 

The percentage of mixed and Arabic spam sent from obfuscated or fake email 

addresses was higher the percentage in English spam. The reason for obfuscating 

email addresses can be to hide spammers’ identities, bypass anti-spam filters, or to 

trick email users (Hayati & Potdar 2009). Previous studies such as Dhinakaran, Jae 

Kwang and Nagamalai (2009) have revealed that generating fake or obfuscated email 

addresses of spam senders can be achieved with spam software. Examples of spam 

software include Phasma Email Spoofer, Bulk Mailer, Aneima 2.0, Avalanche 3.5, 

and Euthanasia (Dhinakaran, Lee & Nagamalai 2007a). This indicated that spam 

software has been used to produce fake email addresses for mixed and Arabic email 

spam more than for English email spam. This discussion suggests that the origin-

based filters, which depend on network information such as IP and email addresses 

to classify spam (Cook et al. 2006; Garcia, Hoepman & Nieuwenhuizen 2004), need 

to be developed to block email spam before it arrives in end users’ inboxes. This 

might be achieved by identifying fake or obfuscated email addresses generated by 

spam software and blocking them before they reach email inboxes. 

9.3 Research Suggestions to Combat Email Spam in Saudi 
Arabia 

On the basis of the results of this study, legal, educational and technical solutions 

have been suggested for the government (governmental authorities or decision-

makers), ISPs and businesses to mitigate email spam in Saudi Arabia. The literature 

review found that some of these suggestions had been effective in combatting email 

spam in different countries.  

Overall, this study suggests that it is important for the government to design new 

strategies or policies, including new laws against spam in Saudi Arabia, awareness 

programs to educate email users about it, and technical measures to block it. This 

could help in reducing email spam and its effects in the country. Previous studies 

have found that different countries such as the UK ('ISPs get tougher on spam'  

2004), Australia (Moustakas, Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005), Denmark (Frost & 
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Udsen 2006) and the US (Sorkin 2009) have designed strategies that were effective 

in reducing email spam. A combination of measures, such as technical, legal, 

educational, and through international collaboration could be an important solution 

to the problem of spam. According to Cheng (2004), one of the important solutions 

to combat spam was “a combination of self-help preventive measures such as anti-

spam filtering tools, robust regulation, international cooperation, and education and 

awareness of users”. Frost and Udsen (2006) recommended a combination of a 

number of different effective efforts including legislation, technological 

improvements such as advanced filters, education of users and companies about 

spam, and self-regulation by businesses and ISPs. Potential legal, educational and 

technical efforts are described in the following sections. Figure  9.1 summarises these 

suggestions. 

9.3.1 Legal Suggestions  

This section provides legislative suggestions for the government, decision-makers or 

relevant agencies in Saudi Arabia. Anti-spam laws have contributed to a drop in the 

volume of email spam in some countries. According to Lev and Goldin (2006), “the 

spam to legitimate email ratio in Japan is much lower than average due to the strict 

attitude towards law enforcement”. In the USA, the volume of email spam decreased 

and spammers outside of the USA to escape the strict spam laws and send spam from 

countries that do not enact laws against spam (Yamakawa & Yoshiura 2010).  

As spammers use many tricks in the headers (e.g. using attractive words or 

misleading subject lines) or in the bodies (malicious links or attachments) of email 

spam to bypass anti-spam filters or to lure the recipients, anti-spam laws in the USA 

have addressed these tricks: “Some laws are very tough and strict like United States 

CAN-spam Act of 2003, and one of the main provisions of the Act is that deceptive 

subject lines are prohibited” (Xu 2010). Some states in the US, such as Virginia, 

have enacted laws to prohibit false statements and misleading subject lines: 

The Virginia law enacted under that state’s Computer Crimes Act 

addresses the use of misleading subject lines, forged email 

headers, and criminal trespass when a spammer illegally uses a 
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computer to send out email messages and help disguise the origin 

of the email (Grimes (2004). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Virginia’s legislation that includes criminal penalties for fraudulent and high-volume 

spamming (Butler 2003). In Washington and California states, one of the provisions 

of the anti-spam law was that the word “ADV” must be included in the subject line 

of commercial email to warn the recipient that the email is an advertisement (Fogo 

Suggestions to combat 

Email SPAM 

Technical 
------------------------ 
(ISPs, businesses and Anti-
SPAM filters developers) 

---------------------------- 
1. Establishing business 
unit or create team to 
manage network security 
issues including SPAM. 
2. Designing clear policies 
to control the use of email 
in the organization.  
3. Employment of the 
qualified staff or hiring 
external personnel to deal 
with SPAM issues.  
4. Using effective Anti-
SPAM filters to block email 
SPAM and updating these 
filters regularly. 
5. Cooperation of the ISPs 
technically with ESPs, 
businesses and public users 
in combating email SPAM. 
6. Development of the 
existing Anti-SPAM filters 
to be more effective in 
detecting email SPAM, or 
produce new filters 
especially for Arabic email 
SPAM. 
 

Educational 
--------------------- 

(The government and 

ISPs) 
--------------------- 
1. Conducting 
workshops or 
training for email 
users (public users or 
businesses) about 
email SPAM and 
methods of 
combating it. These 
workshops or 
training could be 
conducted by 
educational sectors 
such as universities 
or by ISPs. 
 
2. Conducting 
campaigns, which 
include distributing 
brochures or 
broadcasting 
awareness 
information by 
different media such 
as newspapers, about 
email SPAM and 
how email users deal 
with it. 

Legal 
------------------------- 

(The government) 
------------------------- 
1. Enacting law against 
email SPAM and 
spammers. 
 
2. Collaboration of 
Saudi Arabia legally 
with Arabic countries 
(regionally) and non-
Arabic countries 
(internationally) to trace 
spammers. 
 
3. Establishing internet 
security management, 
commission, or 
department to follow up 
the information security 
issues including the 
implementation of Anti-
SPAM laws, and to 
receive users’ 
complaints. 
 
4. Cooperation of the 
government legally with 
ISPs and ESPs to track 
spammers. 
 

Figure  9.1: Possible suggestions for the government, ISPs, Businesses and 

Anti-SPAM filters developers to combat SPAM in Saudi Arabia 
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2000). This supports the need to enact law to combat spam in Saudi Arabia. The 

experiences of countries that have enacted laws to combat spam can help in enacting 

a balanced and culturally fit law against spam and spammers in Saudi Arabia. 

To address the issue of moving spammers between countries to send email spam, 

some countries have cooperated legally with each other to trace the origin or source 

of spammers. Examples of this cooperation are: the tripartite Memorandum of 

Understanding on Spam Enforcement Cooperation (an agreement between the UK, 

US, and Australia in combatting spam) and London Action Plan cooperation 

(collaboration between 19 bodies from 15 countries) (Moustakas, Ranganathan & 

Duquenoy 2005). As a percentage of email spam received by public users and 

businesses was sent from outside of Saudi Arabia, this suggests that the collaboration 

of Saudi Arabia legally with other Arabic countries (regionally) and non-Arabic 

countries (internationally) could be an efficient strategy to mitigate it. This could be 

achieved by tracing the origin of spammers in the cooperating countries (regionally 

or internationally) and bringing them to justice.  

One of the issues in enacting laws to combat spam is the definition of email spam. 

The literature review demonstrated that there were a wide variety of definitions. 

Even in Saudi Arabia, this study revealed that there was no specific definition of 

email spam by Saudi society. This suggests that it is worthwhile for the government 

to specify an agreed definition of email spam that can be used for enacting laws to 

combat spam in Saudi Arabia (Everett 2004). 

Another suggestion is to establish an Internet security management commission, or 

create a cyber-crimes department to enforce information security, including 

implementation of anti-spam laws and dealing with users’ complaints about security 

attacks. Different countries have created agencies or units to address information 

security issues. In 2005, ENISA was established in Greece. The agency’s mission 

was to achieve a high level of information security within the EU institutions and 

member states. “The ENISA seeks to develop a culture of network and information 

security for the benefit of citizens, consumers as well as business and public sector 

organisations in the European Union” (Rossow 2007). In the USA, laws to combat 

spam are regulated by the FTC (Hinde 2002; Khong 2001; Rogers 2006; Sorkin 

2009). In Australia, ACMA is responsible for implementation of anti-spam laws 
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(Australian Communications & Media Authority 2006; Cheng 2004; Moustakas, 

Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005). Two mailboxes in Denmark were created by the 

Danish Consumer Ombudsman office to receive complaints about spam (one for 

Danish spam and one for international spam) (Frost & Udsen 2006).  

Cooperation between the government, ISPs, and the public and private sectors to 

enforce anti-spam legislation could be another effective way to combat spam in 

Saudi Arabia. This could be achieved by ISPs receiving subscribers’ complaints 

about email spam, warning spammers about their misuse of email, and reporting 

spammers’ activities and IDs by to the legal agencies in Saudi Arabia. A study by 

Leng (2006) indicated that cooperation between the ISPs, ESPs, public users, 

businesses and the government is important to trace the sources of email spam and 

then combat them legally. Butler (2003) claimed that AOL, Microsoft and Yahoo 

collaborate actively with the US law enforcement agencies to combat spam. They 

have developed a mechanism that includes preserving evidence of spammers’ 

activities and coordinating enforcement efforts with industry, such as by referring 

spammers to the police or government agencies. 

9.3.2 Suggestions for Educating Email Users about Spam 

This section provides suggestions for the government and ISPs about how to educate 

email users about email spam. The awareness of public users and businesses in Saudi 

Arabia about email spam, anti-spam filters and effort to combat it, was low. There 

was also a perceived deficiency in the government’s efforts to increase awareness of 

email spam and anti-spam filters: only a few public users and businesses were aware 

of government programs around email spam and spam filters. This suggests that it is 

necessary for the government to educate public email users and businesses about 

email spam and ways to combat it. Educating email users is one of the most effective 

ways to combat email spam:  “an important step towards minimising unsolicited and 

unwanted emails is raising the awareness of users” (Dantin & Paynter 2005). The 

Confederation of Danish Industries and the Danish Consumer Ombudsman office 

provided awareness programs for private individuals and companies (Frost & Udsen 

2006). According to Jidiga and Sammulal (2013), “the Indian government 

organizations like Ministry of Communication and Information Technology set up 

separate divisions to conduct security awareness programs to the people, employs, 
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students about spam”.  

Awareness programs in Saudi Arabia could be conducted by educational sectors, 

such as universities, through workshops or training for email users. Refai and 

Nyanchama (2007) described spam awareness programs that provide workshops, 

seminars and training for employees and customers, as valuable ways to increase 

awareness and fight email spam.  

Conducting campaigns about email spam and how to deal with it, such as 

distributing brochures or broadcasting awareness information through different 

media, could be another way to educated email users about email spam. The member 

states of the EU have taken many actions to increase the awareness of email users 

about spam, including campaigns (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005).  

Saudi ISPs can take a part in education and awareness of email users (public users 

and businesses) about email spam and the effective ways in how they deal with it. 

This can be achieved by conducting workshops or training for email users 

(employees and customers) (Refai & Nyanchama 2007). This study found that a few 

Saudi ISPs conducted workshops for their employees and provided awareness 

programs for their customers about email spam. These require additional effort. 

Pallas and Patrikakis (2005) suggest that “the ISPs should take actions by providing 

assistance to enforcement agencies along with undertaking of users' education about 

spam”. A previous study conducted on Singapore email users suggested that one of 

the responsibilities of ISPs was to advise email users about using anti-spam filtering 

software and effective steps they can take to combat email spam. This  might be 

achieved through workshops and newsletters (Leng 2006). In Denmark, the ISP 

Security Forum, established by nine Danish ISPs, was responsible, amongst other 

tasks, for  providing common guidelines for customers about email spam and filters 

used to combat it (Frost & Udsen 2006). 

9.3.3 Technical Suggestions 

This section provides technical suggestions for ISPs, businesses and anti-spam 

developers, which may help in combatting email spam. Some Saudi ISPs and 

businesses did not have business units or teams to manage network security; 

however, this is an important function that warrants a specialised task force. A 
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previous study indicated that establishing business units or management, or creating 

teams to manage information security in organisations, is important (Vroom & von 

Solms 2004). Johnson and Koch (2006) reported that about 12% of the budget of the 

IT department was spent on network security in the USA. A specialised unit or team 

could conduct the following tasks: apply and update Internet security software or 

hardware to block security attacks, design security policies for the organisation and 

provide technical support when customers need it (von Solms 2005). This could help 

reduce email spam and its effects in Saudi Arabia (Vroom & von Solms 2004). 

Using effective anti-spam filters and updating them regularly is another suggestion to 

combat email spam in Saudi Arabia. Anti-spam filters can save ISPs and businesses 

millions of dollars. A study by Osterman Research Inc. (2008) found that the cost of 

email spam to a company with an average number of 1,200 employees could be 

US$2.4 million, but by using anti-spam filters, they could save US$1.2 million. 

Other researchers have pointed to different effective approaches in using anti-spam 

filters in organisations. A technology consultant at Mirapoint, a company that sells 

email security products, recommended that network managers use an email firewall 

with anti-spam and anti-virus software to monitor and clean machines, and they 

should update software regularly. The consultant also recommended that network 

managers implement intrusion detection software to prevent spammers’ activities 

from taking place within the firewall (Everett 2004). According to Clayton (2004), 

some ISPs installed email “smarthost” servers for their customers. The customers 

used an email client to transfer outgoing emails to the smarthost. The smarthost 

servers then arranged emails for delivery to remote sites. Some ISPs redirect all 

outgoing port 25 traffic, the port used by the SMTP, to the smarthost and make its 

use compulsory (Clayton 2004). Sorkin (2001) suggested that “Filtering by ISPs and 

third-party proxy filtering services like Brightmail can be more effective than end 

user filtering, requiring less effort and expertise on the part of the users”. 

As a few Saudi ISPs and businesses had specific employees to combat email spam, 

this suggests that the employment of qualified staff with a specific responsibility to 

combat email spam in the ISPs and businesses, or hire external employees could be 

effective in combatting email spam. Those employees can deploy and update anti-

spam filters, and add email spam and spammers into their blacklists. In the USA, 
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UUNET, one of the largest ISPs in the world, has created a group of six employees 

with a budget of one million dollars, and with a specific responsibility to combat 

spam (Khorsi 2007). Arutyunov (2013) stated that one business in the USA allocated 

one IT person for every 690 workers, just to fix spam problems. 

Another effective technical suggestion for combatting email spam is to design clear 

policies and standards to control the use of email in the organisation, as the results 

indicated that only a few Saudi businesses had designed security policies to combat 

malicious attacks. These policies could contribute in reducing the volume of email 

spam and its effects. According to Sorkin (2001), some ISPs and organisations have 

applied clear policies that do not allow using their facilities to send email spam. 

Spammers and spam-friendly providers were blacklisted and were of by the ISPs and 

boycotted. A study conducted by Sunner (2005) on 182 IT security professionals in 

the UK revealed that 51% had formal policies regarding security attacks. Pfleeger 

and Bloom (2005) reported that some companies developed standards and policies to 

combat spam. An example of these companies is the ePrivace Group, which has 

developed the Trusted Email Open Standard (TEOS) to reduce the volume of spam. 

Some industry groups representing marketers and ISPs have tackled email spam by 

applying self-regulatory policies. An example of these policies is that developed by 

the Direct Marketing Association (DMA), which prohibits members from sending 

email spam to email addresses that appear in the DMA database (Leng 2006; Sorkin 

2001).  

Technical collaboration between Saudi ISPs, or cooperation between ISPs and ESPs, 

businesses, and public users could reduce email spam and its effects in Saudi Arabia. 

According to Leng (2006), it is necessary for ISPs to collaborate with network 

service providers to trace the origin of email spam. Collaboration could be achieved 

by creating a special group or forum in Saudi Arabia for ISPs, ESPs and businesses 

to discuss the best technical practices to combat email spam. Previous studies have 

indicated the importance of such these forums. In the UK, about 150 ISPs at the 

LINX forum tackled spammers who hosted their websites on reputable ISPs but sent 

spam from other networks. The LINX forum recommended shutting down websites 

that sell spamming accessories such as stolen email addresses. Malcolm Hutty, a 

LINX regulation officer, said that LINX was the best current practice to stop spam. 
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The officer said that the number of open relay mail servers that sent spam was about 

20% of the UK mail servers in 1999 and this number decreased to less than 1% in 

2003, for which LINX was responsible ('ISPs get tougher on spam'  2004). In 

Denmark, nine ISPs created an organisation called, the ISP Security Forum, to 

combat security attacks, including email spam, technically. This organisation aimed 

to provide a central spam filter for customers and to take technical actions against 

spammers who send spam from their Internet connections (Frost & Udsen 2006).  

Public email users can cooperate with ISPs to reduce the volume of email spam and 

its effects. One way is by paying money for spam-filtering services. A study 

conducted by the Gartner Group (1999) revealed that 24% of the American 

participants were willing to pay money to ISPs that provide a spam-filtering service. 

The study found that 70% of the participants would pay ISPs $1 or more each month 

to filter spam. Another way public users can cooperate with the ISPs is to pay 

additional money for exceeding an email limit in a certain period (Leng 2006). 

Anti-spam filters were not effective in detecting English and Arabic email spam, 

although these filters performed better in detecting English spam than Arabic spam. 

This result was based on Saudi ISPs’ evaluation of the effectiveness of these filters. 

Previous studies such as Chigona et al. (2005), Pallas and Patrikakis (2005), Rossow 

(2007), Çıltık and Güngör (2008), Nguyen, Tran and Nguyen (2008) and El-Halees 

(2009) have supported this finding. This suggests that further development of the 

existing anti-spam filters is needed. This could be achieved by the cooperation of 

ISPs with companies that develop anti-spam filters, and discussion about the 

strengths and weakness of filters. This could lead to producing filters with a higher 

performance in detecting email spam (Potashman 2006). 

Another suggestion is to produce new filters to detect Arabic email spam. There are 

two ways to do this. The first way is to use effective content-based filters (extracting 

keywords from the content of the email header and body) (Cook et al. 2006) that 

were effective in detecting email spam in other languages such as English, and apply 

them in Arabic spam. Christina, Karpagavalli and Suganya (2010) suggested that 

“using combinations of keywords is a good solution to enhance filtering efficiency”. 

The second way is to develop filters based on a combination of reputation- and 

content-based methods. This could yield filters with high effectiveness and accuracy 
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in detecting Arabic email spam (Li & Hsieh 2006). To develop current filters or 

produce new, more effective filters for Arabic email spam this study produced: 

• a taxonomy of email spam filters containing methods proposed by other 

researchers to detect email spam, mostly in English 

• an Arabic email spam corpus 

• a list of keywords and phrases used in Arabic spam.  

9.4 Conclusions 

This chapter began by revisiting the research questions and discussing the major 

findings to these questions. It also provided legal, education and technical 

suggestions for combatting spam in Saudi Arabia.  

The awareness of email users about spam, anti-spam filters and the efforts being 

made to combat it was low compared to other countries. Most email users did not 

know how to deal with spam. There was little awareness of the efforts provided by 

the government and ISPs to educate email users about spam, which suggests that it 

would be fruitful for government or relevant agencies to provide awareness programs 

for email users. This could reduce the effects of email spam in Saudi Arabia (Dantin 

& Paynter 2005). There was also a deficiency in the technical efforts of businesses 

and ISPs to combat email spam, which suggests the need for additional work. This 

could reduce the volume of email spam (Lam & Yeung 2007). There is no specific 

definition of email spam in Saudi Arabia, which indicates the need for an agreed 

definition that can be used in designing strategies and policies to combat it (Everett 

2004).  

Most of the email spam in Saudi Arabia was written in English and the greatest 

percentage of English spam was sent from non-Arabic countries. Arabic was the 

second most language used in email spam and most Arabic spam was sent from 

Saudi Arabia. This indicated that Saudi Arabia has its own spammers, which requires 

the implementation of anti-spam laws in Saudi Arabia. This could reduce the volume 

of email spam and spammers’ activity. Cooperation with other countries, legally or 

technically, to trace spammers’ sources and their activities, is another suggestion 

(Leng 2006).  
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Emails related to forums, religion and politics were more common in Arabic than 

English, while English had more pornographic, and phishing and fraud emails than 

Arabic. The differences between types of Arabic and English spam can be explained 

by the differences in the culture and motivations of spammers (Abdoh, Musa & 

Salman 2009). Email spam had negative impacts on the performance of email users 

and ISPs. It wastes employees’ time in isolating spam from non-spam, and the 

infection of computers by malicious programs attached to spam such as fraud and 

phishing emails. In reducing the productivity of employees, such spam can in turn 

affect the economic activity in Saudi Arabia, which suggests the need for anti-spam 

laws to combat email spam. 

Saudi ISPs thought that anti-spam filters were not completely effective in detecting 

email spam, and performed better in detecting English spam than non-English spam. 

Tricks used by spammers in the header and body of email spam can reduce 

effectiveness of these filters (i.e. using these tricks to bypass anti-spam filters) 

(Hayati & Potdar 2009; Wang et al. 2007). Attractive words have been used more 

often in the subject line of Arabic spam than in English and mixed (contains Arabic 

and English texts) spam. English spam had more false statements (misleading subject 

line) in the subject line than Arabic and mixed spam. Image spam (text embedded in 

an image) was used more frequently in the Arabic spam than English and mixed 

spam. English spam contained more links than Arabic and mixed spam. The 

percentage of forged unsubscribe links was higher in Arabic spam than in English 

and mixed spam. English spam had more malicious attachments than Arabic and 

mixed spam. The percentage of mixed and Arabic spam sent from obfuscated or fake 

email addresses was higher than the percentage of English spam. These results 

suggest that a further development of the current anti-spam filters is needed, 

especially for non-English languages such as Arabic, to detect new tricks used in 

email spam. 

The next chapter will conclude the research by revisiting the research aim and 

objectives and presenting the main findings. The research limitations, research 

implications and recommendations for future work for other spam issues in Saudi 

Arabia are also discussed in the next chapter. 
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10. Chapter 10: Research Conclusions, Limitations, 
Implications and Recommendations for Future 
Work 

The final chapter presents the conclusions of this research. This chapter is organised 

as follows: 

• Section  10.1: revisits the research aim and objectives. 

• Section  10.2: provides the main findings and conclusions of this research. 

• Section  10.3: provides the novelty of the research. 

• Section  10.4: describes the research limitations.  

• Section  10.5: discusses the research implications. 

• Section  10.6: provides recommendations for future research work. 

10.1 Revisiting the Research Aim and Objectives  

The research aim was to understand the nature of email spam in Saudi Arabia, to 

investigate the awareness of email users about it and the efforts to combat it, and to 

provide possible suggestions to mitigate it. In order to meet the aim of the research, 

the following objectives were addressed: 

• To investigate the awareness of public users and businesses about email spam, 

anti-spam filters and the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia. 

• To investigate the nature of email spam (volume, languages and types) received 

by public users and businesses, and blocked by ISPs.  

• To investigate the differences between Arabic and English email spam. 

• To investigate how public users, businesses and ISPs deal with email spam. 

• To investigate the effects of email spam on the performance of public users, 

businesses and ISPs. 

• To investigate the anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs, and their evaluation of 

the effectiveness of these filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam. 
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• To propose a taxonomy, which includes most of anti-spam filters used to detect 

email spam, mostly in English; and then suggest which of these filters could be 

selected to produce new filters for Arabic email spam. 

• To investigate the differences between spammers' tricks used in Arabic and 

English email spam to bypass anti-spam filters. 

10.2 Main Research Findings and Conclusions 

This section presents the main findings and conclusions to the research questions. 

The awareness of email users about spam, methods of combatting it, and efforts of 

government and ISPs to combat it was low. Email users revealed that there was a 

deficiency in the efforts provided by the Saudi Arabian Government and ISPs to 

educate them about spam. A high percentage of email users did not know what email 

spam was, how to deal with it or how to protect their computer from potential 

malicious attachments. Some users had been negatively affected by malicious 

programs such as viruses or trojans attached to spam. Further effort is needed by 

government or relevant agencies (e.g. ISPs) to educate people about email spam, 

effective ways to deal with it and the services ISPs provide to combat it. This could 

reduce the negative impact  on employees (Dantin & Paynter 2005). The main 

impact of email spam on the performance of Saudi society was wasting employees’ 

time in reading, deleting or isolating it from legitimate emails. This can cost 

companies a lot of money in reduced productivity and in turn affect the economic 

progress of the country.  

There was a deficiency in the technical efforts provided by Saudi organisations, such 

as creating business units or teams to manage security, or employing particular 

employees to deal with spam problems. Additional efforts are required. A wide 

variety of email spam definitions have been used in Saudi Arabia and there was no 

specific definition that could be used in designing strategies and enacting laws 

against spammers. This suggests the need for an agreed definition of email spam in 

Saudi Arabia (Everett 2004). The volume of email spam in Saudi Arabia was lower 

than that revealed in developed countries such as the US and UK; however, this 

might be because users in Saudi Arabia received email spam without recognising it. 

This suggests that it is important for government to design strategies and policies to 

combat email spam at the early stages in order to be able to minimise its negative 
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impact in Saudi Arabia. 

Surprisingly, Saudi Arabia has its own spammers. The results showed that the Arabic 

was the second language most frequently used by spammers, after English, and the 

highest percentage of Arabic spam was sent from Saudi Arabia. The most frequent 

Arabic email spam received from Arabic spammers was related to forums, politics 

and religion; whereas pornography, phishing and fraud were observed mostly in 

English spam. Consequently, there is a need for anti-spam laws in Saudi Arabia. This 

could reduce the incidence of email spam by greatly reducing the spammers’ ability 

to generate it without fear of penalty (Xu 2010; Yamakawa & Yoshiura 2010). 

Regional or international cooperation with other countries to trace spammers’ 

sources and their activities also help reduce email spam in the country (Moustakas, 

Ranganathan & Duquenoy 2005).  

Spammers used different tricks in the headers and bodies of Arabic, English and 

mixed email spam. Most Arabic spam (compared to mixed and English spam), 

appeared as text embedded in an image (image spam), and included attractive words 

in the subject line. More English had malicious content such as viruses, trojans or 

malware. The percentage of mixed and Arabic spam sent from obfuscated or fake 

email addresses was higher than the percentage of English spam. This could affect 

the effectiveness of anti-spam filters in detecting Arabic and English email spam, 

and indicates the need to develop the current filters to detect the tricks used by 

spammers. Several of the filters described in the taxonomy produced in this study 

were designed to combat email spam based on its header and body, mostly in 

English. Some of these filters (e.g. SVMs, boosting, maximum entropy, DT C4.5, 

and LVQ), had better performance in detecting English spam than other methods. 

These filters could be used by anti-spam developers to create new, more effective 

filters for detecting Arabic spam. 

Saudi ISPs deployed different types of email spam filters, such as Iron Port (content-

based) and blacklists (origin-based). They reported that these filters were not 

completely effective in detecting Arabic and English spam. This suggests that anti-

spam developers need to spend further effort improving effectiveness with which 

existing spam filters detect Arabic and English spam.  
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Anti-spam filters were reported to be more effective in detecting English spam than 

Arabic spam. This suggests that efficient and effective filters for Arabic email spam 

could be built from SVMs, boosting, maximum entropy, DT C4.5 and LVQ methods. 

The taxonomy reveals that these methods have achieved a high level of effectiveness 

and accuracy in detecting English spam compared to other methods. 

10.3 Novelty of the Research 

Previous studies have investigated different aspects of email spam in different 

countries, such as Greece (Pallas & Patrikakis 2005), Bahrain (Al-A'ali 2007), the 

USA (Grimes, Hough & Signorella 2007) and Malaysia (Bujang & Hussin 2010). 

These aspects have included the volume of email spam, its languages, its types, the 

awareness of email users about it, and how they deal with it. This research, however, 

studies these same aspects of email spam in Saudi Arabia, a country in which it had 

not previously been investigated. In addition, this research investigates the 

differences between Arabic and English email spam, something that had not 

previously been investigated.  

Another significant novelty of this research is the use of three validated 

questionnaires: one for public email users, one for businesses and one for ISPs. Some 

items in the three groups of questionnaires have not been used in previous studies 

and were developed for this study to cover the gap in the knowledge. The validity of 

these questionnaires was checked by academic faculty members who are experts in 

the field of information security.  

Another novelty introduced in this research was investigating the differences 

between spammers’ tricks used in Arabic and English email spam to bypass anti-

spam filters. This process was conducted by analysing the headers and bodies of a 

collection of Arabic, English and mixed language (Arabic and English) email spam 

received from Saudi public users, businesses and ISPs. 

This was the first study to investigate the awareness of public users and businesses 

about email spam: how they define it, how they deal with it, and their awareness of 

the efforts of government and ISPs to combat it. This is another significant novelty 

of this research.  
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A proposed taxonomy that includes most of the anti-spam filters used to detect email 

spam is another novelty introduced in this research. This taxonomy was created and 

designed especially for this study and can help the researchers or other future 

developers to improve or produce new filters for email spam, or suggest ways to 

combat spammers' tricks. 

10.4 Research Limitations 

As with any research, certain limitations were unavoidable due to the constraints 

under which the research was conducted. This research has two limitations. First, the 

questionnaires for the three groups (public users, businesses and ISPs) were valid, 

but the reliability of the questionnaires was not examined due to the limited time 

frame of the study period. Second, the small sample size, especially for the ISP 

participants, might affect the results of this group. 

10.5 Research Implications 

The results of this research provide implications to the literature, practice and 

society. These implications are described in the following sections. 

10.5.1 Implications of the Research for Literature 

In the literature, a number of studies were found that have investigated the nature of 

email spam in different languages, the awareness of email users about spam, their 

attitude, dealings or experiences with it, its effects, and efforts to combat it in 

different countries. However, no previous studies could be found that investigated 

email spam issues in Saudi Arabia. Hence, this study provides the following valuable 

knowledge to the literature. 

This is one of few studies that have investigated email spam in Arab countries, and it 

provides the literature with valuable knowledge about the nature of email spam in 

Saudi Arabia, including its volume, its languages, and how Saudi society defines it. 

It presents insights into the difference between types and sources of Arabic and 

English email spam, and the difference between spammers’ tricks used in Arabic and 

English email spam.  

This study provides the literature with research findings about the awareness of 

public users and businesses about email spam, anti-spam filters, and efforts of the 
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government and ISPs to combat it. This research contributes to the literature findings 

on how public email users, businesses and ISPs in Saudi Arabia deal with spam, and 

the effects of email spam on their performance. 

The study findings add to the knowledge about anti-spam filters used by Saudi ISPs 

to block email spam in Saudi Arabia, the types of these filters, and their effectiveness 

in detecting Arabic and English email spam. This research work also provides a 

taxonomy of email spam filters that includes most of the filters used to combat email 

spam and their effectiveness in detecting email spam, mostly in English.   

10.5.2 Implications of the Research for Practice 

This section provides practical implications for government, decision-makers, ISPs 

and businesses in Saudi Arabia. The results of this study can be used by government 

or decision-makers in Saudi Arabia to design strategies or policies to combat email 

spam. These could include anti-spam laws, awareness programs to educate email 

users about email spam, and technical measures to block it. This study highlights the 

importance of anti-spam laws in reducing the volume of email spam and its effects in 

Saudi Arabia. Therefore, the government could do well to enact a culturally fit law 

against spam in Saudi Arabia, and to establish a management or department to 

follow up the implementation of anti-spam laws and to receive email users’ 

complaints about spam (Rossow 2007). The government also needs to cooperate 

legally with ISPs to track spammers and their activities, and to collaborate with other 

regional or international countries to trace spammers’ sources or origins (Butler 

2003). 

This research work highlights the significance of the awareness and education of 

public users and businesses about email spam, anti-spam filters and efforts to combat 

it in Saudi Arabia, in reducing its volume and its effects. The awareness programs 

could be achieved through workshops or training for public users and businesses 

about email spam and methods of combatting it (Refai & Nyanchama 2007). These 

programs could be conducted by ISPs or governmental sectors (e.g. educational 

sectors such as universities). The government or ISPs also need to conduct awareness 

campaigns about email spam and methods of combatting it by distributing brochures, 

or broadcasting information about email spam in different media such as newspapers 

and TV (Pfleeger & Bloom 2005). 
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The study findings highlight the importance of establishing business units (i.e. IT 

centres), or creating teams, to combat security threats, including email spam. Hence, 

businesses and ISPs need to create business units or teams to manage network 

security attacks (Vroom & von Solms 2004). It is necessary for businesses and ISPs 

to design clear policies or standards to control the use of email in the organisation, 

apply effective anti-spam filters, and update these filters regularly (Sorkin 2001). 

Saudi ISPs need to provide their customers (i.e. subscribers) and employees with free 

anti-spam filters to block email spam. These efforts could reduce the volume of 

email spam and its effects in Saudi Arabia. 

The study outcomes show that technical measures are an important and effective way 

to combat email spam. Saudi ISPs believed that the existing anti-spam filters were 

not effective in detecting English and Arabic email spam, but these filters had better 

performance in detecting English spam than Arabic spam. Therefore, anti-spam 

developers need to improve these filters to be more effective in detecting English and 

Arabic email spam, or produce new filters for Arabic email spam. This study 

provides an English and Arabic email spam corpora, and a list of keywords observed 

in Arabic and English email spam that can help in the development of filters. This 

study presents a taxonomy of email spam filters, which includes many filters that 

have been proposed to detect spam, mostly in English. This could help future 

researchers or anti-spam filter developers in choosing or suggesting the appropriate 

filters for classifying Arabic email spam. 

10.5.3 Implications of the Research for Saudi Society 

This section presents implications for Saudi society. This study highlights the 

significance of the awareness of public users in combatting email spam. Hence, 

Saudi ISPs and businesses need to educate their employees and customers about 

email spam and methods of combatting it. In addition, public users need to increase 

their knowledge about email spam and effective methods to combat it by searching 

the internet or registering at workshops or training sessions about it. Examples of 

effective ways to dealing with it include contacting ISPs and notifying them about 

email spam that they receive, not publishing or adding email addresses to untrusted 

websites, not reading or responding to spam but directly deleting it, and not clicking 

onto unsubscribe links in the body of email spam. 
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This research highlights the importance of using anti-spam filters in combatting 

email spam. Therefore, public email users need to use anti-spam filters on their 

computers to protect from potential malicious attacks attached to email spam, and 

they need to know how to use them. 

10.6 Recommendations for Future Research 

This section describes some areas for future research. More work is required to 

investigate other types of spam in Saudi Arabia, such as web spam, image spam and 

SMS spam, and effective ways to combat them. In the absence of law against spam 

in Saudi Arabia, further research to bring a balanced and culturally fit anti-spam law 

is needed. Monitoring of spam levels and composition, in advance of any anti-spam 

law in Saudi Arabia, and then after its enactment, so that the impact of the law can be 

measured quantitatively. 

Future work could include investigating effective ways to educate email users in 

public and private sectors, and educational sectors, about email spam, anti-spam 

filters and the efforts of government or relevant agencies to combat email spam in 

Saudi Arabia.  

Three validated questionnaires were used to collect data from public users, 

businesses and ISPs. Future work is recommended to examine the reliability of these 

questionnaires. On the other hand, to be able to generalise the results of the study to 

the whole population, access to a bigger sample size is needed. It is recommended 

that future researchers use a large sample size which is representative of the 

population of Saudi email users.  

Anti-spam filters were not completely effective in detecting Arabic and English 

email spam. Further research is needed to improve the performance of anti-spam 

filters in detecting Arabic and English spam. This could be achieved by testing the 

effectiveness of anti-spam filters in detecting Arabic and English spam, and then 

developing more effective anti-spam filters. 

The existing anti-spam filters were more effective in detecting English email spam 

than Arabic email spam. Future work is required to produce more effective anti-spam 

filters for Arabic email spam. Part of the research would involve developing a 
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taxonomy of email spam filters, which includes different methods of detecting email 

spam, mostly in English; and a listing of keywords and phrases used in Arabic spam. 

This could help in creating specific anti-spam filters for Arabic spam. The taxonomy 

of anti-spam filters presented in this research is clearly preliminary in nature, and 

non-exhaustive. A clear task for the future is to expand it with information about 

additional email spam filters and techniques, and to address any refinements that 

become apparent during that process. 
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Irr_zb PrrRTh\Qة rrQ` ا[urr� `_hUdrrlhون أTrrQ �rrOاmrrUR i�dpt إر|Mrrل ھ�rrا اorr_hHy وi�N�IrrK � �]�rrb أي 

o|Ih]ا �Q Pj�R."  
ª¹a yªª�¾zÙا ´ª v , لi¦ªª}Ùا ´ªz �ªx�jaا yªªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬�aا ¯ªÅÔw ´ªªz yªu³xو�`aت اiªªp§�Ìا : ÍÎiª¬�aه ا¯

 yªu�x�aاب ا�ª¤Ùوا yu¬iu¨aوا yxرi¿ÅÌت اi�m ³ aا ´z yx�x�¿aا ÍÎi¬�aا , yÈ�`¶ aا yxرi³`aت اi�i°±aا
  yu_ªª¼aت اiªª³`� aا ´ ªªÒ`w oª`aت واiz�ªª¶aت واiªª³`� aا ´ªªz yjª¬وا yªª�m ³ a تiªªp§�Ìت , اix�ª`� aوا

اÍ¾z  yu¿°a إiª¿wع uªjz yªu ¤ Õziªp�s´ , اÍÎiª¬�a اÍ¾z  , yuªgix�a اa`�و�a Õxواء ujz´  أو اiÇ`¬Ðرات
.Üp�`pÌا º�� yupو�`¦aÌب اijaÙا  

© x i ¦´ ا¬`¶�ام اÍÎi¬�a اÅÌ`�ا�a yu¶�اع وا�u¼`a و¬�y اizm�j aت اÍ¾z yu¼¶Ça ا¬¥ اª¨ a`¶�م 
.yupi `ÎÌت اii°¿aم اiأر Í¾z yu¦�¿aب اi¨_aت اizm�jz Øa¯©ور و� aا y �©و 

 
� :P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]ا xt PQuedlh]رات اMzJ]ت واMhUgU] PUaQأ 

:  �ª¿`jw ھª¯ه اiª¿jaرات  " ا��s وار��" , " [up ر��urp] " , "�r ر��Tr_UQ �rن ریال |TJrدي" )1
 أip§�ãa y�¾zت اi³`aرyx  واiz�¶aت.

 : jw`¿� أip§�ãa y�¾zت وا�w o`aوج i³`� aت yu_n وط¿IjM_t" , "P_hv".yuا" )2
3( v تMqM_�"PrUhdgQ Ir_� P_�e�]ا �KMQTUJQ" , "�Hu�K m]ج إMd�K xg�z]ا ��Ml"  yª�¾zأ �ª¿`jw  :

.yu¼¶Çaت اizm�j aا y�¬اع و�¶aا ov م�¶`¨w o`aرات اi¿j�a  
 

 ھ�jw Ü�© Íف �´ ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اÍ¿ yu �اءة ھ¯ا اiu¿`¬Ðن ؟ .10
O ¥jp 
O  Ð   ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq12ا 
 
11.  µu© , ¥jp ؟     إذا yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر ´� Üvر��M_O `Q Iabر أMdeK أن `ghH   

□ ) Üp�`pÌا yz�Å ودي�zISPs( 
 اÜp�`pÌ واix�`� aت □
 و¬ÍÎi اÓ¿a اÌذا�o و اÍ¾z oz§�Ì ا�aادmx, اmx�È�`aن , اµ_¼a , اa ³§ت □
□ yuzm¦_aت اiÚu¹aزارات واmaا 
□ y¬را�aل ا§Å ´z م أijaا ¥u�j`aا ovojzi³aا ¥u�j`aو ا 
□  �Åآ 
 
 
 ھÜu±�w Í ر¬�x�s ÍÎi إa¦`�وop إÅ`�اyu (¬¿iم) ؟ .12

O ¥jp 
O Ð 

 
 إذا Üpi© º`z ,¥jp آ�z �Åة ا¬`� i¹uv Ü ر¬�x�s ÍÎi إa¦`�وyup إÅ`�اyu؟ .13

O yugi aم اixÙث ا§¾aا 
O ogi aع اm¿¬Ùا 
O ogi a�¹ اÇaا 
O yugi aث أ{�¹ ا§¾aا 
O  yugi aأ{�¹ ا Ü¨aا 
O ugi aأ{�¹ ا Ë¨`aاy 
O yugi a�¹ ا} �Ç� o�ÉÐا 
 
 إذا jp¥ , ©¥ ��د ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu اy �`¨ a أ¬¿iu�mً ؟ .14

 ر}iءً  , ّ�ر ا�jaد :
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: Prr�v�Q  yªªupو�`¦aإ �ªªx�s yaiªª¬ر yªªfa Íªª¦a yªªx�x�±`aا yªªxmÚ aا y¿ªª¨�aا �x�ªª±w ´ªª� ØaÔªª¨x فmªª¬ oaiªª`aال اÝªª¨aا
Ú aا «¨�aع اm ³z .i¹z§`¬ا ¥w yuا�`Åن إm¦x ³» أنx مi¿¨aا ÍÎi¬ت رifa Ëu ³a yxm100%.  

 yªu©�`aو ا yªus�jaو ا yªx�u�³pÐا yf�aا oھ i¹z§`¬is Ü  o`aم اi¿¨aا ÍÎi¬ت رifa Üpi© ma ,لi¾ aا Íu¿¬ º��
: oai`a�³ول اaا ov i © ّ�ر±w أن ´¦ x y �`¨z مi¿¬ yai¬ر yfa Í¦a yu¿x�±`aا yxmÚ aا «¨�aإذن ا ,  

HIz]ا o{M|ر P�]P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا u   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  

  yx�u�³pÐ20  ا %  

  yus�ja50  ا %  

  % 30  ا[yfa   P_bId أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©� :  

  yfa  0% أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:  

  % 100  ا[Th\hع

:^si¨a�³ول اaا ´z æ¤§p  
=  اm ³ aع ھm ( %) 30%) + اi¿¨aم اo©�`a ( 50%) + اi¿¨aم اos�ja ( 20اi¿¨aم ا�u�³pÐي ( 

100%  ( 
 

 ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرizھyfa o ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu اy �`¨ a أ¬¿iu�m؟ً    .15
 

P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر P�]   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  
  yx�u�³pÐا  %  
  yus�jaا  %  
  %  yfa أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:   

  %  yfa أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:   

  %  yfa أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:   

  iھ�uu w Ëu°`¬أ Ð تifa  %  
  % 100  ا[Th\hع

 
16.  oªھ yªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا yfa Üpi© إذاPr_�IJ]ا Pr�U]ا ا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬�aاع اmªpأ oھiªz , i¹z§`ª¬ا ¥ªw oª`aا yªu

  ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabر أ¬¿iu�m؟ً 
  

� اy¿ª¨�a اyªxmÚ a اiªuÅ Íª¦a yªu¿x�±`aر  iª`¶wره  , اiª{�aء ozj P�v�Q x�ª±w أن mrUR �r_\K ھ�rا ا[krlال: 
ªz �ªx� a´ اkr|15  ´ª� ÍuªniÈ`aال . ا�ªçp اiª¾ aل m ³z100% oªvع ا�a¨» اª³x  yªxmÚ a» أن mª¦xن  

.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w  
  

P_�IJ]ا P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]اع اTqأ   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  
  yxرi³`aت اip§�Ìا  %  
  ÍÎi¬ت رi�m ³ aا ´z yu¬iu¨aط�اف اÙوا yu�x�aا  %  
  ÍÎi¬ر  ´zaا Ëاm Ìاyu¤is  %  
  ÍÎi¬ت رix�`� aا ´z  %  
  %  اip§�Ìت i³`� �aت واiz�¶aت   
  %  و¬�y اizm�j aتأاa¶�اع واiu`¤Ðل   
   :�Åآ  

  
%  

  % 100 ا[Th\hع 
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17.  oھ yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا yfa Üpi© إذاPH[_U\qyا P�U]ا  ÍÎi¬�aاع اmpأ oھiz , i¹z§`ª¬ا ¥ªw oª`aا yªuا�`ÅÌا

 ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabر أ¬¿iu�m؟ً  
  

اi{�aء �x�±w اy¿¨�a اyxmÚ a اiªuÅ Íª¦a yu¿x�±`aر  iª`¶wره  ,  ozj P�v�Q أن mUR �_\K ھ�ا ا[klال: 
z �x� a´ اk|15  ´� ÍuniÈ`aال . ا�çp اi¾ aل m ³z100% ovع ا�a¨» ا³x  yxmÚ a»  أن m¦xن  

�aا �x�±w.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨  
  

PH[_U\qا� P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]اع اTqأ   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  
  yxرi³`aت اip§�Ìا  %  
  ÍÎi¬ر yu¬iu¨aط�اف اÙوا yu�x�aت اi�m ³ aا ´z  %  
  ÍÎi¬ر  ´zaا Ëاm Ìاyu¤is  %  
  ÍÎi¬ت رix�`� aا ´z  %  
  %  اip§�Ìت i³`� �aت واiz�¶aت   
  %  و¬�y اizm�j aتأاa¶�اع واiu`¤Ðل   
   :�Åآ 

  
%  

  % 100 ا[Th\hع 
 

 اM_O IdOر واiz  spt uvھ�z mود �x�sك اaÌ¦`�وop اo¨uÎ�a ؟ .18
O Íu wmھ 
O mھix 
O Íuz o{ 
O �Åآ 
 

 
 º`z ¯�z , ًi¿x�±w وأw Üp¨`¶�م �x�sك اaÌ¦`�وop ؟ .19

O                                    مmx/ مixأ 
O                                    عm¿¬أ/ Ëusi¬أ 
O                                    �¹}/ �¹}أ 
O                                    y�¬/ اتm�¬ 

  
 :P�v�Q  ÍÎi¬ر Ëz Ø�zij`a «¬i� aر اiu¶aا º�� ة�Îدا Ëgms مm±w أن ØaÔ¨x فm¬ oai`aال اÝ¨aا

.yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا  
pأ iz��� , لi¾ aا Íu¿¬ º�� º�� ة�Îدا ËgÔ¬ ipأ yai_aھ¯ه ا ov , ًi±�°z yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aأ�أ ا Ð i

ov اiu± aس اm{m aد ov ا�³aول اoai`a. إذا أip أ¤iªpiuً أmªم �ª±sاءة اi¿ª¨aم , أoªv iªp  " أ�uاً "اiu¶aر  
  " أMqM_vً".ھ¯ه اyai_a أmم iu`Åisر اiu¶aر 

  xqوIdg]yا uHIz]أ اIjأ  ً�QMb 
 

 
20. jÈw ذاiz؟ yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر ¥�`¨w iz��� Í 
        P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر �Q �UQMJd] �|M�h]ر اM_e]ا mUR ةI{ءً �� داM¡ر 

  
opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aأ�أ ا  oا�`ÅÌا

  ©zi§ً  (اi¿¨aم)
  

opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا¤¯ف ا  oا�`ÅÌا
 �sون �اءاw£ (اi¿¨aم)

  

������ً �אً دא��ً� � 

�אً دא��� �����ً�� 

�אً دא��ً� �����ً�� 
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Ínاmwأ  Üp�`pÐا yz�Å ود�z Ëz
ÍÎi¬ر ´� £f�sم وأi¿¨aا  

  

 
 ھØa ^¿¬ Í أن ا¬`m¼±z Í¦Çs Ü¿³د Ûj¿a ا�jaوض اz yz�± a´ ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu؟ .21

O ¥jp 
O  Ð   ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq23ا 
 
22. uا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر Ëz Ø��iÈw ´z i¹`¿¨`©ا o`aا �ÎاmÈaا oھiz , ¥jp ؟   إذاy رMdeK أن `ghH

   أM_O `Q Iabر
 اËu¿a وا�Çaاء □
□ ¥�j`aا 
□ £uv�`aح وا� aا 
□  �Åآ 

 
  

 ھ�ÉÔw Íت ¬�¿z ًiu´ ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu؟ .23
O ¥jp 
O  Ð   ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq25ا 
 
   M_Oر ghH` أن MdeKر أQ Iab`إذا iz , ¥jpھ�uÉÔw oات ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اØu�� yu؟        .24

□ yupi `ÎÐت اii°¿aم اiأر , �¨aا y �© , م�¶`¨ aا¬¥ ا Í¾z yu¼¶Çaت اizm�j aا y�¬ 
□ yu{i`pÌا Íu�±w و Ümaع اiug 
□ opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا¬`¶�ام ا ov Íأ y±É 
□ opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aوق وارد ا��n ء§`zا 
□ y¾u¿¶aا Õzا�¿aان وا�x�aت واi¬و�uÈais �wmu¿ ¦aز اi¹{ ysinإ 
 �Å ى , اذ©� �uÉÔwات أ □

  
  
  
 
 
  
  

25. ) º ªª¨w iªªz أو yªªuا�`ÅÌا oªªpو�`¦aÌا �ªªx�¿aا ÍÎiªª¬ر yªª_vi¦z Õzا�ªªs ´ªª� ف�ªªjw ÍªªھAnti-SPAM 
Filters؟( 

O ¥jp 
O Ð    ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq28ا 
  
  ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرإذا Üv�� µu© , ¥jp �´ ھ¯ه اa¿�اÕz ؟       .26

□ ) yxدmj¨aا ov Üp�`pÌا yz�Å ودي�zISPs( 
□ Ìتاix�`� aوا Üp�`p 
 و¬ÍÎi اÓ¿a اÌذا�o و اÍ¾z oz§�Ì ا�aادmx, اmx�È�`aن , اµ_¼a , اa ³§ت □
□ yuzm¦_aت اiÚu¹aزارات واmaا 
 ov اu�j`a¥ اijaم أو اu�j`a¥ اojzi³a ا�aرا¬Å ´zy§ل  □
□  �Åآ 

 
 
 
 
 

�אً دא��ً� �����ً�� 
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27. v �x�ª±w ءiª{�aا ,  yªuا�`ÅÌا oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªx�¿aا ÍÎiª¬ر yª_vi¦z Õzا�ªs Üz�¶`¬ف إذا اiªÇ`©ا oªv iª¹`uaij

    ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu اyx�u�³pÐ واyus�ja ؟ 
 

 :Prr�v�Q ÍÎiªª¬�aف اiªªÇ`©ا oªªv تiªªu�±`aا yªªuaijÈa y¿ªª¬i� aا yªªxmÚ aا «ªª¨�aر اiªªu`Åء اiªª{�aا
 yªu¿x�±w yªxmÚz «ª¨p �x�ª±w أو ÍÈª¬دة أmª{m aرات اiªu¶aا ´ªz yªx�u�³pÌوا yªus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا

  �º رأØxأ�Åى i�sءاً �
 

 P_]M�]ا ¢QاIz]ا/ PHT�h]ا Pzl�]100  % 75  % 50   % 25  % 0  ا %  
yuaijv اa¿�اÕz اov yuai_a ا©`iÇف 

yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا  
          

yuaijv اa¿�اÕz اov yuai_a ا©`iÇف 
yx�u�³pÌا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا  

          

 
  yxmÚz «¨p أ�Åى , ر}iءً �ر 

  
 

  
 

ا[\�Tد ا[�zhو[P�tMgh] P ر|o{M وxQuedlQ xR اR o_hHy`   ا[Ma[� : ا[\]ء -
yا uHIz]اPHدTJl]ا xt P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg] 

 
28.  oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªx�¿aا ÍÎiª¬ر yª_vi¦ a yxدmjª¨aا yªus�jaا yª¦�  aا yªzm¦¤ دmª¹³s ¥ª�� ºªرك و���ªz Üpأ Íھ

 اÅÌ`�اyu؟  
O ¥jp 
O Ð    ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq30ا 
  
 ¯ه اm¹³aد اo`a أi¹s ¥�� º�� Üp؟ إذا iz , ¥jpھ .29
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30.  ÍÎiª¬ر yª_vi¦ a yxدmjª¨aا yªus�jaا y¦�  aا  ov Üp�`pÌا yz�Å ودي�z دm¹³s ¥�� º�� رك و�z Üpأ Íھ
 ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu ؟  

O ¥jp 
O Ð    ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq32ا 
  
 إذا iz , ¥jpھ¯ه اm¹³aد اo`a أi¹s ¥�� º�� Üp؟  .31
 
 

 
  
  
 
  
  

 ov ا�`±iدك izھo اa°�ق اy_vi¦ a y Î§ a ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اov yu اmj¨aدyx؟  .32
O  Ãgّءً وi{ر  , yxدiz تipm¦z أو Õzا�s Í¾z yu�±w 
 

  
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O Ãgّءً وi{ة  ,  ر�x�{ ´upاm Í¾z yupmpi  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 

O  �Åآ  
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 jw`±� أm¦x � £pن ذا ¹a y u¯ا اÓ_¿a :ر}iءً w Ð`�دد ov إyvig أي {oء  .33
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 ھÕÎi`p ´z y¶¨p �x�w Í ھ¯ا اiu¿`¬Ðن؟ •
O ¥jp 
O Ð 
   

• : opو�`¦aÌك ا�x�s «`©ءً اi{ر , ¥jp إذا 
  
  
 
 
 

 ( ا[Mzlم )�u¿© y�m ³z Ë { ov «q�pة z´ ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu   :اM_dOري   •
Øaوذ yx�u�³pأو ا yus�� Üpi© اءm¬ Ó_¿aأھ�اف ا Ûjs ^u±_`a i¹�u�_`a.  ´¦ z y�m ³ aھ¯ه ا

 ov م�¶`¨w و  أن Íu�_w(ز�zi¿¨aا) ÍÎi¬�aل ھ¯ه اi¬رÁs نmzm±x ´z ع�Å¹¥ ط�ق وv  ي¯aوا
iÒً أن ھ¯ه اz y�m ³ a ¦´ أx . أ�Åى }��xة إi³xد�sوره ¬�xm°w ov ��i¨u ا�w§Èa اyuai_a أو 

 ov ��i¨w تiu�±`aھ¯ه ا yuaijv فiÇ`©ا ºaدي إÝu¬ i z yuai_aت اiu�±`aا º�� ÍÎi¬�aر ھ¯ه اi¿`Åا
 ov�ç¤ .yx�u�³pÐوا yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aل ھ¯ه  اi¬ء إرi{�aة ا��i¨ aا º�� ًدراi Ü�© إذا

 :oai`aا Íu xÌا º�� ÍÎi¬�aاhasan.sh.ka@gmail.com        
 Ü�© إذاy{i_s  لm¤ ÍuniÈ`aا ´z �x�z ºaإÓ_¿aھ¯ا ا i¼wÐء اi{�aا ,�x�¿aان اm�� º�� i�s ل 

: oai`aا opو�`¦aÌا alka0022@flinders.edu.au  
  

 
 
 
 
  

 Mhbyل ا�|M_zdن [Ig� igاً 
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Appendix C: A Letter of Introduction + A Public User 
Questionnaire (English Version) 
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

This letter is to introduce Mr Hasan Shojaa Alkahtani who is a PhD student in the School of 
Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics at Flinders University.  

He is undertaking research leading to the production of a thesis or other publications on the subject 
of "Exploration of Email SPAM, with a focus on its effects and mitigation in Saudi Arabia".  

He would be most grateful if you would volunteer to assist in this project, by completing this 
questionnaire which covers certain aspects of this topic. This questionnaire will investigate email 
SPAM and its effects on email users in Saudi Arabia. It will also investigate the understanding of 
email SPAM by email users, how they deal with it, and the efforts to combat it in Saudi Arabia. 
No more than 30 minutes is required to complete the questionnaire.  

A summary of the results will be sent by email to interested respondents. 

Be assured that any information provided will be treated in the strictest confidence and none of the 
participants will be individually identifiable in the resulting thesis, report or other publications.  
You are, of course, entirely free to discontinue your participation at any time or to decline to 
answer particular questions. 

Any enquiries you may have concerning this project should be directed to me at the address given 
above or by telephone on (+61 8) 8201 3113, by fax on (+61 8) 8201 2904 or by email to 
(Robert.goodwin@flinders.edu.au). 

Thank you for your attention and assistance. 

Yours sincerely 

 
Dr. Robert Goodwin  
Senior Lecturer 

            School of Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics 
 

This research project has been approved by the Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics 
Committee (Project Number: 5074).  For more information regarding ethical approval of the project the 
Executive Officer of the Committee can be contacted by telephone on (+61 8) 8201 3116, by fax on (+61 8) 8201 
2035 or by email human.researchethics@flinders.edu.au.  
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• Part 1: Demographic Information 
 
1. Gender:     

O Male  
O Female 

 
2. What is your age? 
 

 
 

3. Nationality: 
O Saudi 
O Other  
 

4. What language(s) do you speak?   You can choose more than one option 
□ Arabic  
□ English 
□ Other 

 
 
5. Highest level of education: 

O Primary school  Go to question 7 
O Intermediate school  Go to question 7 
O High school   Go to question 7 
O Diploma 
O Bachelor 
O Master 
O PhD 

 
6.  If your level of education was in the last four categories of question 5, what was 

your major area of study:  Select one only 
O Education and Teaching 
O Computer Science and Information Technology 
O Social Sciences 
O Physical and Biological Sciences 
O Health Sciences and Medicine 
O Other 

 
 
7. What is your current work status: 

O Student    Go to question 9 
O Employed  

 
8. If you are employed, what is the nature of your work? Select one only 

O Educational 
O Medical  
O Technical 
O Management 
O Other 
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• Part 2: The nature of email SPAM in Saudi Arabia, its 
effects on the performance of email users, and dealing 
with it 

 
9. Everyone defines Email SPAM differently, in your own words, how would you 

define email SPAM? 
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� Email SPAM definition: 

Email SPAM can be defined as “an unsolicited, unwanted, commercial or 

non-commercial email that is sent indiscriminately, directly or indirectly, to 

a large number of recipients without their permission and there is no 

relationship between the recipients and a sender". 

Email SPAM has many forms such as promotional advertisements from 

businesses, religious groups, political parties, pornographic websites and 

forums, and advertisements for a wide variety of products and services 

including medical, sports and online gaming.  

SPAM may also be used for phishing to obtain credit card numbers, 

usernames, passwords and other personal information. 

� Examples of words and phrases used in SPAM include: 

1) “CLICK and WIN", “YOU HAVE WON” and “YOU WON 1 MILLION 

DOLLARS” are examples for advertisements of businesses and services. 

2) “VIAGRA" and “DIET” are examples for advertisements of medical and 

health products. 

3) “YOUR ACCOUNT NEEDS TO BE UPDATED" and “INCOMPLETE 

PERSONAL INFORMATION” are examples for phishing. 

 
10. Did you know about SPAM emails prior to reading this survey? 

O Yes 
O No  Go to question 12 
 

11.  If yes, how do you know about SPAM emails?   You can choose more than 
one option 
□ Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 
□ The internet and forums 
□ Broadcast media such as radio, TV, newspapers and magazines 
□ Government ministries and commissions 
□ Through school or university education 
□ Other 
 
 

12. Have you received SPAM emails? 
O Yes 
O No 
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13. If yes, when was the last time you have received SPAM email?  

O Last three days 
O Last week 
O Last month 
O Last 3 months 
O Last 6 months 
O Last 9 months 
O Last 12 months  

 
14. If yes, how many SPAM emails do you receive on average weekly?                           

Please, estimate  
 
 

Note: the following question will ask you to estimate the relative percentage for 
each language of email SPAM you have received. The percentages should add 
up to 100 %.  
For example, if the languages of email SPAM that I have received were English, 
Arabic and Turkish, the relative percentages for each language might be 
estimated as follows: 

Language of email SPAM Percentage  

 English           20      %   

 Arabic            50       %   

 Other language, please state :     Turkish           30       %   

 Other language, please state :             0       %   

Total         100       %   

 
So, English SPAM (20%) + Arabic SPAM (50%) + Turkish SPAM (30%) = 

100% 
 
15. What is the language of the SPAM email you receive on average weekly?   You 

can choose more than one option 
 

Language of email SPAM Percentage  
 English                  %   
 Arabic                   %   
 Other language, please state :                   %   
 Other language, please state :                  %   
 Other language, please state :                  %   
 Languages I do not recognise                  %   

Total         100    % 
 
16. If the language of SPAM was Arabic, what types of SPAM have you received on 

average weekly? You can choose more than one option 
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Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative percentage 
for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 %. See the 
example in question 15 for more explanation about estimating the relative 
percentage. 

 
 
 

Type of Arabic email SPAM Percentage  
 Businesses advertisements                  %   
 Emails from religious groups and political parties                  %   
 Emails from pornographic websites                  %   
 Emails from forums                  %   
 Products and services advertisements                  %   
 Phishing and fraud                  %   
 Other:  

                 %   

Total          100    % 
 
17. If the language of SPAM was English, what types of SPAM have you received 

on average weekly? You can choose more than one option 
 

Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative 
percentage for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 %. 
See the example in question 15 for more explanation about estimating the 
relative percentage. 

 
Type of English email SPAM Percentage  

 Businesses advertisements                  %   
 Emails from religious groups  and political parties                  %   
 Emails from pornographic websites                  %   
 Emails from forums                  %   
 Products and services Advertisements                  %   
 Phishing and fraud                  %   
 Other: 

 
                 %   

Total          100    % 
 
 
18. Who is your principal email account provider? Select one only 

O Hotmail 
O Yahoo 
O Gmail 
O Other 
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19. Approximately, how long have you been using your email account? 

O                                Days 
O                                Weeks 
O                                Months 
O                                   Years 

 
 

Note: the following question will ask you to choose the appropriate option 
for your dealing with email SPAM.  
 For example, when I am not reading the SPAM email at all, I will circle the 
option “Never" in the scale in the following table. If I sometimes read 
SPAM, I will circle the option “Sometimes". 

Read the entire email SPAM 
 

 
 
20. What do you do when you receive SPAM email? 

Please circle the appropriate option for your dealing with SPAM email 
 

Read the entire email SPAM 
 

Delete email SPAM without 
reading it 

 

Contact with ISP and notify it 
about email SPAM 

 

 
21. Have you ever purposely responded to an offer made by a SPAM email? 

O Yes            
O No Go to question 23    
     

22. If yes, what benefits did you derive from SPAM emails?  You can choose more 
than one option 
□ Purchasing and selling 
□ Learning 
□ Fun 
□ Other  
 
 

23. Have you been affected negatively by email SPAM? 
O Yes            
O No Go to question 25     
 
 
 
 
  
      

Sometimes Never Always 

Sometimes Never Always 

Sometimes Never Always 

Sometimes Never Always 
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24. If yes, what was the impact of email SPAM?     You can choose more than one 
option 
□ Stealing personal information such as user name, password and credit card 

numbers 
□ Losing time and reducing productivity 
□ Less confidence in using the email 
□ Filling email inbox 
□ Computer was infected by a Virus, Worm or other malicious program 
□ Other impacts: please list them, 
 
 

 
 
 
25. Are you aware of Anti-SPAM filters? 

O Yes 
O No Go to question 28 
 

26. If yes, how did you know about these filters?  You can choose more than one 
option  
□ Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 
□ The internet and forums 
□ Broadcast media such as radio, TV, newspapers and magazines 
□ Government ministries and commissions 
□ Through school or university education 
□ Other 
 
 

27. If you have used Anti-SPAM filters, please rate their effectiveness in detecting 
English and Arabic email SPAM?  
  

Note: please choose the appropriate percentage for the effectiveness of current 
filters in detecting Arabic and English email SPAM from the following options 
or estimate other relative percentages based on your opinion  
 

Current Filters\ Percentage 0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 % 

The effectiveness of current filters in 
detecting Arabic email SPAM 

     

The effectiveness of current filters in 
detecting English email SPAM 

 
    

 
Other percentages, please estimate 
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• Part 3: The efforts to combat SPAM in Saudi Arabia and 
the awareness of public users about them 
 

28. Are you aware of efforts by the government in Saudi Arabia to combat SPAM? 
O Yes 
O No  Go to question 30 
 

29. If yes, what are the efforts you are aware of?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30. Are you aware of efforts by ISPs in Saudi Arabia to combat SPAM? 

O Yes 
O No  Go to question 32 
 

31. If yes, what are the efforts you are aware of?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32. In your opinion, what are the appropriate ways to combat SPAM in Saudi 

Arabia? 
O Technical such as software , hardware , please explain 
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O Legal such as new laws , please explain 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

O Other  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
33. Please feel free to add anything that you think may be of value to this research: 
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• Do you want a summary of the results of this survey? 

O Yes 
O No  
 

• If yes, please provide your email address :  
   
 
 
 

 
 
• Optional: We wish to collect large corpora of Arabic and English email 

SPAM to analyse them to achieve some research aims. These corpora could 
be used to analyse and understand methods and tricks used by spammers, 
which could help developers to improve the existing Anti-SPAM filters or 
produce new ones. These corpora could also help in testing SPAM emails 
on the current email SPAM detection methods which may lead to exploring 
the effectiveness of these methods in detecting Arabic and English email 
SPAM. If you are able to help, please send these messages to the following 
email: hasan.sh.ka@gmail.com  

   If you need more explanation about this research, please contact us on the 
following email address: alka0022@flinders.edu.au                                    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Thank you for completing the survey 
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Appendix D: A Letter of Introduction + A Business 
Questionnaire (Arabic Version) 
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� �

GHIJK  بMNO 
 

  ة/��ow�x                                                                    اa _`�م  /���xي
  

  £ الله وwi©�s£    ...    و�js اa¨§م ��u¦¥ ور¤ 
  

 , oªadا «ª¬i_aم اmª�� ¥ª¨ oªv راهm`©�ªaا yª{ر�a £_uª}�w ¥ªw ي¯ªaوا  opiª°_±aع اi³ª} ´ªs ´ª¨¤ : «ªai°aا µx�j`a بi°¶aھ¯ا ا
. iuaا¬`�ا ov رز���v yjzi{ ov تiugix�aوا y¬��¹aا  

 º�� لm¼_aض ا�fs  £¾_¿s y±�j` aت اi¬را�aاء ا�{Ás ًiuai¤ Ã}� aم اm±x ى�ªÅث أiª_sأ �ªÇp ض�ªfs راه أوm`©�aا y{در yai¬ر
 yªªus�jaا yª¦�  aا oªªv iª¹�z µªªuÈ¶`aوا iªرھiÉآ ºªª�� �ªu©�`aا Ëªz , yªªuا�`ÅÌا oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªªx�¿aا ÍÎiª¬ف رiªªÇ¦`¬ع "اmªgmz لmª¤

."yxدmj¨aا  
 Ðل ھ¯ا اi ©ل إ§Å ´z o¾_¿aوع ا�Ç aھ¯ا ا ov ة��i¨ ais عm°`ais ¥`�ÒÈw ma ًا�{ ´` z نm¦u¬ mھ «pاm{ o°fx ي¯aن اiu¿`¬

z y�ujz´ ھ¯ا اÓ_¿a. ھ¯ا اiu¿`¬Ðن ¬y�¦Çz ov ^±_u ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu وآiÉرھi�i° º�� iت اi �Ùل 
 i¹jz ¥¹�zijw yuÈu©و yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬��a yxرi³`aت اi�i°±a¹¥ اv ov ^±_u¬ ًiÒxن أiu¿`¬Ðھ¯ا ا .yxدmj¨aا ov yÈ�`¶ aا yxرi³`aا

 ´z �¾©أ ´u ¾aو`¦¥ ا ´z ¯ÅÔw ´a نiu¿`¬Ðھ¯ا ا ysi{إ  .yxدmj¨aا ov £`_vi¦ a yaو¯¿ aد اm¹³aا ov ^±_u¬ ًiÒx30وأ  . y±uد  
. Ó_¿a¹¯ا اs ´u `¹ aا ´u©رiÇ aا ºaإ opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ^xط� ´� Ó_¿aا ÕÎi`p Ö¶�z لi¬إر ¥`u¬  

 Ízijُ`¬ ¥¦�z yz�±z تizm�jz أن أي ´z ًا�©Ô`z ´© Í¦ªÇs Óª_¿aا oªv ´u©رiªÇ aا ´ªz ًixأ �uu w أو �x�_w ¥`x ´a £pوأ yziw yx�¬ ov
�vدي ÕÎi`p ov اyai¬�a أو اi±`aر�x أو �uqھz i´ اi_sÙث اmÇ� aرة . Ë¿°ais Øa ^_x اµm`a �´ اiÇ aر©ov y ھ¯ا اoªv Ó_¿a أي 

  .وiÇw Üء  © Øa ^_x i أiÒxً رÛv اysi{Ì �´ أ¬ov y�ujz y�Ú اiu¿`¬Ðن 
  ºª��  µwiª¹aا ^ªxط� ´ª� ه أو§ªر أ�m©¯ª aان اm�jaا ºaإ £{mw ³» أنx Ó_¿aن ھ¯ا اÔÇs ¥¦x�a راتi¨È`¬ا £x8201 (8 61+)أ 

3113   ºªªªªª�� t©iªªªªªÈaا ^ªªªªªxط� ´ªªªªª� ان   2904 8201 (8 61+)أوmªªªªª�jaا ºªªªªªaإ Íªªªªªu xل إiªªªªª¬إر ^ªªªªªxط� ´ªªªªª� أو
)goodwin@flinders.edu.auRobert.. (  
  

.¥¦w��i¨zو ¥¦zi `اھ º�� ¥©�¦}أ  
  

 ozوا¤`�ا owiu_w ^Îiv اm�¿±w  
 
  

 ´xدوm ت�sد. رو  
  ¨¥ ��mم اi_a¬» , اy¬��¹a واiugix�aت 
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oªª¾_¿aوع ا�ªÇ aا ا¯ªªھ ºªª�� yª±vاm aا Üªª w �ª±a  :وع�ªÇ aا ¥ªªرز ( ر�ªª��v yªjzi³s Óªª_¿aت اiªªu§Åأ yª�³a ´ªªz5074  yªª±vاm aن اÔªªÇs ÍuªniÈ`aا ´ªªz �ªªx� a .(
  µwi¹aا º�� y�³�a ي¯uÈ�`aول اÝ¨ ais لi¼wÐا ´¦ x , وع�Ç �a yu§ÅÙ3116 8201 (8 61+)ا  ºª�� t©iªÈaا ^ªxط� ´ª� 2035 8201 (8 61+)أو 

   human.researchethics@flinders.edu.auأو �´ ط�x^ إر¬iل إÍu x إºa اm�jaان 
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- PQMR تMQTUJQ : ولXا[\]ء ا 
 

 ) o¨�H : P�v�Q أن TgHن ا[Mdرh]M� §H_�دي(   ov أي �iم Ü¨¬Ôw اy©�Ça ؟ .1
  
 
 

2. :£pÔs y©�Çaى ¤³¥ ا�w Íھ 
O �ufn 
O e¬m`z   
O �u¿©   

   
 ©¥ ا�jaد اm �a o¿x�±`aظov ´uÈ اy©�Ça ؟ .3
 
 
  
 i¿x�±wً , ©¥ ��د اja §ء ا¹jz Ízij`w ´x¯a¥ اy©�Ça ؟ .4

 
  
 

 izھo ط¿iÇp yjuط اy©�Ça ؟ .5
  
  
 
 
 
 
 ھÍ¦Çs i¹x�a ¥¦`©�} Í واÃg و¤�ة � Í أو Ì ^x�vدارة أz´ اy¦¿Ça؟ .6

O ¥jp     
O Ð    إ opdqا ijال رkl]ا m]9 

 
 إذا iz , ¥jpھÝ¨z oوiuaت ھ¯ه اma¤�ة أو ھ¯ا اx�Èa^ ؟ .7
 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 إذا i¿x�±w , ¥jpً ©¥ ��د اm aظuÈ´ اm� jx ´x¯aن ov ھ¯ه اma¤�ة أو ھ¯ا اx�Èa^ ؟ .8
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 ھÍ ھ�iك mzظÝ¨z ´uÈوua`¹¥ اa _�دة ھy_vi¦z o ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu؟ .9
O ¥jp 
O  Ð    pdqا ijال رkl]ا m]إ o11 
  
 إذا iz , ¥jpھy_vi¦ a ¥¹zi¹z o ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu ؟ .10
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

-  , PHدTJl]ا xt P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر PJ_zط : xqMa]ا[\]ء ا
mUR MارھIل ا[ أداء  أ�MhRXت اMRMNjM�JQ i�UQMJK  P_�_bو  , PHرM\d 

 
11. �jx Ö¶} Í© ,µ�`¶z Í¦Çs opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ص ,ف رMre]ا ��TUr|��  �ªx�¿aا ÍÎiª¬ف ر�ªjw µªu©

 اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu؟
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� :P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر GHIJK 
 i¹pأ º�� yuا�`ÅÌا yai¬�aا µx�jw ´¦ x mUR ohd�H ب �� و ا[�يT�IQ I_�]ا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا "

�Q m]إ I�MzQ I_� أو I�MzQ og�� أو x{اT�R og�� �]M|إر idH ري وا[�يM\K I_� ري أوM\K ىTd
 Pj�R أي i�N�IK � �]�bو o_hHyل ھ�ا اM|إر mUR i�dptاTQ �Oون أu� `_hUdlh]ا `Q ةI_zb PRTh\Q

o|Ih]ا �Q." 
: ÍÎi¬�a¹¯ه اa y�¾zÙا ´ v , لi¦}Ùا ´z �x�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا ¯ÅÔw  ´z yu³xو�`aت اip§�Ìا

 yu�x�aاب ا�¤Ùوا yu¬iu¨aوا yxرi¿ÅÌت اi�m ³ aا ´z yx�x�¿aا ÍÎi¬�aا , yÈ�`¶ aا yxرi³`aت اi�i°±aا
 Í¾z  yu_¼aت اi³`� aا ´ Ò`w o`aت واiz�¶aت واi³`� aا ´z yj¬وا y�m ³ a تip§�Ìت , اix�`� aوا

Í¾z  yu¿°aرات اiÇ`¬Ðأو ا  ´ujz واء�a Õxو�`aا  , yugix�aا ÍÎi¬�aا , ´ujz yu ¤ Õzip�s عi¿wإ
.Üp�`pÌا º�� yupو�`¦aÌب اijaÙا 

© x i ¦´ ا¬`¶�ام اÍÎi¬�a اÅÌ`�ا�a yu¶�اع وا�u¼`a و¬�y اizm�j aت اÍ¾z yu¼¶Ça ا¬¥ اa ¨`¶�م 
.yupi `ÎÌت اii°¿aم اiأر Í¾z yu¦�¿aب اi¨_aت اizm�jz Øa¯©ور و� aا y �©و  

� MhUgU] PUaQأ:P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]ا xt PQuedlh]رات اMzJ]ت وا 
:  jw`¿� ھ¯ه اi¿jaرات أyª�¾z  " ا��s وار��" , " [up ر���" , " [up ر��� T_UQن ریال |TJدي" )1

 ip§�ãaت اi³`aرyx  واiz�¶aت.
 : jw`¿� أip§�ãa y�¾zت وا�w o`aوج i³`� aت yu_n وط¿IjM_t" , "P_hv".yuا" )2
3( K xg�z]ا ��Mlv تMqM_�"PrUhdgQ Ir_� P_r�e�]ا �rKMQTUJQ" , "�Hur�K mr]ج إMrd�"  yª�¾zأ �ª¿`jw  :

.yu¼¶Çaت اizm�j aا y�¬اع و�¶aا ov م�¶`¨w o`aرات اi¿j�a 
 

12. yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ف �´ ر�jw Ü�© Íھ , i¹`_vi¦z Õzا�sن ؟ وiu¿`¬Ðاءة ھ¯ا ا� Í¿ 
O ¥jp 
O  Ð   ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq14ا 
 
13. , ¥jp إذا yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر ´� Üv�� µu© i¹`_vi¦z Õzا�s؟      و Irabر أMrdeK أن `ghH

   M_O `Qر
□ ) Üp�`pÌا yz�Å ودي�zISPs( 
 اÜp�`pÌ واix�`� aت □
 و¬ÍÎi اÓ¿a اÌذا�o و اÍ¾z oz§�Ì ا�aادmx, اmx�È�`aن , اµ_¼a , اa ³§ت □
□ yuzm¦_aت اiÚu¹aزارات واmaا 
 أ�Åى {�©iت وi ç�zت □
□  �Åآ  

 
 

 ھÜu±�w Í ر¬�x�s ÍÎi إa¦`�وop إÅ`�اyu (¬¿iم) ؟ .14
O ¥jp 
O Ð 

 
 إذا Üpi© º`z ,¥jp آ�z �Åة ا¬`� i¹uv Ü ر¬�x�s ÍÎi إa¦`�وyup إÅ`�اyu؟ .15

O yugi aم اixÙث ا§¾aا 
O ogi aع اm¿¬Ùا 
O ogi a�¹ اÇaا 
O yugi aث أ{�¹ ا§¾aا 
O  yugi aأ{�¹ ا Ü¨aا 
O yugi aأ{�¹ ا Ë¨`aا 
O �Ç� o�ÉÐا yugi a�¹ ا} 
 
 إذا jp¥ , ©¥ ��د ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu اy �`¨ a أ¬¿iu�mً ؟ .16

 ر}iءً  , ّ�ر ا�jaد :
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: P�v�Q  �ªx�s yaiª¬ر yªfa Íª¦a yªx�x�±`aا yªxmÚ aا y¿ª¨�aا �x�ª±w ´ª� ØaÔª¨x فmª¬ oaiª`aال اÝ¨aا
fa Ëu ³a yxmÚ aا «¨�aع اm ³z .i¹z§`¬ا ¥w yuا�`Åإ yupو�`¦aن إmª¦x أن «ª³x مi¿¨aا ÍÎi¬ت رi

100%.  
��Íu¿ªª¬ ºªª اiªª¾ aل, iªªfa Üªªpi© mªªaت ر¬ÍÎiªª اi¿ªª¨aم اi¹z§`ªª¬is Üªª  oªª`a ھoªª اyªªf�a اyªªx�u�³pÐ و 
 iª © ّ�رª±w أن ´ª¦ x y �`ª¨z مi¿ª¬ yaiª¬ر yªfa Í¦a yu¿x�±`aا yxmÚ aا «¨�aإذن ا , yu©�`aو ا yus�jaا

: oai`a�³ول اaا ov  

xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر P�] P_jاIdOyا   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  

  yx�u�³pÐ20  ا %  

  yus�ja50  ا %  

  % 30  ا[yfa                                   P_bId أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©� :  

  yfa  0% أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:  

  % 100  ا[Th\hع

:^si¨a�³ول اaا ´z æ¤§p  
%) =  اm ³ aع i¿¨30م اo©�`a ( %) + ا50a%) + اi¿¨aم اos�ja ( 20اi¿¨aم ا�u�³pÐي ( 

 ) m100ھ%  ( 
 

 ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرizھyfa o ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu اy �`¨ a أ¬¿iu�m؟ً    .17
 

P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر P�]   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  
  yx�u�³pÐا  %  
  yus�jaا  %  
  %  yfa أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:   
  �Åأ yfa :�©ءً اذi{ى , ر  %  

  %  yfa أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:   

  iھ�uu w Ëu°`¬أ Ð تifa  %  
  % 100  ا[Th\hع

 
18.  oªªھ yªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiªª¬�aا yªªfa Üªpi© إذاPrr_�IJ]ا Prr�U]ا  i¹z§`ªª¬ا ¥ªªw oªª`aا yªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiªª¬�aاع اmªªpأ oھiªz ,

  ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرأ¬¿iu�m؟ً  
  

اi{�aء �x�±w اy¿¨�a اyxmÚ a اiuÅ Í¦a yu¿x�±`aر   �ا ا[klال: ozj P�v�Q أن mUR �_\K ھ    
 ³z ,  رهi`¶w «¨�aع اm yxmÚ aن  اm¦x ³» أنx100% ov لi¾ aا �çpال . اk|17  ´z �x� a

.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w ´� ÍuniÈ`aا  
  

P_�IJ]ا P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]اع اTqأ   Pzl�]ا
 PHT�h]ا  

  yxرi³`aت اip§�Ìا  %  
  ÍÎi¬ر yu¬iu¨aط�اف اÙوا yu�x�aت اi�m ³ aا ´z  %  
  ÍÎi¬ر  ´zaا Ëاm Ìاyu¤is  %  
  ÍÎi¬ت رix�`� aا ´z  %  
  %  اip§�Ìت i³`� �aت واiz�¶aت   
  %  و¬�y اizm�j aتأاa¶�اع واiu`¤Ðل   
   :�Åآ  

  
%  

  % 100 ا[Th\hع 
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19.  oھ yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا yfa Üpi© إذاPH[_U\qyا P�U]ا ا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬�aاع اmªpأ oھiªz , i¹z§`ª¬ا ¥ªw oª`aا yªu
 ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabر  أ¬¿iu�m؟ً 

  
اi{�aء �x�±w اy¿¨�a اyxmÚ a اiªuÅ Íª¦a yu¿x�±`aر  iª`¶wره  ,  ozj P�v�Q أن mUR �_\K ھ�ا ا[klال: 
اk|17  ´z �x� a ´� ÍuniÈ`aال . ا�çp اi¾ aل m ³z100% ovع ا�a¨» ا³x  yxmÚ a»  أن m¦xن  

.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w  
  

PH[_U\qا� P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]اع اTqأ   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا
%  

  yxرi³`aت اip§�Ìا  %  
  ÍÎi¬ر yu¬iu¨aط�اف اÙوا yu�x�aت اi�m ³ aا ´z  %  
  ÍÎi¬ر  ´zaا Ëاm Ìاyu¤is  %  
  ÍÎi¬ت رix�`� aا ´z  %  
  %  اip§�Ìت i³`� �aت واiz�¶aت   
  %  و¬�y اizm�j aتأاa¶�اع واiu`¤Ðل   
   :�Åآ  

  
%  

  % 100 ا[Th\hع 
  
 

  ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرizھ�uÉÔw oات ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اº�� yu اy©�Ça ؟        .20
□ yu{i`pÌا Íu�±w و Ümaع اiug 
□ a yz�¶`ª¨ aا �ªw§Èaا �ªx�³wو ^ªu¿°w اء و�ª} oªv لi aا ´z �u¾¦aق اiÈpإ oªv yªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬�aا yª_vi¦ 

y©�Çaا 
□ «¿¨s Ü� y©�Çaا ov opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aدم اiÅ ءةiÈ© ا ´z ة�u¿¦aا yu © ا¬`§م  yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�a 
□ y¾u¿¶aا Õzا�¿aان وا�x�aت واi¬و�uÈais y©�Çaا ov �wmu¿ ¦aأ}�¹ة ا ysinإ 
 �uÉÔwات أ�Å ى , اذ©�  □

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

21. iªª¬ر  yªª_vi¦z Õzا�ªªs نmz�¶`ªª¨w Íªªھ) º ªª¨w iªªz أو yªªuا�`ÅÌا oªªpو�`¦aÌا �ªªx�¿aا ÍÎAnti-SPAM 
Filters؟ yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر Ë�z أو �ç_a ( 

O ¥jp 
O Ð    ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq23ا 

  
إذا ©�`¥ mz�¶`¨wن �sاy_vi¦z Õz ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu  ,اi{�aء oªv iª¹`uaijv �x�±w ا©`iªÇف   .22

�¿aا ÍÎi¬؟ر yus�jaوا yx�u�³pÐا yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x   
 

  : P�v�Q yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aف اiÇ`©ا ov تiu�±`aا yuaijÈa y¿¬i� aا yxmÚ aا «¨�aر اiu`Åء اi{�aا
 º�� ًءاi�s ى�Åأ yu¿x�±w yxmÚz «¨p �x�±w أو ÍÈ¬دة أm{m aرات اiu¶aا ´z yx�u�³pÌوا yus�jaا

Øxرأ 
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 P_]M�]ا ¢QاIz]ا/ PHT�h]ا Pzl�]75  % 50  % 25  % 0  ا %  
100 
%  

yuaijv اa¿�اÕz اov yuai_a ا©`iÇف 
yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا  

          

yuaijv اa¿�اÕz اov yuai_a ا©`iÇف 
yx�u�³pÌا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا  

          

  
  yxmÚz «¨p أ�Åى , ر}iءً �ر

  
  

 
 
� J : �]Ma]ل ا[ ا[\]ء اMhRXت اMRMNj xRو`R PHرM\d  P�tMgh] P]و�zh]د اT�\]ا

yا uHIz]ا o{M|رPHدTJl]ا xt P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]  
 

23.  oªªpو�`¦aÌا �ªªx�¿aا ÍÎiªª¬ر yªª_vi¦ a yxدmjªª¨aا yªªus�jaا yªª¦�  aا yªªzm¦¤ دmªª¹³s ¥ªª�� ºªªرك و���ªªz Üªªpأ Íªªھ
 اÅÌ`�اyu؟  

O ¥jp 
O Ð    ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq25ا 
  
24.  º�� Üpأ o`aد اm¹³aھ¯ه ا iz , ¥jp ؟ إذاi¹s ¥�� 

 
 

  
  
 
 
 
  
  
  
  

25.  ÍÎiª¬ر yª_vi¦ a yxدmjª¨aا yªus�jaا yª¦�  aا  oªv Üªp�`pÌا yªz�Å ودي�z دm¹³s ¥�� º�� رك و�z Üpأ Íھ
 ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu ؟  

O ¥jp 
O Ð    ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq27ا 

  
 إذا iz , ¥jp ھ¯ه اm¹³aد اo`a أi¹s ¥�� º�� Üp؟  .26
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27. w دm¹{ كiھ� �{mx Íھ ÍÎiª¬ل رmª¤ ء§ª jaا Øa¯ª©و iª¹uv ´u�ziªjaا ´uÈظmª �a y©�ªÇaا Íª¿ ´ªz yªz�±zُ yu�m
 ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu واa°�ق اi¹`_vi¦ a y Î§ a ؟

O Ãgءً وi{ر , ¥jp 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
  
 

O Ð 
     

 ov ا�`±iدك izھo اa°�ق اy_vi¦ a y Î§ a ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اov yu اmj¨aدyx؟  .28
O  u�±wÃgّءً وi{ر  , yxدiz تipm¦z أو Õzا�s Í¾z y 
 

 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 

O Ãgّءً وi{ة  ,  ر�x�{ ´upاm Í¾z yupmpi  
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 

O  �Åآ  
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29. : Ó_¿a¹¯ا اa y u ن ذاm¦x � £pأ �±`jw ءo} أي yvigإ ov دد�`w Ð ًءi{ر 
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• ´z y¶¨p �x�w Íن؟ ھiu¿`¬Ðھ¯ا ا ÕÎi`p 
O ¥jp 
O Ð   
 

• : opو�`¦aÌك ا�x�s «`©ءً اi{ر , ¥jp إذا 
  
 

 
 
  
 

 ( ا[Mzlم )�u¿© y�m ³z Ë { ov «q�pة z´ ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu   :اM_dOري   •
Ó_¿aأھ�اف ا Ûjs ^u±_`a i¹�u�_`a Øaوذ yx�u�³pأو ا yus�� Üpi© اءm¬.  ´¦ z y�m ³ aھ¯ه ا

�¶`¨w أن ov ي  م¯aوا (ز�zi¿¨aا) ÍÎi¬�aل ھ¯ه اi¬رÁs نmzm±x ´z ع�Å¹¥ ط�ق وv و Íu�_w
ھ¯ه اz y�m ³ a ¦´ أiÒxً أن  �sوره ¬�xm°w ov ��i¨u ا�w§Èa اyuai_a أو إi³xد أ�Åى }��xة. 

ov ��i¨w اi¿`Åر ھ¯ه اº�� ÍÎi¬�a اiu�±`aت اÝu¬ i z yuai_aدي إºa ا©`iÇف yuaijv ھ¯ه اiu�±`aت 
�ç¤ ov  ل ھ¯هi¬ء إرi{�aة ا��i¨ aا º�� ًدراi Ü�© إذا .yx�u�³pÐوا yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا

 :oai`aا Íu xÌا º�� ÍÎi¬�aاhasan.sh.ka@gmail.com        
s لi¼wÐء اi{�aا , Ó_¿aل ھ¯ا اm¤ ÍuniÈ`aا ´z �x�z ºaإ y{i_s Ü�© إذا�x�¿aان اm�� º�� i� 

: oai`aا opو�`¦aÌا alka0022@flinders.edu.au   
  
  
  
 
 
  

  Mhbyل ا�|M_zdن [Ig� igاً 
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Appendix E: A Letter of Introduction + A Business 
Questionnaire (English Version) 
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

This letter is to introduce Mr Hasan Shojaa Alkahtani who is a PhD student in the School of 
Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics at Flinders University.  

He is undertaking research leading to the production of a thesis or other publications on the subject 
of "Exploration of Email SPAM, with a focus on its effects and mitigation in Saudi Arabia".  

He would be most grateful if you would volunteer to assist in this project, by completing this 
questionnaire which covers certain aspects of this topic. This questionnaire will investigate the 
problem of email SPAM and its effects on businesses in Saudi Arabia. It will also investigate the 
understanding of email SPAM by businesses, their dealing with it, and the efforts to combat it in 
Saudi Arabia. No more than 30 minutes is required to complete the questionnaire.  

 A summary of the results will be sent by email to interested respondents. 

Be assured that any information provided will be treated in the strictest confidence and none of the 
participants will be individually identifiable in the resulting thesis, report or other publications.  
You are, of course, entirely free to discontinue your participation at any time or to decline to 
answer particular questions. 

Any enquiries you may have concerning this project should be directed to me at the address given 
above or by telephone on (+61 8) 8201 3113, by fax on (+61 8) 8201 2904 or by email to 
(Robert.goodwin@flinders.edu.au). 

Thank you for your attention and assistance. 

Yours sincerely 
 
Dr. Robert Goodwin  
Senior Lecturer 

            School of Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics 
 

This research project has been approved by the Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics 
Committee (Project Number: 5074).  For more information regarding ethical approval of the project the 
Executive Officer of the Committee can be contacted by telephone on (+61 8) 8201 3116, by fax on (+61 8) 8201 
2035 or by email human.researchethics@flinders.edu.au. 

 

 

School of Computer Science, 
Engineering and Mathematics  
 
Room (358), Information Science & 
Technology Building 
 
GPO Box 2100 
Adelaide SA 5001 
 
Tel: (+61 8) 8201 3113 
Fax: (+61 8) 8201 2904 
Email: Robert.goodwin@flinders.edu.au 
 
http://csem.flinders.edu.au/ 
 
CRICOS Provider No. 00114A 
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• Part 1: Demographic Information 
 
1.  What year was the company established?       
 
 
 
2.  Do you see the size of the company as being: 

O Small 
O Medium 
O Large 

 
3.  What is the approximate number of employees in the company? 

 
 
 
4.  Approximately how many customers does the company deal with? 

 
 
 

5. What is the nature of your company activity? 
 
 
 
 

6. Does your company have explicitly a business unit or team for managing 
network security? 
O Yes 
O No Go to question 9 

 
7. If yes, what are the responsibilities of this unit or this team? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. If yes, approximately how many employees are involved in this unit or this team? 
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9. Are there employees with specific responsibility for combating email SPAM? 

O Yes 
O No Go to question 11 

 
10. If yes, what are their tasks to combat email SPAM? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Part 2: The nature of Email SPAM in Saudi Arabia, its 
effects on the performance of businesses, and dealing 
with it 
 

11. Everyone defines SPAM differently, in your own words, how would you define 
email SPAM? 
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� Email SPAM definition: 

Email SPAM can be defined as “an unsolicited, unwanted, commercial or 

non-commercial email that is sent indiscriminately, directly or indirectly, 

to a large number of recipients without their permission and there is no 

relationship between the recipients and a sender". 

Email SPAM has many forms such as promotional advertisements from 

businesses, religious groups, political parties, pornographic websites and 

forums, and advertisements for a wide variety of products and services 

including medical, sports and online gaming.  

SPAM may also be used for phishing to obtain credit card numbers, 

usernames, passwords and other personal information. 

� Examples of words and phrases used in SPAM include: 

1) “CLICK and WIN ", “YOU HAVE WON” and “YOU WON 1 

MILLION DOLLARS” are examples for advertisements of businesses 

and services. 

2) “VIAGRA" and “DIET” are examples for advertisements of medical and 

health products. 

3) “YOUR ACCOUNT NEEDS TO BE UPDATED" and “INCOMPLETE 

PERSONAL INFORMATION” are examples for phishing. 

 
12. Did you know about SPAM emails and Anti-SPAM filters prior to reading this 

survey? 
O Yes 
O No  Go to question 14 
 
 

13.  If yes, how do you know about SPAM emails and Anti-SPAM filters?  You can 
choose more than one option 
□ Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 
□ The internet and forums 
□ Broadcast media such as radio, TV, newspapers and magazines 
□ Government ministries and commissions 
□ Other companies and organisations 
□ Other 
 
 

14. Have you received SPAM emails? 
O Yes 
O No 
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15. If yes, when was the last time you have received SPAM email?  
O Last three days 
O Last week 
O Last month 
O Last 3 months 
O Last 6 months 
O Last 9 months 
O Last 12 months  
 

16. If yes, how many SPAM emails do you receive on average weekly? 
Please, estimate 
 
 
Note: the following question will ask you to estimate the relative percentage 
for each language of email SPAM you have received. The percentages should 
add up to 100 %.  
For example, if the languages of email SPAM that I have received were 
English, Arabic and Turkish, the relative percentages for each language might 
be estimated as follows: 

Language of email SPAM Percentage  

 English            20      %   

 Arabic             50       %   

 Other language, please state :              Turkish          30       %   

 Other language, please state :             0       %   

Total         100       %   

 
So, English SPAM (20%) + Arabic SPAM (50%) + Turkish SPAM (30%) = 

100% 
 
17. What is the language of the SPAM email you receive on average weekly?  You 

can choose more than one option 
 

Language of email SPAM Percentage  
 English                  %   
 Arabic                   %   
 Other language, please state :                   %   
 Other language, please state :                  %   
 Other language, please state :                  %   
 Languages I do not recognise                  %   

Total          100    % 
 
18. If the language of SPAM was Arabic, what types of SPAM have you received on 

average weekly?  You can choose more than one option 
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Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative 
percentage for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 %. 
See the example in question 17 for more explanation about estimating the 
relative percentage. 

 
 

Type of Arabic email SPAM Percentage  
 Businesses advertisements                  %   
 Emails from religious groups and political parties                  %   
 Emails from pornographic websites                  %   
 Emails from forums                  %   
 Products and services advertisements                  %   
 Phishing and fraud                  %   
 Other: 

 
 

                 %   

Total          100    % 
 
19. If the language of SPAM was English, what types of SPAM have you received 

on average weekly?  You can choose more than one option 
 

Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative 
percentage for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 
%. See the example in question 17 for more explanation about 
estimating the relative percentage. 

 
Type of English email SPAM Percentage  

 Businesses advertisements                  %   
 Emails from religious groups and political parties                  %   
 Emails from pornographic websites                  %   
 Emails from forums                  %   
 Products and services advertisements                  %   
 Phishing and fraud                  %   
 Other: 

 
 

                 %   

Total         100    % 
 
20. What are the effects of email SPAM on the company?  You can choose more 

than one option 
□ Losing time and reducing productivity 
□ Spending a lot of money to buy, implement and update filters or Anti-SPAM 

programs used in the company 
□ The efficiency of organisation's email server was reduced due to the 

excessive email SPAM 
□ Computers of the company were infected by a Virus, Worm or other 

malicious program 
□ Other impacts: please list them, 
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21. Do you use Anti-SPAM filters to block email SPAM? 

O Yes  
O No  Go to question 23 

 
22. If you have used Anti-SPAM filters, please rate their effectiveness in detecting 

English and Arabic email SPAM?   
 

Note: please choose the appropriate percentage for the effectiveness of 
current filters in detecting Arabic and English email SPAM from the 
following options or estimate other relative percentages based on your 
opinion. 

 

Current Filters\ Percentage 0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 % 

The effectiveness of current filters 
in detecting Arabic email SPAM 

     

The effectiveness of current filters 
in detecting English email SPAM 

     

 
Other percentages, please estimate 

 
 
 

• Part 3: The efforts to combat SPAM in Saudi Arabia and 
the awareness of businesses about them  

23. Are you aware of efforts by the government in Saudi Arabia to combat SPAM? 
O Yes 
O No  Go to question 25 
 

24. If yes, what are the efforts you are aware of?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25. Are you aware of efforts by ISPs in Saudi Arabia to combat SPAM? 

O Yes 
O No  Go to question 27 
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26. If yes, what are the efforts you are aware of?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
27. Is there awareness provided by the company for employees and customers about 

SPAM and appropriate methods to combat it? 
o Yes, please explain  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

o No 
 

28. In your opinion, what are the appropriate ways to combat SPAM in Saudi 
Arabia? 
O Technical such as software , hardware , please explain 
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O Legal such as new laws , please explain 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other  

 
 

29. Please feel free to add anything that you think may be of value to this research: 
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• Do you want a summary of the results of this survey? 

O Yes 
O No  

• If yes, please provide your email address :  
   
 

 
 
 
 
• Optional: We wish to collect large corpora of Arabic and English email 

SPAM to analyse them to achieve some research aims. These corpora could 
be used to analyse and understand methods and tricks used by spammers, 
which could help developers to improve the existing Anti-SPAM filters or 
produce new ones. These corpora could also help in testing SPAM emails 
on the current email SPAM detection methods which may lead to exploring 
the effectiveness of these methods in detecting Arabic and English email 
SPAM. If you are able to help, please send these messages to the following 
email: hasan.sh.ka@gmail.com  

   If you need more explanation about this research, please contact us on the 
following email address: alka0022@flinders.edu.au                                    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for completing the survey 
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Appendix F: A Letter of Introduction + An ISP 
Questionnaire (Arabic Version) 
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MNO GHIJKب   
 

  ة/��ow�x                                                                    اa _`�م  /���xي
  

 �jsو    ...    £wi©�sور¤ £ الله و ¥¦u�� م§¨aا  
  

 oªadا «ª¬i_aم اmª�� ¥ª¨ oªv راهm`©�ªaا yª{ر�a £_uª}�w ¥ªw ي¯ªaوا  opiª°_±aع اi³ª} ´ªs ´ª¨¤ : «ªai°aا µx�j`a بi°¶aھ¯ا ا ,
. iuaا¬`�ا ov رز���v yjzi{ ov تiugix�aوا y¬��¹aا  

m±xم اa �{Ás ًiuai¤ Ã}�اء ا�aرا¬iت ا�fs  £¾_¿s y±�j` aض اm¼_aل ��º ر¬yai در}y اm`©�aراه أو �ªfsض �ªÇp أiª_sث أ�ªÅى 
oªªv iª¹�z µªªuÈ¶`aوا iªرھiÉآ ºªª�� �ªu©�`aا Ëªz , yªªuا�`ÅÌا oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªªx�¿aا ÍÎiª¬ف رiªªÇ¦`¬ع "اmªgmz لmª¤  yªªus�jaا yª¦�  aا

."yxدmj¨aا  
  «ªpاm{ oª°fx ي¯ªaن اiu¿`ª¬Ðا ا¯ªل ھi ©ل إ§Å ´z o¾_¿aوع ا�Ç aھ¯ا ا ov ة��i¨ ais عm°`ais ¥`�ÒÈw ma ًا�{ ´` z نm¦u¬ mھ

�`pÌا yªz�Å ودي�ªz º�� iرھiÉوآ yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر y�¦Çz ov ^±_u¬ نiu¿`¬Ðھ¯ا ا . Ó_¿aھ¯ا ا ´z y�ujz Üªp
ov اmj¨aدyx. ھ¯ا اiu¿`¬Ðن أov ^±_u¬ ًiÒx اm¹³aد اa ¿¯وy_vi¦ a ya اÍÎi¬�a اÅÌ`�اyu إyvigً إºªa اyªuaijv oªv ^ªu±_`a اiªu�±`aت 
 �ª¾©أ ´uª ¾aو`¦¥ ا ´z ¯ÅÔw ´a نiu¿`¬Ðھ¯ا ا ysi{إ  . yx�u�³pÐوا yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ف رiÇ`©ا ov yuai_aا

 ´z30  .y±uد 
. Ó_¿a¹¯ا اs ´u `¹ aا ´u©رiÇ aا ºaإ opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ^xط� ´� Ó_¿aا ÕÎi`p Ö¶�z لi¬إر ¥`u¬  

 Í¦ªÇs Óª_¿aا oªv ´u©رiªÇ aا ´ªz ًixأ �uu w أو �x�_w ¥`x ´a £pوأ yziw yx�¬ ov Ízijُ`¬ ¥¦�z yz�±z تizm�jz أن أي ´z ًا�©Ô`z ´©
q أو �xرi±`aأو ا yai¬�aا ÕÎi`p ov دي�v أي oªv Ó_¿aھ¯ا ا ov y©رiÇ aا ´� µm`aا Ë¿°ais Øa ^_x . رةmÇ� aث اi_sÙا ´z iھ�u

  وiÇw Üء  © Øa ^_x i أiÒxً رÛv اysi{Ì �´ أ¬ov y�ujz y�Ú اiu¿`¬Ðن .
  ºª��  µwiª¹aا ^ªxط� ´ª� ه أو§ªر أ�m©¯ª aان اm�jaا ºaإ £{mw ³» أنx Ó_¿aن ھ¯ا اÔÇs ¥¦x�a راتi¨È`¬ا £x8201 (8 61+)أ 

3113   ºªªªªª�� t©iªªªªªÈaا ^ªªªªªxط� ´ªªªªª� ان   2904 8201 (8 61+)أوmªªªªª�jaا ºªªªªªaإ Íªªªªªu xل إiªªªªª¬إر ^ªªªªªxط� ´ªªªªª� أو
)Robert.goodwin@flinders.edu.au. ( 
  

. ¥¦w��i¨zو ¥¦zi `اھ º�� ¥©�¦}أ  
  

 ozوا¤`�ا owiu_w ^Îiv اm�¿±w 
  

 ´xدوm ت�sد. رو  
  ¨¥ ��mم اi_a¬» , اy¬��¹a واiugix�aت 
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). ªªz �ªªx� a´ اÔªªÇs ÍuªªniÈ`aن اm aاÜªª w �ªª±a5074 yªª±v اm aاºªª�� yªª±v ھªª¯ا ا�ªªÇ aوع اyªª�³a ´ªªz oªª¾_¿a أiªªu§Åت ا�ªª��v yªªjzi³s Óªª_¿aرز ( رªª¥ ا�ªªÇ aوع: 
 2035 8201 (8 61+)أو �ª´ ط�ªx^ اx(+61 8) 8201 3116  ºª�� t©iªÈa ¦´ اi¼wÐل Ý¨ aisول اuÈ�`a¯ي º�� y�³�a اµwi¹a   ا�Ç �a yu§ÅÙوع ,

 human.researchethics@flinders.edu.auأو �´ ط�x^ إر¬iل إÍu x إºa اm�jaان 
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� J  PQMR تMQTUJQ : ولXا[\]ء ا 
 

       ) o¨�H : P�v�Q أن TgHن ا[Mdرh]M� §H_�دي(   ov أي �iم Ü¨¬Ôw اy©�Ça ؟ .1
  
 
 

2. :£pÔs y©�Çaى ¤³¥ ا�w Íھ 
O �ufn 
O e¬m`z   
O �u¿© 

     
 ©¥ ا�jaد اm �a o¿x�±`aظov ´uÈ اy©�Ça ؟ .3
 
 
  
 اja §ء ا¹jz Ízij`w ´x¯a¥ اy©�Ça ؟ i¿x�±wً , ©¥ ��د .4

 
 
  
 

 ھÍ¦Çs i¹x�a ¥¦`©�} Í واÃg و¤�ة � Í أو Ì Í � ^x�vدارة أz´ اy¦¿Ça؟ .5
O ¥jp     
O Ð     ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq8ا 

 
 إذا iz , ¥jpھÝ¨z oوiuaت ھ¯ه اma¤�ة أو ھ¯ا اx�Èa^ ؟ .6
 
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
  
  
 
  
 ¯ه اma¤�ة أو ھ¯ا اx�Èa^ ؟إذا i¿x�±w , ¥jpً ©¥ ��د اm aظuÈ´ اm� jx ´x¯aن ov ھ .7
  
 
 
 
 ھÍ ھ�iك mzظÝ¨z ´uÈوua`¹¥ اa _�دة ھy_vi¦z o ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu؟ .8

O ¥jp 
O  Ð     ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq10ا 
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 إذا iz , ¥jpھy_vi¦ a ¥¹zi¹z o ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu ؟ .9
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

  

- o{M|ر PJ_zط : xqMa]ا[\]ء ا  mrUR MارھIو أ� P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]أداء ا
QPHدTJl]ا xt �qIdqyا PQuO ودي[ 

  
10.  ,µ�`¶z Í¦Çs opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ف ر�jx Ö¶} Í©, صMre]ا ��TUr|��  �ªx�¿aا ÍÎiª¬ف ر�ªjw µªu©

 اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu؟
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� Oyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر GHIJK:P_jاId 
 i¹pأ º�� yuا�`ÅÌا yai¬�aا µx�jw ´¦ x mrUR ohdr�H ب �� و ا[�يT�IQ I_�]ا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا "

 mr]إ Ir�MzQ I_� أو I�MzQ og�� أو x{اT�R og�� �]M|إر idH ري وا[�يM\K I_� ري أوM\K ىTd�Q
 �]�rbو or_hHyا ا�rل ھMr|إر mrUR i�dptاTrQ �rOون أur� `_hUdrlh]ا `rQ ةIr_zb PRTh\Q أي i�N�IrK �

o|Ih]ا �Q Pj�R."  
 ´ªz yªu³xو�`aت اiªp§�Ìا : ÍÎiª¬�aه ا¯ª¹a yª�¾zÙا ´ª v , لi¦ª}Ùا ´ªz �ªx�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا ¯ÅÔw
 yu�x�aاب ا�¤Ùوا yu¬iu¨aوا yxرi¿ÅÌت اi�m ³ aا ´z yx�x�¿aا ÍÎi¬�aا , yÈ�`¶ aا yxرi³`aت اi�i°±aا

jª¬وا yª�m ³ a تip§�Ìت , اix�`� aوا  yu_ª¼aت اiª³`� aا ´ ªÒ`w oª`aت واiz�ª¶aت واiª³`� aا ´ªz y
 , yuªgix�aا ÍÎiª¬�aا , ´uªjz yu ¤ Õzip�s عi¿wإ Í¾z  yu¿°aرات اiÇ`¬Ðأو ا  ´ujz واء�a Õxو�`aا Í¾z

.Üp�`pÌا º�� yupو�`¦aÌب اijaÙا 
z yuªª¼¶Çaت اiªªzm�j aا y�ªª¬و �uªª¼`aاع وا�ªª¶�a yªªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiªª¬�aام ا�¶`ªª¬ا ´ªª¦ x iªª © ¥ªª¬ا Íªª¾

.yupi `ÎÌت اii°¿aم اiأر Í¾z yu¦�¿aب اi¨_aت اizm�jz Øa¯©ور و� aا y �©م و�¶`¨ aا  
� :P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]ا xt PQuedlh]رات اMzJ]ت واMhUgU] PUaQأ 

:  jw`¿� ھ¯ه اi¿jaرات أup]  yª�¾z ر��� T_UQن ریال |TJدي"ر���" , " [up"ا��s وار��" , " )1
z�¶aوا  yxرi³`aت اip§�ãa.تi 

 : jw`¿� أip§�ãa y�¾zت وا�w o`aوج i³`� aت yu_n وط¿IjM_t" , "P_hv".yuا" )2
3( PrUhdgQ Ir_� P_�e�]ا �KMQTUJQ" , "�Hu�K m]ج إMd�K xg�z]ا ��Mlv تMqM_�""  yª�¾zأ �ª¿`jw  :

.yu¼¶Çaت اizm�j aا y�¬اع و�¶aا ov م�¶`¨w o`aرات اi¿j�a 
 
11. `¦aإ �x�s ÍÎi¬ت  أي ر�ç¤ ¥¦`©�} Íھopة �و�uÅÙا ypوdا ov yuا�`Å؟إ 

O ¥jp 
O  Ð 
 
12. Ìا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬د ر�� ¥© , ¥jp إذا ًiu�m¿¬أ iھ�ç¤ ¥w o`aا yuا�`Å؟ 

  ر}iءً  , ّ�ر ا�jaد :
 
  

: P�v�Q  yupو�`¦aإ �x�s yai¬ر yfa Í¦a yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w ´� ØaÔ¨x فm¬ oai`aال اÝ¨aا
³z .iھ�ç¤ ¥w yuا�`Åن إm¦x ³» أنx مi¿¨aا ÍÎi¬ت رifa Ëu ³a yxmÚ aا «¨�aع اm 100%.  

��Íu¿¬ º اi¾ aل, ifa Üpi© maت ر¬ÍÎiª اi¿ª¨aم ا�ç_s ¥`ª  oª`aھiª ھoª اyªf�a اyªx�u�³pÐ و اyªus�ja و 
اyu©�`a , إذن ا�a¨» اyxmÚ a اyfa Í¦a yu¿x�±`a ر¬i¿¬ yaiم �ç¤ ¥ªwھª¦ x iª´ أن ª±wّ�ر © oªv iª ا�ª³aول 

: oai`aا  

]P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر P�   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  

  yx�u�³pÐ20  ا %  

  yus�ja50  ا %  

  % 30  ا[yfa                                   P_bId أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©� :  

  % yfa  0 أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:  

  % 100  ا[Th\hع

:^si¨a�³ول اaا ´z æ¤§p  
%) =  اm ³ aع ھm ( 30%) + اi¿¨aم اo©�`a ( 50+ اi¿¨aم اos�ja ( %) 20اi¿¨aم ا�u�³pÐي ( 

100%  ( 
 

 ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرizھyfa o ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu ا�ç¤ ¥w o`aھi أ¬¿iu�m؟ً    .13
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P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر P�]  PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  
  yx�u�³pÐا  %  
  yus�jaا  %  
  a :�©ءً اذi{ى , ر�Åأ yf  %  

  %  yfa أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:   

  %  yfa أ�Åى , ر}iءً اذ©�:   

  iھ�uu w Ëu°`¬أ Ð تifa  %  
  % 100  ا[Th\hع

 
 

14.  oªªھ yªªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiªª¬�aا yªªfa Üªªpi© إذاPrr_�IJ]ا Prr�U]ا ÅÌا ÍÎiªª¬�aاع اmªªpأ oھiªªz , iªªھ�ç¤ ¥ªªw oªª`aا yªªuا�`
  _MرghH` أن MdeKر أO `Q Iabأ¬¿iu�m؟ً   

  
اi{�aء �x�ª±w اy¿ª¨�a اyªxmÚ a اiªuÅ Íª¦a yªu¿x�±`aر  iª`¶wره  ,  ozj P�v�Q أن mUR �_\K ھ�ا ا[klال: 
ªz �ªx� a´ اkr|15  ´ª� ÍuªniÈ`aال . ا�çp اi¾ aل m ³z100% ovع ا�a¨» ا³x  yxmÚ a» أن m¦xن  

.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w  
  

P_�IJ]ا P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]اع اTqأ   Pzl�]ا PHT�h]ا  
  yxرi³`aت اip§�Ìا  %  
  yu¬iu¨aط�اف اÙوا yu�x�aت اi�m ³ aا ´z ÍÎi¬ر  %  
  yu¤isÌا Ëاm aا ´z ÍÎi¬ر  %  
  %  ر¬z ÍÎi´ اix�`� aت  
  %  اip§�Ìت i³`� �aت واiz�¶aت   
  %  اa¶�اع واiu`¤Ðل أو¬�y اizm�j aت  
   :�Åآ  

  
  

%  

  % 100 ا[Th\hع 
 
 

15. ÍÎi¬�aا yfa Üpi© إذا  oªھ yuا�`ÅÌاPr_�IJ]ا Pr�U]ا  £ªuا�`ÅÌا oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªx�¿aا ÍÎiª¬ر ر�ª¼z mªھ iªz ,
  ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرا�ç¤ ¥w o`aھi أ¬¿iu�m؟ً       

  
اi{�aء �x�±w اy¿¨�a اyxmÚ a اiuÅ Í¦a yu¿x�±`aر  iª`¶wره   ozj P�v�Q أن mUR �_\K ھ�ا ا[klال: 

krr|15  ´ªªz �ªªx� aال . ا�ªªçp اiªª¾ aل oªªv %100ن mªª¦xن  , mªª ³zع اªª¨�a» اªª³x  yªªxmÚ a»  أ
.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w ´� ÍuniÈ`aا 

  
P_�IJ]ا �_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر رu�Q   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  

  yxدmj¨aا yus�jaا y¦�  aا  %  
  %  ا�aول اyus�ja ا�ÅÙى  
  yus�� �ufaول ا�aا  %  
  %  �jz �uqوف  

  % 100  ا[Th\hع
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16. yu¤i`Èz) yu�uaت دi �© ء إدراج أيi{�aأو ) ا.yus�jaم اi¿¨aا ÍÎi¬ر ov i¹`ç¤§ s Ü  راتi¿� 
  
  
 
  

 
17.  oھ yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا yfa Üpi© إذاPrH[_U\qyا Pr�U]ا  iªھ�ç¤ ¥ªw oª`aا yªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬�aاع اmªpأ oھiªz ,

 ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabر أ¬¿iu�m؟ً  
  

r_\K أن ozj P�v�Q :الkrl]ا ا�rھ mrUR �   رiªuÅ Íª¦a yªu¿x�±`aا yªxmÚ aا y¿ª¨�aا �x�ª±w ءiª{�aا
kr|15  �ªx� aال . ا�çp اi¾ aل i`¶w100% ovره  , m ³zع ا�a¨» ا³x  yxmÚ a»  أن m¦xن  

.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w ´� ÍuniÈ`aا ´z  
  

PH[_U\qا� P_jاIdOyا o{M|I]اع اTqأ   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  
  p§�Ìاyxرi³`aت اi  %  
  yu¬iu¨aط�اف اÙوا yu�x�aت اi�m ³ aا ´z ÍÎi¬ر  %  
  yu¤isÌا Ëاm aا ´z ÍÎi¬ر  %  
  %  ر¬z ÍÎi´ اix�`� aت  
  %  اip§�Ìت i³`� �aت واiz�¶aت   
  %  اa¶�اع واiu`¤Ðل أو¬�y اizm�j aت  
   :�Åآ  

  
%  

  % 100 ا[Th\hع 
 

18.  oھ yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا yfa Üpi© إذاP�U]ا PH[_U\qا�  £ªuا�`ÅÌا oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªx�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر ر�¼z mھ iz ,
  ghH` أن MdeKر أM_O `Q Iabرا�ç¤ ¥w o`aھi أ¬¿iu�m؟ً       

  
اi{�aء �x�±w اy¿¨�a اyxmÚ a اiªuÅ Íª¦a yªu¿x�±`aر   ozj P�v�Q أن mUR �_\K ھ�ا ا[klال: 

 kr|15ال � اiª¾ aل oªv . اi`¶w100%ªçpره  , m ³zع اª¨�a» اª³x  yªxmÚ a»  أن mª¦xن  
.yx�x�±`aا yxmÚ aا y¿¨�aا �x�±w ´� ÍuniÈ`aا ´z �x� a  

  
PH[_U\qا� �_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر رu�Q   PHT�h]ا Pzl�]ا  

  yxدmj¨aا yus�jaا y¦�  aا  %  
  %  ا�aول اyus�ja ا�ÅÙى  
  yus�� �ufaول ا�aا  %  
  %  �jz �uqوف  

  % 100  ا[Th\hع
  

  ov i¹`ç¤§ s Ü ر¬ÍÎi اi¿¨aم اi¿� .yx�u�³pÐراتج أي ©� iت دyu�ua (yu¤i`Èz) أو درااi{�aء إ .19
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ghH` أن MrdeKر أiz Irab ھ�uÉÔw oات ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�ا�z º�� £uودي yz�Å اÜp�`pÌ ؟     .20
 M_O `Qر 

□ yu{i`pÌا Íu�±wو Ümaع اiug 
□ ªu¿°w oªv لiª aا ´z �u¾¦aق اiÈpإ  ,yªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬�aا yª_vi¦ a yz�¶`ª¨ aا Õzا�ª¿aأو ا �ªw§Èaا �ªx�³wو ^

opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aم اiç�a yuvigإ yj¬ ددي أو�w قi°p اء ��ض�} ov Øa¯©و 
□ yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا ´z ة�u¿© yu © ¥¹u±�w «¿¨s ء§ jaان ا�±v 
□ `ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا ´z ة�u¿¦aا yu ¦aا «¿¨s ددي�`aق اi°�aا¬`¹§ك ��ض اyuا� 
 �uÉÔwات أ�Åى , اذ©�  □
 

  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  

 ©¥ z´ اov ºÒ±ُx Üma إn§ح اÍ©iÇ a اÍÎi¬�s y±�j` a ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu أ¬¿iu�m؟ً .21
 ( P�v�Q : ا[H �jT\� أن uّpHر �MRMl]Mت )       

  
 
 
  

� J  : �]Ma]ا[\]ء ا I��] �qIdqyا PQuO ودي[Q ozj `Q PQuedlh]ا IK��]ا
HIz]ا o{M|رM�d_]MJt و P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا u o{M|ف رM�dbا xt مMzl]ا 

PH[_U\qyوا P_�IJ]ا 
  

� :P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر P�tMgQ تM_�pK 
 �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر µu�¼`a yz�¶`¨ aا yu¨uÎ�aت اiu�±`aا ´z نi�mp كiھ� yuا�`Åإ ÍÎi¬ر ºaإ opو�`¦aÌا

yziھ) yuا�`Åإ �uq ÍÎi¬أو ر (مi¿¬)( تiªu�±`aى واmª`_ aا ºª�� ة�ª `j aت اiªu�±`aا oت ھiu�±`aھ¯ه ا .
  اj a` �ة ��º اÍnÙ أو اa ¼�ر.

ھª¯ه اmª±w �ªw§Èaم iªÇ`©isف اÍÎiª¬�a اÅÌ`�اªz yªu´ ا[��IK (ا[M_�pdت) ا[uhdJhة mUR ا[Td�hى :  )1
ªÅ§ل Öªª_v أو اiªª¿`Åر mªª`_zى ر¬ÍÎiª ا�ªªx�¿a اaÌ¦`�وÛªªfs , oªªp اªª� �ªç�a´ أÍªªn أو �ªª¼zر 

�aا ¥�jw تiu�±w , yu¤i`È aأو ا yu�ua�aت اi �¦aت اiu�±w Í¾z تiu�±`aھ¯ه ا ´z �x�jaك اiھ� �{mx .yai¬
. Ë¿nÌا y ¼s تiu�±wو  yadا 

: µu�ªª¼w ¥`ªªx اÍÎiªª¬�a اÅÌ`�اªª� yªªu´ ا[��IrrK ( ا[Mrr_�pdت ) ا[urrhdJhة mrrUR اorr«X أو ا[urr�hر  )2
 ) oªs يdا ´xوiª�� ر�ª¼z Íª¾z y¦¿Çaت اizm�jz ^xط�IP  ´ªz .oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªx�¿aا ´xوiªو�� (

 ا¹a y�¾zÙ¯ه اiu�±`aت اm±aاÎ¥ اm¨aداء و اm±aاÎ¥ اiÒu¿aء وأy çp ا¬`ysi³ اa`_�ي.
  
22.  ov yz�¶`¨ aت اiu�±`aا oھ iz¥©�w§v ؟yuا�`ÅÌا opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ف رiÇ`©Ð    ¬zN�H MQ ob IdOا 

 اiu�±`aت اj a` �ة ��º اm`_ aى  □
□   aت اiu�±`aرا�¼ aأو ا ÍnÙا º�� ة� `j 
□ yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا Ãu}�`s مm±p Ð      ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq30ا 
 

23.  Üpi© إذا�w§Èaا  º�� � `jw yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا y_vi¦ a ¥¦s yni¶aىاTd�h]ا  Ëgء وi{�aة,  اIr{دا  ºª��
ov i¹zا�¶`¬is نmzm±w o`aوا oai`a�³ول اaا ov دةm{m aا �w§Èaا ¬�aا y_vi¦z؟yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi   MrQ ob IdOا

¬zN�H 
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P_jاIdOyا xqوIdg]yا uHIz]ا o{M|ر P�tMgQ IK�t  
MailWasher eMailTrackerPro SpamBayes 
SpamFighter SpamButcher POPFile 

Cactus Spam Filter SpamSource Spam Monitor 
CleanMail SpamBully Spam Buster 

AntiSpam Sniper SpamAssassin Antispam Scanner 
SpamBlocker Spam Eliminator Spam Nullifier 
iHateSpam SpamEater Spam Eraser 

Anti-SPAM Guard SpamWasher Spam Sleuth 
KillSpam Brightmail Anti-Spam KasperSky Anti-Spam 

`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ÍÎi¬ر �ç_a i¹zا�¶`¬is ¥`  ى�Åأ �w§v إدراج أي º{�x: yuا�`ÅÌا opو�  

 
, اiªª{�aء oªªv iªª¹`uaijv �x�ªª±w ا©`iªªÇف ر¬ÍÎiªª ا�ªªx�¿a  ا[��IrrK ا[urrhdJhة mrrUR ا[Trrd�hىإذا ©�mz�¶`ªª¨w ¥`ªªن  .24

    اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu اyx�u�³pÐ واyus�ja ؟
 

 :P�v�Q yªuaijÈa y¿ª¬i� aا yªxmÚ aا «¨�aر اiu`Åء اi{�aا�ªw§Èaى  اmª`_ aا ºª�� ة�ª `j aا
�aف اiªÇ`©ا oªv أو ÍÈªª¬دة أmª{m aرات اiªu¶aا ´ªªz yªx�u�³pÌوا yªus�jaا yªªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬

 Øxرأ º�� ًءاi�s ى�Åأ yu¿x�±w yxmÚz «¨p �x�±w 
 

IK��]ى  اTd�h]ا mUR ةuhdJh]ا/  Pzl�]ا
PHT�h]ا  

0 %  
25 
%  

50 
%  

75 
%  

100 
%  

 yuaijv�w§Èaا  ov ىm`_ aا º�� ة� `j aا
yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aف اiÇ`©ا  

          

 yuaijv�w§Èaا  ov ىm`_ aا º�� ة� `j aا
yx�u�³pÌا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aف اiÇ`©ا  

          

  
  yxmÚz «¨p أ�Åى , ر}iءً �ر

  
 
 
  
  
25.  Üpi© إذا�w§Èaا  ºª�� �ª `jw yªuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎiª¬�aا yª_vi¦ a ¥ª¦s yªni¶aراur�h]أو ا or«Xاع  اmªpأ oھiªz  ,

i¹zا�¶`¬is ¥`  o`aا �w§Èa؟      اyuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا �ç¤ أو Ë� a¬zN�H MQ ob IdOا 
 اm±aاÎ¥ اm¨aداء □
 اm±aاÎ¥ اiÒu¿aء □
 أy çp ا¬`ysi³ اa`_�ي □
 
, , اiª{�aء oªv iª¹`uaijv �x�ª±w ا©`iªÇف ر¬ÍÎiª  ا[��IK ا[uhdJhة mUR اo«X أو ا[u�hرإذا ©�`¥ mz�¶`¨wن  .26

 ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu اyx�u�³pÐ واyus�ja ؟ 
   

 :P�v�Q yuaijÈa y¿¬i� aا yxmÚ aا «¨�aر اiu`Åء اi{�aا�w§Èaا  oªv ر�ª¼ aا º�� ة� `j aا
 �x�ª±w أو ÍÈª¬دة أmª{m aرات اiªu¶aا ´ªz yªx�u�³pÌوا yªus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aف اiÇ`©ا

Øxرأ º�� ًءاi�s ى�Åأ yu¿x�±w yxmÚz «¨p 
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ا[�Pzl  /ا[��IK ا[uhdJhة mUR ا[u�hر 
PHT�h]ا  

0 %  
25 
%  

50 
%  

75 
%  

100 
%  

 ov ر�¼ aا º�� ة� `j aا �w§Èaا yuaijv
yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aف اiÇ`©ا  

          

 ov ر�¼ aا º�� ة� `j aا �w§Èaا yuaijv
yx�u�³pÌا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aف اiÇ`©ا  

          

  
  yxmÚz «¨p أ�Åى , ر}iءً �ر

  
  

 
  

27.  Óx�_`s نmzm±w Íھ�w§v  y_vi¦z  ؟¥ç`�z Í¦Çs iھmz�¶`¨w o`aا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا 
O ¥jp 
O Ð  

 

[Idgوxq اIdOyاP_j ا[�zhو[P�tMgh] P ر|o{M ا[uHIz اT�\ yدا[ا[\]ء ا[Iا�� :  -
PHدTJl]ا xt P_RTd] �qIdqyا PQuO ودي[Q دT�¡ �]�bء, و�hJ]ظ�_` اTh]وا 

 R` ا[o{M|I اIdOyاP_j (ا[Mzlم)
  
28. i¹a¯ªª¿w oªª`aد اmªª¹³aا oھiªªz  yªªus�jaا yªª¦�  aا oªªv yªªuا�`ÅÌا oªªpو�`¦aÌا �ªªx�¿aا ÍÎiªª¬ر yªª_vi¦ a yªªzm¦_aا

 اmj¨aدyx واo`a أi¹s ¥�� º�� ¥`p ؟
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29. Üp�`pÌا yz�Å ودي�z Í¿ ´z yz�±zُ yu�mw دm¹{ كiھ� �{mx Íھ a oªpو�`¦aÌا �ªx�¿aا ÍÎi¬ل رm¤ ء§ j�
vi¦ a y Î§ aق ا�°aوا yuا�`ÅÌ؟ا i¹`_ 

O  Ãgءً وi{ر , ¥jp 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
  

O Ð 
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30.  oªªpو�`¦aÌا �ªªx�¿aا ÍÎiªª¬ل رmªª¤ y©�ªªÇaا oÈظmªª a �ªª±jw � `ªª¨z «xر�ªªw أو  Íªª � ك أي  ورشiªªھ� Íªªھ
 اÅÌ`�اyu و©yuÈu اu¨a°�ة ��i¹u؟

O ¥jp 
O  Ð     ijال رkl]ا m]إ opdq12ا  

 �aورات , اwÝ a �ات ؟إذا jٌw º`z , ¥jp±� ھ¯ه اmaرش , ا .31
O  Í©1 -3 �¹}أ 
O  Í©4 -6 �¹}أ 
O  Í©7 -9 �¹}أ 
O  Í©10 -12 �¹}أ 
O  �Åآ 
 
  

  
 ov ا�`±iد©¥ izھo اa°�ق اy_vi¦ a y Î§ a ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اov yu اmj¨aدyx؟  .32

O  Ãgّءً وi{ر  , yxدiz تipm¦z أو Õzا�s Í¾z yu�±w 
 

  
  
  
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O  Í¾z yupmpiÃgّءً وi{ة  ,  ر�x�{ ´upاm  
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O  �Åآ 
 
  
  
 

 
33. : Ó_¿a¹¯ا اa y u ن ذاm¦x � £pأ �±`jw ءo} أي yvigإ ov دد�`w Ð ًءi{ر 
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 ھ�x�w Íون ÕÎi`p ´z y¶¨p ھ¯ا اiu¿`¬Ðن؟ •
O ¥jp 
O Ð   
 
• : opو�`¦aÌا �x�¿aا ysi`© ءi{�aا , ¥jp إذا 

  
  
  
  
 

 ( ا[Mzlم )�u¿© y�m ³z Ë { ov «q�pة z´ ر¬ÍÎi ا�x�¿a اaÌ¦`�وop اÅÌ`�اyu   :اM_dOري  •
Ó_¿aأھ�اف ا Ûjs ^u±_`a i¹�u�_`a Øaوذ yx�u�³pأو ا yus�� Üpi© اءm¬.  ´¦ z y�m ³ aھ¯ه ا

 ov م�¶`¨w ي  أن¯aوا (ز�zi¿¨aا) ÍÎi¬�aل ھ¯ه اi¬رÁs نmzm±x ´z ع�Å¹¥ ط�ق وv و Íu�_w
ھ¯ه اz y�m ³ a ¦´ أiÒxً أن  �sوره ¬�xm°w ov ��i¨u ا�w§Èa اyuai_a أو إi³xد أ�Åى }��xة. 

ov ��i¨w اi¿`Åر ھ¯ه اº�� ÍÎi¬�a اiu�±`aت اÝu¬ i z yuai_aدي إºa ا©`iÇف yuaijv ھ¯ه اiu�±`aت 
{�aة ا��i¨ aا º�� ًدراi Ü�© إذا .yx�u�³pÐوا yus�jaا yuا�`ÅÌا ÍÎi¬�aا �ç¤ ov ل ھ¯هi¬ء إرi

 :oai`aا Íu xÌا º�� ÍÎi¬�aاhasan.sh.ka@gmail.com        
�x�¿aان اm�� º�� i�s لi¼wÐء اi{�aا , Ó_¿aل ھ¯ا اm¤ ÍuniÈ`aا ´z �x�z ºaإ y{i_s Ü�© إذا 

: oai`aا opو�`¦aÌا alka0022@flinders.edu.au  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

ig] ًاIg� نM_zd|ل ا�Mhby  
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Appendix G: A Letter of Introduction + An ISP 
Questionnaire (English Version) 
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

This letter is to introduce Mr Hasan Shojaa Alkahtani who is a PhD student in the School of 
Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics at Flinders University.  

He is undertaking research leading to the production of a thesis or other publications on the subject 
of "Exploration of Email SPAM, with a focus on its effects and mitigation in Saudi Arabia".  

He would be most grateful if you would volunteer to assist in this project, by completing this 
questionnaire which covers certain aspects of this topic. This questionnaire will investigate email 
SPAM and its effects on the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in Saudi Arabia. It will also 
investigate the efforts to combat email SPAM in Saudi Arabia as well as the effectiveness of 
current Anti-SPAM filters in detecting Arabic and English email SPAM. No more than 30 minutes 
is required to complete the questionnaire.  

 A summary of the results will be sent by email to interested respondents. 

Be assured that any information provided will be treated in the strictest confidence and none of the 
participants will be individually identifiable in the resulting thesis, report or other publications.  
You are, of course, entirely free to discontinue your participation at any time or to decline to 
answer particular questions. 

Any enquiries you may have concerning this project should be directed to me at the address given 
above or by telephone on (+61 8) 8201 3113, by fax on (+61 8) 8201 2904 or by email to 
(Robert.goodwin@flinders.edu.au). 

Thank you for your attention and assistance. 

Yours sincerely 

 
Dr. Robert Goodwin  
Senior Lecturer 

            School of Computer Science, Engineering and Mathematics 

This research project has been approved by the Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics 
Committee (Project Number: 5074).  For more information regarding ethical approval of the project the 
Executive Officer of the Committee can be contacted by telephone on (+61 8) 8201 3116, by fax on (+61 8) 8201 
2035 or by email human.researchethics@flinders.edu.au.  

 

 

School of Computer Science, 
Engineering and Mathematics  
 
Room (358), Information Science & 
Technology Building 
 
GPO Box 2100 
Adelaide SA 5001 
 
Tel: (+61 8) 8201 3113 
Fax: (+61 8) 8201 2904 
Email: Robert.goodwin@flinders.edu.au 
 
http://csem.flinders.edu.au/ 
 
CRICOS Provider No. 00114A 
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• Part 1: Demographic Information 
 
1.  What year was the company established?    

 
 
 

2. Do you see the size of the company as being: 
O Small 
O Medium 
O Large 

 
3. What is the approximate number of employees in the company? 
 

 
  
4. Approximately how many customers does the company deal with? 
 

 
 

5. Does your company have explicitly a business unit or team for managing network 
security? 
O Yes 
O No Go to question 8 

 
6. If yes, what are the responsibilities of this unit or this team? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. If yes, approximately how many employees are involved in this unit or this team? 
 

 
 

8. Are there employees with specific responsibility for combating email SPAM? 
O Yes 
O No Go to question 10 
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9. If yes, what are their tasks to combat email SPAM? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

•  Part 2: The nature of Email SPAM, and its effects on the 
performance of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in Saudi 
Arabia 
 

10. Everyone defines SPAM differently, in your own words, how would you define 
email SPAM? 
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� Email SPAM definition: 

Email SPAM can be defined as “an unsolicited, unwanted, commercial or 

non-commercial email that is sent indiscriminately, directly or indirectly, 

to a large number of recipients without their permission and there is no 

relationship between the recipients and a sender". 

Email SPAM has many forms such as promotional advertisements from 

businesses, religious groups, political parties, pornographic websites and 

forums, and advertisements for a wide variety of products and services 

including medical, sports and online gaming.  

SPAM may also be used for phishing to obtain credit card numbers, 

usernames, passwords and other personal information. 

� Examples of words and phrases used in SPAM include: 

1) “CLICK and WIN", “YOU HAVE WON” and “YOU WON 1 

MILLION DOLLARS” are examples for advertisements of businesses 

and services. 

2) “VIAGRA" and “DIET” are examples for advertisements of medical 

and health products. 

3) “YOUR ACCOUNT NEEDS TO BE UPDATED" and 

“INCOMPLETE PERSONAL INFORMATION” are examples for 

phishing. 

 
11. Has your company blocked any email SPAM recently? 

O Yes 
O No 

 
12. If yes, how many SPAM emails are blocked on average weekly? 

Please, estimate   
 
 
 
 
 

 Note: the following question will ask you to estimate the relative percentage 
for each language of email SPAM you have blocked. The percentages should 
add up to 100 %.  
For example, if the languages of email SPAM that you have blocked were 
English, Arabic and Turkish, the relative percentages for each language might 
be estimated as follows: 
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Language of email SPAM Percentage  

 English           20      %   

 Arabic             50      %   

 Other language, please state :     Turkish            30      %   

 Other language, please state :             0       %   

Total           100     %   

So, English SPAM ( 20%) + Arabic SPAM ( 50%) + Turkish SPAM ( 30%) = 
100% 

 
13. What is the language of SPAM email you block on average weekly?  You can 

choose more than one option 
 

Language of email SPAM Percentage  
 English                 %   
 Arabic                   %   
 Other language, please state :                   %   
 Other language, please state :                 %  
 Other language, please state :                 %   
 Languages I do not recognise                  %   

Total          100   % 
 
14. If the language of SPAM was Arabic, what types of SPAM have you blocked on 

average weekly? You can choose more than one option 
 

Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative 
percentage for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 %. 
See the example in question 15 for more explanation about estimating the 
relative percentage. 

 
Type of Arabic email SPAM Percentage  

 Businesses advertisements                  %   
 Emails from religious groups and political parties                 %   
 Emails from pornographic websites                  %   
 Emails from forums                  %   
 Products and services advertisements                  %   
 Phishing and fraud                 %   
 Other: 

 
                %   

Total         100   % 
 
15. If the language of SPAM was Arabic, what was the source of email SPAM have 

you blocked on average weekly?   You can choose more than one option 
 

Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative 
percentage for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 %. 
See the example in question 15 for more explanation about estimating the 
relative percentage. 
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16. Please list any keywords or phrases of Arabic SPAM that you have observed. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17. If the language of SPAM was English, what types of SPAM you have blocked on 

average weekly? You can choose more than one option 
 

Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative 
percentage for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 %. 
See the example in question 15 for more explanation about estimating the 
relative percentage. 

 
 

Type of English email SPAM Percentage  
 Businesses advertisements                  %   
 Emails from religious groups and political parties                  %   
 Emails from pornographic websites                  %   
 Emails from forums                 %   
 Products and services advertisements                  %   
 Phishing and fraud                  %   
 Other: 

 
 

                 %   

Total          100   % 
 
18. If the language of SPAM was English, what was the source of email SPAM have 

you blocked on average weekly?   You can choose more than one option 
 

Note before you answer this question: please estimate the relative 
percentage for each option you select, the percentages should total 100 %. 
See the example in question 15 for more explanation about estimating the 
relative percentage. 

 
 
 
 
 

Source of Arabic SPAM Percentage  
 Saudi Arabia                  %   
 Other Arabic countries                   %   
 Non-Arabic countries                  %   
 Unknown                  %   

Total         100    % 
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Source of English SPAM Percentage  
 Saudi Arabia                  %   
 Other Arabic countries                   %   
 Non-Arabic countries                  %   
 Unknown                  %   

Total          100   % 
 
19. Please list any keywords or phrases of English SPAM that you have observed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20. What are the effects of email SPAM on ISPs?   You can choose more than one 

option 
□ Losing time ad reducing productivity 
□ Spending a lot of money to implement and update filters used to combat 

SPAM, and to buy extra bandwidth and capacity for email system 
□ Losing customers due to receiving a large volume of email SPAM 
□ Consumption of the bandwidth by excessive email SPAM 
□ Other impacts: please list them, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
21. How much time do you spend in fixing related SPAM problems on average 

weekly? 
(Note: the time should be estimated in hours) 
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• Part 3: Anti-SPAM filters used by the ISPs to block  email 
SPAM, and their effectiveness in detecting Arabic and 
English SPAM: 
 
 

� Techniques of combating email SPAM 

There are two main techniques used to classify email as SPAM (junk 

email) or non-SPAM (Legitimate). These techniques are content based 

filtering and origin based filtering. 

1. Content based filters:  detect SPAM by examining the content of 

email messages, irrespective of the origin. There exist several 

families of content based filtering techniques, including: (a) 

keywords; (b) machine learning, and; (c) finger printing. 

2. Origin based filters:  SPAM classified by network information such 

as the source IP and email addresses. Blacklists, Whitelists, and 

Challenge Response Systems are examples of these techniques. 

 
22. What are techniques used in your filters to detect email SPAM?   Tick all that 

apply 
□ Content based filters  
□ Origin based filters  
□ We do not filter SPAM Go to question 30 
 

23. If your SPAM filters depend on content, please circle any filters from the 
following lists you have used to block email SPAM?   Choose all that apply 
 

Anti-SPAM filters  
MailWasher eMailTrackerPro SpamBayes 
SpamFighter SpamButcher POPFile 

Cactus Spam Filter SpamSource Spam Monitor 
CleanMail SpamBully Spam Buster 

AntiSpam Sniper SpamAssassin Antispam Scanner 
SpamBlocker Spam Eliminator Spam Nullifier 
iHateSpam SpamEater Spam Eraser 

Anti-SPAM Guard SpamWasher Spam Sleuth 
KillSpam Brightmail Anti-Spam KasperSky Anti-Spam 

Please list any other filters that you have used to block email SPAM: 
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24. If you employ content based filters, please rate their effectiveness in detecting 
English and Arabic email SPAM?    
 

Note: please choose the appropriate percentage for the effectiveness of 
content based filters in detecting Arabic and English email SPAM 
from the following options or estimate other relative percentages based 
on your opinion. 

 

Content based filters\ Percentage 0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 % 
The effectiveness of content based 

filters in detecting Arabic email 
SPAM 

     

The effectiveness of content based 
filters in detecting English email 

SPAM 

     

 
Other percentages, please estimate 

 
 
 
 
 
25. If your SPAM filters depend on origin, what types of SPAM filters have you 

used to block SPAM?  Tick all that apply 
□ Blacklists 
□ Whitelists 
□ Challenge Response System 

 
26. If you employ origin-based filters, please rate their effectiveness in detecting 

English and Arabic email SPAM? 
  

Note: please choose the appropriate percentage for the effectiveness 
of origin-based filters in detecting Arabic and English email SPAM 
from the following options or estimate other relative percentages 
based on your opinion. 

 

Origin based filters\ Percentage 0 % 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 % 
The effectiveness of origin based 
filters in detecting Arabic email 

SPAM 

     

The effectiveness of origin based 
filters in detecting English email 

SPAM 

     

 
Other percentages, please estimate 
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27. Do you update Anti-SPAM filters that you use regularly? 
O Yes 
O No 
 

 

• Part 4: The efforts to combat SPAM in Saudi Arabia, 
and the efforts of ISPs to inform customers and 
employees about SPAM  
 

28. What efforts of the government to combat SPAM are you aware of? 
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29. Is there awareness provided by ISPs for customers about SPAM and appropriate 

methods to combat it? 
O Yes,  please explain  
 
O  
\ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O No 
 
30. Are there any workshops or ongoing training conducted for employees of 

company about SPAM emails and their control? 
O Yes 
O No Go to question 12 
 

31. If yes, when these workshops, sessions or conferences are conducted? 
O Every 1-3 months 
O Every 4-6 months 
O Every 7-9 months 
O Every 10-12 months 
O Other 

 
 
32. In your opinion, what are the appropriate ways to combat SPAM in Saudi 

Arabia? 
O Technical such as software , hardware , please explain 
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O Legal such as new laws , please explain 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O Other  
 
 
 

 
33. Please feel free to add anything that you think may be of value to this research: 
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• Do you want a summary of the results of this survey? 
O Yes 
O No  
 

• If yes, please provide your email address :  
   
 
 
 
 
 
• Optional: We wish to collect large corpora of Arabic and English email 

SPAM to analyse them to achieve some research aims. These corpora could 
be used to analyse and understand methods and tricks used by spammers, 
which could help developers to improve the existing Anti-SPAM filters or 
produce new ones. These corpora could also help in testing SPAM emails 
on the current email SPAM detection methods which may lead to exploring 
the effectiveness of these methods in detecting Arabic and English email 
SPAM. If you are able to help, please send these messages to the following 
email: hasan.sh.ka@gmail.com  

   If you need more explanation about this research, please contact us on the 
following email address: alka0022@flinders.edu.au                                    

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Thank you for completing the survey 
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Appendix H: Examples of types of Arabic, English and 
Mixed email spam (contains Arabic and English texts) 
that received in Saudi Arabia  
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• Arabic email related to forums 
 

 
 
 
• Arabic business advertisement email  
 

 
 
 
• English phishing email  
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• English business advertisement email  
 
 

 
 
 
• Business advertisement email SPAM written in Mixed text (including Arabic 

and English) 
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Appendix I: Examples of tricks used by spammers in the 
headers and bodies of Arabic, English and Mixed email 
spam  
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• Arabic SPAM with a false statement in the subject line of email (the subject 
of email does not indicate its content) 

 

 
 
 
• English SPAM with an attractive word “Re” in the subject line of email to  

obfuscate the recipients about its content 
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• Arabic email SPAM appeared as a text embedded in an image (image SPAM) 
to bypass text based Anti-SPAM filters 

 

 
 
 
• English email SPAM appeared as a text embedded in an image (image 

SPAM) 
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• An Arabic business website opened by clicking on a spoofed unsubscribe link 
involved in Arabic SPAM 

 

 
 
 
• An English business website opened by clicking onto a spoofed unsubscribe 

link included in English SPAM 
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• Arabic email SPAM involved a malicious link 
 
 

 
 

 
• A counterfeit webpage was opened by clicking onto a malicious link included 

in English SPAM to steal confidential information of users 
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• The recognition of spammers who send Arabic SPAM about getting the 
recipients email addresses by searching on the internet 

 

 
 
 
• The recognition of spammers who send English SPAM about getting the 

recipients email addresses by searching on the internet 
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Appendix J: Keywords and phrases observed in Arabic 
and English email spam that received in Saudi Arabia  
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• The common keywords and phrases observed in both Arabic and English 
email SPAM 

Types of email SPAM 
Keywords and Phrases 

Arabic English  

Business advertisements 

 Dollar دوÐر
oaiz رi ¾`¬ا Financial investment 

ÒuÈ¶wتi  Discounts 
Íxm w ض أو� Loan  

 Fund رأ¬ iل
 Buy now ا{`� اdن

�ÒÅÙت ا�¦aا Green card 
ygmz Fashion 
 ًi¿x� Soon 
�x�{ New 
Õzا�s Software 
 Hardware أ}�¹ة
 mu�z Millionن

Religious and Political  
yx�¤ Freedom 

Üxm¼w Voting 
 Elections اisi¶`pت

Pornographic 

t�{ Sex 
 �iuv Viagraا

yu¨pizرو Romance 
18+  18+ 

e±v رi¿¦�a Adult only 
o¤isإ Pornographic  

Products and services 

yn�v Opportunity, Chance 

 m�¤ Solutionsل

yu ¤ Diet 

 ًipi³z Free 

 Games أijaب

 µuÈ¶w Weight loss اmaزن

 Ô{iÈz Surpriseة

Phishing and Fraud 

Óx�_w Update 
yu�w Upgrade 
�x¯_w Warning 
Íxm_w Transfer 

 Øx�a You have a new message ر¬�x�{ yaiة
iھ� efgا Click here 

 y �© Password اa �ور
 Account اi¨_aب

 �uv Visa cardا ©iرد
 i© �`¬iz Master cardرد

Other types 

w«xر�  Training 
¥u�jw Education 

Í � y}ور Workshops 
� wÝz Conference 
 Invitation د�mة

 Offers ��وض
«¤ Love 
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Types of email SPAM 
Keywords and Phrases 

Arabic English  
µÎiوظ Careers 
yxھ� Gift 
 �Îi{ Prizeة
 News أi¿Åر
y±si¨z Competition 

 Chatting درد{y أو {iت
 Greetings اiu_`aت
Ö¼ Stories 
£uv�w Entertainment 

i�uaإ ¥Òpا Join us 
æ¤ Luck 

iھ� Í ّ¤ Download here 
Ãsوار efgا Click and win 

Ü_sر �±a  وك�¿z Congratulation you have won 

 

• The specific keywords and phrases used in Arabic email SPAM 

Types of email SPAM Keywords and Phrases (Arabic) 

Business Advertisements 

 i³wرة اja §ت
 xÐ¼ّ�ق
ØwmÈxÐ 

yxرi ¾`¬ص ا�v 
 ��وض �u zة

´xدi³aا ´u¿qا��a 
y ّu �Îاm{ 

 أزixء
yipأ 

y¶Ç© 
 mzدx§ت

 ¬iرع �jaivض z_�ود
Üp�`pÐا ´z لi aا Ãsار 

^xm¨w 
e±v ´x�u �a 

¥¼Å 
ّ̈�ة uz وض� 
Ãx�z Íxm w 

aoaiuÅ �j¨s Ëu¿�  
 أ¬¥¹

�ujaوض ا�� 
 أÍ اij¬Ùر

Religious and Political  

 mÉرة
ypizأ Øwmn 

yuÈÎi°aا 
y ©i_z 
 دmwi`¦xر

Pornographic 
 ًiu¨�{ Ø¨Èp µّ±É 

e±v لi{��a 

Forums ى�`� aا ov ا{`�ك 
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Types of email SPAM Keywords and Phrases (Arabic) 

 Üu±�w �±a د�mة 
Øzi Òpis «¤�p 

´u©�`Ç aا 
 اa±�وب

iÇ aتاi©ر  
Ëugاm aا 

mÒ� 
 ا�aدود

Products and services 

 ًix�¼¤ 

opi³z بi¨¤ 

Øو��Çz رmّط 

Í¹¬ة أiu_aا 

yupi³z تiz�Å 

 iÅص

 أÍÒv اi³`� aت

 ھ�jw Í¥؟

 �Çsى

 �§ج

yxأدو 

 إ�§ن ھiم

 Ùول �zة

Øz§¤أ ^±¤ 

ovigإ ÍÅد 

Phishing and Fraud 

Øamzأ µ�ig 
mzالأ  

o�ua�`¬ا £u�{ 
Ãsرك وارi} 

Other types 

yu¿xر�w دورة 
yx�³z «wوا�s µÎiوظ 

yx�uÅ لi أ� 
 ًipi³z y¿j�aأ ا�sإ 

y_uÒv 
Ø_Òz 
ÃÎi¼p 
 إھ�اء
yرو� 
Ü¦p 

 ijwرف
 m¹Çzر
Í{i� 

 �zifzات �u¾zة
 إ�i³ب

´v 
 ط�ب
 إ�sاع
 ا�`¯ار
 وداع
i�upi¹w 
 زواج
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Types of email SPAM Keywords and Phrases (Arabic) 

 i��¿wت
� jaا Øx�} 

�¦} 
 �vح

 yn�v اmÈaز
�ÎiÈaي ا�x�� 

 ØÚأھ� 
 ©�upmu�z Ã¿¼w µuاً؟

 

• The specific keywords and phrases used in English email SPAM 

Types of email SPAM Keywords and Phrases (English) 

Business Advertisement 

$USD 
% Off 

Low interest 
Partnership 

Deposit 
Refund 

Huge Income 
Bonus 

Religious and Political  
Violence 
Protesters 
Christmas  

Pornographic 
Guaranteed results  

Girls 

Products and services 

Award 

Promotion 

Special day 

Attention 

Phishing and Fraud 

Validation 
Maintenance 
Reactivate 
Revalidate 

Reconfigure 
Confirm 

Information missing 
Account not updated 

Online banking access denied 
Verify 

Incomplete personal information 
Order now 

Other types 

Regards 
Lottery 
Music 
Fun 

e-Card 
Cialis 

Warm regards 
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Types of email SPAM Keywords and Phrases (English) 

Winner 
Become a rich man 

 

• The English Translation of Arabic Keywords and Phrases used in Email 
SPAM 

Keywords and Phrases 
ARABIC ENGLISH  

 i³w Currencies Tradingرة اja §ت
 xÐ Unbelievable¼ّ�ق
ØwmÈxÐ Do not Miss it 

xرi ¾`¬ص ا�vy  Investment Opportunities 
 Special Offers ��وض �u zة

´xدi³aا ´u¿qا��a For Serious Wishing 
y ّu �Îاm{ Great Prizes 

 Fashion أزixء
yipأ Style 
y¶Ç© Dressy 

 mz Modelsدx§ت
�jaivض z_�ود , ¬iرع  Hurry, Offer is Limited 

Üp�`pÐا ´z لi aا Ãsار Gain a Money from the Internet 
^xm¨w Marketing 

�a e±v ´x�u   Only for Distinctive People 
¥¼Å Discount 

ّ̈�ة uz وض� Simplified Loans 
Ãx�z Íxm w Comfortable Financing 

oaiuÅ �j¨s Ëu¿�a For Sale at Fantastic Price 
 Stocks أ¬¥¹

�ujaوض ا�� Eid Offers 
 Lowest Price أÍ اij¬Ùر

 mÉ Revolutionرة

ypizأ Øwmn Your Voice is Secretariat 

yuÈÎi°aا Sectarianism 

y ©i_z Judgment 

 Dictator دmwi`¦xر

 ًiu¨�{ Ø¨Èp µّ±É Educate Yourself Sexually 

e±v لi{��a For Men Only 
 Subscribe to Forum ا{`�ك ov اa �`�ى
 Üu±�w �±a You have Received an Invitation د�mة 

Øzi Òpis «¤�p Welcome to Join Us 
´u©�`Ç aا Subscribers 
 Groups اa±�وب

 Posts اiÇ aر©iت
Ëugاm aا Subjects 

mÒ� Member 
 Replies ا�aدود
 ًix�¼¤ Exclusive 

opi³z بi¨¤ Free Account 
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Keywords and Phrases 
ARABIC ENGLISH  

Øو��Çz رmّط Develop Your Project 
Í¹¬ة أiu_aا Life Easier 

yupi³z تiz�Å Free Services 
 iÅ Specialص

 Best Products أÍÒv اi³`� aت
 ?Do you know ھ�jw Í¥؟
 �Çs Tidingsى
 Treatment �§ج
yxأدو Medications 

 Important Announcement إ�§ن ھiم
 Ù For First Timeول �zة

Øz§¤أ ^±¤ Achieve Your Dreams 
ovigإ ÍÅد Additional Income 

Øamzأ µ�ig Increase Your Money 
 Funds أmzال

o�ua�`¬ا £u�{ Sterling 
Ãsرك وارi} Share and Win 
yu¿xر�w دورة Training Course 

yx�³z «wوا�s µÎiوظ Jobs with Rewarding Salaries 
yx�uÅ لi أ� Charities 

 ًipi³z y¿j�aأ ا�sإ Start the Game for Free 
y_uÒv Scandal 
Ø_Òz Funny 
ÃÎi¼p Tips 
 Gifting إھ�اء
yرو� Magnificence 
Ü¦p Jokes 

 ijw Datingرف
 m¹Çz Famousر
Í{i� Urgent 

 �zifz Exciting Adventuresات �u¾zة
 Impressing إ�i³ب

´v Art 
 Glee ط�ب
 Creativity إ�sاع
 Apology ا�`¯ار
 Farewell وداع
i�upi¹w Congratulations 
 Marriage زواج

 i��¿w Donationsت
� jaا Øx�} Partner 

�¦} Thanks 
 �v Joyح

 yn�v Chance to Win اmÈaز
�ÎiÈaي ا�x�� Dear Winner 

 ?�upmu�z Ã¿¼w µu© How to Become a Millionaireاً؟
 Games أijaب
¥u³xر Diet 
y±si¨z Competition 

 Win One Million Saudi Riyals إرmu�z Ãsن ریال ¬mjدي
¥u�jw Education 
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Keywords and Phrases 
ARABIC ENGLISH  

i�uaإ ¥Òpا Join Us 
i¦x�zأ ºaإ �È¨�a اء�ÒÅ yi°s Green card to Travel to USA 

"+ mvi vق18"  18+ and Older 
yu¨pizو�aا Romance 

 î{iÈz Surprisesت
Õzا�s Programs 
 �Îi{ Prizeة
yu¤isإ Pornographic 

 Work From Home ا� z Í´ اa ��ل
�jsو Í¿ Before and After 

y�{i� لm�¤ Urgent Solutions 
 High Quality Movies أv§م �yuai اm³aدة

yu��iv �¾©Ùا Õzا�¿aا The Most Effective Programs 
 ?Is the Internet Your Best Friend ھÍ اØ±x�n Üp�`pÌ اÍÒÈ a؟

 You will Get the Profits أº�� Í¼_`¬ Üp اÙرisح
 ?Do you Want to Earn Extra Income ھ�x�w Í اm¼_aل ��º دÍÅ إovig؟

Øai أ� µ�iÒx «ھ¯aدع ا Let Gold Doubles Your Business 
Øz§¤أ ^u±_`a yu±u±¤ yn�v A Real Opportunity to Achieve Your Dreams 
e¬وÙق ا�Çaا ov ة�z ولÙ For the First Time in the Middle East 
� wÝz رmÒ_a yupi³z ةmد� A Free Invitation to Attend a Conference 
 ?Do I buy an iPad or a Laptop ھÍ أ{`�ي آi¿xد أم m`sÐب؟
 ´z Íھ¥ أ ´ a لmÅ�aع اm� z18  No Entry to Those Who are Less than 18 

 �x¯_w A Very Important Warning ھiم }�اً 
�sة و�¨uz وض��Îاmv ون  Simplified Loans and Interest Free 

y_{ip Í � y�si± a ÃÎi¼p Tips for a Successful Job Interview 
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Appendix K: Questionnaires data management 
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• Public Users Questionnaire (Part 1: Demographic Information) 

Question Code 

Region 
   Central 
   Eastern 
   Western 
   Southern 
   Northern 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Gender 
   Male 
   Female 

 
1 
2 

Age (Al-A'ali 2007; Bujang & Hussin 2010) 
   15-25 
   26-35 
   36-45 
   >45 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Nationality (Abdul-Muhmin & Al-Abdali 2011; Mohamed 2011) 
   Saudi 
   Non-Saudi 

 
1 
2 

Education Level (Abdul-Muhmin & Al-Abdali 2011; Bujang & Hussin 2010; Sait & 
Al-Tawil 2007) 
   High School 
   Diploma 
   Bachelor 
   Master 
   PhD 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Study Discipline 
   Education and Teaching 
   Computer Science and Information Technology 
   Social Sciences  
   Physical and Biological Sciences 
   Health Sciences and Medicine 
   Other 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Work Status (Bujang & Hussin 2010) 
   Student  
   Employed 

 
1 
2 

Work Position 
   Educational 
   Medical 
   Technical 
   Management 
   Other 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

 
• Business and ISP Questionnaires (Part 1: General Information) 

Question Code 

Business\ISP Size (based on the number of employees used by the EU9) (Kraft 2008; 
Pressey, Winklhofer & Tzokas 2009) 
   Small (1-49 employees) 
   Medium (50-249 employees) 
   Large (250 employees and more) 

 
1 
2 
3 

Establishment Year (based on the internet entrance in Saudi Arabia) (Al-Ghamdi 2010; 
Al-Tawil 2001) 
   Before 1994 (Old) 

 
1 
2 

                                                 
9 European Union 
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Question Code 

   1994 till now (New) 

Business Sector (Business Questionnaire) (Ramady & Sohail 2010) 
   Production and Manufacturing 
   Finance and Investment 
   Technology and Telecommunication 
   Consulting Services 
   Other businesses 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Having business unit or team to manage network security 
   Yes 
   No 

 
1 
2 

Responsibilities of  business units or teams regarding network security 
   Setting up and updating Internet security software and hardware 
   Reporting security attacks to CITC 
   Designing security policies for businesses 
   Providing technical support for users regarding security issues 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Having specific employees to combat email SPAM 
   Yes 
   No 

 
1 
2 

Tasks of employees  regarding email SPAM 
   Applying and updating Anti-SPAM filters 
   Reporting emails SPAM to CITC 
   Adding emails SPAM into Blacklists 

 
1 
2 
3 

 
• Public User, Business and ISP Questionnaires (Part 2: Email SPAM 

Questions) 

Question Code 
Definition of Email SPAM 
   UBE 
   Email was sent from unknown senders and without recipients' permission to receive it 
   Email was sent randomly and contain malicious programs such as Viruses 
   UCE 
   Annoying email that was not related to recipients' work 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Awareness about email SPAM and Anti-SPAM filters (Public Users and Business 
Questionnaires) 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 

Knowledge source about email SPAM and Anti-SPAM filters 
ISPs  
   Yes 
   No 
Internet and forums 
   Yes 
   No 
Broadcast media such as TV 
   Yes 
   No 
Government  
   Yes 
   No 
School or university education (Public User Questionnaire) 
   Yes 
   No 
Other companies and organisations (Business Questionnaire) 
   Yes 

 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
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Question Code 
   No 2 

Receiving Email SPAM (Public Users and Businesses) \ Blocking Email SPAM 
(ISPs) 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 

Average number of email SPAM received on average weekly (Public User 
Questionnaire) 
   Less than 5 SPAM 
   5-15 SPAM 
   16-25 SPAM 
   >25 SPAM 

 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Email account provider  
   Hotmail 
   Yahoo 
   Gmail 
   Other 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Experience in using email   
   Less than 8 years 
   8 years and more 

 
1 
2 

Dealing with Email SPAM  
Read the entire email SPAM 
   Never 
   Sometimes 
   Always 
Delete the email SPAM 
   Never 
   Sometimes 
   Always 
Contact with ISP and notify it about email SPAM 
   Never 
   Sometimes 
   Always 
Responding to email SPAM 
   Yes 
   No 
Positive impact of email SPAM 
Purchasing and selling 
   Yes 
   No 
Learning 
   Yes 
   No 
Fun 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 
3 
 

1 
2 
3 
 

1 
2 
3 
 

1 
2 
 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 

Effects of email SPAM on the performance of public users 
   Yes 
   No 
Negative impact of email SPAM 
Stealing personal information such password (Public Users) 
   Yes 
   No 
Losing time and reducing  productivity (Public Users, Businesses and ISPs) 
   Yes 
   No 
Less confidence in using email (Public Users) 
   Yes 

 
1 
2 
 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
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Question Code 
   No 
Filling email inbox (Public Users) 
   Yes 
   No 
Computer infection by malicious programs such as Viruses (Public Users and 
Businesses) 
   Yes 
   No 
Spending money to buy or update Anti-SPAM filters (Business and ISPs) 
   Yes 
   No 
Reducing the efficiency of organisation's email server due to SPAM (Businesses) 
   Yes 
   No 
Losing customers due to receiving a large volume of email SPAM (ISPs) 
   Yes 
   No 
Consumption of the bandwidth by excessive email SPAM (ISPs) 
   Yes 
   No 

2 
 

1 
2 
 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 

Using Anti-SPAM filters to block email SPAM (Businesses and ISPs) 
   Yes 
   No 

 
1 
2 

 

• ISP Questionnaire (Part 3: Anti-SPAM Filters used and their effectiveness in 
Detecting Arabic and English Email SPAM) 

Question Code 
Types of Anti-SPAM filters used to block email SPAM 
Content-based filters 
   Yes 
   No 
Origin-based filters 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 

Types of content-based filters 
Iron Port 
   Yes 
   No 
Brightmail 
   Yes 
   No 
Barracuda 
   Yes 
   No 
McAfee 
   Yes 
   No 
Norman 
   Yes 
   No 
Sophos 
   Yes 
   No 
Forefront 
   Yes 

 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
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Question Code 
   No 
Symantec 
   Yes 
   No 
Mfiltro 
   Yes 
   No 
Kaspersky 
   Yes 
   No 

2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 

Types of origin-based filters 
Blacklists 
   Yes 
   No 
Whitelists 
   Yes 
   No 
Challenge Response Systems 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 

Updating Anti-SPAM filters regularly 
   Yes 
   No 

 
1 
2 

 

• Public User and Business (Part 3), and ISP (Part 4) Questionnaires (Efforts 
to Combat Email SPAM in Saudi Arabia and the Awareness about them) 

Question Code 
Awareness about government efforts to combat SPAM (Public Users and 
Businesses) 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 

Government Efforts to combat SPAM (Public Users, Businesses and ISPs) 
   Technical Efforts by CITC and KACST 
   Awareness Efforts by CITC 
   Receiving ISPs' reports regarding SPAM issues 

 
1 
2 
3 

Awareness about ISPs efforts to combat SPAM (Public Users and Businesses) 
   Yes 
   No 
ISPs' Efforts to combat SPAM (As perceived by Public Users and Businesses) 
   Using Anti-SPAM filters  
   Providing awareness information about SPAM 
   Reporting SPAM related issues to CITC 

 
1 
2 
 

1 
2 
3 

Awareness of customers about email SPAM and Anti-SPAM filters (Businesses and 
ISPs) 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 

Conducting workshops and training for employees about email SPAM and Anti-
SPAM filters (ISP) 
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 

Period of conducting workshops and training about email SPAM (ISP) 
   Every 1-3 months 
   Every 4-6 months 
   Every 7-9 months 
   Every 10-12 months 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 
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• Spammers’ Tricks Questions 

Question Code 
Using attractive words and false statements in the subject line of email spam 
   Attractive words 
   False statements 

 
1 
2 

Using different formats in writing content of email spam  
   Text 
   Text embedded in an image 

 
1 
2 

Adding links or attachment into the content of email spam 
   Links 
   Attachments 

 
1 
2 

Types of attachments  
   Images (e.g. gif and jpeg)  
   Pdf files 
   Text (txt) files 
   Executable (exe) files 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 

The percentages of malicious links and attachments 
Malicious links 
   Yes 
   No 
Malicious attachments  
   Yes 
   No 

 
 

1 
2 
 

1 
2 

Types of malicious links 
   Fake bank's website link 
   Forged unsubscribe link 

 
1 
2 

Hiding or obfuscating email addresses\Identity 
   Yes  
   No 

 
1 
2 

 


